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DuRING the five years which have elapsed since the
publication of the first edition of this,;work, steel has almost
entirely replaced iron in ship construction, so that such a
term as " angle iron " is no longer correctly applicable to
the materials ordinarily used in shipbuilding. Moreover,
it has been found necessary to, normally, specify scantlings
in twentieths of an inch; the former scale of sixteenths
being applied only in the unusual cases in which iron is
employed.
In revising this work the scantlings and
dimensions have been altered in accordance with the present
Rules of Lloyd's Register for steel ships, and the · usual
practice of the trade; but, in order to save as many as
possible of the stereotype plates from which the text of the
first edition was printed, the term "angle iron" has been
· retained in many cases where "angle bar" would be the
more correct designation. Some additions have been made
to both the T~xt and Plate Volumes in order to describe
and illustrate the developments of recent years in web-frame
and cellular bottom construction, as well as other important ·
details.
S.j. P.T.

In preparing this treatise an attempt has been made
to describe in detail the several proc.esses involved in
Steel
it is
clear
those

S. J.P. T.

.
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THE Work on Pmctical Naval .A:rchitectwre, contributed
by myself to this Series thirteen years ago, was ·prepared
chiefly with a view to supply the r equirements ·of the
Examinations set by the Science and Art Department
and the Admiralty at the time. The. favourable reception
which was aecorded to that book, and the extent of its
use, -encourage me to believe that it fulfilled the purpose
for which it was intended. But during recent years
wood shipbuilding has practically ceased to be a British
industry; and so many improvements have been made in
the construction of iron and steel ships as to render it
necessary that an add~tional volume should be prepared to
meet the altered circumstances of the present day. All
that was written in Pmcticcd Naval ilrchitectwre thirteen
years ago upon wood and composite shipbuilding, and
the laying-off of ships, may, however, still be consulted by
students of those subject.<> with undiminished advantage.

the Modern Practice of Shipbuilding in Iron and
at both our Royal and Private Dockyards, and
hoped that this has been done in a sufficiently
and explicit manner to meet the requirements of
desiring an acquaintance with the subject.
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PREFA.CE TO THIRD EDITION.
CHAPTER L

IT was upwards of ten years ago that this work last .
· underwent revision, and during that interval great advances
have been made in the art of shipbuilding. Steel has long
since wholly replaced iron as a material for ship construction, except for such purposes as decks and double
bottoms, where iron is occa-sionally used because of its
lesser liability to wasting by corrosion. The dimensions
given to vessels have continued to increase at a rapid rate,
and the increa-se in size has been attended with important
developments in the modes of combination, and in the means
of affording the necessary additional strength. Besides
·these, there has all the time been an increa-sing tendency to
provide more roomy ~rgo spaces, with unbroken stowage,
by omitting decks and tiers of b.eams, and substituting for
these other combinations of materials intended to furnish
eq~valent structural efficiency.
It has been considered desirable to incorporate, in the form
of an Appendix, the additional matter necessary for describing the most important of these recent developments in the
details of ship construction, and to illustrate the same by
means of additional drawings in the Plate Volume.
The scantlings required by. Lloyd's Rules have been
altered some particulars since the issue of former editions,
but it ha-s not been thought necessary to correspondingly
amend the Text, as by a reference to the current issue
of these Rules, which are used in every shipyard, the
modifications in question may rea-dily be found.
S.J. P.T.
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THE MODERN PRACTICE
OF

SHIPBUILDING IN IRON AND STEEL.
CHAPTER L
.. 1. Ma.t~rials.-Before explaining the many processes
mvolved m the Art of Shipbuilding in Iron a.nd Steel, as
at pr~ent pra:ctised, it is desirable that something should
be satd regardin'g the materials of which a ship is built.
From the earliest period of the world's history, until
comparatively recent times, wood was the principal material employed in the construction of ships; and metals,
such as iron, copper, lead, and zinc, were used only for
their fastenings, :fittings, or sheathing. It was not until
the second decade of the present century that~en ven~ured to embark upon the seas in vessels built of wrought
rron; but so strong was the prejudice against tlie use of
that. material, probably ·on account of its high specific
graVIty, that nearly the middle of the century· was
reached before much advantage was taken of the satisfactory results which followed the first employment of
iron in i!hipbuilding.
During the past fifty years, however, enormous strides
have been made in this industry, so that it. is now
very unusual to see a mercantile vessel being built of
wood, and ships of war are often cased with iron and
.steel armour of from eighteen to twenty-four inches in
thickness.
After the superiority of wrought iron over wood as a
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material for ships was established, the attention of some
shipbuilders was directed to steel, with the view of still
further adding to the strength of ships, and diminishing
the weights of their hulls.
For a long time, however, steel was found to be very
untrustworthy on account of the grea.t variability in its
ductility a.nd tenacity; a.nd although a few steel vessels
were built with satisfactory results, the failures in working with the steel then being supplied were so frequent,
that both in the Royal Navy and the mercantile marine
·a considerable timidity was felt in handling and working it.
In the year 1874 it was found that the French Government was largely u sing steel mB.Iiufa.ctured by the Bessemer process in the construction of ships and boilers for
their navy, but their experience showed that great ca.re
was still necessary in working the material, in order to
avoid failure.
In 1875, Mr. N. Barnaby, Director of Naval Construction at the Admiralty, stated his willingness and desire to
"build the entire vessel, bottom plates and a.ll, of steel," provided a really trustworthy quality of that material could
be supplied. It was doubtless in Fesponse to that cha.llenge,
that some of the principal steel makers of the country
turned their attention particularly to the production of a
homogeneous mild steel, containing only a small percentage
of carbon, and possessing high ductile qualities with a comparatively moderate tensile strength. Before a year ha.d
elapsed, the required material was produced, and in 1877
steel was approved by the Committee of Lloyd's Register
of Shipping for the construction of vessels intended to be
classed in their Register subject to certain conditions of
testing, which included an ultimate tensile strength of not
less than 27, and not exceeding 31 tons per square inch of
section.
The Admiralty had shortly before accepted a similar
material for the construction of H.M. ships, the steel
being produced by the Siemens-Martin process. But so
rapid was the development in the manufacture, that in the
course of a few months steel of the desired quality was
't
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being 'Supplied from many parts of Great Britain, and at
·the present time it is being impor ted both from Germany
and America.
This mild steel which, by improvements in the manufacture, is now quoted in the market at a lower rate than
a few years a.go was given for wrought iron, has largely
supplanted the last named material in the construction
of ships.
When possessed of an ultimate tensile strength up to
about 32 tons per square inch of sectional area, it is found
to have considerable ductility, and to be free from that
brittleness and variability of quality which characterised
the Bessemer and puddled steel of thirty years ago. To
such an extent is this the case, that shipbuilders, as a rule,
prefer working with it rather than with iron, and often
employ steel for sQme of the parts of a.n iron ship which
require much curvature or bevelling.
Although this is the case, yet, up to the present time, it
has been felt prudent to adopt certain precautions when
working with steel plates of half an inch in thickness and
above.
·.
Experiments which were made under the directions of
Lloyd's Register Committee in · the year 1877, s~owed
that the punching of steel plates was in all cases attel',lded
'Vith a depreciation of the tenacity of the steel, and that
in the case of thick plating the red~tion of strength was
fully 33 per cent. The experiments showed, moreover,
that by annealing them after punching the full tenacity
of the material was restored. It was further found that
riming the holes with a drill had a similar effect. From
these results it was inferred that the process of punching
altered. the molecular condition of the steel in the immediate n eighbourhood of the holes, and that riming removed
th.e portion of the steel in a state of molecular tension,
and ·with it the tendency of ths material to rupture at
these holes when submitted to lower stresses than it 'YM
capable of enduring before being punched. ..AB already
remarked, the operation of annealing effected the same
result.
Lloyd's Register Committee, therefore, in sanctioning a.
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reduction in the thickness of steel plates and angles, as
compared with those of iron, have insisted upon all butt
straps of half inch in thickness and upwards being annealed
or rimed ; and they further insist upon similar conditions
being observed in the case of sheer strakes, garboard strakes,
and stringer plates of that size and above. In the following
pages it will be assumed, unless otherwise stated, that the
material is mild steel that has been found, when tested, to
fulfil the requirements of the Committee of Lloyd's Register.
It may here be remarked that all steel worked
into classed ships is tested at the steel works by ~
the Surveyors to Lloyd's Register, and when
found satisfactory it is stamped with a brand
thus:The test requirements for steel, according to Lloyd's Rules,
are as follows :·
Tests. -strips cut lengthwise or. crosswise. of the plate, and also
angle and bulb steel, to· have an ult1mate tensile ~trength of. not 1~
than 28, and not exceeding 32 tons per square mch of sect10~ With
an elongation equal to at least 16 per cent. on a length of 8 mches
before fracture. Steel p~ates. intended for cold fla~gi!lg, if
specially marked for identificatw_n, may be ~ted to Within t~e
mininium limit allowed for boiler plates, VI.Z.:-26 tons tensile
strength per square inch.

require it to be of good malleable quality, capa.bl~ of wi.thstandino- a tensile strain of 20 tons per square mch With,
and 18 tons across, the grain, and to be subjected to tests a.t.
the. discretion of the Surveyors.
Brittle or inferior material is to be rejected.
All plates, beam, and angle iron are further required ro
be stamped with the manufacturer's name or trade mark.
'Uld the place where made.

,
J

Steel anales intended for the framing of vessels, and bulb steel for
besms, may have a maximum tensile strengt~ of 33 ~ns per squ!lre
inch of section provided they be capable of Withstanding the bendmg
tests, and of ~ing efficiently welded.
Strips cut from the plate, angle or bulb steel to be heated to a l?w
cherry-red and cooled m water of s2• Fahrenheit, must stand bendmg
double ro~nd a curve of which the diameter is not more than threetinies the thickness of the plates tested.
In addition to this, samples of plates and bars should be subjected
to cold bending tests at the discretion of the Surveyors.

Rivets.-The steel used fo~ rivets to be of special qu9:lity soft and
ductile and samples of the nvets should be tested by bem~ 1Dent both
hot and cold, by flattening down the heads,,and by occas10~al forg&
tests, in order to satisfy the Surveyors of thell' thorough efficiency.

With regard to the quality of the iron which is wrought
into mercantile vessels, it may be stared that Lloyd's Rule&

\~

SCANTLINGS.

CHAPTER U
·2. The Plans.-The work of the shipbuilder commences
with the preparation of the drawings of the vessel he is
about to build. These drawings consist of :-1st, The lines
showing the dimensions and form of the vessel · and 2nd
' modes'
The elevations, .p,lans, and sections, describing the
and details of her construction, and the character and ·
extent of her principal :fitt~gs.
The first-named drawing is known as the Shee;r Draught,
and is illustrated by Plate I , which is the sheer draught of
an iron sailing ship.
The other drawings·coinprise(a) '.l;'he Midship Section, and any other transverse
sections of the vessel which may be necessary in
order to show the arrangement and sizes of the
materials used in her construction.
Midship
sections of several types of vessels are shown by
Plates II., III., IV., and V .
~b) The profile, or longitudinal vertical section of the
vessel, showing arrangement of decks, bulkheads,
etc. See Plate VI.
(c) The deck and hold plans, such as are shown by
Plate VII.
It will be assumed that these drawings have been prepared, together with a specification describing in greater
detail what the intended ship is to be.
3.· Scantlings.-It is desirable to remark here that the
size8 of plates, angle bars, etc., shown upon the midship
sec~ions, and stated upon the specifications of vessels built
in the :British islands, and, to a large extent, in other
countries, are in most cases fixed in accordance with the
Rules of Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign Shipping.
Moreover, the structural arrangements in the vessels are

0
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to a like extent similarly determined. This is .due to the
· fact that about 90 per cent. ·of the tonnage of iron and steel
vessels built in this country is surveyed by Lloyd's Surveyors, with a view to being classed in Lloyd's Register;
whilst the scantlings of the rem3.i:ning tonnage are very
often regulated to a greater or lesser extent by the same
rules.· It is not intended in this volume to attempt to
explain the causes which have led to these results; it is
sufficient to point out that such is the case. It will
therefore be found in the course· of the following pages
that nequent reference is made to the requirements of
Lloyd's Rules ; for these, to a very considerable extent,
regulate the practice of iron and steel shipbuilding all over
the world, and certainly constitute the almost universal
practice in the British islands. In quoting these rule;s, it
will be understood that reference is made to those in operation
at the date of publishing the present edition of this work.
4. Lloyd's Numbers for Regulating Scantlings.-In
order to regulate and graduate the scantlings and arrangements considered suitable for vessels of different dimensions
the Committee of Lloyd's Register have formanyyears past
discarded the criterion of to~. and adopted instead two
sets of scantling numbers. To obtain these numbers the
length of the vessel, and the breadth, depth, and girth of
her half midship frame section, must be determined.
_
The LengtA is measured from the -after part of stem \
to the fore part of the stern-post, on the rahge of the upper 1
deck bea.ms, in one, tWo, and three decked and spar decked i
vessels, hut on the range of main deck beams in awning
i
decked vessels.
In vessels where the stem forms a cut-water, the length '
'I. •
measured from the place where the upper deck beam ...
)would intersect th6 after edge of stem if it were produced
""" lin the same direction as the part below the cut-water.
t
The Breadth is in all cases the greatest moulded brea-dth
i -. of the vessel.
~
· The Depth in one and two decked vessels is taken from
'~ the upper part of the keel to the top of the upper deck
beam amidships. In spar decked and awning decked
vessels the depth is taken from the upper part of the keel

J
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the top of the main deck beam amidships. For three
vessels the depth is measured to the top of the
\ upper deck beams in obtaining some of th~ scantlings,
\ while for others a deduction of seven feet is made.
; Usinu these dim-ensions, the scantlings and spacing of
the fra~es, reverse frames, and floor plates, the thickness
of bulkheads, a.i:ld the diameters of· pillars, are regulated by
a" FIRST NuMBER," which is produced as follows:For one and two decked vessels.-The nwmber is the sum
of the measurements in feet arising from the addition of
the half moulded breadth of the vessel · amidships, the I
.depth from the upper part of keel to the top of the
: upper deck beams, and the girth of the half midship
frame section of the vessel, measured from the centre line,
at the top of the keel to the upper deck stringer plate.
.
, For three decked steam vessels.-The number is produced
\ by the deduction of seve:q feet from the sum of the
1tiUrements taken to the· top of the upper deck beams.
For tpar decked and a'Wning decked steam vessels.-The
nwrnlJer is the sum of the measurements in feet taken w
•the .t op of the ma.itl deck beam, as described for vessels
1. having one or two decks.
.
· The "SECOND Nu:r.mER" regulates the scantlings of the
: k eel, stem, stern posts, keelson and stringer plates, the
l ' · thickness of the outside plating and deck, the scantlings
\of the angle irons on beam stringer plates, and keelson and !
jstringer angle irons in hold. It is obtained by multiplying I
. /1 jthe First NwrnlJm· by the length of the vessel
!
1 Having determined these two sca.ntlin_g "numbers:·. t~el
, scantlings for each part of the vessel, 1f to be bu~t m
accordance with Lloyd's requirements, can be determined j
' by reference to the several Tables printed with the Rules of j
that Society. It should, however, be remarked that the!
I scantlings in some of tliose Tables are intended only fo~
l vessels the length of which does not exce~d eleven ~im~
their depth from the top of keel When thlS proP9rt10n 18
~ exceeded other regulations come into operation~
·
5. The Model-The plans being prepar.ed and the scantlings determined, the n ext duty of the shipbuilder is to
prepare a model, in wood. of the vessel to be built, and
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upon that model he arranges the edges and butts of the
shell ·p lating, and draws lines showing the positions of the
frames. This model is usually ma.de upon a scale of 1 inch
to ·t he foot, but for very small vessels a !-inch scale is
preferred. F.rom this model the l~h..LQU.hulates and.
the frames are g.enerally.._me.M.ur.ed, and these materials
are ordered as early as .possible from the iron merchant.
Sometimes, however, the lengths of the plates are measured
from a drawing showing an expansion of. the bottom. !!;
is usual to oJ:d..e.r_J~~~elL plat~s an_inch long~!:. ~than....the
measurements obtained frondh.e mQder;t_expa.nsion...dra.wing. exceP-t at the _curved parts _of.__the._.bow_and ~~n,
where an e:x:cess..oLir9m . twQ...~o.JQ~ inches...is- allowed.
In most shipyards the breadths of the plates are taken
from the "scrive board ''-to be described hereafter. The
lengths of floors and reverse frame-s are sometimes obtained
from the model or expansion, but generall y frpm the
body plan on the sheer draught or from the scrive bo11.rd.
But before giving further explanations upon this subject
it is necessary that something should be said about the
processes of laying off and fairing the body. .
· 6. Fairing the Body.-The work involved in laying off
a. wooden vessel of large size was of a very considerable
and. sometimes difficult character.• But so readily and
simply may iron and steel ~ manipulated, that the laying
off of a mercantile vessel built with either of these materials resolves itself into but little more than simply fairing _the lines .upon the sheer draught. This drawing_i.s
usually_prepared upon a _l-ihch s~J~. and although every
care may be taken in getting in the lines upon it, yet, .
when expanded to full size, or even to a. i-inch scale only,
discrepancies and· points of unfairness are. sure to be
discovered.
The object in Fairing the Body is twofold ; the first
being, as the name would indicate, to ensure that the
surface of the vessel shall be perfectly fair, and the
second to obtain complete agreement between the body,
~eer and 1lalf:l>.re~dth_plans.
.

I decked
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I

I
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This process is fully described in the author's work
already referred to. It consists simply in drawing new
curved lines in the half breadth plan, upon full or
enlarged scale, by using measurements obtained from
the sheer and body plans, and then in drawing a new
body plan to full or enlarged scale by using measurements
obtained from the sheer and half-breadth plans. Similarly,
lines which appear curved in the sheer plan are drawn to
full or enlarged scale by using measurements obtained
from the half-breadth and body plans. These processes are
repeated until at last the three plans contain perfectly fair
lines and are in complete 3.oo-reement with each other.
In most shipbuilding yards the lines of the vessel are
expanded to full size upon a. mould loft floor, but at
some places they are £aired upon paper to a !-inch or
larger scale, and all moulds, etc., prepared by enlarging
b ·om the lines so £aired. This course of procedure cannot
be recommended upon any other grounds than cheapness.
It admits the probabUity of error and consequent unfairness in the form of the vessel, and is not at all conducive
t.o the production of satisfactory work.
It may be remarked that the contracted method of
fairing explained in page 32 of the work on P'ractical
Naval Architectwre, before mentioned, is advantageously
adopted in some establishments for the purpose of fairing
the extremities of very long vessels.
A further explanation of the work of laying off .a vessel
built of iron or steel not being within the scope of this
treatise, the student is r eferred to the book already named
fm· detailed particulars of this branch of the shipbuilders'
operations.
7. The Scrive Board.-When the vessel has been laid off
either upon. the mould loft floor, or upon paper, the lines
are transferred to the Scrive Board. This consists of a
number of seasoned deals, secured edge to edge by clamps
at the back, the edges being close jointed,. and the area of
the board large enough to receive a copy of the body plan
to full size.
Sometimes two boards are prepared for each vessel- one
showing the two sides of the fore body and the other

THE SCRIVE BOARD.
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showing the two sides of the after body. At other shipyards it is customary to draw both sides of each body
on the one board, the lower pai-t of each body being at
opposite edges of the board, and. the lines for th? two
bodies overlapping each other. ThlS may be done Without
resulting in indistinctness by making the board rather
larger than would otherwise be necessary ~See Plate Vill).
Other shipbuilders, again, draw only one s1de of each body
upon the board ; making, in fact, a .copy ~f the. bo?y plan
as ordinarily drawn. For converuence m adJustmg the
frames, reverse frames, and floprs, and setting off the rivets
upon them-as will be subsequently described-ma~·ks are
made at different lengths in eac~ body plan showmg the
breadths, at those places, of the frames drawn upon the
opposite body. This method of preparing the scrive board
is not recommended, however, as it affords greater risks of
. unfairness than the other two methods which have been
described.
The scrive board (Pla.Je VIII.) should show1. The outer edges of the frame angle irons-marked a.
2. The inner edges and upper boundaries of floor
plates-b.
· ·
3. The landing edges of the shell plates-marked c.
4. The lines of the upper parts of beams at the outer
edges of the frames-d.
5. The middle lines of ke~ons and side stringers-e.
6. The positions of ribbands for holding together the
frame in their proper places-f.
7. The several water lines by which the vessel was
£aired. (These are not shown on Plate VIII.)
8. The bow and buttock lines employed for the same
purpose (these are omitted from Plate VIII); and
9. When water ballast tanks are fitted, or cellular framing adopted, the girders or longitudinal frames at each
transverse· section are shown, together with the margin or
flange plates and such other lines as may be necessary in
such cases.
In addition to the above the J:>ase and middle lines of
vessel are also drawn.
All these lines ar e " ~-azed " or scratched into the nsurface
.
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of the board and some of them are distinguished by paint
marks of various colours.
s. Bevellings.-Bevelling boards are sometimes prepared
for the use of the workmen when setting the frames and
reverse frames to the curv.es shown on the scrive bo~rds.
But at some shipyards, the workmen take the bevelhn~s
direct from the board by the aid of an instrument sue~ as lB
shown by fig. 1. .As will be seen, this apparatus consists of

=

Scale Bin. 1 foot.

Front View.

Fig. I.

FJn.d View.

a bevel, the tongue of which ha..c; a sliding joint, the stock of
the bevel being also the tongue of a squar~. The stoc~ of
the square is laid upon the serive board,. With the ?e~elling
board D (indicated by dotted lines) restmg upon 1t m the
manner shown. The centre line of the tongue of the square
is fixed at the point B, where a bevelling spot has been
chosen upon a frame curve on the scrive board (usually at a
ribband line), and the centre line of the to~<TUe of the bevel
is placed at 0, where a perpendicular fro~ the frame at ~he
point B on the scrive board cuts the ~Jacent frame. lme.
The pin A having been fixed at such a he1ght that AB IS the
frame spacing of the vessel, it consequently follows that the
line EO gives the bevelling of the angle iron.
The bevellinu of the frames and reverse frames are
always standi~ or obtuse, and to obtain "this the flanges of
the angle iron are pla~d in opposite directions in the two
bodies.
.
Fitters' Plans.-To further instruct the workmen regarding the details of the ship to be. built, plans of the several
decks, a sketch of the profile .a nd other details of the construction are drawn upon boards, the whole being protected
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by varnish from erasure either by the action of the weather
or frequent use. A tracing of the midship section upon
cloth is usually provided for the same purpose. The drawings thus supplied show only the iron and steel work of the
hull proper, together with the decks; other details for the
guidance of the joiners and carpenters being furnished
separately at a later stage.
9. Ordering Materia.ls.-Some reference has ah·eady
been made to this department of the shipbuilders' work. It
must necessarily be performed. at a very early stage in the
operatiollS, as nothing can be done towards building the
ship until the requisite materials for her construction have
been received.
It will be assumed that the midship section, sheer
draught, plans, and specification have been approved; also
that the lines have been £aired, the model made, and scrive
board prepared. The k eel, stem, and stern post are ordered
and put in hand at once. These are usually forged from
scrap iron, but, of late, stern posts of steamers have been
occasionally made of cast steel. The information given for
the supply of kElel bars is of a very simple character, consisting simply of the lengths of the several pieces, together
with the depth and thickness of the keel. I£ the keel is to
be supplied with the scarphs pl&.ned and fitted, and some of
the rivet holes drilled, special t emplates have to be provided,
showing the size, spacing, and arrangements of the rivets.
The holes in one of each pair of corresponding scarphs
should, however, not be drilled until the keel is in place on
the blocks; but that precaution is not always observed. A
very ordinary length f9r forged keel bars is forty feet, but, of
course, this is larg"ely determined by the length of the vessel.
The stem is ordered in the straight, similar to a length of
el, and is bent to its form in the shipyard; this being
ne i:a consequence of the inconvenience of transit with a
rved bar, especially when it is required for the stem of a
ssel with a. cutwater.- c.{<II' c, -4 c-W
The stern post of a sailing ship may be ordered by a.
sketch to scale, or by a. full size pattern made to the lines on
the mould loft floor. In ~very case the sizes and positions
oi the gudgeons to receive the rudder pintle.'> must bl)
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clearly shown, ·and their position e.Ccurately set off by
figured dimensions.
The mould or drawings supplied for the stern posts of &
screw steamer a.re necessarily more elaborate than for a..
sailing ship or paddle steamer. The combination of rudder
post, body post, and connecting plate is termed the stern
fram.e. Particulars for forming the propeller boss have to.
be supplied, and the bole in the body post for the propeller
to pass through is roughly drilled before the stern frame is.
sent to the shipyard. The hole is accurately turned out.
shortly before the vessel is launched. When the stern frameis cast in steel, a. mould must be supplied for the purpose.
These forgings having been put in hand, the materials forthe frames reverse frames, floors, keelsons, stringers, shell
plates, deck plates, beams, etc., must be ordered.
It is most important that the dimensions of the iron or
steel plates, angles, etc., supplied for a vessel should not be
very much in excess of those lengths required for the finished
work as otherwise waste is involved. At the same time,
unl~ the materials are of a. sufficient size, the waste is even
still greater.
( .As has already been remarked, the lengths of frame angle
~- ~s are usually measured from the model.) This is done
by means of a flexible scale which is bent to the lines on ~he
model, indicating the ·positions of the frames. Some shipbuilders, however, prefer to measure frames, reverse fra.mel3,
and floor plates from the scrive board, and there can be no
doubt that this is the moreSa.flista:Ctory method;:J' In the
same way, as the scrive board shows the lines of the insides
of the floors, the latter and the reverse frames can be most
accurately measured therefrom. This is especially the cases
with steamers having varying depths of floors ; but, even
for sailing ships, the measurements ma.y be taken with
greater accuracy from the scrive board than from the model,
as the latter shows the outside of the vessel only. Some
builders, however, order all reverse frames and the floors, except those at the extremities of the vessel, from the .model.
In ordinary floors which lap or butt at alternate s1des of
the middle line, careful note must be taken of the long anc.l
short arms when preparing th~ order book for materials..
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lengths of
plates, as alr.e ady remarked, are
measured from the model, an excess of one inch over the
nett length being allowed, except at the curved extremities
. of the vessel; where the allowance is propoiiiionately grea~r,
even to the extent of three or four inches. The breadths of
shell plates are always taken from the scrive};Oa'i:d an
excess of .~>ne inch over the measured bread tb being usu'ally
allowed for outeL§.!i!.l!l5:~s, and of half an inch for inner
strakes.
·
--- Deck plates, st1~~u>l~tes, l_ongit!l.dinal and di~~nal tieplates are measured from the ~C!!LPJ.!!!!S (see Plat; VII.),
an excess of h.~-~~h. to an inch being allowed over the
nett lengths and breadths. The dimensio.ns of coamin<Y
R.!!l!kLtp hatchways, and the l~ngt}1_s of stringer and~
~l!Lhars are measured from the deck pla!!§.; but the
lengths of all beams should be obtained from the scrive
~' allowance being .made for their being turned ~
to form knees.
.
The ~of l~1s..;'n a~gl~'i, plat~, b_l:llbs, b~rs, .etc., are not
a.Iw:ays set off upon the working pl8.J!S; although it is very
desrrable that they should· be, in order to secure the best
possible arrangement of butts in the vessel. It is, however
too often the practice to measure the total lengths of th~
keelsons, bilge and side stringers, and subdivide them into
convenient lengths of u:om thirty to forty feet, leaving it to
the foremen at the sh1p to arrange the butts in a satisfactory manner.
It is necessary before leaving this subject to state and
-explain the principal symbols employed in desianatina the
various strakes of plating, frames, etc., upon the ~rder book,
so that the materials supplied for each part. of the vessel
may be used precisely where intended
Frames are usually numbered from aft to forward and
the same numbers are of course emploJ~d fOl·th;~nes
ponding reverse frames, ~.22!:~. and beams. The strakes of
shell plating are distinguished alphabetically, the garboard,
or strake next the keel, being known as A strake, and so
upwards to the sheer strake (see Plate II.). The plates in
.each strake are numbered, commencing from aft. The
.strakes ~f deck plating are at some yards also marked
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alphabetically, and the plates distinguished numerically;
while at other yards the whole of the plates are numbered,
commencing at the after end. When a great many plates in
an iron or steel deck happen to be of ·the same_ dimensions
and thic~ess, it is advantageous to indicate them ali by the
same maxk when ordering the materials. By so doing, it is
possible to order some hundreds of plates ~thout employing
many alphabetical or numerical designations. It is, of
course, necessary to state how many plates of each size are
required in sendihg out the order.
These several practices are, however, simply matters of
detail, the general principle to be observed is that the
materials upon reaching the shipyard shall be so marked as
to be at once identified and appropriated to the p_urpose ·for
which each plate, bar, etc., was ordered. Any method or
system which gives this re:mlt with the least possible
labour or risk of error may be considered satisfactory.
On the following pages are given extracts from ordinary
order books for frames, etc.,_for iron and steel ships.
BULKHEAD PLATES.
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FRAMES AND REVERSE FRAMES.
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR STAGES.

CHAPTER ill.
10. Laying the Blocks.-The materials for the v~l
having been ordered, we have next to prepare a. foundatiOn
upon which to build the ship.
.
.
The launchinO' weiO'ht of mercantile vessels IS not usually
so g~eat as too render necessary specia~ precautions_ in
regard to piling the ground, etc., such as IS often requrred
when ironclads have to be built thereon.
Presuming, then, that the ground is sufficiently solid,
and that there is enough breadth and depth of water for
launching the vessel when built, we will proceed to lay the
blocks upon. which the keel is to be placed.
The keel blocks are usually placed at a somewhat less
declivity than the ways subsequently laid for launc~.
A very common declivity for blocks when a. vessel IS
launched end on is about ~ of an inch to the foot, and the
launching ways may then be laid at from it to t inch
to the foot.
·
The blocks are spaced at about four to five feet apart,
and should be of stout and substantial baulks of timberespecially those at the bottom of each tier. In laying
blocks care must be taken that the vessel is everywhere
sufficiently high above the ground for the proper per:ormance of all the operations involved in her constructiOn.
The foremost block is almost invariably the highest, as
the excess in declivity of the launching ways over that of
the blocks tends to bring the bow of the vessel continually
nearer the ground 8.s she slides into the water. The
intended height of the ways, nature of the fore shor.e, and
the declivity adopted in launching should all be considered
in determining · the height of the fore~ost block, so .that
care must be taken in fixing it. If the blocks are laid at
the same declivity as will be subsequently adopted for the

,.
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l aunching ways, the height of the foremost block will be
determined solely by the necessity, already referred to, of
affording sufficient head room for working under the flat
of the bottom. But if the declivity of the keel blocks is
less than that of the launching ways care must then be
ta~en that the forepart of the keel is not brought too near
the ground when the stem has reached the bottom of the
ways and the after part of the vessel is water borne. It
is a. great advantage when the ground upon which the
vessel is built has the same natural declivity as is given
to the launching ways, and in that case it is not unusual
to lay the blocks at a uniform height throughout the
entire length of the vessel.
11. Arrangements for Sta.ges.-The keel ·blocks are laid
midway between two sets of upright spars which are
erected for the purpose of supporting the stages upon
which the workmen stand while engaged upon the framework and plating of the vessel These spars are set deeply
and · firmly in the ground, and the two sets are spaced
sufficiently apart to suit the breadth of the vessel and leave
a few feet of clearance. On each Side of the vessel these
vertical spars are placed in two rows, with about six to
eight feet between the rows. The spars are placed opposite
each other in the two rows, and each spar is formed of a. fir
tree sawn up the middle, the two halve.<> being separated by
chocks of wood about four inches thick, and the two pieces
are then bolted through the chocks. The openings between
the tw.o halves of the spars are opposite the vessel, so that
horizontal wooden beams may rest upon the chocks between the halves of the two rows of spars on each side of
the vessel These beams are continued to the sides of the
vessel and form the supports of the stage planks. A
number of holes are bored through the two halves of the
vert.i~al spars, between the chocks, to r eceive bars of iron
upon which the horizontal beams may rest at intermediate
heights when it is required to place stages in such positions.
These holes serve the further purpose of enabling bars of
iron to be placed above the horizontal beams to keep the
latter from tripping when heavy weights are resting upon
the stage. Without ful'ther explanation it will be readily
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seen that this mode of erecting s~oing around a vessel is
very simple and complete.
12. Bar Keels.-There are several varieties of keels in
iron and steel ships, but of these the bar keel is the form
most commonly adopted. Sketches of this keel in elevation
and section are shown by Plate IX. As already stated, it
is received in forged lengths of about forty feet, the several
lengths being joined by vertical scarphs, as shown in elevation by fig. 2. The sizes of bar keels vary according to the
dimensions of the vessels. Lloyd's Rules require a bar keel
of 6 in. x l j in. for a vessel of 100 tons, while for one of
6000 tons it is required to be of no less than 12 in. x 3l in.
---.,.,~, The scarphs are required by Lloyd's Rules to be in length
- ·-::.:::=.=r
· nine times the thickness
¥
of the keel. When pieces
...__ ___.:._ _ _ _.....__ __.ll ,of keel are laid upon the
Fig. 2.
blocks and set straight,
the sca.rphs are connected by several small countersunk
rivets-known as "tack" rivets. The tack rivets serve to
unite the pieces of keel until the ga.rboard plates are riveted
to them, and they are
therefore spaced clear
of the ordinary keel
rivets. They must,
however, be spaced
sufficiently close to
enable the sca.rph to
be caulked before the
garboard plates are
put on. Their position and usual number
are clearly seen by
reference to fig. 2.
~~:.t.--~,.,- ~:4~,-..r~.c.,.."'J_.~
The rivets in the
---~.:'lO..-~~~_.--;:-~...~~~~~= ·-··
keel are usually in
Fig 3.
two rows, arranged
.
what· is termed " zig-zag" fashion, as shown by fig. 2,
nd .they are required by Lloyd's. Rules to ?e i. inch larger1
n d1ameter than would be reqmred for nvetmg together
ates of the same thickness as the garLoard, but in no case
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~uches

th~

ed they be more than 1{in diameter. By
me rules these rivets should be spaced five diameter&
art from centre to centre in each row.
W'hen the keel bars are laid upon the block, and set
straight, they are kept in position by means of shores, and
further by pieces of wood nailed to the upper block on
each side, as shown by fig. 3.
13. Side Bar Keels.-A specimen of the side bar keel is
showri in section by Plate III., and in elevation by fig. 2 of
Plate X. Keels formed in this way are not often adopted,
chiefly in consequence of the expense of workmanship, but
the system is a very strong one, and superior in many
r espects to that which has just been described. There are
several forms of the side bar arrangement, but the distinctive feature of the system is a continuous vertical plate
extending from the under side of the keel to the top of the
floors, and sometimes continued so as to form a part of the
main keelson. A bar is riveted on each side of this plate
at its lower part, the collective thickness of the middle
line plate and the side bars being at least equal to the
thickness of an ordinary bar keeL
The middle line plate and the side bars are obtained in
long'lengths, and they are so arranged as to give good shift
to each other. The side bars are sometimes attached to the
middle line plate with small rivets widely spaced, these
being arranged so as to be clear of the main riveting of the
keel. When the garboard plates have been bent and fitted,
the holes for the keel rivet.s are either marked off upon
them when in place, or else the rivet holes are transferred
fi'Om the templates. It should here be explained that a
tempude is a pattern, made with thin strips of fir, by means
of which plates, etc., are prepared so as to correspond with
the adjacent parts of the vessel already in place.
/~he. _holes .. for riveting side bars, gar_boards, and middle
liru.Qg.etber, are generally arranged in zig-zag fasl1ion, and
. fipaced about four and a half or five diameters apa.1·t, the
size oL the rivets being governed .by_the same rule·as for bar
keels. Grea.t care is necessary in setting off the holes, and
in drilling and riveting side bar keels, for when single bars
are adopted trere are five thicknesses to be riYctcd t oaether ·
t:>

'
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and in the unusual case of double side bars the rivets pass
through no less than seven thicknesses of plating. It has
-consequently been found necessary in such cases to recon-cile a great many of the holes by riming with a drill when
·.all the parts are screwed together preparatory to riveting.
In order to ensure satisfactory riveting in side bar keels it
is desirable at first to punch the rivet holes in the middle
line plate smaller than the finished size, and then rime them
to their exact size, when the side bars are screwed in place.
The necessity for carefully closing and screwing up the
several parts together after the ga.rboard plates are fitted
will be apparent, especially when the work is to be hand
riveteu. In the case shown by Plates ill. and X., however,
machine riveting was adopted, and the. results were moy
satisfactory.
14. Flat Plate Keel-This description of keel, which is
shown on Plate V., is of much more common occurrence
than that which has just been described It is most commonly adopted in the cases of vessels when the draft of
water is limited, and, in association with an inner bottom
.and bracket framing, it is almost universal in the H.oyal
Navy.
Flat plate keels are usually made of a single thicknel!S of
plate, but sometimes a double thickness is adopted In
the latter case the butts of the two thicknesseS are carefully shifted, and the inner thickness extends from edge to
~dge o£ the garboard plate on each side of the vessel.
'-....
/These keels are invariably associated with either imte'l·- '\ ~
osta~ or continuous k:eelson plates to which they are /
.
onnected by double angle irons, as shown in Plate V. An ,
ntercos~ plate is one that extends between each pair of I
ransverse frames to the shell plating of the vesseL
Lloyd's Rules require that flat plate keels shall. be 30
in. x -A in. for three-fifths the length amidships in vessels
-of about 100 tons, reduced to ~ in. in thickness at the
~xtremities ; and the ~ are regularly increased for
larger vessels, so that when the second or plating number is
70,000 they are to be 36 in. x ji in. for three-fifths the
length amidships, reduced to H- in. at the extremities.

~
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The bl!i;t straps of flat plate keels are to be treble rivcte ,
and as much thicker than the plates they connect as is
required for bilge strak~. Butt straps are fitted over the
butts of both the upper and the lower strakes of double
plate keels, and in each case they should be in one length.
Care must be taken to arrange the lengths of the plates
forming these keels so that the butts shall come exa-etly at.
the middle of the frame spa-ees, as otherwise it is imp-ossible
to find room for an efficient treble·riveted butt connection.
Plate k~ls must be laid upon the blocks at the earliest
stage of the work, the same as in the case of bar keels, and
straight lines drawn along the middle of each piece of p1ate
must coincide with a line stretched along over the blocks
to designate the centre line of the ship. When correctly
adjusted the plates must be temporarily secured, while the
continuous middle line keelson · is being fitted or the
transverse frames are crossed
It should be premiSed that the holes for the rivets for
connecting the keel plate to the frames, keelson-angles, gar~
board plates and butt straps, should be carefully set off n.nd
punched before the plates are laid up-on the blocks. By
making the length of each plate an exact multiple-say
six or seven times-<>£ the frame spacing, very little diffi·
culty will be found in accurately arranging the holes for
the rivets so that they _may be transferred from a template
suited for a great part of the vessel's length.
It is necessary to remark here that when Lloyd's second
scantling number is 26,000 and above, the flat keel plate is
Cubled for one-half of. the vessel's length amidships.
~
15. Stems, Stern Posts, &c.-The stems of all vessels, and
the stern p-osts of sailing vessels and paddle steamers, are
of about the same size llS their bar keels ; but by Lloyd's
Rules the stern fram6!3 of screw steamers are made from
twice to nearly three ~imes the thickness, according to the
size of the vessel For instance, the keel of a 100 ton
screw steamer is required to be -6 in. x ll in., and the
· stern frame 5i in. x 2t in. But in the case of a. steamer
of 6000 tons, the keel and stem are each 12 in. x 31 in.,..
while the stern frame is 13 in. x 9~ in.

'·
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Stems and stern posts are almost invariably forged · in
accordance with moulds or drawings supplied by the shipbuilder. Recently, however, cast-steel stern frames have
been at times adopted; but in such cases careful tests should
be made upon pieces of steel cut off the ends of such castings
in order to ensure that the material is sufficiently d~
The castings should further be tested by being let fall to
the ground after being r aised through an angle of 45°.
The improvements continually being made in the manufacture of mild steel are such as to suggest that steel
castings will be largely employed ~ the future for parts
of a vessel in which wrought iron forgings are now used.
As stated on page .19, stems· are supplied in a straight •
piece, and are bent to ·the required form in the shipyard.
The large forgings required for the stems and rams of ironclads and other war ships must, however, be forged, and
subsequently planed to their required form.
The stem of a mercantile vessel is scarphed to the bar
keel in the same way that the several parts of the keel ,t--·1- 1\.r.
itself are connected, and the arrangement of the riveting i~-...
the same in both cases. The stern post of a sailing ship or
r
paddle steamer is similarly connected to the after part of , G1:- ".r
bar keel, and the arrangement of rivets in it is after the"' -v
same fashion. The stern post in these cases extends at least
to the top of the transom frame (see fig. 1, Plate Xll), and
generally to the top of the poop or raised quarter-deck.
The gudgeons for receiving the rudder pintles are in most
cases forged to the stern post. Sometimes, however, the
gudgeons are riveted to the stern . post; but this system,
which was once common, is now r arely adopted. These
gudgeons should not be spaced more than from four feet to
five · and a. half feet apart, according to the size of the
vessel, and it is usual to allow the weight of the rudder to
be borne upon the lowest gudgeon. Care must be taken
to allow a sufficient amount of material in the "lugs,"
forged upon the stern post, for these gudgeons, so as to
leave a substantial thickness when the holes for the rudder
pintles are drilled out. The last-named operation is usually
. performed after the vessel is plated and the rudder is
r eady to be shipped in place. It need scarcely be said that .
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the centres of the gudgeons m~t be in a straight line
when fini~hed to receive the rudder pintles.
Plate XI. shows the stern frame of a large screw steamer,
and in this case the body post extends to a water-tight flat
below the lower deck, to which it is strongly attached. In
cargo steamers of ordinary size the body post does not
extend above the screw aperture, but is forged to a. curved
form, joining with the rudder post. TJ1e adva11;tages gained
by the additional security shown in Plate XI. must, however, be obvious, when the vibratory effects due to high
engine power are taken into consideration.
.
ln every case care should be taken to effect a good
union between the rudder post and the hull of the vessel,
especially by means of the transom frame, as shown in
fig. 2 of Plate XII.
The hole in the body post of a screw steamer to receive
the tail end of the s0rew shaft is roughly bored before the
stern frame is erected, and the finished size of the hole is
obtai~1ed by being bored out shortly before the vess~l is
ready for launching, and when the centres of the working
p11rl8 of the machinery have been set off in the engineroom and shaft tunnel.
/The stern post and stem are set accurately in place by
their middle lines being plummed on the fore or after sides,
and further by the aid of a vertical line transfened- from
the stem and stern post moulds, the same having been set
off upon the latter from the sheer plan on the mouJd loft
floor. Allowance is, of course, made for the declivity of
the blocks upon which the vessel is built.
...--::-111
16. Frame Spacing.-The keel being set accurately in
place, the positions of the transverse frames are marked
upon it, these being .generally numbered in rotation, commencing from the aftermost frame, ter~d the- transom
f~n!f.. which is at the fore side of the ru~'dei· post. ·
Lloyd's Rules require transverse frames to be not more
than 20 inches apart when the first scantling number is
under 37. This spacing is increased to 21 inches when
the number is between 45 and 52; to 22 inches wi1en
under 61; to 23 inches when under 71; to 24 inches when
under 97; and above that the spacing may be as much as
26 inches.
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CHAPTER IV. . .
17. Fra.ming.-Until within recent years iron v~e]s
for the mercantile marine were, with but few exceptions,
framed upon what is termed the transverse system. T~e
exceptions refer~:ed to are a fe_w sailing v~sels a:nd steame:s ·
which were built by the late ~Ir. Scott Russell upob his
longitudi'nd system. The G·reat Eastern and the ~ nnette,
which have been ably described upon several occasions by
their talented designer, afford examples of this mode. of
longitudinal framing. The transverse_ system of f~g
is still the prevalent form, .but of late It has been vanously
blended with longitudinal frames in the modes to be
hereafter described.
Before considering these co~pound varieties of framing,
we purpose describing the common system of transverse
fra.minu such as is still found in the greater nu~ber of
iron and steel vessels, both built and building. Plates II.
and IV. show midship sections .of a _sailing vessel and
steamer framed in this way.
/ .An ordinary transver:se frame consists of the following
components, viz. : 1st. A frame angle bar, one flange of which is riveted to
1
the outside or shell plating. This angle bar extends from
, the keel to the gunwale in all cases (see Plate IX.).
2nd. A floor plate, extending across the keel from bilge
to bilge, being riveted to the frame angle bar at its lower
1
· edge (see Plate IX.).
3?·d. A reverse angle bar, which is riveted to the upper
edue of the floor upon the side opposite to the frame bar,
I
,
'
.
and,
at the termination
of the floors, nveted
back to b ack
1
with the frame bars to height.'3 in the vessel varying with.
her size and type (see Plate IX.).
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. 18. Frame Angle Bars.-The frame angle bars usually
b':tt _at the middle line of the vessel, and covering straps,
or heel pieces, of angle iron of the same size, are riveted to
them and the fl~rs upon the opposite side of the latter,
~ . shown by Plate IX.
These straps are at least three
feet long, and are riveted, like the frames, to the shell
plating. When the frames are butted elsewhere than
at 'the middle line (which is not often done), similar straps
are fitted on the ·opposite side.
' The sizes of the frame angle bars, according to Lloyd's
Rules, are regulated by the first scantling number, described
upon page 14.
- 19. Floor Plates.-:-The sizes of the floor plates are also
regulated by the first scantling number, and a reduction in
thickness is allowed at the extremities of the vessel when
those at the midship section are .Jcr inch and above. They
are required to be moulded not less than one-half their
midship depth at a distance of three-fourths the half
breadth of the vessel, and to extend in a fair curve up
the bilges ·to at least a perpendicular height of twice the
midship depth of floor above the top of keel:
Floors are made 1-rr in. thicker in the engine spMe of
steam vessels, and in the boiler space /r; in. thicker.
Except when a continuous vertical centre plate keelson
is fitted (fig. 4, Plate IX.), the floors are required to extend
from side to side of the vessel. They may, however, be
made of two lengths, if efficiently riveted together. In
cases wherein the side bar keel system is adopted, or in
that of a continuous vertical centre plate without side
bars, such as just refen-ed to, the floor plate on eacl1 side
is connected to the vertical centre plate by double angle
irons of not less size than the reverse frames (see fig. 4,
Plate IX.).
In all other cases the floor-plates are ma~e in one length
for small vessels, and at the extremities of vessels of larger
size. Where the breadth of the vessel renders it necessary
to fit the floor in two lengths, they are necessarily either
butt or lap jointed together. The butt or lap is either
at the middle line or a. little upon one side of it. The
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butted joint, shown by fig. 4, is recommended in order to
FFT=;;'~==='I?"'~=iJ=c;~
---~-IT get close-fitted work at
::~::~::~:===~== o o.o o =:·?::3::_..?. this part. But if the
parts of the floor are
connected by lap joints,
it is then desirable that
0
0 : 0
those of alternate floors
should be placed at opposite sides of the middle
Fig. 4.
line, as shown by fig. 5.
In order to clear the frame angle straps, or heel pieces, at
the middle line, the laps should be situated· at abo~t two
·
feet on each side.

the floor is often extended so as to form the lowest plate
in the bulkhead, as shown by Plate XIll.
20. Reverse Frames.-The sizes of reverse frames are
determined by the same scantling numbers as for the
frames.
The reverse frames extend to various heights on the
frame, according to the size and type of the vessel. Their
purpose is to stiffen the frame, or rather to form, in conjunctioa with the frame bars and floor plates, a rib of
sufficient stiffness.
Reverse frames are sometimes butted at the middle line
of th~ floor, but the .hetter method is to butt t.h~L~e
where off the_zpidcije_li]).e, aEg_ on opP?site sides upon
alternate frames.
·- Wherever -they may be butted, angle iron straps are
riveted-these straps being large en:ough to take at least two
rivets upon each side of the butt; but, when butted at the
middle line, the straps are fitted on the opposite side of
the floor plate, as shown by figs. 4 and 5. Whether the
reverse frame be butted at the middle line or not, this piece
of double reverse frame must be fitted to assist in fastening
the . middle line keelson. Indeed, short double reverse
frames, or lug pieces, are fitted on all frames in way of the
keelsons and stringers in hold for the same purpose.
Double reverse frames are riveted to every floor, from
bilge to bilge, in the engine and boiler rooms of steam
vessels; and in vessels of 17 feet or upwards in depth, from
the hold beams, the additional reverse bars are extended to
the upper side of the stringers at upper po.rt of bilge and
connected to them.
Frames, reverse frames, and floor plates are connected
by rivets spaced about seven diameters apart; and the
diameters are proportioned to the greatest thickness of
plate or angle bar through which they pass.
21. Punching the Fr~es.-The frame angle bars of a
steel ship vary in size, according to Lloyd's Rules, from
2t in. x 2t in. x -i7J in. in the smallest class of vessels, up tO
7 in. x 3i in. x -~rg in. in vessels of the largest size therein
provided for. The smaller of the two flanges-when they
are of unequal size-is that which is riveted to the shell
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When the parts of the floors are butted together, double
butt straps should be fitted and they should be treble .
riveted. If lap joints are adopted, th_e y should be also
treble riveted.
It may be remarked that some builders lap joint the
parts of the floors at the middle line, but such a system
cannot be recommended upon any other grounds than,
perhaps, cheapness of workmanship. But considering the
labour which is often expended in making good work,
owing to the number of surfaces to be closed, it is doubtful
whether any saving of cost can be effected by this method.
As will presently be seen, there are four thicknesses to be
riveted together at both the top and bottom of the floor
when lapped at the middle line, besides a number of
tapered liners to be fitted.
Floor plates at transverse bulkhead frames are made
-deeper than elsewhere, in order that the b~ead plates
may be lapped and riveted to them; and in small vessels
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plating ; the floor plate and reverse frame being riveted k
the larger flange. By the Clyde system- which is the one
most usually adopted-the rivet holes in the flange which
is attached to the shell plating are always punched beforethe angle bar is bent, and in most cases the rivet holes in
both flanges are punched in the straight bar. Exception.'!
are however made in the cases of certain rivet holes, these
bei~ the h~les for the rivets which pass through the laps.
of the shell plates, those rivets in the same flange which
occur at the turn of the bilge and the rivet holes in the
transverse flange for fastening t~e beam knees. All theseholes are punched at a subsequent stage of the work, as will
be hereafter described.
·
In order to obtain the proper position of the shell rivets
in the straight angle bar for the frame, a batten is bent to- ·
the curve of the frame on the scrive board, and the laps of
the shell plating are marked up~>n it. The positions of the
rivets which pass through the frame angle oar and the
plate laps are then marked upon the batten. These rivets
are always in the outer rows on ~he edges of the outer
strakes of plating when the edges of the plates are double
riveted, this being done in order that the rivets in question
may be effective in closing the _lap, fit for caulking, so as toobtain water-tight work. · The other rivet, in double riveted
laps, is omitted, as to punch a hole for it would unnecessarily weaken the bar. The positions of these rivets being
determined, the intervening spaces are subdivided, so as to
obtain, as nearly as possible, a spacing of seven diameters o~
the rivet employed. The positions of the holes which pass
through the plate laps are, however, not marked upon the
batten, for these must be punched in the frame bars, at a
later stage, with great accuracy, in order that they may be
in a line with the other rivets in the same row.
When the positions of the frame rivets are marked upon.
the batten the latter is sprung straight upon the angle
bar set apart for the particular frame, and the rivet holea
are transferred to the proper flange'of the bar, whereupon
they are punched, care being taken to punch the holes from
the faying surface of the angle iron, in order that the.
punched holes may be largest on the inside of the vesseL

\

·,

This precaution, as . will be seen hereafter, is alw
/
-observed in punching rivet holes, as the latter have · /
tar.tJred or conical form, of ·which the smallest side is that_...
into which the punching tool first enters. Rivets a.re made
-of a conical form under the head, so as to completely fill
the rivet holes when hammered up and clenched (see fig. 6).
It has already been remarked that at most of
the Clyde shipyards the rivet holes in both flanges
of the frame bars are punched before the latter are
bent. Some advantage in expediting the work is
to be found in this system, which we will ·now Fig. G.
proceed to describe.
The scrive hoard shows, among other things, the inner
-edges· and the extremities of the floor plates. The frame
bars and floor plates, in all except small vessels, are connected by a zig-zag arrangement of riveting, in order to
-effectually close the work. The surface in contact being
less when a frame and reverse frame are riveted together,
a single line of rivets is sufficient to closely unite them.
The height to which the floor plate extends is therefore
marked upon the frame angle bar, and a zig-zag arrangement of rivets is set off upon it, of the proper spacing, to
·that height. Above the floor, to the height at which the
reverse frame is extended, the other rivets in the transverse flange are marked .with the requisite spacing.
Exception is, however, made in the case of the rivets for
-connecting the beam knee to the frame, these being omitted
until a subsequent stage of the work, as great care must be
taken to keep the decks and sides in a true and fair line.
By the system we are considering, the rivet holes set off
·upon both flanges of the frame angle bars are punched
before any steps are taken to bend or bevel them.
22. Punching the Reverse Frames.-The holes in the
reverse frames, by which they are riveted to the frames,
.are not punched until the reverse bars are bent ; but in
some cases the holes in the other flanges of the reverse
bars, for receiving the ceiling and sparring bolts, are set
·Off and punched while the reverse angle bars are straight.
'The rivet holes for conne~ting the keelson angle irons are
.not usually punc}led until the frames are erected, ribbanded,
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and shored, and the positions of the keelsons have been
accurately put in by the aid of battens.
The height of the close ceiling is usually determined by
that of. the floor plates. Above this height the spacing of
sparring bolts will be fixed by the breadth and spacing of
the sparring deals. The positions of close ceiling faste~gs
are similarly determined by the breadths of the ceilmg
hat.ches and the positions of the. keelsons. No great nicety
is required in placing these bolts, so that it is a simple
matter to set their positions off upon a batten, ~J,nd then
transfer them to the straight reverse bar. Some builders
prefer, however, to punch the close ceiling bolf.:s with a
"bear," after the vessel is framed
23. Bending Frames.-The first operation in frame
bending is the preparation of the " set iron." This is a
fiat bar of soft iron, the section of which varies from about
2 in. x t in. to li in. x i iii., according to the size of the
vessel.
The curves of the frame are scratched deeply upon the
scrive boo,rd, and that of the particular frame to be bent is
carefully traced out in chalk. The set iron is then bent
accurately to the shape of the curve of the frame, upon
the scrive board, and the positions of the bevelling spotsusually the ribbands-are marked upon it. The set iron
is then taken to the bending slab (see Plate XIV.), . and
the curvature is transferred thereto · with a thin slip of
chalk.
·
It should here be explained that the bending slab is
composed of a number of square blocks of cast iron, with
holes in them as shown. These blocks are :fitted together,
side by side, upon the ground until their united surfaces
give a sufficient area for receiving the full length of any
frame or other angle bar in the ship when bent. The
blocks are usually about five inches in thickness, and the
holes in the blocks are for receiving the various bars and
other tools employed in bending the frames, such as will
presently be described.
The curve drawn upon the bending slab is that of the
outside of the frame, and at a parallel distan ce ft·om i~
equal to the breadth of the transverse flange, the C\l!va·
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ture of _the inside of that flange is drawn by means of a
gauge. The next step to be taken is one for which no
· rple can be laid down, as it is determined by the experience
of the workmen.
I_t iS found that, in cooling, a bent angle bar not only
shrmks but also loses a portion of its curvature. A. point is
~herefore fixed several inches beyond that given by the set
rron !or the extremity of t.he frame, in order to allow for
contraction. At the same time a point is fixed within each
extremity of the curve, and the set iron is adjusted to
~ new curve passing through these extreme spots.
In
this way several inches greater curvature is obtained
than is shown by the scrive board, in order to allow for
the subsequent sti·~i~htening of the angle bar when cooling.
The amount of additional curvature is of course determined
by the experience of the workmen.
~ins are then driven in the holes of the bending slab
which are nearest to the set iron, the pins beina on its
<:.?nrnxe side. The intervening spaces, if any, bet,~een the
pins and .the set iron are filled with circular or oval
" w~hers," PJaced upon the pins, as shown on Plate XIV.,
or w1th flat washers and packing pieces where convenient.
All this time the frame angle bar is in a long J:everberato~·y furnace, being heated to a bright redness, almost to
whiteness. When ready it is taken from the furnace · an end
of ~he bar is fixed by pins on both sides to the cones~onding
pomt on the slab, and then by the aid of a lever such as
is shown on Plate XTI:., and by men pulling at' a chain
attached to the other extremity of the bar, the latter is
bent to the required curvature, and secured in this position by bent pins, of the shape shown on the Plate. These
bent pins, or " dogs," &re straightened somewhat when
their shorter. arms are dl'iven into the holes of the bending
~lab and therr longer arms are resting upon the flat flange
of the frame bar, and consequently they hold the latter
very securely.
24. Bevelling t he Fr a mes.-Except at the extremities
of the vessel:· where the bevelling is very considerable, the
frames are giVen such bevelling as they require aftei; being
bent. The bevelp.ng is always "standing" or obtuse, and
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for this purpose the flanges in the fore body ~ook !J-ft,~ ~
and in the after body forward. The bevels, haVlng been
'<:;'
set to the bevellinocrs required at the dif- '
ferent ribbands, are applied to the frame
angle bar at the corresponding positions,
and the necessary bevelling is given to
the bar, while it is still hot, by . blows
from a hammer, and by the aid of a tool
such as is shown by fig. 7.
When, however, the bevelling of the
frame angle bar is very considerable, it
is desirable to bevel it before bending, as,
being of but thin substance, the angle bar
soon loses it.s heat, and after being bent it
is too cold to bevel satisfactorily to any
Fig. 7.
great extent. ·
When the angle bar is bevelled before being bent, it is
·first heated in the furnace, and then laid upon a slab, upon
which the bevelling spots have been set off on a straight line
.obtained by means of a batten from the scrive board.
Having been first secured by means of the bent pins, or
"' dogs," already described, the necessary bev-elling is given
to the bar by the aid of hammers and the tool shown by fig.
1. Care must be taken in bevelling angle bars to open them
from the root outwards, as otherwise the surface of the
.angle bar which fits against the shell plating ~l be
hollow, and so not admit of satisfactory workmanship. To
. some extent thi~ evil is unavoidable, but
·\
with care it may be kept to a minim_um.
::f· To give a flat surface to the angle bar
\
when bevelled slightly hollow, a. small
Fig. 8.
portion of the root of the bar should be
-chipped off' (see fig. 8).
·
When a bar thus bevelled is afterwards bent, it is necessary to check the bevellings after bending, and while it is
still hot, so that any changes which may have been made
in the process of bending may be then rectified.
The set iron which giyes the curvature of the frame for
one side of the vessel has only to be inverted to give- the
.cuntature for the other side, and this is done, before the
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Bet iron is re-af].justed, by drawing both curves therefrom ·
upon the beJ,tding slab. The process of bending and bevelling that side is, of course, the same as has already been
~escribed.

I .
I

25. Bevelling Angle Bars by Machinery.-Among the
many liseful applications of machinery to the processes
. in steel and iron shipbuilding, that of the bevelling machine
is not the least ingenious or valuable. The machine for
this purpose, which is. now being largely used, was .invented by a Scotch workman named Arthur, and perfected
in its present ·form so recently as the year 1884. The
.angle bars as they leave the furnace are brought under the
inHuence of a revolving vertical roller and a bevel wheel
roller; the latter being so arranged that it can revolve at
.all the varying angles required for the bevelling of an
.angle bar. The bevellings are taken at equi-distant spots
-~y four feet apar~and a. dial shows when each spot
comes to the roller. At the same time a pointer indicates
_-on a bevel' board the bevelling which is being given at
any moment to the angle bar. The apparatus is under
.easy control, and with it an angle bar can be· bevelled as
Tequired throug~out its entire length, the necessary
bevellings at each bevelling spqt having been previously
set off upon the bevel diaJ of the machine.
The great advantage of this machine is found in the
quality of the work which it produces, the bevelled flanges
being flat and. entu·ely free .f rom the hollowness and in-equalities which are inseparable from the ordinary process
of ibevelling.
Shipbuilders who use the machine state that they effe~t
a saving of cost there,vith; and certain it is that it contributes to a great saving of time, as a frame may be
bevelled and set witb one heat. It must, however, be
borne in mind that the angle bars ru·e somewhat elongated >of
by the pressure between the rolls, and allowance must be
made for this in setting off the rivet holes, if .the latter are
punched before the bars are bevelled.
26. Bending Reverse Frames.-The curve on the bending slab for the inner edge of the frame angle bar is
n ecessarily that of the root o~ the reverse frame angle bar

1
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for that portion of its length which is above the floor plate.
If the breadth of the reverse bar be set off on the convex side
of this curve, we have the shape to which the edge of that
part of the bar is bent. The breadth of the reverse bar set
down from the top of the floor plate gives the shape of the
remainder of the curve. A set iron is made to this line
and the latter is thus transferred to the bending slab, where
similar precautions are taken as regards the subsequent
contraction and straightening of the reverse frame to those
already described for the frames. Rather more additional
curvature is, however, given to reverse bars th~ to frames,
because of the inevitable tendency to straighten in the
·subsequent punching of the rivet holes.
The process of bending and bevelling is the same in both
cases-the bevellings ~hove the height to which the floor
plates extend being those of the frames at the same bevelling
spots. The portion of the reverse frame which is attached
to the floor plate is not bevelled. As in the ~es of the
frame angle · bars, the reverse f rames at the extremities of
the vessel, which have considerable bevelling, are bevelled
before being bent, and afterwards corrected.
27. Bending Floor Pla.tes.-Except when required for
small vessels, or for the extremities of larger vessels, floor
plates are obtained from the steel manufacturers in two
lengths. These are either welded, butted, or lapped together·
·- usually the latter. The plates for the floors are supplied
with at least one edge straight, the plates being tapered in
breadth to suit the form and dimensions of the floor. The
simplest case is, of course, when the two pieces are welded,
butted, or lapped ·at the middle line, as then both are of the
same dimensions and form. When the joint is not at the
middle line, the pieces are necessarily ordered of unequal
length and dissimilar form, and in such cases, as bas already
been explained, the welds or riveted joints are placed upon
alternate sides of that line.
To bend the floor plate to its proper form an ordinary set
iron is first made to the curvature of the upper edge of the
floor, as given by the scrive board, and a stout set barsay 2! in. x f. in.- is then heated and bent to the required
curvatru·e, so that its convex side is of the same form as the
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upper edge of the floor. While the plate for the floor is
being heated to a bright redness, the stout set bar is secured
upon the bending siab by bent pins or dogs driven into the
holes of the slab, and be_aring against its concave edge. The
upper edge of the floor plate is laid against the set, and the
· plate is then bent to the curvature of the latter, the process
·being effected '~ith the aid of a winch purchase fastened to
the wide extremity of the floor. The same process is
repeated with the other part of the floor, care being taken
to adjust the pieces according to their 1:elative lengths.
When the two parts of the floor plate are butted, lapped,
or welded at the middle line, then .t he one is a duplicate of
the other. In other cases it is necessary to mark upon the
set iron where the joint is to be.
. As thus prepared, the inner edges of the floors have the
correct curvature of the inside of the vessel; and as a
reasonable margin of breadth is always allowed in ordering
these plates; it is a very simple matter hereafter to 's hear
the convex or lower edge ·.of the floor to its correct depth
and form. It will easily be seen that to shear a concave
surface, such as the upper edge, would not be so readily
practicable.
The process of bending the floor plates is continued
until all are ready, and as each is prepared it is carefully
numbered and stacked, until 'required for further use.
. It should be remarked that. care is taken to flatten the
floors after bending wPiJ.e they are still hot, in order that
their surfaces may be smooth enough to properly fit and
rivet the frames and reyerse angle bai·s to them.
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CHAPTER V.

28. Adjusting Frames, Reverse Frames, a.nd Floors.-

.Jf

Before riveting together the angle irons of the frame and
reverse frame, and connecting both with the. floor plate,
they have all to be adjusted· and proved upon the scrive ··
board
·
Having traced with chalk the curve of the. particular
frame upon the scrive board, the frame angle bar is laid in
position to discover whether or not it is to its exact shape
after cooling. If found to be too convex, it is lifted from
the board, and its transverse flange is laid upon anvils
close at hand, whereupon, by a. few smart blows with a
heavy hammer, its curvature is reduced. The places to be
struck and the number and extent of the blows are, of
course, to be determined only by the experience of the
workman in charge."'("
Should the curvature be too flat, then heavy hammers .
are held against the outside of the bar, and some smart "
blows are given to the inner edge of the transverse flange.
Here, again, the manipulation is a matter depending upon
the experience of the workxpan.
The frame angle bar having been proved to its correct
curvature, chisel marks are made upon it to indicate the
positions of the plate laps, ribbands, keelsons, stringers,
and deck beams, as shown by the corresponding lines on ·
the scrive board upon which the· frame is resting. The
marks showing the positions of the angle irons of keelsons
and stringers in hold are cut on the inner edge of the
angle bar, and the others are cut on the outer edge.
Distinctive marks, according to a system agreed upon by
the workmen, are employed to indicate whether a ribband
or plate lap is meant, and, for better guidance of the workmen who connect the parts of the frame together, paint
marks are made upon the transverse flang~ .of the frame

angle bar and upper edge of floor plate, showing the spaces
-generally e~bracing three frame rivets for each-to be
occupied by the short lug pieces which assist the reverse
frame in co~ecting the keelson and stringer angle irons
to the frame.
When the frame bar for one side of the vessel is set
quite tt:Ue, it is laid on one side, and the corresponding
frame bar for the opposite side of the vessel is similarly
treated The accuracy of this angle bar is determined
either 1iy trying it upon the one already set, or, when both
· sides of each .body is scrived upon the board, as in Plate
vm, the curvatur e of the bar may be checked the1·eon.
The floor plates are next tried in place. Any little
unfairness in their upper edge is subsequently neutralised
by carefully setting off upon their surface the line of the
centres of the rivet holes for the reverse frames, parallel to
and at the necessary distance from the line for the top of
the floors upon the scri ve board
The two pieces
of the floor being
00
proved, they are
laid in position ·
0
0
upon the scrive
board, and the
0
middle line of a 0
the body plan is
0
0
0
drawn
upon
them. [I£ the
plates are to be
@
0
0
butted and
strapped at the a ()
@a
middle line, then
the line . just
0
0 · 0
drawn will mark
the butt upon
Fig. 9.
each _piece of floor pla~ I£ the pieces are to be lapped
at the middle, then the ii:Uddle line of the body plan gives
the centre of the lap. In any case the holes for the butt
or lap connection are set off from a template provided
for the pw·pose. Fig. 9 shows such a. template for a laJ>
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joint at the middle line, the four holes (a) serving . as
guides for placing th~ template in: identical positions on
each piece of floor plate.
'P~~
29. Bevelling of Frame HeeLAThe next step is to mark
off the bevellings of the heels of the frame angle bars which
rest upon the keel, and these are subsequently cut and bent
to the required form after being heated in an adjacent fire.
30. Rivet Holes for Fastening Beams. -The positions
of the rivet holes for
securing the bea_m
0
knees of the several
. decks are set off on
the frame angle bar
and punched directly
after the angle bar is
adjusted. The lines
showing the upper
edge of each bea.m
Fig. 10.
are marked upon the
frame, and the rivet holes are then transferred from a
beam knee template, such as is shown by fig. 10-the
outer edge of t~e template being set to the frame line,
and its upper edge to the line of the beam at side on the
scrive board.
'
·
31. Rivet Holes in Floor Plates· for Fran{es.- At this
stage of the work the two frame angle bars are laid in
their proper positions, and resting upon the floors, whereupon the holes in the angle bars are transferred to the
floor in the usual way· by dipping a small .cylinder in
whiting, and then putting it into each hole in that portion
of the frame bars which rests upon the floor plates.
32. Check Line on Floor Plate.-Before the frame
angle bars and floor plates are.lifted from the scrive board,· ·
a straight line is struck upon the two lengths of floor plate
in a direction about parallel to the base line, and. marks
are made in the line with a centre punch or cold chisel, for the purpose of a c4eck when the pieces of floor and the
frame bars are subsequently screwed together and ready
·to be riveted.
33. Shearing and Punchj.ng Floor Plates.- )Vhen these

things have been done, the curv.ature of the frame angle
bars is drawn upon the lower edges of the floor plates, and
the floor plates are removed in order to be sheared at the
lower edg~ and punched for the frame and reverse fra~e
rivets. The spacing of the latter is now easily determined
as the positions of all the k eelsons are accurately marked
upon the floor. The average spacing of the rivets is about
seven diameters, as for the frame.
~en shearing the floors at their lower part, fully half
an mch of the plate within the line is cut off, so that the
frame· bars always project from half an inch to an inch
below the floors .
Before the floor plates are ready to be riveted toCYether
0
'
and. to the frames and reverse frames, the " lim1er " or
drama.ge holes have to be punched in them. These are
usually from two to three inches in cliameter, and are
placed in t~e positions shown by Plate II.
34. Fitting t ogether Frames, Reverse Frames, a.nd
Floors.-Thc frame angle bars and floor plates ai·e riveted
together upon a light staging at the fore en(.} of the keel,
so that when ready the
entire n·ame may be pulled
down to its proper position
on the keel, and then
ereete<l
·
On each side of the keel,
at a distance less th::m the
half breadth of the vessel,
a. "skid" is laid upoq. blocks
at about the height of top
of keel, this skid being
capped by an angle iron
laid with the angle upward-s, as shown by F ig.
l l. At the fore part of -:.~~~~~:-o::lf,~-;:"""' ~-,.. ~~
the keel, these skids are ..,.~,€'':...2-'""':f-~~~~i;~--.::·~-,inclined down to the }e,rel
Fig. 11.
of the staging upon whicl1 the frames are riveted, so that
with the aid of a winch and ta.ckle the frames may
be readily slid into their proper p~aces.
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The two pieces of frame bar and the floor plates for each
frame are then screwed together upon this lO\v st~mng,
and adjusted at the lap or butt by the aid of the straigh'
line drawn upon the floor plates.
'
When this has been done, the rivet holes ·are marked
upon the unpunched flange of the reverse angle bars.
These are copied from the floor plates and frames l•y
bending a flexible batten around the inside curve of the
frames and floors, the batten being held in place by clamps.
The positions of the holes already .punched in frames and
floors are copied upon the batten, and therewith transferred
to the reverse bar, which is at once punched.
Meanwhile the lug pieces for securing the keelson angle
irons have been prepared. These are in short lengths, so
as to embra~ at least three frame rivets. '.l;'hey
held
in position by the workman, and when the inner flange is
·fair with the reverse frame {as found by holding a. straight
batten over both), the rivet holes in the reverse frame and
floor are copied upon the lug pieces.
At the extremities of the vessel these lug pieces are not
generally riveted in place until the frame is erected and
fair. In these ·cases the lug pieces are bevelled, and the
bevelling is carefully taken a.t the vessel At amidships,
and for a considerable length of the Yessel, the lug pieces
do not require to be bevelled. The lug pieces are screwed
together with the other parts of the frame, including the
frame butt straps or heel pieces at the middle line, and
the butt straps to the reverse frames. The whole is· then
carefully fitted and riveted together. It is now usual to
do this riveting with a machine, and not only is this
cheaper than hand riveting, but it results ·in superior
workmanship, especially as regards the closing of the
several parts.
35. Beams.-Before the frames are erected, it is usual
in most yards on the Clyde to temporarily attach the
beams of one or more decks to them, and then to lift the
frame and beams. together. The beams are generally
attached to alternate frames, so that one-half of the frames
will not be connected in this way. On the Mersey the
beams are not usually lifted until the frames are inI place.

·A description of the construction and mode of preparing
the several kinds of beams generally in use is necessary
before we proceed further.
When wood decks are fitted, the beams are generally
of ~he bulb plate and double angle iron type, as sho\vn by
A, fig. 12 ; but sometimes a rolled beam, known as a " tee
bulb," or Butterly Section, is adopted, as shown at B. In
special cases, when heavy weights have to be borne, as in
those of the gun decks of war ships, rolled beams, such as
is shown at D, or riveted beams, as shown at C, are adopted.

are·

A

B

C

T T I

D

I

r rrt rJ
Fig. 12.

Beams of the description indi~ted by C and E are also
fitted in the holds of steamers when placed at more than
the ordinary distance of two frame spaces apart ; and at
times such beams as shown by F are fitted when more than
ordinary strength is required. Beams of angle bar as at H, of
angle bulb as at G, or of channel section as at I, are also used,
more especially under iron or steel decks when no wood flat is
laid thereon, in which cases they ar.e spaced at every frame.
36. Round of Beam.-Deck beams have usually a .
rounded or arched form, both for the sake of the strength
thereby obtained, as well as to assist in freeing the deck of
water.
The transve~:se curvature is termed the "round up," and
is part of the arc of a circle. The normal round up of the
midship beam from which the vessel's depth is measured by
Lloyd's Rules is i in. per foot of its length.
~ moUld to the beam is prepared upon the mould l9ft
floor, and upon it are drawn the middle line of the d'eck
and the positions of all the beam frames. The distance
D

-
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between the middle line and each frame mark on the
mould is, of course, the half length of the be:am at that
frame. The beam is usually made a.l:fout a. half to three·quarters of ~ inch shorter than this at each end, so as to
clear the outer flange of the frame angle bar.
37. Bending Bea.ms.-The plate bulb of a beam, such as
is shown by A, fig. 12, the plate webs of those s~own by
C E and F and the entire beam, when of the rolled
s:cti~ns indi~ted by B, D, G, H, a.nd I, must. be s?t to t~e
curvature given by the beam mould b~fore preparmg therr
knees and cutting them to the reqmred lengths. Angle
irons at the upper and lower edges of be~ms have .a~ to
be similarly bent. Beams and their angle rrons are uaua.lly
bent cold- by a screw press or pea.m-be~ding machine~ b_u t
sometimes they are bent hot upon a bending sla.~.
When very long and deep beams are made, in the manner
shoWn by C, E, and F, their webs are usually compose~ of
several pieces, each of which partakes of the reqmred
curvature. These pieces, both in the cases of the web
plates and upper or "rider" plates, as in E and F, are
conn~cted by butt straps, and after the portions of the ~eb
are riveted together, the whole is adjusted to the reqmred
curvature. The same adjusting process has to be repeated
when the beam is completed, in consequence of the slight
alteration in form which' results from riveting the angle
irons. Indeed, in every case of an angle iron being riveted
to a. bulb or flat plate of a. beam, the curvature of the latter
is slightly altered, so that the beam requires to be adjusted
to the mould before being lifted in place.
38. Beam Knees.-The knees of iron and steel b~~
are formed either by heating and bending their extrem1t1es,
or by welding a. piece on each end to form the knee. In
the former case the material for the beam must be ordered
of sufficient length to span the breadth of the v~el where
the -beatn. has to go, with the addition required for the
lengths of the two knees. In the latter case the portio~
for the knees are supplied separately, and are _welded m
place upon the shipbuilder's. premises._
.
Bent knees are formed m two different ways. E1ther
the whole breadth of the beam extremity is bent, or else it
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is split into two portions, the lower of which only is turned
down to form the knee. The former of these two methods
is almost invariably applied to bulb plate beams,
as A, fig. 12, having bent
knees, and the latter to
beams of the Butterly
pattern, as at B and D.
When the whole breadth
of the beam is bent, it
is necessary to weld a
Fig. 13.
piece of plate in the upper corner of each knee, as shown
by fig. 13 ; and when the beam is split and bent, a triangular piece of plate is r==·========-,.
welded to the upper and
lower portions to form :!---~the kn~e, as shown in fig. 1
~========-._
~~

:

In making a. welded or 1
"slabbed" knee (fig. 15),
the portion of the bulb
between the extremity of
the beam ·and the tum of
Fig. 14.
the knee (C) is chipped off, and a short piece of plate
bu~b (D, E) is welded to form the knee, its upper end
being curved, aS at C.
- - -·-A small piece of plate
,_.
is welded at G, whereupon the knee is ready
to be cut to its length.
Some tests which were
made, under the directions of the Committee
of Lloyd's Register, on
Fig. 15.
the Clyde in the year 1885, in order to determine the
relative efficiencies of bent and welded beam knees, gave
results which proved the superiority of the former.
When sections such as are shown by C, E, and F, fig. 12,
are adopted, the endmost plates of the web are sometimes
cut to the· form of the knee, and the lower angle irons of
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not at a.ll unusual, however, to atta.ch these beams to the
frames and stringers of the vessel with biacket and gusset
plates, as will be shown hereafter.
The beams under iron or steel decks, when placed at
every frame space to efficiently stiffen the plating, are, as
already stated, made of the sections shown by G, :S:, and I,
fig. 12. In such cases the connection with the frames of
the vessel is often made by the aid of bracket plates.
Lloyd's Rules require that beam knees should . be in
length at least twice and a half the depth of the beams,
and when the midship beams of sailing ships are more than
36 feet in length, their knees are required to be three
times the depth of the bea.m.
In forming beam knees, it is desirable to give ~hem a
boldly rounded form, and not to suddenly bend them at
the upper part of the knee.
·
39. Punching and Riveting Beams and Beam Angle
Irons.-The holes in the upper flanges of beam a.ilgle irons
for receiving the nut and screw bolts for wood decks, and
the rivets for iron and steel decks, are punchjd before the
ano-le
irons are riveted to the remainder of the beam.
b
To set off the holes for the bolt fastenings of a wood
deck is a very simple matter, as the edges of the planks
are usually parallel to the middle line of the deck. By
arranging a starting point at the middle line of the beam,
the distance apart of the nut and screw bolts, in either of
the two angle irons, will be double the breadth of the
deck planks, and an intermediate hole is pla.ced in the
opposite angle iron of the beam. There is thus a fastening
in every strake of deck plank at ~ beam, the
fastenings in adjacent planks being on opposite sides of the
beam.
In the case of an iron deck being laid, more care must be
exercised. The landing edges of the deck plating are set off
on the beam mocld, but the holes in the· angle iron at the
landinoedo-es
are not punched. The intermediate holes
b
0
are, however, set off between the landing edges to the
required spacing, an..,d these are punched before the angle
irons are riveted to the remainder of the beam. The holes

mar~ed off_ upon ea.ch from a template, keeping a common

.
the beam are continued to the bottOm of such knees. It is
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for riveting the beam and its angle irons together are

.

,,

startillg-poillt, say at the middle line.
40. Completion of Beam Knee.-When the beam is
correctly set to its round and the knees are f~rmed the
centre of the beam is marked, and the exact length' and
bevel of the knee are obtained from the mould and scrive
board. The be~m is :hen cut to its exact length, and the
holes for the nvets ill the knee are copied upon it from
~he ~me template as was used in marking the correspondillg nvets on the frame angle bar (see fig. 10). Only
two of these rivet h~les are now punched, these being for
the purpose of holding- the beam in place with screw bolts
until th~ ~e of the upper edge of beams is correctly
sbe~ed m. When that operation has been performed, the
rema.mder of the holes are drilled in the knees and then
they are riveted to the frames.
'
The rivet holes in. the beam knees ar~ spaced more
closely than ~hose joinin? the frames and reverse frames, {. 'f -t
about. fue d1ameters beillg a very usual pitch. This is 1 dt(l. l
done ill order to make the connection between the beam -and frame a.S efficient as possible.
I
~l. Lifting and Horning the Frames.-The parts of an
~rdinary ~l:ansve:se frame, such as is usually to be found
U: steel sailillg ships and steamers, are now supposed to be
nveted together on the low staging laid at the fore end of
t~e keel It should be remarked ~hat when the parts are
nveted together, the heel of the frame is nearest to the
position at which it is to be erected. By the aid of tackles
wm·ked from a winch, the frame is pulled down over th~
top of the keel to its proper position, the sides of the frame
~eing sup~orted_ b! _the 1\ sha.~e~ skids shown by fig. 11.
'Ihese skids dimilllSh the fnct10n, ~d therefore the
\.tendency to rack the frame; but it is nevertheless necessary that the latter should be moved with care in order
that its curvature may not be altered.
'
When the· frame has reached its proper station, as
numbere? on the k~el, it is lifted into the upright position
by the &d of a pB.lr of derricks, one on each side of the
keel. The nearest frame on the fore side of the stern
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post, usually known 88 No. 1 frame, is the ~rst wh.i~h is
lifted, and about a dozen others are also raiSed and connected to it by ribbands, upon which the spa~ing of the
kames is accurately set oft: When this is done, the whole
are "plumbed" and "horned."
In " plumbing " the frames, a "plumb bob" is hung
from the middle of the beams at each end of the g~oup of
frames which h88 been lifted, and the frames are then
shored so 88 to bring both "plumb bobs" over the middle
'\
~ .~
of the keel
t- .,Next the foremost and aftermost of the frames are set.
to the ~roper "rake "-that is to say, their. heads are set
88 much abaft the perpendicular 88 is equivli.lent to the
inclination of ~he blocks upon which -the keel is laid. For
instance, if the upper deck beam is 24 feet abov~ the ~eel,
~
and the blocks are laid to an inclination of i of ·an mch -~1')..~ \~
to the foot ; then the plumb from such a beam should be- ~ .
at eighteen inches abaft the position marked· on the keel
~
for the heel of the frame. In this way the frame _is set
perpendicular to the keel
The next thing to be done is to "horn " the frames, or
set the beam to each frame in a line squar~ t6 the keeL
There are several modes of attaining this, hut one of the
best and simplest is to drop a plumb from each extremity
of a beam, and join the points so plumbed with a. line.
The frame must then be set so that this line is square to
the keel, 88 may readily be determined_by using a long
square prepared for the purpose.
A less exact but very common mode of homing the
frames, is to join each extremity of a beam with_ a point
on the keel at some distance from the frame, usmg tape
lines for the purpose. The beam is then moved until bot~
t ape lines show the same length, whereupon the frame IS
set and shored in that position.
~
By joining about a dozen frames with accurately sp~ed
ribbands, and setting them in the way we have descnbed
at the extreme fra:::nes, the accuracy of the position of the
intermediate ones is 88Sured. The process of plumbing
and horning is repeated with similar groups of frames
until the whole are raised. ribbanded, and shored in pl~
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. When this h88 been done, the breadths of the vessel at
the several ribbands are carefully checked by breadth
staffs.
. -~he stern ~st and stem are not usually lifted in place
until the framing between them is completed, or nearly so.
In both cases they are plumbed, and their rake, etc.,
checked by means of straight lines copied upon them from
their moulds, and corresponding with lines dmwn upon the
mould loft -floor.
It is very important that the frames of a steel ship
should be carefully ribbanded and thoroughly supported
by shores, in order to ensure a fair surface, without havinrr
0
to resort to the improper use of packing pieces. When a
frame does not fairly conform to the curve of the ribbands,
it is_ sometimes possible to adjust it by cutting out the
rivets in the butt or lap of the floor plates. When this is
done, the holes must be reconciled by rimeing before the
joint is re-riveted.
It is very necessary that all the frames and heel pieces
should-rest upon the keel, in order that the garboard plates,
when an inside strake, may be properly fitted to them
without the use of packing, and that the packing may not
be unduly thick when the strake is an outside one. Each
frame is temporarily secured to the keel by a " clip," or
"keel strap," until the shell plating is fitted and riveted,
and the niiddle line keel~ is in place.
42. Framing of the Stern.-The stern framing of an
iron or steet vessel is very frequently put together, and
even temporarily plated, upon the ground near the building
slip. When completed it is taken to pieces and permanently
erected in place.
The manner of framing the stern is shown by Plate XlL,
regarding which it should be remarked that fig. 1 does
not represent the same vessel as £gs. 2 and 3.
It will be seen from this Plate that the stern frames
marked s, s, s, etc., in fig.,}, are attached to the transoU:.
frame by means of brackeG~ta.hd radiate from the transom.
The transom floor should besone and a half times the depth
of the midship floor of the vessel, in order that th~ stern
frames may be properly connected to it at their heels, and

1
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that an efficient attachment may be made between the
transom and the stern post. The number of stern frame_q
is governed by the half girth of the stern, it being ne~s
sary that the spacing of these frames at the knuckle
should be the same as at the other parts of the vessel: .
The upper deck stringer plate is ~ffi~d round the stern,
being connected to the transom floo~....~y an angle iron, and
. riveted to the top of ~he beam ·on the fore side of the
tra.nsonL
·
An angle iron is riveted to the transom floor on each side
of the stern post, and is through ·r ivete!l to the latter, as
shown by fig. 1 of Plate XII.
The stern frames are usually laid off upon the mould
loft floor, and made to the moulds so determined; but very
often only the knuckle and rail lines,· together ,with the
form of the transom frame, are furnished to the workmen,
who "mock up" the remainder in place, and so obtain the
moulds for the radiating frames.
43. Middle Line Keelsons.-The principal varieties of
middle line keelsons are shown by Plate IX.
Fig lA of that plate shows a middle line single plate
keelson standing on the floors, with angle bars riveted to
its upper and lower edges. This is the form of middle line
keelson most frequently adopted. Af3 will be observed, a ·
" rider plate " is riveted on the top of the two upper
keelson angle bars, and this should extend for threefourths the length of the vessel amidships. ~en the
second scant~ number oj_Lhy<Th_Rule.Li§_Q.~.Q.01La~d
aliove, _a foun~tio!l_ J>la~ of not less than_J__s___inches
b~~-~J-finch thick is fitted on th?Jtop of _!;he floors
under the iiiiaaieiiiie keelson plate, in just sp~ !1- vray
as shown~--ng:--2..r.- The butts of the vertical plate,
rider plate, and angle bars should be carefully shifted,
so as to maintain a uniformity of strength in the keelson. The l;>utts of the vertical plate should be connected with double straps, each ~ inch thicker tha.n half
the thickness of the plates they connect, and be ·treble
riveted. These butt straps should extend, as nearly as
possible, the full depth of the keelson, and be either joggled
over the flanges of the angle bars at the top and bottom,

or else tlie spaces between the angle bars on both sides
should be fitted with plates of the same thickness as the
angle bars, and of the breadth of the butt strap ; after
which the straps should be fitted over all, and the whole
cai·efully riveted together. As this latter method involves
riveting together five thicknesses of material in the whole
depth of the straps, the former is preferable, especially when
the butt straps are carefully fitted. The butt straps of the
rider plate are fitted on the upper side and treble riveted j
also the butts of the angle bars are covered with angle iron
straps sufficiently long to receive at least three rivets on
each siile of the butt.
As-will be observed from the several figures in Plate Ix.,
the middle line keelson is riveted to the reverse frames and
to pieces of angle iron, known as "lug pieces," of the same
size as the reverse frame, riveted back to back with the latter.
When the reverse frame angle bars are butted at the
middle line, these short back angles serve as butt straps for
them. It, is preferable, however, as already remarked, to
buLt the reverse bars away from the middle line, say on
the side. opposite to that on which the floor plates are
Q.utted, ,\S it is difficult to obtain a thbroughly satisfactory
connection to the middle line keelson, when of the type
now bei,ng considered, if the reverse ft·ames are butted
beneath it. Under any circumstances, the employment of
a foundation plate under such a. keelson serves to effect a
far more efficient connection than is possible without it.
This type of middle line keelson is usually stopped at the
collision bulkhead, and attached thereto by a bracket ; also
at the after part of the vessel, it is continued as far as the
shape of the stern will permit. Before and abaft the
extremities of . the keelson the depth of the floor plate is
considerably ll1creased.
44. Middle Line " Box" Keelsons, such as shown by fig.
2A, have at times been fitted, but as it is iinpossible to
get access to the interior of such keelsons in order to
clean and paint the~, their use has been almost entirely
abandoned.
45. Intercostal Keelsons, with Bar Keels.-Keelsons of
this type are shown by fig. 3A of Plate IX. j vyben t~
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-~<;Qnd scantling number of Lloyd's Rules is under 13.000,
_the _keelson is made ~ith a plate bufh on the upper edg~;
b.]It when- the nuinber is above-13;000 the portion aL.fue
keelson above-the floors-is as·shown by fig~./
The bulb plate for a middle line keelson ii 'two to three
inches deeper than required for the main deck beams of the
same vessel, and it is riveted to the intercostal plate either
by being scored down over the floor, or by the intercostal
plates being continued sufficiently above the floors.
When the keelson is as shown by fig. 3A, the middle line
plate is continued down and riveted between the floois to
the intercostal plate.
In every case the intercostal · plates are attached to the
floors by single angle irons, as shown.
46. Intercostal Keelsons with F lat _Plate Keels.-As
already stated (see page 28), whenever flat plate keels are
adopted, they are associated with either intercostal keel.
sons or centre through plate keelsons.
When the ordinary transverse system of :U·aming is ;1{1
employed, the middle line keelson is fitted intercostally,
(1-<},
and so are the angle irons at the lower edge of the inter- /
_costal plate. These latter should be tmned up at one end,
as shown by Plate V., in order to effect a good connection.
In vessels whose second number is ·under 13,000, Lloyd's
Rules require a bulb plate to be riveted upon the top of
\
this keelson; but when the number is above 13,000, or
when the length of the vessel exceeds ten times the depth,
a centre vertical plate keelson with double angle irons is
required, as before described.
Other forms of middle line keelsons are at times fitted
especially in connection with side bar. keels. But th;
preceding include all the varieties which are usually met
in association with ordinary transverse framing.
The method shown by figs. 4 and 4A of Plate IX.,
although unusual, is worthy of passing notice. _ In this
case, the middle line keelson plate is continuous throuo-hout
its· entire depth, and the floor plates are consequently in
two lengths, butting against it. The floors are connectedto the k eelson plate by double r~verse bars turned down
against it in the form of a knee, as shown. The ·heel pieces
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at the back of the frames pa-ss through slots cut in the
bottom of the keelson plate, and assist in making good the
transverse connection. The connection is further aided by
the l1:nver angle irons of the keelson, on the floors, which
are riveted to two foundation plates, one on each. side.
47. ~jde Keelsons are the keelsons fitted on each side of
the mid}e line keelson, at about midway between the latter
and the commencement of the bilge curvature (see A',
Plate IT.).
48. Bilge Keelsons are fitted at the lower turn of the
,bilge on each side (see B', Plate II.).
· 49. Stringers in Hold are the keelson-like longitudin_'ll
arrangements fitted on the insides of the frames between
the lowest tier of beams and the bilge keelson. One such
stringer is fitted in small vessels, and two in larger ones
(see ()'and D', Plate-IT., also see Plate V.).
50. Functions of Keelsons and Stringers in Hold.Before considering these parts of the framing of a vessel
when built upon the ordinary transverse system, it is.
desirabie that something should be said regarding the purposes they are intended to serve.
The object of the transverse framing is primarily to
stiften the shell plating, and so enable it to develop the full
extent of its efficiency.
Similarly, a chief purpose of side and bilge keelsons and
stringers in hold is to stiffen the t~ansverse frames, and
hold them in their correct relative positions. 'fhey also '
contribute longitudinal strength to the vessel, and that to
a considerable degree, as may be inferred from the increased
scantlings given to them when the vessel .has great length
in·proportion to her depth.
To better connect the keelsons, etc., with the frames,
lug pieces are riveted back to back with the reverse
frames, and the lower angle bars of the 'keelsons, etc., are
riveted to both the reverse :U·ames and the lug pieces.
Intercostal plates, as shown by .;\.Plate IT., further
assist to keep the frames in their correct relative positions,
and to prevent the floor plates from tripping; also when
the intercostal plates are attached by angle irons to the
shell plating, the keelson serves not only to stiffen the-
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frames, but to assist in locally stiffening the shell plating
also.
·
51. Details of Side Keelsons.-The arrangement and
construction of side and bilge keelsons and stringers in
hold in classed vessels is determined by the dimensions and
proportions of the latter. A complete description of these
r equirements for all classes and typ~ of ships would occupy
a very considerable spaee in these pages, so that for such
specific details reference shpuld be made to Lloyd's printed
Rules and Regulations.
'\Ve will, therefore, content ourselves with examining the
construction and connections of the principal varieties
of these keelson.<> and stringers, without considering fully
the conditions and limitations of their employment.
The most elementary form of bilge keelson, and that
most frequently employed, is formed of two angle bars,
fitted and riveted baek to back, and riveted tO the reverse
frames and ~ug pieces. Such a keelson is shown by figs.
~
1 and lA.of Plate XV.
Bilge keelsons and bilge and side stringers are sometimes
formed in the same way.
Lloyd's Rules require that when the second number of
the vessel is 15,000 and upwards, intercostal plates are to
be 'fitted between the angle bars of the side keelsons as far\
forward and aft between the floors as praeticable, and to
be attached to the outside plating by an angle iron (see
figs. 3 and 3A, Plate XV.).
Vessels whose second number is under 15,000 may have
"wasP, plates" fitted in lieu of intercostal plates: that is to
say, the intercostal plates may be thinner, and need not be
attached to the shell plating.
The object of these "wash plates" is to stop the wash of
any water that may lie in the spaces between the frames
when the vessel is rolling; and of course the same purpose
is served by the interco~ plates, which have, in addition,
structural uses. When the middle line keelson is worked
intercostally between the floors, or when it takes the form
of a continuous plate, attached to a fiat plate or side bar
k eel, the necessity for such a precaution is not so great.
Circular " limber holes" are cut in both intercostal and
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wash plates to allow water between the floors to drain to
the pumps. See Fig..3, Plate XV.
When " double bottoms" or "water ballast tanks '' are
built into the vessel, as will be considered hereafter, neither
the intercostal plates nor the side keelsons are required,
but when the double bottom is fitted only throughout a
portion of the vessel's length, the side keelsons are extended
into the double bottom for not less than three frame spaces,
in order to preserve a continuity of longitudinal strength.
In all cases the angle bars for side keelsons are fitted in
long lengths, and their butts are carefully shifted and
'strapped. The butt straps are of angle iron not less than-*:
two feet long, fitted into the throat of the angle bars, and
riveted to each flange. It is necessary to plane off a portion
of the angle ll:on butt strap to a. rounded form in order to
properly fit it against the angle bars which it connects.
In vessels of large size and extreme proportions of
'length to depth, Lloyd's Rules require very considerable
strength in the side keelsons, and this is effected by continuing the intercostal plates above the floors, and riveting to them a. continuous plate keelson with double angle bars
on its upper and lower edges, as shown on Plate IV. The
' depth of this keelson is increased with the ratio of the
vessel's length to her depth. For instance : when the
second scantling number is 35,000 and under 40,000, and
when the length of the vessel is above fifteen and not
exceeding sixteen depths, the continuous plate keelson is
three-fourths the depth of the middle line keelson of that
type required for the same vessel, and extends throughout
one half the vessel's length amidships.
52. Details of Bilge Keelsons.-Bilge keelsons assume
similar forms to the side keelsons, only that the employment of intercostal plates is not insisted upon by Lloyd's
Rules, except in the case of large vessels and those of
extreme proportion.
53. Details of Stringers in Hold.-These stringers are
sometimes of the double angle iron type as already described, but in larger vessels bulb plates are fitted between
the angle iron bars, and in still larger vessels plate stringers,
with double angle irons at their upper and lower edges, are
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wrought. Plates II. andiV., also figs. 2 and 2A, and 4 and
4A of Plate XV., show instances of each of these arrangements. At times, too, intercostal plates . are fitted to
stringers in hold, attached to the shell plating in the same
way as already described for side keelsons. . An iJ;l.sta.nce of
this kind is shown by Plate IV.
Whe~. bulb plates are fitted it is usual to chip the
extrermt1es of each length. of plate to a sca.rph form, and
then to overlap and rivet them together. A very efficient
connection is, however, made by chipping otf a. small por~ion
-Jr. of the bulb at the butt, and fitting two treble riveted butt
straps, each rather ;more than half the thickness of the plate.
~en plate and angle iron hold stringers are fitted, the
b~tts of the plate and angle irons should be carefully
shifted and strapped, as in the case of the middle line
keelsons of the same type.
It has already been remarked that keelsons are extended
for some distance into water ballast spaces, where other
longitudinal connections are provided, in order that there
may be no break in the continuity of the vessel's strength.
For the same reason these keelsons and stringers are extended, whenever practicable, through transverse watertight
bulkheads, and the places where they pass through are
afterwards made watertight by such arrangements of short
plates and collar pieces as is shown by Plates
and
XVI., which show, respectively, an ordin~ transverse
bulkhead of a steamer, and the collision bulkhead of an
iron sailing ship.
As_the number and arrangement of hold stringers is determmed partly by the depth in hold, it sometimes happens
that _w~en vessels have raised quarter-decks, bridge houses,
etc., 1t 1S necessary to fit such stringers in one part of the
vessel to stiffen the framing, and not in another. In these
cases, too, the st)'lngers in hold, as well as those to the
several deck beams, overlap each other for several frame
spaces each way. Further particulars regarding these
means for preserving uniformity of strength at what is
termed "breaks" will be given hereafter.
54. Mode of Fitting and Riveting Keelsons. - The · · _
transverse framing having been erected, ribbanded, and
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£aired, it is usual to proceed at once with the middle line
'
side and bilge keelsons, and with the hold stringers.
The materials for these will have been ordered in accord.ance 'vith a sk~tch showing the shift of butts of plates,
angle irons, bulb plates, etc., composing the keelsons. Not
only is it necessary that the parts of each keelson shall
have a proper arrangement of butts, but it is equally desirable that the butts of the parts composing adjacent keelsons
and stringers shall be properly shifted in regard to each
other. This is easily effected, as the angle irons and bulb
plates are usually ordered in lengths of about forty feet,
.and the plates for vertical plate keelsons are from sixteen
to twenty feet in length. A sketch showing the shift of
butts for the angle bars, bulb plates, etc., of the keelsons
and stringers in hold should be supJ?lied to the foremen
in charge of the work at the ship.
In describing the method of fitting a middle line keelson,
we will suppose one of the vertical plate type standing
upon the floors.
The rivet holes in the reverse frame and opposite lug
pieces at the middle line having been punched or drilled, a.
long batten of about th~ same width as the lower flange
of the keelson angle bar is laid in a fore and aft direction
upon the line of holes intended for one of the keelson
angle bars, and with its edge almost touching the n:iiddle
line of the vessel The positions of the rivet holes are then
~pied upon the batten, and transferred to an angle iron
bar appropriated for the purpose, the horizonta.Lor...smallerflange of the angle b~_Q~_i]l._g_the one so marked. The
positions of the rivet holes in the uppe1· or vertical flange
are next set off to the proper spacing required for the size
of rivet being used. About six to s~'{en_diamef.ers..is_the ;#
usual distance l?etween these rivets, and when the vessel is
large, and consequently the vertical flange of the angle bar
is :wide, these rivets are arranged in a zig-zag ~ashion, as
shown on Plate XV. In spacing the rivet holes for keelsons it is necessary to note the positions of butts to plates
.and angle bars, on the sketch already referred to, in order
that the rivet holes in the angle bars on the one side of the
/
keelson.may suit the butt straps on the other side.
~

...
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In fitting keelsons it is customary to commence at the
·after end of the vessel, so that we will assume that the
length of bar already prepared for punching is the aftermost piece on one side. The angle bar having been
punched it j,s fitted and screwed in place, and the next
length of angle bar is similarly prepared. This process is
repeated throughout the length.of th~ hold.
·
.
After two lengths of lower keelson angle bar have been
fitted upon one side, the ·bars at the other side are commenced, again starting from right aft. 8imilar battens are
laid along the tops of the reverse framP..s, and at a distance
from the bars already fitted, equal to the thiclo;ess of
the vertical plate of the keelson. The rivet holes in the
reverse frames and lug pieces are then copied upon the
battens, and transferred to the angle bars intended for that
part of the keelson. At the same time the boles in the
vertical . flange of the keelson bar already in place are
copied from it by means of a batten template, and, having
chosen a common starting-point for this and the template
already made, the rivet holes in the vertical :flange of the
new length of bar are then set off
This process is repeated throughout the length of the
keelson on that side, and the bars are scr~ed in place,
leaving a space between them equal to the thickness of the
vertical keelson plate. The rivet holes in the lower edge
of that plate are set off upon it by means of a template
copied from the holes in the bars.
Before putting the plates into their places, however, the
lioles in their upper edges for the upper angle irons of the
keel<>on have to be set off, these being spaced similarly to
those in the lower edge. Also, the rivet holes for the butt
straps have to be arranged and marked in accordance with
the size of rtvet being employed; and these holes having
been punched, the plates are fitted in place and screwed
to the angle irons, the work starting from aft as before.
The rivet boles in the angle bars fitted to the upper ·edge
of the keelson are marked by the aid of batten templates,
the position of the holes being of course copied from those
already ·punched at the upper edge of the vertical plate.. ·
These bars are punched and fitted, after which templates·
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are made for the rivet holes in the rider plates which are
to be r~veted to the upper face of the angle bars.
In this way a middle line keelson of the type under consideration is fitted together, and the butt straps of the
several plates and angle bars are fitted and their rivet
holes marked when the whole is in place. Before proceeding with the side and bilge keelsons and the stringers
in bold ~t is usual to line them in fairly on the inside of
the vessel with shearing battens. The lug pieces and the
notches cut upon the frames fix the line of each with a
great degree of accuracy, but by using battens in the way
·we have stated all slight irregularities are corrected.
When the line of the keelson is thus got in, the rivet
holes in the reverse frames are set off on each side of it,
and the holes are either punched with a " bear," or drilled.
It sometimes happens that lug pie0es have to be taken off and
others fitted, in order to agree with the newly sheared lines.
A batten of about the breadth of the lower flange of
the keelson angle bar is then laid upon the reverse frames
and lug pieces ; the rivet holes for one of the two keelson
bars are copied thereon, and thence transferred to the angle
bar set apart f01· the purpose. The :rivet holes in the
vertical flange are set off to their proper spacing, and the
two sets of holes in ·the angle bar are then punched. After
this is done the holes in the reverse frames and lug pieces
for the opposite angle bar are copied upon a batten as
before, and thence transferred to the angle bar. The holes
in the other tlange of this keelson bar are copied from the
opposite bar, ah·eady punched by means of a template; and
when applied to the angle bar care is taken to fix the
template at a determined starting-point, common to both
bars of the keelson, in order that all the rivet holes may
agree when the angle bars are in place.
Or, if thought proper, the rivet holes in both vertical
bars may be set off from a prepared template; still taking
care to fix upon a certain starting-point, in order that the
rivet holes in both flanges may be in agreement.
These modes of procedme are followed throughout the
entire length of each side or bilge keelson, or stringer in
hold, in punching the rivet holes in their angle bars.
.
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When a bulb, intercostal, or vertical pla~ is to be fitted
between the keelson angle bars," a space is left between
them equal to the thickness of that plate, when templating
the hole in the reverse frames and lug pieces.
At the forward and after extremities of the vessel some
of these angle bars have considerable curvature in them.
Moulds are made to the curvature in. such cases, and the
angle bars ru:e bent to the required form in the. machine
used for bending the beams.
When intercostal plates are fitted to the keelsons, batten
moulds or templates are made for the intercostals, and
upon these the. rivet holes in the vertical :fiange1? of the
angle bars are copied, and thus transferred to the intercostals. · The holes in the lower edges of the latter, for
riveting the short pieces of angle iron attaching them to
the shell plating, are then set off, and the intercostal plates
are punched. The corners of these plates in the way
the frame and reverse frame angle bars are sheared or
punched off, and the angle bar on side of the keelson has
also to be moved out of place in order to get in the intercostal plates, which must necessarily be put in sideways.
Bulb\plates for keelsons are templated off the angle bars
alreadY, in place, and when they hl\.ve been punched, the
whole is screwed tightly together ready for riveting. At
·the fore and after parts of .t he vessel some of these bulb
plates have to be bent to the curvature of the side, and
this is done in the beam bending machine.
Side intercostal plates are not attached to the ~ but
intercostal platF at the middle line are, as' previously
stated, connecteo 'by a single angle iron to each floor. In
such cases the rivet holes for them in the floor plates are
punched before the frames and floors are riveted together,
and those in the intercostal plates at the same time as the
othez: pivet holes in them. The corresponding holes in the
short pieces of connecting angle iron are marked upon the
latter when held in place.
Side intercostal plates should be fitted with great nicety,
so as to bear tightly a-gainst the floor plates at each end
of them.
All cases in which a lug piece stands too ·high, a floor
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plate projects, or a reverse frame is unfair, should be
carefully noticed, and the unfairness or unevenness 1·ectified
before proceeding to rivet the keelson to the reverse frames
and lug pieces. Here and there a packing piece may be
permitted, but as a rule this should be avoided. Work
cannot be termed satisfactory in which the several parts
are not closely fitted together, and if care be taken a vessel
may be built without requiring any packing bet\veen the
· keelson angle irons and reverse frames. Under ~circum
stances should packing be put betwe.e n keelson bars and
l.,!!g pieces, but rather the lug piece should be cut off, and
another one be properly fitted and riveted in its place.
The surfaces between the keelson angle bars, reverse
frames, and lug pieces, should be carefully closed in
riveting, so that in no case the rivet may be felt by putting
a very thin testing knife between the surfaces.
The riveting of keelsons is done by hand even in cases
when the frames are machine riveted, as it has been found
that the great weight of the hydraulic machine riveter
renders its use for this pa.rt of the vessel very costly. .A.s,
however, the quality of the riveting by the machine is so
to qrdinary hand riveting, it .is to be hoped that
... superior
ere long some means will be devised whereby the employment of a riveting machine for this and other parts
of the vessel may be render~d economically practicable~
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pipes. The water was admitted into the tanks by means
of a sea-cock, and pu~ped out in the ordinary way by a
: donkey engine.
:An improvement upon this arrangement was soon devised by making the bottom of the vessel serve as the
bottom of the tank, and by building an inner bottom for
a portion of her length to serve as the top of the
tank. This inner bottom was supported by longitudinal
girders resting upon the floors, and the sides of the tank
were formed by -similar girders connected with the shell
plating.
57. Watertight Connection with Side of Vessel.-'I'hc
difficulties experienced in making a wa~rtight connection between these boundary girde1'S and the bottom
plating led to the adoption of various methods of construction at this part of the vessel. Experience has shown
that some of these methods are superior to others, and
so we :f:ind""that only two or three modes of forming the
margins of double bottoms are now in vogue. These will
now be considered, together with the other details of
water ballast tanks and double bottoms, before giving
attention to tho~e parts of an iron or steel vessel which
are common to all systems of construction.
58. Water Ballast Tank Arrangements.- Consider,
. then, a vessel framed ·in the ordinary way, such as has
been already described, and suppose it is decided to fit a
double bottom for the whole or a portion of her length, for
the purpose of carrying water ballast.
It may here be remarked that ordinary double bottoms
are not usually fitted .throughout the enti1·e length of the
hold, and that when provision is made for so carrying
water ballast it is in the form of a ~ttum,, such as
.will be hereafter described.
The length of a. water ballast tank is, of com·se, determined by the quantity of water ballast to be tarried; for
the depth of such tanks is not varied very considerably.
The position of the tank is regulated by the requirements
for putting the vessel into the proper trim when light. If
the#machinery is placed at the after end of the vessel, the
water ballast tank will-be in the fore part. of her ;· and if
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55. Water Ballast Tanks and Double Bottoms-their
Purpose.-Until about the year 1852 the practice of ~-~
ing stone or rubble ballast in s_teamers when pro~eeding m
a liaht condition to their loading ports was uruversal, no
dep~rture having been made fr?m the_ system. which wa.'>
adopted in sailing ships, and still co~tmues, w~th few exceptions, at the present day. The ~1me bccup1_ed ~d the
cost involved in loading and dischargmg ballast m thiS way
is of course considerable, especially in the case Qf steamers
making short runs, such as the colliers engaged in our
coasting trade. In the year above named the-use of water
ballast was first tried with very satisfactory results, and
the practice of fitting water ballast tanks very soon became
very general in ~mall coasting steamers. The develo~ment
of steam navigation in over:sea trade was accompamed by
an extension of the water ballast system to almost all
classes of steamers, until at the present day we find very few
such vessels which do not have, in one or more of the
holds double bottmns for containing water when they are
proce~ding from port to port in a light condition. . The
advantaae of water as ballast in an enclosed tank IS, as
need sC:rcely be said, to be found in the fact that it may
be made to flow into the vessel without the expenditure of
labour or money, and can be pumped out when !equired
by steam machinery in the vessel fitted for that and other
purposes. So that whenever a vessel is poss~sse~ of steam
power, water is the cheapest kind of ballast which can be
employed.
·
56. Earliest Ballast Tanks.-The earliest water ballast
tanks were independent of the hull, being ordinary flat
tanks placed upon the floors, and united to each_ other by
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the machinery is amidships there may be tanks in both the
fore and after holds. . These are questions which affect the
design and not the construction of the vessel Plate VL
shows a small cargo steamer with a_water ballast tank in
the after hold, and in order that the vessel may not be
trimmed too deeply at the stern thereby, a fore peak tank
is also fitted, the top of which is a little below the load
water line.
.
59. Ballast Tank Girder s.-.A.s already statea, the top
of the water ballast tank, as ordinarily fitted, is supported
by longitudinal girders, resting upon, and attached to, the
floor plates. These should be spaced not more than thr ee
feet apart, and should not be terminated abruptly at the
extremities of the tank At the fore end of such a tank
in the after hold, and at the after end of such a tank in
the fore hold, the girders should be continued, if possible,
through the transverse bulkhead for a short distance, and
attached to such longitudinal portions o~ the structure as
may be in the vicinity of their termination. Similarly, at
the after and fore extremities, respectively, of such tanks,
the girders should not all ·be stopped at the same frame
space, but terminated in such a way as not to give rise to
discontinuity in the strength of the structure.
The longitudinal girders should be connected to double
angle lugs on girders and floors. Side intercostal plates
and side keelsons are .£ot usually fitted in ·the range ot
double bottoms, owing to the · presence of the girders ;
but when the ·double bottoms do not extend throughout
the whole of the hold, these side keelsons are extended
into them a distance of three spaces of frames, in order' to
preserve· a continuity of longitudinal strength. Lloyd's
Rules require the plating of the tops of ballast tanks to
be not less than .Jrr inch thick, and in the largest vessels !t
is ~ inch ; while under engine.'3 and boilers it is from ~ to
~ inch thicker.
The butts and edges of the inner bottom
plating to these tanks may be lap-jointed and single riveted,
and the butts of the girder plates are usually d~uble
riveted.
60. Various Types of BaJla.st Ta.nks.-It is not necessary to state further details relating to the p]Bt.ing and
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girders of ordinary ballast tanks, such as are being considered, so that we will now proceed to examine the several
· modes of forming the side boundaries of these tanks, and
making a watertight connection with the sides ·of the
vessel.
Plate XVII. • shows some of the principal of these
methods. Fig. 1 on that plate illustrates a system named
after Mr. M'lntyre, who devised and ii;ttroduced it. By
this system the frame and reverse angle irons are cut at
the side boundary of the tank, but the transverse strength
of· the vessel is efficiently maintained by means of the
brackets a, a, one of which is tho1•oughly riveted to the
floor frame and reverse frame inside the double bottom,
and the other is as well connected to the portion of the
frame and reverse frame outside the double bottom. Both
brackets are co~ected by means of angle irons to the
boundary plate of the ballast tank, which in fig. 1 is a flat
plate standing perpendicular to the surface of the bottom
pl~~ot1ng.

Fig. 4 shows an improved modification of the system
which is attributed to Mr. Withy, a shipbuilder of West
Hartlepool.
The essential features of the M'lntyre tank are, however, to· be seen not only in the systems illustrated by figs.
1 and 4 of Plate XVII., but also at the side boundaries of
the cellular bottoms and ballast tanks shown by Plates III.
and V. The primary principle in them all is tbe attachment of the margin or " flange " plate of the ballast tank
to the shell plating by means of a continuous longitudinal
angle iron, both edges of which may be chipped, caulked,
and so made watertight. To do this, both the frame and .
reverse angle irons have to be cut in t'vo, and the floor - ~
plate in most cases stopped short. The bracket connection, !}X "
I
when properly done, restores the transverse strength of
the frame ; and, as will be seen by referring to all the
figures illustrating this subject, it is necessary for this
• The particulars shown on this and Plate XVID. are taken £rom an
instructive paper on Water Ballast, read by Mr. B. Martell, the Chief
Surveyor of Lloyd's Register, before the Institution of Naval Arcbi~cts at
Glasgow in the year 1877.
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purpose to make the margin or flange plate as wide as
possible, for upon the breadth of this plate depends the
size of the brackets and the number of rivets in their angle
iron connection.
It is desirable to remark here that the name of flange
plate is sometimes given to the boundary of double bottoms
formed in this way, in consequence of the flanged or bent
form given to the upper part of the plate, as shown by
figs. 3 and 4 on Plate XVII
[The margin plate should be _\ of an inch thicker t.han
the inner bottom platiyg and t,be butts donNe rivet.edJ
Fig. 2 of Plate XVII. shows a method which has been
adopted by Mr. James Laing, shipbuilder, of Sunderland.
Only the reverse frames are cut, and for this compensation./
is afforded by doubling the frames in the way of the
margin plate for a length of about three feet. The margin
plate is flanged and fitted against the shell plating, and a
watertight connection is ·obtained by means of wroughtsteel collars riveted to the frames, outside plating, and
inner bottom, as shown.
The method illust1·ated by fig. 3 of Plate XVII. was
employed by Messrs. C. Mitchell & Co., of Newcastle. The
r everse frame is cut as in the preceding system, and the
frames are doubled as compensation for the same. But the
margin pbte is flanged and fitted perpendicular to the shell
plating, as in the· M'Intyre system. This flange plate is
connected to the shell plating by an angle iron which is
wrought as a collar piece around the frames.
Figs. 3 and 4 on Plate XVIII show a method which wa.s
employed on the N.E. coast of England for making the
boundary of a water ballast· tank watertight, without
severing either the frame or reverse angle irons. The
margin plate is scored around the frames and r everse
f1·ames, above the floors, and is attached to the vessel's side
by forged pieces of angle iron closely fitted to the shell
plating and r everse frame, and joggled against the frame.
The spaces behind tn~ reverse frames are filled with forged
plugs, which are tightly fitted. The whole is then carefully~
~~
~
61: Comparative Merits of Systems.-The preceding' ·
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are the only methods of making an efficient watertight
connection between the margin plate of a water· ballast
tank and the shell plating of a vessel which merit much
attention, and, of them, the modification of the M'Intyre
system, shown by fig. 4. of Plate XVII., is the one which is
most commonly met with. ThP. ballast tank of the small
cargo steamer shown by Plate V. has a tank fitted in this
way, and the boundary of the cellular bottom of the large
steamer whose midship section is shown by Plate III. is
connected to the sheH plating in a similar manner.
The great advantage of this method is to be found in the
facilities it affords for getting perfect watertightness. For,
provided the lap joint, whereby the flange plate is attached
to the remainder of the inner bottom, is watertight, and
the butt straps of the flange plat~ are the same, then the
only places where leakage can occur are at the surfaces of
the outer angle iron joining it to the shell plating, and at
the rivets in the shod angle irons whereby the brackets
are attached to the flange plate.
Both edges of the outer angle iron may be chipped and
caulked, the only difficulties in this work being experienced
in the way of the frame angle irons, and at these places a
small piece of hemp or· tow steeped in red lead paint is
usually placed between the shell plating and the outer
angle bar of the flange plate in the way of the frames.
The edges of the short bracket angle irons are chipped
and caulked, and tow or hempen stop-waters, dipped in r ed
lead paint, are fitted under both ends of each outer bracket
angle iron, to serve as stop-waters in the event _of a rivet
not properly filling its hole thereat.
Similar steps may be taken to secure watertightness in
the system shown by fig. 1, Plate XVII. ; but the lower
angle bar of the flange plate is not so easily caulked, being ~
on the ~and not the outside of the tank.
When the margin of the water balJ.ast tank is made, as
shown by figs. 2 and 3 of Plate XVII., hempen stop-waters
must be fitted between each frame angle iron and the shell
plating, both above and below the margin plate. Even
with this precaution, it is not so easy to obtain watertight
work as by the system previously considered.
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The use of wrought-iron plugs associated with the forged
angle irons, as shown by figs. 3 and 4, Plate XVIII., is
expensive, and the work must be very. carefully done to
stand the pressure due to a head of water.
62. Procedure in Framing ·a M'lntyre Tank- It has
been before remarked that water ballast tanks, as distinguished from cellular bottoms, generally occupy only a
portion of the length of a steamer which is otherwise
framed in the ordinary way. Moreover, in most particulars, water ballast 4uks constitute additions to, rather than
modifications in, the transverse framing where they are
fitted. It is true that in the M'Intyre system the frames
and reverse frames are severed ~t the margin of the tank,
and in Mr. Laing's system double frame angles are fitted in
short lengths as compensation for cutting the reverse
frames. But these items do not constitute or lead to any
marked changes in the framing of a vessel by the ordinary
transverse system.
Some builders, indeed, proceed to frame their vessels in the
same way at a ballast tank as elsewhere, and subsequently
cut the frames and reverse frames, in order to fit the margin
plates. But this method is not to be recommended, as it
leads to unnecessary labour. Usually the frame and reverse angle irons are ordered in two len~hs for each side
of the vessel, in way of a bal.l ast tank on the M'lntyre
system. The frames, reverse frames, and fl.oor plates are
bent, adjusted, and punched, as before described; but, in
addition, the brackets are prepared from the scrive board,
and riveted to the frames, fl.oors, and reverse frames, before
being erected.
A temporary connection is at the same time made between
the portion of the frame above and that below the margin 12.
plate, by bending stout strips of iron, of the breadth of the
frame angles, to the curvature of the outside of the frames / '
in the way of the margin plate, and attaching the same by
nut and screw bolts to the outside of the two portions of
the frame on· each side of the keel The form of these stout
strips of iron is obtained from the scrive board, and holes
are punched in them to correspond with those already '
punched in the frame angle irons, so as to enable a good
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temporary connection to be made. In this way the frames
of small vessels are sometimes lifted entire, the same as if
they were not severed, and the outer strips or clamps are
kept on until the vessel is shored, ribbanded, the ~argin
plate in place, and t~e whole ready to receive the outer
plating. In the case of larger vessels, however, it is usual
to first get the lower part of the frame into place, after
which the remainder is lifted and connected to it by means
of the before-mentioned curved strips of iron.
It is scarcely necessary to describe the method of taking
account of and preparing th_!! longitudinal girders to a
wa.ter ballast tank, as the process is obviously very similar
to that already described when referring to side and bilge
keelsons.
Particulars of the plating to double bottoms or ballast
tAnks will be given further on.
2
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/..63. Cell-ular .Double Bottoms.-The
Eastern built
by Mr. Scott Russell in 1858, was the :first steamer framed
upon the longitudinal system, and an important feature in
that vessel's constructi.on was what is now known 8f a
cellular double bottom. The G-reat Eastern has both longitudinal and transverse frames, but the latter are subordinate
to the former. Longitudinal strength was important in a.
long and large vessel, and so the longitudinal frames were
numerous and continuous. The mutual intersection of the
two sets of frames forms cellular spaces, and these are
covered for a considerable portion of the vessel's length ·
with an inner bottom. From this it will be seen that the
Great EastP-'I"n was not only the :first vessel with longitudinal framing, but that this system of framing and
cellular bottoms are closely identified. The .Annette, an
iron sailing vessel, built by Mr. Scott Russell in 1861, was
similarly framed, but no inner bottom wa.s fitted.
64. Cellular Double Bottoms of War-Ships.-For rather
more than twenty years the armour-clad ships of the Royal
Navy have been constructed with inner bottoms extending
to the height at which the armour plating commences.
From thence upwards these vessels are .invariably framed
upon the ordinary transverse system. But in the double
bottom spa.ce the £raining is of a composite character-that
is to say, both transverse and longitudinal frames are
fitted. These two sets of frames are made of the entire
depth betweoz:o. the two bottoms, and by their intersection
with each other the double bottom space is divided into a
number of cells. The vertical keel· or keelson plate at the
middle line of the vessel in these cases is so fitted and connected as to constitute a watertight division in the double
bottom space, and the upper boundaries of the double ·
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bottom, which serve at the same time tO form the armour
shelf on each side, are also made watertight. In this way
the double bottom becomes available for holding water
ballast, whereby the freeboard of the vessel may be decreased at will. The primary object of the inner bottom,
apart from structural considerations, is however to keep
the vessel atl.oat in the event of the outer bottom being
damaged by·ramming, shot, or any other cause.
• The transverse framing in these cases is of three kinds.
In order to make the transverse sub-division of the double
bottom watertight, especially at transverse watertight bulkheads, solid watertight frames are employed. These consist
of unpunctured floor plates, extending from frame to 1.·everse
frame, and from armour shelf to middle line vertical keel
plate. The greater part of the transverse framing in the
double bottom is, however, constructed upon the" bracket
·system," such as will be presently described (see Plate XIX.). ~-- I
Besides these, li<Thtened solid frames are placed under the
machinery, and >;.,t such other parts as require extra. stiffness and rigidity. These lightened solid frames, as their
name would suggest, are formed with floor plates, extending
from inner to outer bottom, and lightened by cutting holes,
some of which are large enough to allow a inan to crawl
through them.
The longitudinal frames in these vessels consist of continuous plates, extending from outer to inner bottom,
connected to each with angle irons, one of which is continuous and the other fitted in short lengths between the
transverse frames. The plates of these longitudinal frames
are connected by vertical angle irons to each of the braclfet
and solid floor plates of the transverse frames, which the
longitudinal intersects.
.
If the lower angle irons of the longitudinal are wrought
continuously, then the frame angle irons in the double
.//
bottom will necessarily be fitted in shor~ lengths between ~
them; and this is the course which is usually adopted. ../
In that case the reverse angle irons of the transverse
frames are continuous from armour shelf to armour shelf,
and the upper angle irons of the longitudinal frames are
fitted in short lengths between them.
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Such is the bracket system of transverse framing,
associated with longitudinal frames, which has for so
many years been adopted in all British armour-clads and
most others. Considered in conjunction with the inner
and outer bottoms of the vessel, the whole constitutes
the cellular system. It admits of various modifications as
regards the details of combination, some of which will
presently be considered Even in the Royal Navy a.
uniform practice has not prevailed, but the general features
of the system as therein found are such as have been just
described.
.
65. Names of Parts of Cellular Bottom.-The nomenclature adopted in the Admiralty Office and Royal Dockyards is not precise!y the same as we shall presently have
occasion to employ when describing corresponding practices
in the mercantile marine. Ships of war almost invariably
have flat plate keels, as shown by Plate XIX., and the
vertical plate standing upon it is termed the " vertical k eel
plate," and not "keelson plate," as is usual in the mercantile
marine. Moreover, the longitudinal frames are known in
mercantile ships as " girders," this being due to the fact
that the same term was previously employed to designate
the longitudinal vertical plate..c; supporting the . inner
bottoms of ordinary water ballast tanks. Then, again,
the " flange " or margin plate in the mercantile steamer
takes the place of the "armour shelf" in the war ship.
With these trifling exceptions, there is no difference between
the designations adopted in the two services ; but, as we
shall presently see, there are some marked distinctions
between the general systems of combination.
66. Cellular Construction in Modern Mercantile Ships.
-The adoption of the cellular system of framing double
bottoms in tbe mercantile marine grew out of the ordinary
water ballast tank arrangement: So far back as the year
1874 a steamer was built in I taly for an English firm with
a centre plate k eelson and side bar keel, deep floors
lightened with manholes, a longitudinal girder on each
side of the mid<Pe line, extending the full depth of the
floor, and vertical margin plates. The inner bottom plating .,
was riveted to the tops of the vertical keelson plate,
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longitudinal girders, and margin plates-thereby forming
a cellular double bottom, with lightened solid transverse
framing throughout. The attachment of the transverse
framing above the ballast tank to the margin plates was
the same as in the· M'lntyre system.
In this case we see the essential f eatures of the cellular
double bottom system, but without the bracket framing ·
which now sometimes accompanies it.
Messrs. Austin & Hunter, shipbuilders, of Sunderland,
have, however, the credit of first applying the bracket
system in the mercantile marine. Figs. 1 and 2 of Plate
xvm. show in plan and section (on a much reduced scale)
the framing of the double bottom of a vesse) built by them
in the year 1876.
Referring to the plan of this vessel's framing, it will be
seen that at intervals of about eight frame spaces continuous deep floor plates are fitted, extending from inner
to outer bottoms, having a frame angle iron at the lower
edge, and a reverse frame angle iron at the upper edge.
Midway between these, bracket frames, as shown by B,
fig. 2 of the plate, are placed; the construction of these
being shown by the sketch. !.-Iiaway again between these bracket · and solid frames, vertical angle iron stifre:Qers are
riveted to the longitudinal girders, extending from frames
to reverse frames.
The spaces left between the frames ah·eady described are
then sub-divided by fitting ordinary frame angle irons
from side to side of the ballast tank.
The outer shell plating is therefore stiffened by four
sets of frames. The arrangement of longitudinal girders
in this case is shown by the plan.
?
This is a remarkable and efficient mode of framing;
and such a decided departure from pre-existing systems
of double bottom construction is creditable to the skill and
enterprise of the builders.
Some little time elapsed after the building of this vessel
before the cellular systems- whether with brackets or
without-became very common in the mercantile navy.
A considerable impetus was, however, given to the cellular
system when it was taken up by the Messrs. Denny of
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Dumbarton, who succeeded in so presenting the claims of
such vessel~ to the Board of Trade, as to obtain a. valuable
concession for them in measuring their tonnage capacity.
Prior to Messrs. Denny's interference in the matter the
tonnage depth of hold in vessels fitted with cellular bottoms
was taken from the top of an imaginary floor below the
level of the inner bottom, the depth of that floor being
assumed to be such as would be required for the vessel if
framed in the ordinary wa.y. The Board of Trade regulations for measm-ing toDIUl.ge now) permit the depth of hold
of a vessel with a cellular bottom to be measured from the
top of such inner bottom. This concession has led to the
very extensive adoption of the cellular system in vessels
having a water ballast tank throughout the greater part of
their length, as a sensible reduction is made in their tonnage, and therefore in their working expenses.
67. Details of Cellular Bottoms in Mercantile Marine.
-The Rules of Lloyd's Register of Shipping for the- construction and scantlings of cellular bottoms provide for all
existing types, and the Committee state that other plans of
fitting such bottoms may be adopt-ed if previously submitted
to and approved by them.
'fhere are two principal types of cellular bottom construction in vessels of the mercantile marine,viz.:-those w~th solid
floors at every frame and those with intercostal solid floors at
alternate frames. Longitudinal connection and stiffening
are furnished in the former case by means of a continuous
centre girder and side intercostal plates, and in the latter
by continuous girders on each side of the continuous centre
girder, both the girders and the intercostal plates being of
the same depth as the floors. /Wh~n the_breadth"_of_th_e
cellular double bottom from m~~a.rgin_plate
~less than 34 feet, and solid floors are fitted at every_fra.ll}e,
then side intercostals are not usually associ_~t&d....with-the.
centre girder; but when the breadth is from 34 feet to 44.
feet two lines of intercostal plates are fitted on each side_gf
that gird~n vessels whose plating numb~r__is_ under
1_w0. w ICh have floors at alternate frames,~wo_~_!2.
tinuou · rs exclusive of the mar m lates, are fitted on.
ea.ch side of the centre "rd r
Q.OO and 33,QQQ
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jhree·such side girders are fitted; and there are fom- of the_!!}
when the plating ~umber is betw:een 33,000.and.38,000., _ /
Each principal case will now be considered more in defai[
commencing with that in which solid floors are fitted to
..,
every frame. These solid floors are lightened with manholes of no larger size nor m·o re numerous than is necessary
to render all parts of the double bottom properly accessible.
A transverse section of a double bottom framed in this way
is shown by Plate XX. The solid floors vary in thickness
from ~ in. to ~ in., according to the size of the vessel,
and they are attached to the centre girder by. angle~ _y~ryi~g
from 3! in. x 3! in. x frr in. to 4 in. x 4 in. x ~ in.; these being
~~mble for. half the length of the vessel amidships when the
plating number is 24,000, an~ in the machinery ~pace of ~1!
vessels.
Elsewhere the connection is made with single
angles. The reverse angles throughout the cargo holds are
of the same size as the reverse frames elsewhere, but in the
machinery space it is desirable that the double reverse
angles should be increased in size in order to receive the
la.rger rivets which attach them to the thicker inner bottom
plating under the engines and boilers. The angles connecting the floor plates and the frame brackets to the marain
b
plate vary from :tin. x 3 in. x 4 in. to 4 in. x 4 in. x "9~ in.
.
~.':"\ct.§.1..S...- 'lc'«'s
~u
The mtercostal
~ a·re attached to the floors by single
angles, which are rather smaller than those connecting
the floors to the centre girder. Recently, however, some
builders, both in England and Scotland, have flanged the
side intercostals when of steel, so as to connect them to the
floors without the aid of angles, the flanging being perf01·med
upon the steel in a cold condition by means of a platebending machine; and in other cases the upper edges of the
floor plates have been similarly flanged in order to avoid
the use of reverse frames "thereat. Sometimes, too, the
upper edges of the intercostals have been flanged in order
to connect them to the inner bottom without the aid of the
short lengths of angle bar whi~h are otherwise required for
the purpose. In each case the object seems to be that of
sav~g ':eight of material and reducing the cost of riveting;
but m VIew of the extra labour and extreme care r equired in
the flanging and fitting, it is doubtful whether much has
F
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been gained by the practice. It will be quite clear that the
· cold flanging system is best available· when ~ight angled
bevelling is required or when the angle rs the same
throughout, and consequently it is rarely applied to the
lower edges of either floor plates or intercostals. The work
has, however, to be performed with great nicety in ord?r to
get closely fitting surfaces, such as are essential t~n
efficient riveted joint. Moreover, the flanging system never
yields the same rigidity as is afforded by the solid "root"
of a rolled angle bar. In view of this fact, it is no:w required
that flanged floors and intercostals shall be -~ inch thicker
than would be used if angle bar connections were adopted.
In this system of cellular bottom construction the o:utside
plating, except garooard and flat keel plates, which are
entirely within the boundary of the double bottom, may be
reduced .;;, inch in thickness when H-inch thick and above.
In all other respects the details of th~ foregoing mode of
cellular framing are identical with those of the system
now to be considered, viz., that in which solid floor plates
are fitted intercostally between contjnuous longitudinal
girders and at alternate frames only. Triangular bracket)
plates may, however, be fitted in lieu of solid floors at
alternate frames throughout the cargo holds in vessels
whose plating number is 11,000 and under; but in all
vessels framed by this system, intercos~ solid floors are
fitted at every frame under the engines././ _
The solid floors are, of com-se, lightened by manholes, as
in the method already described, these being obviously
necessary in order that the cellular bottom may be
accessible throughout its length. When a vessel has a.
fiat plate keel, braeket plates are fitted to connect the
centre girder to the intermediate frames which are \vithout
:floors, and the same arrangement is adopted in vessels
having h~ keels when the plating number is 18,000
~. See Plate ill.
Theintermediateframea.ngleba.rsare of the sizerequiredfor
the frames outside the double bottom, but the vertical :flanges
of the remainder of the frame angles in the cellular bottom
. are usually of the same breadth
in the previous syste~
With the number of longitudinal girders already men-
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tioned as being required for cellular bottoms constr~cted in
this way, it is necessary that the inner bottom should be
additionally stiffened with transverse reverse angles placed
at each intermediate frame space, but by increasing the
·1
number of longitudinal girder-s, this additional stiffening to
the inner bottom may be dispensed with. It will be evident
that for the inner bottom plating to successfully withstand
the water pressure brought upon it, without buckling or
leaking, and in order to carry the weight of cargo which
will rest upon it, efficient stiffening must be provided, and
hence the above requirement.
Not only must brackets be fitted outside the cellular
bottom at every frame space to connect th'e side framing
\vith the margin plate, as in the other system of cellular
bottom construction, but brackets must also be fitter! at the
intermediate frame spaces within the cellular bottom. In
each case the angles connecting the brackets to the margin
pl!)ote vary from 3 in. x 3 in. x rt in. to 4 in. x 4 in. x ~in., as
already mentioned.
The usual aiTangement at the centre line of cellular
bottom vessels, which are not limited to draught of water, is
to have a. vertical centre through plate extended down from
top of floors and riveted between two side""oars, the three
thicknesses being collectively equal to the thickness required for a bar keel in such a. vessel. When solid floors
are fitted only to alternate frames, the frame angles generally
_
pass through slots cut in the centre through plate and side-_"._.
girders, and extend from margin plate to margin plate; but
in the other system of framing the floors are connected to
the centre girder by single vertical angles when the plating
number is less than 24,000, while in large vessels double
vertical angles are fitted for one half the length amidships.
Double angles are, however, used throughout the engine
and boiler spaces in all vessels. When a flat plate keel is
adopted, the angle bars connecting it to the centre through
plate are of the size required for a. middle line keelson in a.
vessel of the same dimensions not having a double bottom;
that is to say, they vary from 3 in. x 3 in. x ..frr in. to 6~ in. x
4! in. X H in.
This method of constructing a. cellular double bottom

(
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in a small vessel having a centre through plate keel is
illustrated by Plate XX., but in this case the intermediate .
frame angles are connected with brackets to the margin :
plate, and not to the middle line girder. Fig. 2 of the Plate
shows the centre girder, and fig. 1 a side girder ; the latter
being, in this instance, lightened with manholes spaced
eighteen feet apart, and with smaller · holes in the
intermediate spaces. These intermediate holes are, however, objectionable sources of weakness in a. continuous
girder, and should not be ctit; every necessary facility for ·
examining the cellular. bottom being · afforded by the
manholes in the floors.
The single frame angle and reverse bars for stiffening t)le
outer and inner bottom plating between the solid floors
will be seen in both figs. 1 and 2 of this Plate. The frame
angle ba:rs in each case pass through both centre and side
girder plates, slots being cut in the latter for the purpose.
. This is better shown by fig. 2 of Plate X., which is a.
longitudinal elevation of the centre line girder of the vessel
whose midship section is given on Plate III. Fig. 1, Plate
XXIL, shows an elevation of a portion of one of these continuous longitudinal girders, and fig. 2 is a plan of the
margin plate which is shown in section by fig. 1 of Plate X.
In this vessel, also, the longitudinal or girder plates
are all continuous, and the floors are fitted intercostally.
The frames F. F. extend from the margin or flange plate on
one side of the keel to the corresponding plate on the otlier
side-that is to say, throughout the entire breadth of the
cellular bottom. The lower angle irons of the girders are
therefore fitted in short lengths between the frames. The
upper angle irons of the girders are continuous, and consequently all the reverse angle irons are in short lengths
between the girders.
This is a very strong and satisfactory arrangement.
Longitudinal strength is amply provided by the continuous
girder plates and the angle irons on their upper edge, while
the transverse strength- which is greater than by the .
Admiralty syste~ of framing-is found to be all that ·is
required. 'l'he process of erecting and fairing the framing
of the cellular bottom is much simplified by making the
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frame angle bars continuous, and not fitting them. in short
lengths as by the Admiralty arrangements. For, as the
curvature of these frame angle bars is accurately obtained
fTom the scrive board, they form, when carefully ribbanded
and shored, an excellent anti correctly-shaped foundation
upon which to rest the girders, floors, and the other components of the cellular bottom framing~
When the longitudinal girder pla~ are fitted continuously, it is necessary to take care to shift the manholes
clear of each other; transversely, and of the manholes in
the inner bottom plating ; also to keep them clear of all
butts, in order to preserve continuity of strength. For the
same purpose the manholes are not made larger or more
numerous than is necessary for rendering all parts of the
cellular bottom readily accessible for examining the cement,
and for cleaning, painting, or repair. Manholes are not
cut in the centre girder or vertical keelson plate; and sometimes this is made so as to be a watertight division between
the portions of the double bottom on eaeh side of it.
Such an arrangement is not, however, desirable, as it might
cause the vessel to incline dangerously, if one side were
penetrated and flooded while the other was empty. On
this account it is customary to leave air spaces at the upper
part of the middle line girder, in order that the two sides
of the cellular bottom may be in communication with each
other. For a somewhat similar reason-that is to say, in
order that all the cells in each watertight space may be
in free communication, when being flooded with water,
after the latter has reached above the level of the manholes-air spaces are left at the upper corners of the solid
floor plates, as shown by Plate III.
Another mode of cellular double bottom construction
is shown by Plate XXXV.~ -fig. 2. In this system an
arrangement of rectangular and triangular bracket plates
takes the place of the usual solid floor plates pierced with
manholes.
Llold's ~_ules req'!ire the butts of__ the_side girders and.
margin or flange plate to_b.!Ldouble ri~eted; and in vessels
whose second number is under _jl.OOO, thuutt&.-oLthe
centre _gird~r ~re ~-b!L.Q9np~cte4__!?y ~oubl~ _butt straps,
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double riveted, as shown by fig. 2, Plate XX. ~en the·
second num..he.cexceeds_21,000,-the-butts..are. to be treble
riveted. with the alt&rn.ate...ri'lets.in the_back row. o~t~d,-·
~ s~own by_fig. 2,. Plate X.
~.
The double butt straps in all cases are required to be
not less than !cr of an inCh thicker than half the thickness
of ~P.lites they COP!l&Ct...
68. Margin Plates.-The depth and thickness of the
margin plates (~~tl~Itg~Lto cellul~t_bottoms-is
fixed by Lloy!f~____R.ules,..... and_these _va.cy._f.ro.m.J_8_inche.$
x ..fr; inch, in vessels whose second number is ll,QOO and
~der, to 30 inches x rt inch, when that number is fr..Q.m
;J3,000 to 38.0oo.-rn the same case the centre girders are
r espectively 32 inches_x ..Jrr iJlcp, and 44 inches x !£inch. / .
It will thus be seen that the breadth of the margin plate. ·
limits either the "rise of floor" or the breadth of the
cellular bottom; as a very great rise cannot be given to a.
vessel whose middle line .girder is 32 inches deep, and
margin plate at bilge is 18 inches deep. It is, however,
imperatively necessary that the margin plate shouJ.d not
be narrower than this scale permits, for its breadth limits
the number of rivets connecting it with the U:ame brackets,
and therefore the efficiency of the connection of the framing
above to that below
. To make that connection as strong as possible, double
angles are sometimes fitted to the bracket plates, this being
always done at web frames, except when half diamond
plates connect the double reverse fr ames to the inner
bottom.
The means adopted for caulking ~d otherwise making
the margin or flange plate watertight were described at
page 73, when referring to the M'Intyre System of forming/.
the boundaries of double bottoms.
<y
69. Inner Bottom Plating.-The plating of inner
bottom, by 'Lloyd's Rules, varies from -h inch to .,fu inch in
thickness throughout the cargo holds ; but in the engine
and boiler space its thickness ranges from
inch in small
vessels to i--8- inch in steamers of the largest size; while in
many cases the inner bottom under the engines is made
even still thicker. The .middle line strake th-roughout a.
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half the length of the double bottoiJl is also increased from.
-11r to ..frr inch in thickness beyond the ordinary inner bottom
plating of the cargo holds.
When double bottoms are fitted with longitudinal
girders, extending on the top of ordinary floors, the inner
bottom plating may be single riveted, both at the edges and
butts, and either a transverse or longitudinal arrangement
of plating may be adopted. Double bottoms, when constructed in this way, usually occupy only a portion of the
length of a. vessel, and as both the plating and girders are
additions to the ordinary structure, the disposition o~ the
inner plating is not a matter of much importance.
But the case of cellulru:._bottoms is very different, as the
transverse and longitudinal frames are considered, in con- J ,.,.,.
junction with the inner plating, as integrarparts of the
structure of the vessel ; and the inner bottom plating in
such vessels should therefore be fitted lQ!!gitudinally, with
a view to obtain the maximum structural value of the
materials.
It will be readily seen that the t ransverse strength
obtained from the i1mer bottom is the same by both
systems of atTanging the plating, whereas the longitudinal
efficiency of the plating is greatest when it is disposed in
the same way as the outer bottom. For in either an-angement, transverse or longitudinal, the middle line strake of
inner bottom must be laid longitudinally, and consequently
with a transverse arrangement of the plating, there will be
a double row of laps or butts near the middle line of the
vessel. The longitudinal lines of laps, which occur with
the longitudinal arrangement, will in no case diminish the
transverse strength more than has already been effected at
this double row of butts or laps, which, by the way, occur
where transverse strength is of the greatest importance. .
This aspect of the case is clearly argued in an able paper
read by the late Mr. W. John before the Institution of Naval
Architects in 1880. That gentleman fur ther called attention, at the same time, to the necessity for arranging these
longitudinal laps of plating, so that they may occur about
midway between the longitudinal girders, where they are
supported · by the reverse bars fitted in short lengths
~
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.between the girders. For, when the longitudinal gi~ders
are continuous, the transverse connection -of the solid
floors or braekets .with the girders is_ effected by rivets
only; and consequently the advantage to the connection of
the two sides by means of the fl·at plate of inner bottom on
the top of the girder is very considerable.
The but~ of the inner plating of cellular bottoms should
be carefully shifted, as is done with the butts of the outer
bottom. Moreover, these butts should be shifted clear of.
the butts in the longitudinal girders, ~d, ·if possible, clear
·
· also of the manholes in these girders. ,
~Lloyd's Rules require the butts and edges of .the ·middle
line strake (~~for~ and-~ft), ~lso_the hutts-.oLthe..inner
bottom in the engine and boiler space, to be double riveted.
When the second number ic; 20,000 and under 30,000, the
butts of the inner bottom are to be double riveted for half
the length amidships. In vessels whose second number is .
between 30,000 and 38,000, the butts of the inner bottom
and the edges of an additional strake on each side of the
middle line are to be double riveted throl,Jghout. In all
other cases single riveting is permitted, except at the margin
\._plate, the riveting of which has been already described.
/
The spacing of ri\·ets in all watertight joint.s at. this paxt
of the ve.§§eljs_to _be.J!9t more thM four diameters oLthe
~
70. Systems of Work in Framing Cellular Bottoms.The modes of procedure adopted in framing a vessel . built
upon the longitudinal or cellular systems will, to a considerable extent, be governed by the particular charaeter of the
system adopted.
A.s already mentioned, the ironclad ships of the Royal
Navy have usually continuous longitudinal plates-aild
.-continuous angle irons at .their lower edge. The frame
.angle irons are consequently fitted in shod lengths. The
reverse frames are continuous, and so the upper longitudinal
.angle irons are in short lengths.
In some foreign war vessels both the frames and reverse
frames\have been continuous, and the an<Tle irons of the
longitudinal have therefore been fitted
short pieces.
This arrangement has served to more closely balance the ·

in
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longitudinal and transverse strengths of the framing, by
increasing the latter and diminishing the former. .As the
vessels in question were short a.nd broad, a. reason was
furnished for the departure from what had hitherto been
the invariable praetice in framing i ronclads.
In the mercantile marine various systems of framing
cellular bottoms prevail, as the preceding pages will have
shown. But the continuous longitudinal girder and continuous
frame arrangement is the most usual and,
upon many grounds, the most desirable mode of construction. This system will now be considered. In every case
the centre· girder or keelson is continuous, and when the
vessel has a flat plate keel, the lower angle bars of that
girder are continuous also. Under. such circumstances, it
is impossible to reeve the frame angle bars through the
mjddle line gi•·der, so as to extend it from side to side of
the cellular bottom ; aud as continuous transverse frame
bars are generally preferred in the mercantile marine to
the arrangement of short lengths· of frame, which is usual
in the Royal Navy, the frame bars are butted against the
middle line girder, and knee pieces of frame angle iron are
riveted to them, back to back, and to the side of the girder.
When, however, a centre plate or side bar keel is adopted,
the frame angle bars pass th1·ough slots cut in the middle
liue girder, and in most cases these angle bars extend from
flange plate to flange plate, as already described.
In proceeding to frame a mercantile vessel with a cellular
double bottom, when solid floors are fitted at alternate
frames, the frame angle bars are passed throug-h the slots
cut for them in the centre girder; or, ii the vessel has
a flat plate keel, the frames are butted against the lower
angle irons of the centre girder, and attached to the girder
plate by the knee pieces, fitted back to back with the
frames. In either case the frames, when in plaee, are
carefully ribbanded and shored.
The portions of floor plate between the centre and the
adjacent side girders are next got into plaee, wher eupon the
first pair of side girders are dropped down over the frame
bars, and attached by means of short angle irons to the
·pieces of floor plate already wrought.
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The next set of floor plates on each side are put into pla<le,
and then the next pair of longitudinal girders, and so on
until the margin plates are reached. As the longitudinal
girders are got into place the angle irons on their upper
edges are wrought, after which ribbands are fitted on the
inside of the vessel, to fair the inner surface of the
longitudinal girders, and consequently that of the whole .
of the cellular framing. The pieces of reverse angle iron;
and the lengths of angle iron at the lower edges of the
girders are fitted, whereupon the whole is screwed up, and
made ready for riveting.
The framing of the cellular bottom should be riveted
before the framing above is commenced.
If bracket plates are fitted in lieu of solid floors, a similar
order of procedure may be adopted by fitting the lower
brackets before the longitudinals are got into place,. and
subsequently fitting the upper brackets when the reverse
frames are in.
The method of framing a cellular bottom, just described,
is only applicable to the case when the frame angle bars
are in one length, either from margin plate to middle line,
or to the· margin plate on the opposite side of the vessel.
When tHe frame angle irons are in short lengths between
the longitudinal girders, as in the case of most British
armour-clads, a different order of procedure is required.
In such instances the short lengths of frame which extend
from the centre girder, or "vertical keel plate," to the
adjacent longitudinals on each side, are first fitted in place,
these being turned up against the vertical plate, and riveted
to it. The fu:st set of solid floors or bracket plates are then
put in and atta.ched to the frame angle irops, a ribband is
then fitted under these frames on each side, and carefully
shored. Next, the fu·st pair of longitudinals are fitted and
atta.ched to the bracket plates already in place, after which
the reverse frames - which are continuous-are got in
across the vessel, attached to the longitudinals and bracket
plates, and both supported and £aired by well shored
~ibbands at each extremity. h. When this is done the next fengths of frame angle iron
on each side are got in, then the corresponding bracket or
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solid floor plates, and after that the next pair of longitudinals. Another set of ribbands is fitted, and this process
is repeated until .the armour shelf is r~ched. As the work
of framing proceeds, the short angle irons joining the
brackets t.o the longitudinals are fitted, so as to effect a
proper connection. When the whole has been well ribbanded, £aired, and shored, it is riveted together. If
thought proper the frames, floor plates, bracket plates,
raverse frames, short angle irons, and gi.J.·der plates, may be
riveted as the several parts are got into place and screwed
together, but great care has to be taken in such a case to
check the accuracy of the work as it proceeds. Under
machi~ery compartments, where solid floors are spaced as
cJ9s~y: as <;>rdinary framing, it is always desil·able, if possible, to rivet the work as it proceeds, in consequence of the
limited room for doing the work when all the parts of the
framing are in place. But, elsewhere, the distance between
the solid floors is sufficient to enable the riveting of the
~ramina to be done at any time before putting the shell
· plating"'on the vessel. When solid floors are fitted at every
frame, and the longitudinal girders are therefore worked
intercostally, the process of framing a cellular bottom is
much simplified. The solid floors, frames, and r everse
frames on each side of the centre girder are riveted
together on the ground-usually with a hydraulic ri"veterand then lifted bodily into their plaee and connected to the
centre girder by their vertical angle bars. The whole is
ribbanded, faired, and shored, after which the intercostals
are wrought, and the margin plates fitted and connected.
Very frequently all the sets of floors, frames, and reverses
are riveted before any of them are lifted into place; and in
some shipyards the manhole.~ and drainage holes iu the
solid tioors are punched with full-sized oval or circular dies
in a hydraulic press.
Having thus described the rotation of the work in
erecting the framing of a cellular bottom, it remains only
to point out the ·modifications in bending and templating
which these styles of framing render necessary.
The frame angle bars, when continuous from margin
plate to middle line or opposite marg_in plate, are punched,
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bent, and set in the same way _a.'3 already descl·ibed. Solid
flo~r and bracke~ plates are cut to the forms given by the
sen ve board, which shows the girders and margin 'plate at
every frame. The girders being vertical, the ends of the floor
plates (except those which are next the margin plate) are
parallel The continuous girder plates are obtained in
lengths as long as is procurable, and being butted midway
between the transverse ~rames, their lengths are multiples
of the frame spacing. The curvatures of their upper and
lower edges, ';hen par:allel to middle line, are given by bow
and buttock lines drawn through their moulding edges, but
for the ~reater part of the vessel's length these edges will
be straight and parallel. The slots cut in their lower
ed~es, to allow the frame angle bars to pass through, are
eas1ly set off to the regular frame spacing, and all the rivet
holes in them may be marked from one set of templates.
Indeed, every ~art o~ the framing of a cellular bottom may
be prepa~ed, mcludmg the punching of the rivet holes
b_efo~e a ?ommencement is made in putting it together
nvetmg 1t. Even the holes in the reverse frames for the
inner bottom plating, omittina those at the landina edaes
0
b
0
'
may be punc~ed. the same as is done with the frame angle
bar for the r:vetmg of the outer bottom plating.
The margm plat~s,_ and in some instances ·the girder
plates, at the extremities of the bottom are made to moulds
obtained at the vessel by means of the transverse frames
already ribbanded and £aired.
In the Royal Navy the longitudinals stand everywhere
perpendicular to the surface of the bottom, and in that
case their form is laid off upon the mould loft floor. This
involves a geometrical problem of a somewhat difficult
character, as compared · with most mould loft work and
several solutions of it will be found in the Author's tr;atise
upon laying o£1' iron and steel ships.*
~
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71. Web Frames.-It has been before remarked that
one of the principal functions of the framing of a ship is to
stiffen the shell plating, and thereby enable it to endure
the stresses to which it is subjected without bending. For,
directly the shell plating begins to alter its form under a
stress, it ceases to develop its full efficiency as a component
of the structure. To further stiffen and support the frames
is an in1portant duty of the side and bilge keelsons, and
the side and bilge stringers. The beams serve to keep the
~two sides of the vessel in their relative position, and, by
their connection to the frames, stiffen and support the
latter, and aid in keeping them to their proper curvature.
Transverse bulkheads, too, fulfil a. similar purpose. Each
and all these portions of the vessel satisfy other requirements than those just named; but it is necessary, nevertheless, to bear in mind that the shell plating is the most
important element of structural strength in a. ship, and
that the framing, keelsons, stringers, beams. bulkheads, etc.,
are, among other things, essential stiffeners of the shell
plating. ~
It happens sometimes, in preparing the design of a
steamer, that the boilers and machinery will not admit of
beams being put where they are very much needed.
Stowage requirements will interfere similarly with the
arr~ement of hold beams in the cargo spaces, and large
hatchways have often a similar effect.
Besides the expedi.e nt of fitting wide plate stringers,
supported by brackets, and considerably stiffened by angle
irons, in cases wherein a complete tier of beams on alternate frames is impossible, another device has been
' largely adopted·during recent years for effecting the same
or similar objects. 'Wide transverse frames, or, rather,
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narrow partial ·bulkheads, have peen fitted at proper intervals to supply that stiffness and rigidity to the shell
plating which cannot in most cases be contributed by
means of beams. These are termed " web frames " and a
sketch of. such a frame is given on Plate XXX."VI. The
vessel, of which the midship section is shown on Plate III.,
has w~b frames in her boiler and engine compartments, and
one of these is indicated by dotted lines. ·
An ordinary web frame consists simply of a wide plate
attached to the shell plating by a frame angle bar, and
~tiffened on the inner edge by· double reverse angle bars
(see also Plates XXXV. to ~XL).
.
Wben the vessel has a cellular bottom the web frame is
efficiently connected to the margin plate o~ the same, and
in otheF cases it is lapped against the floor plate, or connected to it by a butt strap.
As shown by Plates XXXV to XL., also by Plates IV
and XXL,.. the web frames and side stringers are
united at their intersections by " diamond plates," which
serve to preserve both the transverse and lonaitudinal
continuity of this network of rigid framing. The web
plates are scored ov:er narrow keeL<;ons and side stringers,
and widened in the way of deeper ones. In all cases a
continuity of transvers~ strength is, so far as praeticable,
maintained. The primary object of· the web frame· is,
.however, as previously explained, to stiffen the shell
plating, and keep it to its correct shape.
-..
Provision is made by Lloyd's Rules for such 'frames in
mac~ery compm·tments of classed vessels ; but, as before
mentwned, their application is not limited to such spaces,
as they are now very often fitted in all parts of the carao
space where transverse stiffening is especially required. In
Plate VI. such frames are shov.-rn as substitutes for hold
· ?earns in a cargo space, abreast a large hatcliway, and this
lS a very usual arrangement in such cases.
Lloyd's Rules requin:,.Ji.ben the 2nd num..beL.is_.l6,QOO
and under 18,909, that not l~ than. three web.frames shall
be fitted on each side in the en:gin~ ang l;>qiler space; these .
to be formed of plates of not less thickness than the frames ·,
• Plate--xxi. does not refer to the same vessel as Plate IV. -·
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and varying in breadth from 14 inches to__l8 inches,
ae~or~~.~he depth of the vessel. Further particular~
•of these web frames and their connections will be given
presently, wh~n considering the web-frame system of
construction/ -'When the number is 18,000, and under
30,000, these frames are to be not more than from 8 to 10
feet apart; and when, the number is 30,000 and above, they
are not to exceed 8 feet apart. The web -frames are to be
fitted in way of the deck beams where practicable, 9.1ld if
fitted between the beams they are to be connected to the
stringer plate by bracket knees above and below the sa.meA(
(see fig. 2, Plate IV.).
~
72. The Web-Frame System of Oonstruction.-In the
large unarmoured vessels of the royal navy the use of web
frames was general before their introduction into the
mercantile marine. It . was · not unusual to associate them
with a much lighter description of frame-there being three
or four of the latter to each one of the former. The liahter
0
frames have been considered sufficient for the purpose of
providing the needed local stiffness to the plating, while the
web frames have contributed the principal structural
stiffness.
· During recent years considerable developments have
been made in the application of web frameS, associated
with wide intercostal stringers, to the framing of mercantile
ships, in order to obtain the desired transverse strength
without the interposition of iron or steel deck flats and tiers
of beams in the cargo holds. After acquiring much experience with the system as adopted in classed vessels, the
Committee of Lloyd's Register have formulated Rules to
govern., the future appli~tion of the web frame and side
stringer arrangement in vessels built under the supervision
of their Surveyors for Classification.
_
The depth oLthe_v~s,s.el is necessarily the criterion upon \
which the breadth and spaeing of web frames and their )
associated side stringers are based in any particular case,
and the ~th i,s_El~ure~ _fro1p_ the t<?P-. of keel to . the top
of the first complete tier of ordinarily spaced .beru;os, the
ro~d of_such beam beU:g ~lw:ays taken at qne quarter of /
an mch t~__!.~e foot of m1dslnp breadth of -~~~ ~~ss.el.
.,.,>
.

.
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The web frame and side stringer plates are of the
thickness required for the frame angle bars in the same
vessel, and they vary in breadth from 14 inches when the
vessel is under 16 feet in depth tO 18 inches in vessel'3 of
the largest size. The web frame is usually formed as
shown by figs. 2 and 3, Plate ~YI., with double
reverse angles on the inner edge, but sometimes a single
angle is fitted of equivalent strength. Similarly, the inner
edge of the side stringer has double angles of the ·same size
as on the 'veb frame or an equivalent single angle bar (see
figs. 1 and 3, Plate XXXVL). The web frame is attached
to the shell plating in all cases with single frame angles,
and the side stringers are wot·ked intercostally, being
attached to the ordinary reverse frames and to the shell
plating with single angles of the same size as the reverse 1
frames.
(
Sometimes the web frame is made in one continuous .
length, and in that case the sido stringers are, of course,
worked in short lengths extending from web frame to web
frame; while in other cases the plates and angles of the
side stringer (except the angles connecting it to the shell)
are continuous, and the plates and inner angles of the web
frames are fitted in short lengths between them. Tl1e
former is, however, the more usual practice, and the one
best adapted for yielding the maximum transverse strength ·
for which the web frames are primarily intended. At the
same time much can be said, especially in the case of long
vessels, for the continuous side stringers in view of the
superior longitudinal strength thereby afforded.
There are several modes of combining the angles with
the side stringer plates, the principal of which are shown
by Plates XXXVI. and XXXIX., and will be described more
in d,etail presently. ·
· ·
~en a side stringer is 18 inches in width, and the web
frames are more than 8 f eet apart, the former is supported
by a. bracket knee of the thickness of the frames, situa~
midway between tLe web frames. See Plate XXXVI. ;y
jlro effect. a satisfactory connection between web frames
and side stringers at their junction, a diamond-shaped
plate, of the thickness of the web frame, is fit~d ; the size
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of the " diamond plate" being 24 inches by 18 inches for
14-inch web frames, 30 inches· by 21 inches for 15-inch
web frames, ~;~-nd 30 inches by 24 inches when the web
frame exceeds 15 inches in breadth (see Plates XXXVI,;!
XXXVIII., and XXXIX.). If the web frame is continuo&"{
and the side stringer is intercostal, the long diameter of the
diamond is placed horizontal, and vice vtn·sa. When the
web frame or side stringer has a large single angle bar on
the inner edge, instead of a double angle bar of smaller
size, a short length of double angle is fitted in way of the
diamond plate to enable the latter, by means of the
additional rivets, to afford the desired connection at the
place of junction.
The web frame is ~pp~d to the floor plate, of which it
is a. prolong!Ltion, in vesse~ not having a do11ble bottom
(see fig. 2, Plate IV.); but when a. double bottom is fitted,
the web frame is connected to the margin plate with
double angles, and in most cases the connection is further
• aided by "gusset," or half-diamond, plates riveted to the
double reverse frames and the inner bottom, as shown by
Plates XXXV. and XXXVI
~
In order to obtain the full tt·ansverse stiffness which--the
web frame is capable of communicating to the .vessel, the
through beams attached to their heads should be of
increased size (such as are used for strong beams in the
hold), except when an iron or steel deck is fitted upon the
heams, in which case the latter should, at the web frames,
be of the size ordinarily fitted to alternate frames in a
similar vessel, with a knee three times the depth of the
beam. Various other measures are adopted, such as the
use of brackets and gussets, under different circumstances,
-in order that the transverse ties at these web frames may
be equal to the strength which the latter are capable o£
~ording. See fig. 2, Plate IV.
As already remarked, the spacing of the web frames and
I
the number of side stringers associated with the~ are
( t
r egulated by the depth of the vessP.l. Y\lben the latt · is
under 17 feet, measuring from the top of keel, the web
frames are placed at eight frame-spaces apart, with one
side stringer above the bilge stringer. Vessels of 17 feet
G
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/and under 18 feet in depth have 15-inch web frames,
eight frame-spaces apart, and two side stringers; but in
this case the double angle bilge stringer is omitted. ~
exceptio~i.s, po~ever~-n:tade_jn _y_essel$_otheDv~se requiring
t~re_e tiers of beams and under 1.8~feet in.d~th _to _th.e
middle .or lower deck, the web_fram~ in s_uch Ca.!l!lS_b~ing
not more than six frame-spaces apart.
It is neither necessary nor desirable to state Lloyd's
r equirements in detail for all the succes.c;ive gradations of
depth; but it may be remarked that whe~ the vessel is
between 21! feet and 22~ feet deep the web frames are
J&._incbes wide, and not more than six frame-spa.QfS_apru.t.,
~bn_e side string~~; or, alternatively, the web frames
may be !§_inch,~ wid~, and two side stringers of ~e sa.roe
~dth may be substituted, in vessels fitted with a double
\ bottom, P.rovi~ed the bracke~_outside the margin plai@ be
extenQ.ed up _the _bilges__to a height oLthree times _1ht:
middle line depth of ordinary_:floors.:requi,red for ~..!~~1
o_f that size. The ex.tra length of these brackets is proper~y
1 considered to afford stiffuess to the framing and shell
plating as high as they extend, and therefore to diminish
j the depth of side requiring support from the side stringers,
1 which, with the web frames, are· of greater width than in
the other arrangement. Further it may be remarked that I
when the vessel's depth is between 23~ and 24 f~~t.. :1
, 18.:inch web _frames._six frame-spaces apart, are associate~
.........._wjth ~hree side.stringerV,
·
From the examples JUSt given. it will be. seen that
increa.'>ed 'vidth of web frame and side stringer may,
within certain reasonable limits, be accompanied by
increased spacing between tlle side stringers ; and that,
generally, increase in the vessel's depth, or of the depth
requiring W"eb- frames, is accompanied by a closer spacing
both of the web f1·ames and the side stringers, as well as
by increased width in the web frames and stringers.
The web-frame system of ship construction has, however.
received a wider application than has hitherto been considered. It is in the raised quarter-deck type of steamers
that we find the most interesting and complete examples ·of
the substitution of web frames and side stringers for lower
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deck beams, and for beams of extra. strength widely spaced
in the lower hold
Plates XXXVI., XXXVIT., and XXXVIII. show in elevation and transverse section the web framing of a steamer
of that type. The depth of some of these vessels measured
at tl~e raised quarter-deck, is very great. Llo;d's Rules
proVlde for depths up to the higher limit of 28 feet, and in
th.at case th~ web ~·ames are only fom· frame-spaees apart,
With four side strmgers. But, in addition to these, four
beams of extra strength, formed of plates and four anules
are fitted and efficiently connected to one of the ~id~
stri~gers and to the web frames by large gusset plates and
vert1Cal brackets of the thickness of the side strinuers ·
'al~o an additional transverse watertight bulkhead- is-.kd ·
midway between the after-engine room bulkhead and the
after-e~d of th~e vess:ls: This statement of the require~e~ts for the higher lim1t of depth will, perhaps, serve to
md1cate the general principles which underlie the rules
rc~a.ting the application of the web-frame system in
ra1sed qt~arterdeck and other deep vessels. Elsewhere than
in the range of the quarterdeck the arranaement of web
frames, &c., is, of course, based upon the heiaht
of main
0
deck at the middle of the vessel's length.
Moreover, in all cases wherein web frames are fitted in
lieu of lower deck and hold beams, the transverse watertight bulkheads are additionally stiffened by a. vertica.l'web
and by a. "box beam," so as to compensate for the loss of
support due to the absence of decks.
We will now briefly consider the details of the principal
systems of web-frame construction at present in vogue
'
commencing with that shown on Plate XXXVI.
In this arrangement the web-frame plates are continuous
a.nd the side stringers are fitted between them ; both th~
web frames and the side stringers being of the same
br~dth. The angle bar, on the upper side, corinecting the
stn?ger to the reverse frames, is kneed at one extremity
agamst a web frame, and the face angle to the side strinuer
on the under side is kneed against the other web fra;e.
Short connecting angles are fitted where there are no kneed
ends, so that the stringer plate and web frames are joined
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by double angles above and below the forme!( The ·upper
face angle extends from web frame to web frame, and the
diamond plate completes the connection of all the parts at
their intersections.
In another arrangement the double angles of the web
frames are in short lengths and the double face angles of
the side stringers are continuous, passing thr ough slots cut
in the inside of the web plate. The angles attaching the
side stringer to the reverse frames extend from web frame
to web frame, wbile the web frames and side stringers are
joined at their intersection with four angles, and the whole
is further connected by means of the diamond plates.
Other efficient combinations are possible, and are sometimes adopted, one of the most interesting and sa.tisf~tory
being that practised by Messrs. W. Denny & Brothers, of
Dumbarton, and shown by Plates XXXIX. and XL. ~
In this arrangement the side stringers are made about 3!inches to 4 inches wider than the web plate, so as to allow
continuous face angles upon the former to be fitted in a
reverse way and to pass over the diamond plates, which
latter are necessarily in two pieces. The angle connecting
the side stringer to the reverse frames is k~eed at each
extremity against the web frame. The Plates sufficiently
illustrate all the other details of the arrangement, including
the connection which is made where the side stringer comes
against a transverse watertight bulkhead. See Plate XL.
It frequently happens that doubl~ angle bars, or double
angle and bulb stringers, pass through a web frame, thereby
wounding it at the place of intersection. In such cases it
is usual to effect an efficient connection at the intersection
by means of an intercostal plate, extending to the depth of
the web frame for a frame space on each side of it, which is
riveted to the stringer, and has double face angles on the
inner edge. A diamond plate is riveted to the web frame
and these face angles in the usual manner. This arrangement not only enables the web frame and intersecting
stringer to act in unison, but it also serves to restore the
stiffening that was lost by cutting the web frame to allow
the stringer to pass continuously through it.
Before concluding our description of the web-frame
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system, it may be of interest to ref~r to an arrangement
which has recently been adopted in some small steamers
employed in the coasting trade, to serve the twofold
purpose of affording transverse stiffness abreast long hatchways and of supporting the deck thereat without the
assistance of side pillars in hold ; the latter being
notoriously much in the way of stowing, loading, and
discharging ce1·tain cargoes, and liable, too, to be knocked
away. This arrangement is shown by fig. 1, Plate XXXV.,
and, as will be seen, consists of a web frame arched at the
top so as to· form a rigid support for the deck. One or two
of these web frames are placed at each side of the hatchway, the~ number
being determined by the leno·th
of the
•
I:>
latter. (.,_• I~~ ""' ·..'
·
An alternative to the use of the web frame with
associated side st1:inger arrangement is sometimes provided
in the form . of extra strong transverse frames of the
ordinary spacing, and composed of frame and reverse
angles of large size-often of equal section-lapped against
each other just sufficiently for the purpose of riveting, as
shown by fig. 3 of Plate XLI.
For instance, in a steel steamer of about 4900 tons gross,
requiring frames 5! in. x 3} in. x ~ in., spaced 24 inches
apa1·t, with reverse frames 4 in. x 3~ in. x !IJ in., it
became necessary to provide additional transverse strength
as compensation for an excessive depth to the lower deck
beams, and in lieu of a tier of hold beams or equivalent
web frames, the vessel wa.s built with deep frames, as shown
in the above-named figure. In this case the frames and
reverse frames are each 6 in. x 3~ in. x ~in., so that with
an overlap of 3t inches, the depth of girder so obtained was
8! inches at every frame. This arrangement of deep
frames is, in this case, associated with two intercostal side
stringers formed with double angles each 6! in. x 4i in. x
!-~;, and an intercostal plate 15 in. x -.z07J in.
~
73. '"'L and C Frames.-Since the general use of steel as
a. material for shipbuilding various schemes have been
proposed for further lightening the scantlings, without at
the same time diminishing the strength of the vessel. The
economical advantages to the mercantile shipowner a1·ising
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from a reduced weight of hull are obvious, as the margin
of displacement r emaining. for cargo-carrying purposes is
correspondingly increased.
Similar considerations are
operative in preparing the specifications of war ships; for
by decrea.<>ing the weight of the hull proper it is possible to
clothe an ironclad with thicker armour, enable her to carry
a greater coal supply, or in some other way add to her
efficiency.
The excellent qualities displayed by the mild steel, which
has almost entirely superseded wrought iron as a material
for shipbuilding, have contributed very materially towards·
the acceptance by shipbuilders of new forms of rolled
sections for frames and other purposes. So uniform is th~( ~ s,o.lc..s'
quality of mild steel that '~ lamination" and "reediness,'\u'l.. L"':;ns.
which are such frequent faults in wrought iron, are now
.
rarely found in steel angles, channel or girder bars. The
·
•
Admiralty have for some years past been in the habit of
using ste_eLbars oLL_ shaped sec.tion...fox:...the..fr-a.m~~Qo.Y/
.
the cellul!lt.LbQ.tk>l.ns in war ship$. By so doing the
-~ necessity for "r iveting frame and reverse bars together 'has
I
been overcome, for the ,_ bars alluded to are really a frame
and reverse bar rolled in one. · It is true "that the area of
steel in the section, as employed by the Admiralty, is-less
than the combined area of the frame and reverse frame
sections ; but, on the other hand, the bar is not weakened
with rivet holes, such aS are necessary in the latter case,
.\
for connecting the frame and reverse frame together. If it
were required a ,_ bar could, of course, be rolled equal in
sectional area to that of the combined frame and revers e
frame; but it is doubtful whether any advantage would be
obtained therehy, for the f1·ame and reverse frame combination, as usually employed, is not a theoretically
economical arrangement of the materials, but the nearest
approach to such as was possible at a time when no other
means for obtaining anything like a L_ shaped section were
available. Now that L_ or [ sections can be obtained in
sound, trustworthy materials, there no longer seems to be
any reason, except that of additional cost, for adhering to
the old combination of frame and reverse bar in steel ships.
[t is upon this account that a device which has for some
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time been advantageously adopted in war ships is now
finding its way into the mercantile marine.
As already stated, L.. or [ frames are only emEJox.ed .
above_the cellular bottom. Even were the vessel framed
~keel to gunwale..upo~ the ordinary transverse system
the L_ frames could not be advantageously extended below
. the top of the floor plates. In H.M. ships the webs of the
frames are split and the two flanges opened apart at their
lower extremity, to the breadth of the armour shelf or
margin plate of the cellular bottom. A bracket plate is
'fitted into the angular space thus formed, and riveted to
the separated portions of the frame, thereby affording a
. means for connecting the L_ frame to the margin plate or
armour shelf, which connection is effected in the usual way,
by a short length of angle iron on each side. In the case
shown by Plate XIX., the vessel, which is unarmoured, has
bracket framing with an inner bottom ; and the ,_. frames
are split as already described, one-half of each being
attached to the frame and the other half to the r everse
frame above the uppermost longitudinal frame, which is
watertight, and forms the margin plate or boundary of the
double bottom.
If the L.. shaped frames were employed in a vessel having
ordinary transverse framing throughout, a connection between the ,_ frames and the floor could be obtained in a
simila1· manner by riveting one portion to the lower and
the other to the upper edge of the floor plate. Only a
comparatively short length of the L_ bar need be opened
thus, the remainder of the floor being connected to the
usual frames and r everse bars-which latter would be
butted and strapped to the parts of the L. bar or overlap
them for a. sl1ort distance.
74. Bevelling an4 Bending,_ Frames.-It is obvious
from the shape
of the . sections• that the methods
of bendina
•
.
b
and bevelling angle uon frames, as preVIously described,
cannot be applied to L_ bars.
The positions of the rivet holes having been set o-ff upon
these bars in the usual way, and the same having been
punched, the frames are bevelled before being bent. To
bev~l the frames the blocks forming the bending slab are

.
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arranged so as to lec~.ve a straight -narrow trench-about
four inches wide-extending the entire· length or breadth
of the slab, at a line of joints in it.
·'
.A. batten is then bent to the curve of the frame on the
scrive board, and the bevelling spots are marked upon it,
This batten is next sprung straight along the line of the
-before-mentioned trench, and the positions of the bevelling
spots are copied upon the edge of the same. The heated

BEVELLING AND BENDING

'"1.. FRAMES.

'l'he curvature of the frame is obtained from the scrive
board by means of the usual set iron, and the above mentioned ca-st-iron blocks are arranged upon the bending slab
to the form of the curve in such a way that the set iron
may rest upon each of them in the manner shown by S,
fig. 17. The blocks are then firmly secured to the bending
slab by means of bolts placed through the holes in them.
· and the holes in the bending slab. We have thus a surface
prepared for bending the frames, which is sufficiently
raised above the level of the slab to protect the one flange
of the '"1.. bar from injury, while the heel of the other is
being pressed and bent agai.n st the set iron. The frame is
. ,-/1----_/~
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Fig. 16.

bar is removed from the furnace and laid upon the slab . '
with a flange in the trench (see fig. 16). When the bar is
correctly pla{!ed in regard to the bevelling spots, the flange
above the slab is bevelled in the usual way. The bar is
reheated and inverte~, the bevelled flange being now in the
trench, whereupon the other flange is bevelled-the same
bevellings being applied as before. Before the bevelled L...
frame can be bent to its curvature it must be reheated, and
while this is being ;lone '·preparations are made upon the
bendj.ng slab, such as will now be described.

Fi~.

17.

Cast-iron blocks are prepared of the form shown in section.
and plan by figs. 17 and 18 respectively. As many of these
,are required as will suffice for bending the longest frame in.
the vessel, the blocks being placed closely together.
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Fig. 18.
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carefully bent to the curvature of the set iron by fixing one
end of it and attaching a ~inch purchase to the other.
After the bending process is completed the bevellmgs are
checked and corrected.
. As will be readily seen, the [ (channel) &ection may be
bent and bevelled in the same manner as angle bars, and
upon that account it has of late been used by shipbuilders
in preference to the,_ section for the frames, and in some
cases for the beams, of vessels, although certain experiments
made upon bars of both forms of section show that the,_
bars more successfully resist deflection under bending
stresses by not buckling out of the plane of direction in
which the stress is applied so r eadily as the [ section.
For further details of framing, as at present practised,
see Appendix.
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CHAPTER IX.
75. Sheering the Deck Lines.-The frame work of a
vessel having been erected, plumbed, horned, ribb8J.lded,
and shored, the :rurfaces of the beams to' the several decks
are next correctly sheered and £aired. On the Clyde, generally, 8J.ld at most of the shipbuilding districts in the east
of Scotland and the north-east of England the beams, as
already explained, are ~mporarily attached to the frames
before the latter are erected. Elsewl}ere the beams
are lifted into place after the vessel is framed and rib;
banded. Whichever system is adopted the beams are
not permanently riveted until the· correct positions of the
upper surfaces of their extremities are marked upon the
frames with the aid of sheering battens. This is done at
the same time that the correct lines for the side and bilge
keelsons and the side stringers in hold are set off. Reference has already been made to the cases of these keelsons
and stringers for vessels framed upon the ordinary transverse system. But, whatever be the system of framing, the
arrangement and connection of the deck beams are not
influenced thereby.
The positions of all keelsons and stringers are notched
upon the frames when the latter are finally P.~eq~ upon
the scrive board; and if ordinary care be taklm in putting
the portions of the frame together and in adjusting the
latter when erected, it will be found that sheering battens
bent around the sides and bottom of the vessel will pass
'fairly, or nearly so, through the notch marks copied from
the scrive board. To provide, however, for the possibility
of error the holes in the reverse frames for receiving the
keelson and stringer 8J.lgle bar rivets are not punched until
the exact positions of the keelsons and stringers have bee_n
sheered in. For the same rea:>on the beams a:~;e only tern-
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porarily connected to the frames when lifted with the latter
into place.
. .
.
That the surface of a. deck should be fa.rr 18 more unportant than the fairness of a. side. stringer or keelson.
The latter is to a lru•ge extent a. questiOn of appear~ce, but
the former is also a matter of utility, and even efficiency.
. Battens are therefore bent around the sides or the vessel
so as to pass as nearly as possible, consiste~t with fair~~s,
through the notches on the frames, indicatrng the positiOn
of the beams at side. Care is taken to keep the upper
surfaces of the battens, on both sides of the vessel, level at
each frame. When these lines are put in, the beams are
adjusted so that their upper surf~ces at the sides of the
vessel shall coincide with the sheer lmes. The upper surfaces
of the beruns to each deck are then £aired by stout longitudinal ribbands already in place, shores being placed
under the middle of beams where necessary to keep them
to their proper positions. The holes for the beam knee
rivets are then drilled, and the beams are riveted in place.
A1:, already mentioned, by the Clyde system two holes
ru·e punched in the beam knees from a templa.U: bef?re
the parts of the frame are riveted together;_ this bemg
done in order that 'the beams may be temporar1ly attached
to the frames before being £aired. If, when the beams !1re
correctly sheered, these holes do not exactly coincide with
those ah·eady punched in the fram~ from the same ~m
plate, they are reconciled by rimemg, and larger nvets
are put in them.
.
76. Deck and Hold Stringers.-The constructiOn and
functions of the stringers which are fitted below the lowest
tier of beams have already been described. We have now
to consider the stringers which are placed upon the extremities of each tier of beams, or at that part of the vessel
here beams would be placed if their absence were not
:mpensated by the additional stiffening capabilities afforded by the stringers.
The principal functions of a. deck stringer are as
follows : ·d f
1st. To assist in connecting the deck beams to the SI e o
the vessel.

)
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2nd. To stiffen the shell plating in the vicinity of the
stringer.
3-rd. To contribute longitudinal strength to the vessel.
The. last n~m~d is probably the ,least important of the
services r~ndered by the stringer plating, considered independently of the remainder of the structure; for its longitudinal strength is evidently limited to the tensile strength
of the plate and angle irons connected therewith. But it
is in association with the beams and adjacent shell plating,
especially that of the sheer strakes, that the chief structural
value of the stringer plating and angle irons is developed.
For, situated as the stringer plating is in a plane about
normal to the SUl-face of the side plating, it forms, in connection with the latter, a girder at each tier of beams,
which is eminently adapted to resist the various strains
set up in a sea-way.
The upper deck stringer serves· the further purpose of
forming a. water-tight boundary to the deck, and provides
the means for efficiently fastening the deck ends and
margin planks.
77. Upper D eck Stringer when W ood Deck is La.id.This is the most common form of upper deck stringer in
iron or steel sailing ships and steamers, and it is usually so
associated with angle irons as to form a gutter water
course, as in the case of the sailing ships shown on Plates
ll. and XXIII.
As will be at once observed by a.n examination of these
sketches, the stringer plate constitutes a most important
part of, the connection of the beams to the side of the
vessel. There are rarely more than six or seven rivets
in an ordinary beam knee, and the shearing resistance of
the rivets is, clearly, not equal to the sectional strength of
the beam. But by means of the stringer plate the connection is considerably au,omented; for the latter is riveted
to the angle irons or upper flange of the beam throughout
its entire breadt~, and to the sheer strake of shell plating
by a stout contmuous gunwale angle bar. The plan of
stringer in fig. 3 of Plate XXI U shows that in this case
there are ten rivets joining each beam to the stringer plate;
and about twelve rivets per beam in each flange of the
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gunwale angle bar which joins the stringer plate to the
sheer strake.
The inner angle bar of the stringer plate serves to stiffen,
and therefore strengthen it, but its chief purpOse is to form
a side of the gutter \Vater course, and to resist the caulking
of the deck planking.
78. Upper Deck Stringer when Iron Deck is Laid.In· the small cargo steamer, illustrated by Plate V., an iron
deck is laid, and as the scuppers are in such a case flush
with the surface of the deck plating, no water course is
required. We have, therefore, only one angle bar on the
top of the stringer-viz., that which connects it to the
sbeer strake.
79. Main and Lower. Deck Stringers.-The steamer
whose midship section is shown on Plate ill. has a gutter
water-course between the 4eck erections, such as is fitted
in the sailing vessel, but as the frames extend to the bridge
· deck, the outer angle iron is therefore fitted in short lengths.
It is necessary in that case to resort to the same course as
is adopted in the lower deck of a vessel when a wood flat
is laid on the beams. This is shown in greater detail on
Plate XXIV., which exhibits in plan and section the lower
deck stringer of an iron or steel sailing ship. The stringer
plate is attached to the shell plating by means of short
angle irons, termed chock pieces, and a continuous angle
bar is fitted whereby the stringer is connected to the
reverse frames. As at the upper deck, a gutter watercourse is formed between the angle bar just referred to and
another which resists the caulking of the deck flat.
Whenever an iron lower deck is laid, or in cases when
there is no deck flat at all, this inner angle bar, a.nd therefore the water-cours~ arrangement, is omitted, as shown byb
Plate ill.
·
/"'
80. Poop, Bridge and Forecastle Stringers.-The simple
case of a bridge, forecastle, or poop deck stringer is illus-"
trated by the Plate just referred to, the stringer plate being
connected to the upper strake of plating by an angle bar,
against which the deck planks are fitted. No watercourse is here required in cons~quence of the absence
of bulwarks; the surface of the margin plank or covering

·
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SPACING OF BEAMS AND STRINGEBS IN HOLD.

board strake being but a. little above the level of tb
. ,e .d
deck flat.
~
81. Hold Beam Stringers.-Far convenience of stowage
the hold beams of vessels are sometimes widely spaced, and
made of extra strength. In that case the bold beam
stringer is additionally stiffened by angle irons and other
means. In Plate V., which shows the midship section of a.
small cargo steamer, the bold beams, which a.re of extra.
strength, are situated at every te~th instead of every
second frame ; and in this case the bold beam stringer is
shown to be additionally stiffened by an angle bar on its
inner edge fitted between the beams; the attachment of the
lat~r to the stringer being aided by means of gusset plates.
In vessels of greater depth of ·hold still greater stiffening is
provided, as will be seen by referring to the orlop deck
stringer on Plate IV., fig. 2. As will be observed, in this
case, and in Plate V., the stringer is stiffened and sup-'
ported between the widely spaced beam by bra_cket plates
riveted to the frames. Further particulars upon this subject will be found in the next Article.
82. Spacing of Beams and Stringers in Hold.-From
the preceding remarks it will be seen that there is a close
association between beams an~ stringers, not only as
regards the mutual support which these parts of the
structure yield to each other, but because of the fact that
stringers to some extent take .the place of beams a.s
an element in contributing transverse stiffness to the

v7yseL
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Lloyd's Rules then proceed to describe the arrangement
of side stringer, fitted midway between the bilge keelson
and deck beams required in classed vessels having depths
to keel varying from 13 feet to 15t feet. When the latter
depth is reached an additional stringer is required, all fore
and aft, at the upper turn of .b ilge on each side. Further
tl1an that., when the vessel's depth of hold is 15~ feet, hold
beams of extra strength are required at every tenth frame,
and instead of the side stringer being formed of double
angle irons, with either bulb or intercostal plate, as the
ca.'>e mtty be, a hold beam stringer has now to be provided,
which is attached to the shell plating, supported by
brackets at alternate frames, and secured to the beams by
gusset plates, as previously described (see fig. 19).

Fig. 19.

#'By Lloyd's Rules the spacing.-Qf_ bea..m_s,._.or__thEL..ru:rrulg~
ment of stri,gg~r~ s_y~titute~eams,_is . regulat_ed_py
t_~~-depth.of the vessel all_!i_dship~m...th~ up:eer
part of the keel to the top of the_upper, spa.r.._QI..IDYJlllg
s}eck bea~.. An exc<:ption.is made in awning_de~sels
of less than 1.Q!__g~t depth of hold, which it is not now
n~ccssa.ry t~L®JlSider.

By the same rules "all upper deck beams, and the middle
deck beams of three-decked sbips, and the main deck
beams of spar and awning decked ships, a.re to be fas~ned
to alternate frames." This is the fundamental beam a.r~/
ra.ngement in iron and steel Ye.c;;.c;e)s.

7

Wl1en between 15! and 19t feet in depth to keel, the
arrangement of h old beams of extra strength fastened to
every tenth frame is still permitted, but the hold stringer,
having received accessions of strength at 16t, 1n, and 18!
feet depth, is now provided with a double angle iron 3! x
3! x -icr fitted on its inner edge, and a face plate, upon the
angle irons, -iff in thickness (see fig. 2, Plate IV.).
·At 19} feet depth of hold, sailing vessels are required to
have hold or lower deck beams fitted to every alternate
frame.
Sailing ves.'>els of 23 and under- 24 feet in depth are
required to be fitted with two double angle iron stringers,

I .
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extending fore and aft between the bilge keelsons and hold
lower deck beams.
When between 24 and 26 feet in depth, bulb plates are
to be riveted to the side stringers, extending all fore and .
aft on both sides of the vessel, the bulb plates being of the .
size of the hold beams.
..
In sailing vessels of 26 and under 27 feet, intercostal
;i.'\(
plates are associated with the bulb stringers; and when w o..Y'
27 feet of depth is reached. an orlop stringer is required( U \o
attached to the shell plating and supported by brackeV
plates.
·
~~
When the depth to keel of a sailing vessel reaches 28!
feet, orlop beams of extra strength, fitted to every tenth
frame, are required in addition to the stringer plate.
The rules then recur to the requirements for steamers,
and provide for the hold beams and stringers in such
vessels when from 1$)! feet to 39 feet in depth to keel.
In the above-named regulations, the depth from the
lowest completely laid tier of beams is a factor in fixing
the hold beam and stringer requirements, in addition to
the entire depth from keel to upper deck. The height
provided for between the upper and lower or middle decks
varies f:r;om seven to eight feet in accordance with the total
depth of the vessel..
It is not necel;Sary to state · Lloyd's Rules upon this
subject in greater detail, but it was desirable to cite some
portion, at least,. of the before-,..mentioned particulars in
order to illustrate the principle upon which the spacing of
beams and stringers in hold is based. That principle
evidently consists in increasing this element of stiffening
to the s.i.de of the vessel with every increase in her depth.
For depths under 15! feet, one _tier of beams is considered
sufficien.t, and the space between those beams and the bilge
is stiffened by ~ double angle iron stringer on ~ach side,
aided, in the deepest vessels, by a bulb plate.
At15!feet depth of hold an extra row of beams is found
necessary, but for convenience of stowage these are widely
spaced. In addition to the beams a. side stringer is now
fitted at the upper turn of bilge.
With the increase of depth beyond 15! feet further
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additions to the hold stringer are made, and when 19! feet
of depth is reached, sailing ships are given two complete
tiers of beams.
And so the increases in stringers and beams are continued until the depth of 39 feet is attained; beyond which
no specific provision is made, but the case is 1·equired to be
specially considered by the Committee. ·
As a fm·ther illustration of the value assigned to
stdngers, it may be remarked that when the height
between the decks of a. vessel exceeds eight feet, additional transverse stiffening is required by Lloyd's Rules,
which stiffening usually assumes the form of a double
·angle iron stringer as shown upon the midship section in
Plate III.
Whenever a deck is laid upon a tier of beams, these
rules requu·e the beams to be placed at not more than two
fFame spaces apart.
Where steel decks -i1r inch and under, or iron decks -lo
inch and under, are fitted, and no wood deck is laid on the
same, beams of anrrle
bar or an~le bulb are fitted to every
<::>
frame except at the ends of hatchways.
83. Further Details of Stringers.-The breadths and
thicknesses of stringer plates for upper and lower decks
or hold beams are set forth in tables accompanying Lloyd's
Rules, and are regulated by the three·fold conditions-of
proportion of depth and breadth to leD:gth, and the value .
of the second scantling number. The same tables show
under · what circumstances it is necessary to supplement
the stringer plate with an iron deck. Vessels are con~
sidered of ordinary proportions when just under ten depths
and eight breadths in length.
The same table which supplies the particulars of the
required breadth and thickness of the upper and hold beam
strinuer plates amidships shows also the extent to which
both these measurements may be tapered at the extremities.
When one iron or steel deck is laid, the stringer plate is
reduced to one inch in breadth for each seven feet of the
vessel's length, but no reduction is made when more than
one such deck is required.
~
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The greatest breadth of the stringer plate is maintained
for half the vessel's length amidshjps, and gradually
tapered from thence to the ends.
· ,
Wood roughtree stanchions are n:ot permitted to pass
through upper deck stringers. When frames are extended
to form bulwark
stanchions, or
the frames of
tbrouo-h
0
.
.
poops, forecastles, and bridge houses, a continuous angle
iron is wrought on the upper deck string~r inside the
frames. The arrangement in such a case is as shown on
the midship. section, Plate ITI.
In passing it is desirable to remark that frames are very
rarely carried through stringer plates fi<? form bulwark
stanchions, but the method of supporting and stiffening
the bulwark shown by Plates II., V., and XXITI. is generally preferred. Further particulars regard~g the construction of bulwarks will be stated h~reafter.
84. Mode of Preparing and Fitting Stringer Pla.ttls.The arrangement of butts of the stringer plates is made
upon the deck plans provided for the use of the workmen
at the ship, as shown by figs. 1 and 2 of Plate VII., which
represent the stringers and other deck ties for an iron
sailing ship. The butts are carefully shifted with regard to
those of the adjacent sheer strake, or other strake of shell
plating.
Stringer plates are punched from templates made
with battens in the usual manner (see fig. 22), there
~ing a batten at each beam. The holes already punched
in the upper surfaces of the beams are copied upon the
template, and when thiS is done the positions of the holes
are transferred upon the plate set aside for the purpose,
being marked upon its under side, from which side the
holes are punched. The holes for the butt strap rivets at
each extremity of the plate are also set off on the same
side. The plate is turned over, the spaces between the
holes A. A and B. B, fig. ' 3, Plate XXIII., are then_suodivided, and the intermediate rivet holes set off, up~m lines
struck for the purpose, to the required pitch, whereupon
these holes are punched from the upper side of toe plate.
At the same time holes to receive the fastenings of the
wood deck are marked upon the stringer plate and punched
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As will be seen from Plate XXIII., it is desirable to
arrange the rivet holes in the top of the beam so that the
holes marked A and B shall serve also for the two stringer
angle bars.
.
Some builders, however, do not extend either of the
beam angle bars beyond ,the reverse frames, in order to
avoid three-ply riveting at A . A. Although a rivet is lost in
the beam connection by this arrangement, a compensating
advantage is gained in the soundness of the rivets at A. A,
which, of course, must be perfectly watertight.
~ The reason for punching the rivet holes from dia'erent
sides of the stringer plate will be apparent when we consider that its under side is the faying side in: regard to the
·beams, while its upper surface fays against the stringer
angle irons.
The holes for the butt straps are set off on the lower side
of the plates from templates which are prepared so as to
include the rivet holes in the stringer angle bars. The butt
straps are fitted ~ the under side of the plate, so that the
upper surface may be flush at the water-comse. These holes
are consequently punched from the under side of the plate.
The butts of upper deck stringer plates should be planed
in order that they may closely fit, and consequently great
care is taken in templating each stringer plate against its
&.9)Jlcent plate already prepared.
jV~tringer_plfl...t,!l_bl!.tL~tgtp_~ f2_r it:,on ship~ ~~ r~qyirecl by
Lloyd's_!tul~ _to be one-sixteenth of an inch thicker than
the plates th~y_c~ect_ !~~one _l:ai£_ ~he__!..~ers_ le!lgth
amidships, and when the number regulating the plating is
under 8000, those to the upper deck may be double rive~.d.
In .larger vessels the butt strapstOUpper . deck strin~er
are treble..riyeted, an?: wli~~ ··tn.e -_~ascimtlin'jf"~~mber i~
33,000, ~nd under 40,000, the butts of middle deck stringer~
a;re·also treble riveted, and_bot!! _they aiid. -tl!e~upp!ii.::=.d.eck
s~ringer butt straps are "required to__b~ on~-eig_hth _i!J.Ch
thi~ker · than the· pla~ they_co~~c~_;__th~.firebJ~ }'i!~ipg
~ing extended for two-thirds the vessel'J a:midships.___The
upper deck stringers of steel vessels, whos\ second ~umb.~r
is 20,000 and above, have double butt straps fitted to them
for ha~~~e ~engthamidships, or- the butts arefa~ped. -
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85. Stringer Angle Bars and Chock Pieces.-The continuous angle bars to stringers are fitted in as long lengths
as are procur~ble, and their butts are shifted clear of those
of the stringer plates and adjacent shell plates. In ·the
way of upper deck ~uppers the outer stringer angle bars
to the upper deck are sometimes. cut right through, and
compensation is in that case afforded by riveting an angle
iron of the same size upon the inside surface of the sheer
strake plating, immediately below, .and extending it from
frame to frame. Some builders, however, prefer to weld
a piece of plate to the upper flange ()f the bar in the way
of the scupper, so as to widen it sufficiently to allow the
scupper hole to be cut through it, and leave a breadth equal
to that of the bar above the bole. In that case care has to
be taken to properly caulk, and otherwise make the joint
of the bar and sheer strake below the scupper hole
thoroughly watertight. The ends of gutte~ water-courses
are always formed by welding corners to the angle bars,
and when the outer and inner angle bars· are riveted, the
edges of the bars are chipped and made watertight by
caulking.
In all cases where the frames and reverse frames pass
through a stringer plate, the latter is attached to the shell
. plating between the frames by short pieces of angle iron,
known as chock pieces, as already described. These chock
pieces are frequently fitted upon the upper side of the
stringer right fore and aft, but as the angle iron on the
inside of the r everse frames is somewhat in the way of
riveting the chock pieces when so situated, it is not
unusual to place them upon the under side of the stringer
throughout a great part of the vessel's length amidships.
The form of the vessel at the extremities renders it, however, necessary that the chock pieces at these places should
always be put on the upper side, especially aft.
In the case of spar and awning deck stringer plates, and
t hose to the upper deck in the way of poop, bridge-house,
and forecastle, the spaces between the frames are filled in
solid and made watertight. Sometimes wooden c}locks
are fitted in these spaces, which are caulked and then
covered with Portland cement; but a better way is to fit
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cast-iron
blocks, and make them watertio-ht
by means of
•
b
corrosxve cement.
At the after part of a vessel it is often found impossible
to bevel angle irons sufficiently to serve as chock pieces,
and in that case the stringer plates should be fiano-ed
and
0
riveted to the shell plating.
·
Considerable care is necP.ssary in fitting the continuous
angle bars on the inside of the reverse £ram~. which are
r equired when the frames pass through the stringer plates,
so that these angle bars may fit closely against the reverse
~rames and be efficiently riveted to them. If the frame of
the vessel is carefully ribbanded and £aired in the neighbom·hood of each tier of beams, the insides of the reverse
frame will, of course, be reasonably fair.
It is, however, found desirable in practice to fit and rivet
these continuous stringer angle irons before the side platinais fitted, as by so doing the frames receive very considerabl~
support, and their fairness is ch~cked at an early stage of
the work. If any frames are then found to be unfair, the
beam fastenings can be cut adrift and fairness established;
whereas, if the work of riveting these stringer bars be
d~ferred it may be found necessary not only to fit packing
pxeces between them and some of the reverse frames,
but also to fit paeking to an o~jectionable extent between
the frames and shell plating, in order to obtain a fair surface to the side of the vessel. These remarks apply chi{!f:l.y
to the lower and middle decks, as the fairing of the gunwale
is generally more closely attended to than that of tl1e parts
of the framing between the gunwale and the bilges.
In addition to the reasons ah·eady given, it will further
be seen that the riveting of the angle bar to the reverse
frames can be better done before than after the shell
plating is on.
The continuous angle bar, to the lower or middle deck, is
not usually carried right aft, when it would require a very
considerable amount of bevelling in order to fit aga.inst the
reverse frames. It should, however, be extended as far an
as is practicable.
86. Overlap of Stringers at Breaks.-When there are
breaks in the continuity of a deck or tier of beams, as in
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ARRANGEMENTS TO PREVENT PANTING.

the case of a raised quarter deck-with or without a bridge
house, or a sunk forecastle-the stringer plating is extended
beyond the break on both sides of it.
·
·
The upper deck beam stringer plate should maintain its _
breadth to the break of the quarter deck, a.nd then be
gradually reduced in breadth until it terminates at the
fourth frame abaft the brea;k, being fitted · and riveted to
the outside plating. · '
When the raised deck exceeds one-quarter of the vessel's
length the number and arrangement of the hold beams,
beam stringers and stringers in hold, should be in accordance with the requirements for the increased depth of the
. vessel at that p-art. The main deck stringer plate in that
case. extends about seven frame spaces abaft the break, and
the raised deck stringer is continued to about four frame
spaces before the break. Further than this the strinO'er
0
plates below the main deck should have a shift of about sixteen feet overlap, or· the necessary continuity of str-ength
be obtained by other satisfactory mea:ns.
Arrangements are also made for maintaining continuity
of strength when an iron deck is severed at the break.
Some of these will be ·co~idered hereafter when discussing
the arrangements in vessels having these breaks in their
longitudinal connections.
87. Breasthooks.-At the fore and after extremities of
deck and hold stringers, and bilge and side keelsons, the
two sides of the vessel are connected by means of what are
t ermed " breasthooks" when in the bow, and "crutches"
when at the stern. The generic term " breasthook" is
however, usually applied to these portions of the hull.'
Plate XXV. the part marked B is a breasthook, which,
in this case is fitted at the extremity of a side stringer
in the hold of an iron sailing ship. The purpose of the
remainder of the connections shown in this Plate will be
e:flained presently.
( ~ t~e. case of ordinary deck stringers the jU?-ction of thv
xtremiiiles of the plates on each side forms a breasthook,
and when .the decks are eight feet apart and above, or
when the plating number is 24,000 or above, additional
ooks should be fitted between them.
1
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The ordinary " breasthook " is, however, fitted at the
extremities of bilge keelsons, side stringers, etc., and consists of a. plate having the same thickness as the midship
floor plate, riveted to the stringer or keelson on each side,
and thereby joining the two sides of the vessel together.
Such a breasthook is in fact a horizontal floor, and should
be made sufficiently wide to serve the purpose of such.
Below the lowest tier of beams the breasthooks should
be not more than four feet apart, and a satisfactory arrangement of keelsons and stringers would be so spaced at
the extremities of the vessel. If, however, the spacing of
stringer~ and keelsons below the hold beams is more than
four feet, additional breasthooks should be fitted and
attached to double angle irons provided for the purposeA
and riveted to ·the reverse frames.
· 88. Arrangements to Prevent P anting.-The curvature
of a vessel's transverse vertical section constitutes, in itself,
a valuable element of stiffening to the structure. But as
that curvature diminishes towards her extremities, it is
often found necessary to supply at these parts additional
internal stiffening to prevent the sides of the vessel from
developing a tendency to flexibility, which is known as
" panting." This tendency is found to be more general at
the bow than at the stern, but instances of panting have
· been observed at both extremities of a vessel. It is, as
may be supposed, more likely to occur in sharp than in
full-ended vessels, unless due precaution for preventing it
be observed. When a vessel with comparatively fine extremities is propelled through a series of waves, the bow
and stern are, alternately, deeply buried in the sea and
left almost entirely unsupported by it. This, of course,
o~curs more or less throughout every part of her length,
but the comparative absence of curvature in her frames at
the bow and stern r enders them less capable of resisting
the forces which are acting upon them. These forces ru·e
usually the greatest at the bow, which is particularly
liable to receive blo,·vs from the sea. The excessive fineness of the after body renders it necessary, too, that the
sternmost floors shall be extended to a greater height than
the floors of the forebody. Panting, however, as has been
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said, occurs sometimes at the stern as well as at the bow,
and provision has to be made for prevepting it; the nature
and exten~ of that provision being determined by the form
of the vessel, and the details of her construction at the
extremities.
The measures for preventing panting must necessarily be
of such a character as shall stiffen the framing against
lateral strains; and whenever an iron deck flat, or beams
for a wood flat, are situated midway between the liold
,beams and the floors, the value of these, as provisions
against panting, will of course be taken into account. Such
iron fiats are not unusual at the extremities of steamers,
but in sailing vessels, and indeed in all cases wherein no
existing structural arrangement will sufficiently stiffen the
comparatively straight n·ames, special precautions should
be taken to prevent panting.
Several means are adopted for this purpose, the extent
of the stiffening being determined by the form of the
vessel at the part in question.
Plates XXV. and XX VI. show two so-called " panting
arrangements " for iron or -steel sailing vessels. In Plate
XXVI. the bilge stringer is widened to the extent of 24
inches from the stem to four frame spaces abaft the collision bulkhead; being fitted intercostally between the
frames, and attached by angle irons to the shell plating.
This stringer is half inch thick, and to give it further
stiffness within the fore peak, a bulb plate 8 x i inch is
riveted to its inner edge. Abaft the collision bulkhead
the stringer is stiffened by brackets B. B. riveted to alternate frames. The fore extremities of the "panting stringers " are joined by a inch br.easthook.
It will be remarked that in this case an iron chain
locker bulkhead, on the foreside of the collision bulkhead,
ties the two sides of the vessel together, and very materially aids the panting stringer in providing the required
transverse stiffness:
Plate XXV. shows another method which was fitted in
a vessel with somewhat finer extremities than the preceding. This " panting arrangement " is very efficient,
consisting as it does of a panting stringer, wrought inter-
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costa.lly, and three panting beams, one of which is ou the
foreside of the collision bulkhead, and two abaft it. These
beams are connected to the stringt.:r by means of gusset
plates, besides being riveted to the frames. In this instance,
too, an iron chain locker bulkhead co-operates with the
special panting arrangement, the transverse support of the
bulkhead being rendered more serviceable by means of the
br:acket plates on each side shown on the Plate.
This is an excellent arrangement, and it is to be recommended in the case of sharp bowed sailing ships of about
say, 1400 tons.
The arrangement shown by Plate XXVI. is aided by an
intercostal stringer, 16 inches wide, situated immediately
above it, as shown in the profile view. The panting
arrangements in the bows of smaller vessels will be proportionably reduced in extent and scantling.
At the after part of large sailing vessels panting beams,
and sometimes panting stringers, are fitted when the form
of the stern. renders them desirable.
89. Deck Tie Pla.tes.-These are of two kinds-viz.,
longitudinal and diagonal. The former are fitted in all
vessels except when an iron deck is laid, the latter are
placed only upon the beams of sailing vessels.
90. Longitudinal Tie Plates are laid all fore and aft on
each side of the hatchways on each tier of beams (see
Plate VII.). They are lapped or butted together, and a~
least double riveted. The breadths of tie plates are regu~~
lated by the same scantling number as determines thElf
[ thicknesses of the shell plating.
)
Upon hold beams where no deck is to be laid, or where
tie plates would interfere with the stowage of the cargo,
double angle irons of the size required for lower deck
stringers may be substituted, and these should be placed
at the middle line or at the sides of the hatchways.
It may be remarked in passing that when placed at
the middle line it is not unusual to leave a space between
them to receive the shifting boards, which are used when
a grain cargo is carried.
The purpose of longitudinal tie plates is to keep the
beams to which they are riveted in the same relative
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position with ·regard to each other, and so resist the
.tendency to buckling which occurs in a s.ea way, or
through the squeezing of the cargo when stowing. They
also contribute some longitudinal strength, which is, however, appreciable only when under tensile stresses, and
then but to a small extent. Their . chief function, a-s
already remarked, is to keep the beams to their work.
91. Diagonal Tie Plates are chiefly of value in resisting
the strains communicated to the deck by the masts. They
are, therefore, required by Lloyd's Rules to be :fitted on the
beams of all sailing vessels in the way of the masts, at the
deck on which the latter are wedged; and, in addition,
when the plating number is 15,000 and above, diagonal tie
plates are to be :fitted all fore and aft on the upper deck.
Plate VII. shows the arrangement of longitudinal and
diagonal tie plates to b'oth the upper and lower deck of an
iron sailing ship, the masts in this case being wedged at
both decks. This is a case in which the plathtg number
exceeds 15,000.
Where diagonal plates cross each other at the fore and
aft tie plates, between the beams, and a deck is to be laid
thereon, one set of tie plates should be set down in way of
the crossing, so as to leave one thickness only projecting at
the beam. The object of this precaution is, as may be supposed, to avoid unduly wounding the deck planks.
Care should be taken in preparing and :fitting the butt
straps, which connect the diagonal tie plates with the fore
and aft ties, stringer plates, etc., so as to secure an efficient
rivet connection on both sides of the joint. Better work is
generally obtained by joggling and lapping the diagonal ties
~t these parts than by butting and strapping them.
Holes are punched or drilled in tie plates to receive deck
fastenings, as by this means the deck plank is made to
stiffen the tie plate, and keep it in the plane of its work. ~
92. Deck Plating- Purpose of-Iron or steel declCS,
either partial or entire, are now a very common feature in
iron or steel vessels, even when not required by the classification rules :::elating to their size and proportions. The
structural purposes of deck plating are so closely allied to
those of deck stringers and tie plates, that the stage a.t
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which we have now advanced in this volume appears convenient for their consideration. The amount of longitudinal
strength contributed by a wood deck to an iron vessel
cannot be very considerable. Not only the absence of butt
connections in the form of straps, but also the comparatively yielding character of the material prevent a wood
deck flat from rendering much assistance to the iron parts
of the structure in resisting the stresses of an extensive and
compressive character to which the upper works of a vessel
are continually being subjected. "The two materials, both
in their elastic qualities. and modes of combination, fail
to operate together. · The wood deck of a wood ship is a
valuable portion of her structure in regard to stress resisting functions, bec..1.use in that case the elastic qualities are
more nearly uniform, and all the parts act together, the
side and bottom planking being very little, if at all, more
rigid than the deck planking.
When, therefore, a wood deck is laid upon the beams
of an iron or steel ship, its primary purpose is as a
fiat to walk upon and to keep the cargo dry. It makes
the vessel watertight, and so far seaworthy, but
its value, considered structurally, is small. Upon that
account iron or steel decks should be fitted in all vessels
above a certain size, and 'in smaller vessels when of
more than ordinary proportions of length to depth or
brea:dth. Looking at· the many positions assumed by a
vessel, considered as a girder, when rolling and pitching
among waves, the importance of making the upper deck
approximate in strength. to that of the side upper works
will be manifest. For at times the deck and sides are
equally inclined to the vertical, so tbat what is at one
moment the top of the girder is at another the side, and
vice versa. Indeed, the plating of an iron or steel deck may
be properly considered a.s a. continuation of that of the
side of the vessel, which latter, in this case, becomes, approximately, an iron or steel cylinder with closed ends. In
every iron vessel an iron deck is structurally superior to
one of wood, but in large vessels, and especially when of
considerable length in proportion to their depth and breadth,
such decks are essential to their safety.
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93. St eel Decks by Lloyd's Rules. -Vessels under ten...depths or eight breadths in length are not required by these
Rules to have steel ·decks until their plating number
reaches 23,000, and then the deck is to be ~ 0 inch thick,
and to extend over one half her length amidships. When
the number reaches 25,000, the steel deck of that thickness
extends throughout her entire length. The number 29,000
requires a steel deck i1f inch thick, and when the number
becomes 35,000 one half of the middle deck is of steel the
same thickness as the upper deck. The scale progresses
until the number 48,000 is reached, when two entire decks
are of steel -1u inch thick; and ultimately, when the number
is 64,000, both decks are to be -f'lf inch in thickness.
With each increase in the vessel's proportions the numbers diminish at which a steel deck or two steel decks are
required, so that all ve.c:;sels over fifteen depths, or ten and
a half breadths in length, are to have a~~ inch steel deck.
A vessel of these P-roportions, whose plating number is
42,000, must have three complete steel decks, the upper
being -!% inch, the middle -b inch, a.nd the lower ~ inch in
thickness. ·
It is not necessary to give the intermediate or other
requirements of Lloyd's Rules in regard to steel decks
(which may be substituted by iron, in iron vessels, of
corresponding sixteenths instead of twentieths in thickn ess). Sufficient has been said to indicate the conditions
which regulate these requirements, and therefore the
purposes which the steel decks are expected to serve as
components of the structure.
94. Steel Decks ·Associated with Wood.-Sometimes
wood deck flats are laid upon the· steel decks, but in this
case Lloyd's Rules do not allow any reduction in the thickness of the latter for any part of the length ; although a
reduction of half an inch in the thickness of the wood deck
is 'allowed from that required for a case in which no steel
d~ck is laid.
In iron and steel cargo steamers it is not unusual to have
an iron or steel deck not covered with wood ; but in pas- .·
senger vessels a wood deck flat is laid upon the upper deck,
at least, and sometimes upon the others. When a wood deck
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CONNECTIONS AT EDGES AND BUTTS.

is laid upon one of iron or steel, the former should be
efficiently fastened to the latter between the beams, as the
wood deck is able in that case to render valuable stifl.ening
a.<>sistance to the iron or steel deck, and so resist any
tendencies to buckling. A firm and close connection is
further necessary to prevent any leakage in the wood
deck from lodging between the surfaces, and thereby
causing corrosion. Hence the wood flat should be carefully
ftted in the first instance, and the upper surface of the
iron should be covered with a thick coating of paint.
95. Systems 'of Deck Plating.- There are two systems
of fitting iron and steel deck flats-viz., "clencher" and
" flush." The forme~: is generally adopted in the mercantile
marine, and the latter is usual in the Royal Navy. Specimens of clencher-~-fitted deck plating are to be seen in Plates
m. and v.
flush~deck plating the edges of the plate.~
are joined by strips fitted either on the upper or the under
side '· beina
in fact, J.oined similarly to the butts in the
O'
• f
1
clencher~system. (See Plate IV.~"' ". [, < • • ; · ; 1'(,, .• ..: .' "' "" .~t .~;
Plate XXVII. shows a plan of a portion of the iron deck
in the vessel whose profile is seen on Plate VI. The deck
plating by the ·' clencher~ system is generally arranged
similarly to the bottom plating- viz., in alternate upper
and lower strakes. The lower stra.kes rest upon the beams,
and the upper strakes are lapped upon the edges of the
lower strakes, with packing pieces between th~~r un~er
surfaces and the upper surfaces of the beams. ( " ·. :..·. e"-~)
There is a vru:iation of the clencher system of fitting
deck plating-not so commo~-in which one edge of .each
strake rests upon the beam, and· the other laps upon the \~"·--"
edge of the adjacent strake. By this system tapered liners' \ .
are of course required, the close fitting of which is not so
certain as in the case of the parallel liners cut from plates
of the same thickness as the lower strakes. This method
of fitting deck plates is identical with the common clencher
system of planking boats.
96. Connections at Edges and Butts.-The edges of
iron and steel decks are usually single riveted, and the
butts should be double riveted for at least half the vessel's
length amidships.
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Both edges and butts should be planed- the former for
the sake· of appearance, and to facilitate the caulking, and
the latter for close fitting, and therefore watertightness
and general efficiency.
~
The spacing of rive~ is the same as for watertigJ:!~_wor~
( elsewhere.
97'~--Spacing of Beams under Steel Decks.- It lias been
stated elsewhere that a close spacing of beams is under
certain circumstances necessary when a steel deck is laid
upon it.
Lloyd's Rules require that when a steel deck is -iTJ of aninch and under, and no wood deck is laid upon it, beams of
angle iron or angle bulb are to be· fitted at e;ve?j! frame
(see Plate XXVII), except at the ends of the hatchways,
where beams of the ordinary size are required
Where steel decks exceed the above thickness, the use of
angle bulb or angle bar beams, placed at every frame, is
also considered preferable to the ordinary aiTangement of
stouter beams at alternate frames.
98. Partial Steel Decks.-In cases wherein the steel
deck does not extend right fore and aft, it 1s most important
that the extremities of the partial steel deck should taper
gradually from the middle line towards the sides of the
vessel until it merges into the breadth of the stringer
plate. This precaution, it need scarcely be said, is necessary in order to avoid sudden discontinuity in the longitudinal strength.
In all iron and steel vessels some portions of the deck
beams are covered with plating, in addition to the ties and
stringers ; as for instance at the mast partners, around
. hatchways, and more especially under the galley, donkey
boiler or distilling apparatus, when such is fitted. Plate
VII. shows the deck plating under the galley and donkey
boiler in an iron sailing ship, the windlass of which is
worked by steam. In such cases of partial plating the
same precautions ::hould be observed in regarQ. to ·f itting
and riveting as have already been described.
The methods of templating deck plating, being the same
as that of shell plating, will be considered hereafter.
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CHAPTER X.
99. Bulkheads are the vertical partitions which subdivide the interior of a vessel, either transversely or
longitudinally, for purposes of convenience and safety.
The bulkheads with which we· are chiefly concerned are
requil"ed to be watertight, both in themselves and in their
connections with the rem_a inder of the hull. They should,
moreover, be made suf?ciently strong to withstand the
pressure which they would be called upon to endure in
the event of either of the adjacent spaces of the vessel
being iilled with water.
In the mercantile marine the bulkhead subdivisions are
almost wholly disposed· transven,ely, the only important
exceptions being in the cases of wing bunker bulkheads,
which, however, are usually of slight construction, and not
expected to be perfectly watertight.
In the Royal Navy longitudinal watertight bulkheads
are frequently employed, especially in the large ironclads which are propelled with twin screws, and supplied
with separate sets of boilers and engines for each propeller.
Their chief value in these cases is, of course, that of providing sQ.fety against the ·risks of injury from projectiles,
rams, or torpedoes. Subdivision into numerous compartments is an important feature in modern naval design for
war purposes, and this principle is adopted both in the
double bottom space and throughout the whole of the remainder of the vessel tp the height of the iron decks
above the water line. Longitudinal middle line bulkheads
separate the vessel into two portions, each of which contains independent means of propulsion and sources of
buoyancy.
In the mercantile marine the demands for stowage
facilities do not admit of so extensive a subdivision, nor
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indeed is there such a necessity for longitudinal water·
tight partitions as in the case of war ships.
Sailing vessels have, usually, only one bulkhead, fitted
transversely at a. short distance from the bow, being
known as the collision bulkhead in consequence of the
service which it is intended· to render, viz., th.a t of keeping
the vessel afloat when the bow is damaged by collision.
Such a bulkhead is shown by Plate XVI
Steamet-s necessarily require several transverse watertight bulkheads; for, in addition to the provision against
risks of collision\ the machinery and boilers. must be separated from the cargo spaces, and precautions must be taken
in screw steamers against the possibilities of fracture in
the propeller shafting. Consequently screw propelled vessels
usually require at least four transvers~ watertight bulkheads, one of these being situated at a short distance from
each extremity of the vessel, a.nd one at each extremity of
the machinery space. These four bulkheads will be seen
in the profile view of the small cargo ste~mer shown by
Plate VI.
100. Number of Bulkheads by Lloyd's Rules.-These
Rules r equire a collision bulkhead in all sailing vessels at
a" r easonable distance" from the bow, also the four bulkheads, ah·eady alluded to, in screw steamers; those at the
.bow and stern being "at a reasonable distance" from each
end of the vessel.
In steamers 280 feet long and above, an additional
bulkhead is to be fitted in the main hold, about midway
between the collision and engine room bulkheads; also in.
steamers of 330 feet long and above, an additional bulkhead is to be fitted in the after hold .All these bulkheads
are to extend to the upper deck in vessels with one, two,
or three decks, to the spar deck in spar decked vessels, and
to the main deck in awning.decked vessels, except the collision bulkhead, which is extended to the awning deck. The
object in fitting these bulkheads is evidently that of
endeavouxing to keep the vessel afloat in the event of
either compartment being filled with water.
Still further subdivision is encouraged by Lloyd's CoD;l.,.,.
mittee, inasmuch as the . number of the complete water-
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tight transverse bUlkheads is recorded in the Register
Book. Stowage r equirements operate very much against
an increase of tra.nsnrse subdivision in ordinary mercantile vessels, a.s it is found impossible to employ them
:profitably as general traders when a greater number of
transverse bulkheads are fitted than these Ru1es insist
upon. Some of the largest passenger steamers have,
however, been further subdivided with great advantage,
having regard ·to their safety against dangers of collision
or other means whereby th.air sides ·may . be penetrated
Thi~ course has of late years received some encouragement
from the Admiralty, who have entered approved vesseL'!
upon a selected list for employment under government
charter as transpo,r ts or armed crui~ers in time of war.#'~101. Details of Transverse Bulkheads (see Plates XIII
and XVI). Watertight bulkheads are always extended
to the shell of the vessel, and connected thereto with '
double frame angle bars, except in the way of cellular
inner bottoms, in which cases the oulkheads are attached
to the latter, and a watertight fffiill~· is usually fitted
immediately below each bulkhead
The thickness of bulkhead plating is regulated according
to Lloyd's Rules by the 1st or frame number, and varies
between .Jrr and ..Jo of an inch in thickness. When the
rules require ~ inch, or thicker, bulkhead plates, the upper
half of the bulkhead is allowed to be ..J7r inch thinner than
the lower half.
Bulkhead plates are usually arranged transversely, but
sometimes a vertical arrangement is adopted. The two
arrangements in one bulkhead are shown by Plate XIII.
Both edges and butts may be single riveted ancl lapped
as in the Plate, and the spacing of rivets must, of course,
be such as to permit the joints to be properly caulked
and made wtJ,tertight. Bulkheads are stiffened with
vertical stiffeners on one side, and with horizontal stiffeners
upon the opposite side; these are, respectively, indicated
by the letters V S and H S on Plates XIII and XVL
The stiftimers are usually angle bars reinforced at times
with bulb plates. Tee-bars, angle bulbs, web plates, and
semi-box stifleners are also sometimes employed
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Lloyd's Rules require the vertical and longitudinal
stiffeners to be of angle bars of the same size as those of
the frames; the. vertical stiffeners are to be spaced not
more than 30 inches apart, and the horizontal stiffeners are
to be not more than four· feet apart below where the
bulkheads are stiffened by a laid deck. Bulkheads of
40 feet in breadth and above have horizontal stiffeners of
bulb angles, and engine-room bulkheads are additionally
stiffened with one or more vertical webs. (See Appendix..)
Where stringers and keelsons . pass through the transverse bulkhead, the joints are made watertight with
wrought-iron collars (see Plates XIII. and XVI.) properly
fitted and caulke!L
The rivets in the double frame angle bars, which connect
bulkhead plates to .the shell of the vessel, are ·necessarily
spaced sufficiently close in one flange to allow the edges
of the angle bars to be properly caulked and made watertight. There is also a closely spaced single row of rivets
in the shell plating at · each watertight bulkhead, thereby
reducing the effective area of a transverse section of the
shell plating at these places. This weakening of the shell
is the more to be regretted as the bulkheads render the
structure at these localities more than ordinarily rigid,
thereby still further creating discontinuity of strength.
Various measures have been proposed and tried for restoring the efficiency of the shell plating, but· that which
has found the most favour is the one required by Lloyd's \ .
Rules. It consists in extending the liners between the .
frames and the outer strakes of plating, 'each in one piece, '
from the fore side of the frame afore, to the aft side of
the frame abaft the bulkhead frames. By this meansv
almost one hal£ of the section of the shell plating at the
bulkhead is doubled for a length of more than two frame
spaces.
The consideration of this question properly pertains to a.
later stage of this work, but it was thought desirable to
refer to it now, inasmuch as it is so intimately associated
. with the efficiency of transverse watertight bulkheads.
From what has been said in regard to stringers and
keelsons it is now scarcely necessary to remark that these,
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together with deck plating, arid all other longitudinal iron
or steel ties, are continuous through the transverse bulkheads.
It sometimes happens that a transverse bulkhead cannot
be extended continuously in one plat~:e from floors to upper
deck, in consequence of some interfering arrangement in
the vessel's design. In such ca.'.les it is recessed, stepped or
~;topped a.t some intermediate height, where for a short
distance -it is fitted horizontally in the form of a watertight fiat, the sides of which are connected to the deck
and frames of the vessel in a watertight manner by
means of iron collars, chocks, etc., such as will presently /
be described.
./~
102. Bulkheads to Deep Water Ballast Tan.ks.-The
bulkheads to deep water ballast tanks, either at the middle
of the vessel, or, as more frequently fitted, at the extremities, ar.e provided 'vith additional stiftimers in order to
ena.ble them to satisfactorily endure the pressure to which
they are submitted when the tank is nearly full of water.
It h; evident that in either case the .pressure on the bulkhead, tending to buckle it, is considerable; but when the
, tank is not completely full of water the pressure is supplemented by a momentum duP. to the movement of the water
as the vessel pitches and scends. Such bulkheads are, therefore, additionally stiffened 'vith bulb plates riveted to the
vertical stiffening angle irons, and these are sometimes
furLher supported by bracket plates at the bottom of the
bulkhead.
·
103. Construction of Bulkheads. - The materials for
bulkheads arc ordered in accordance with measm·ements
taken from sketches prepared by the draughtsmen, who
obtain the form of the bulkhead from the body plan of the
vessel.
Bulkheads are generally put together temporarily upon
the ground, and the positions of the rivet holes for edge and
butt laps, stiffeners, and frame angle irons, are then lined
in and set off upon the plates. When these rivet holes
have been punched and the edge and butt laps correctly
sheared, the whole is erected in place.
104. Partial Bulkheads.-These have been already con-
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sidered under the name of web frames, which designation
has latterly been given to transvei.-se stiffeners formed with
plates riveted between the frames and reverse· frames.
Sometimes, however, the sides· of ve.Ssels between a m~
and middle or lower deck are stiffened by partial bulkheads
which do not extend into the hold. This is done, for
·'instance, in the case of awning decked vessels to give
greater stiffening to the side plating under a deck erection.
Other circumstances sometimes occur in which partial
bulkheads are considered necessary to supplement the
ordinary frames and reverse frames.
· 105. Structural Value of Bulkheads.-As is the case
with almost every other portion of an iron or steel vessel,
the bulkheads are not only useful as a contingent means
for keeping her afloat, but they also have valuable structural purposes. The transverse stiffness may. be 'constdered
to reach almost perfect rigidity at each properly constructed and stiffened transverse bulkhead, and very considerable loU:gitudinal stiffness is afforded by the strongly
plated and stiffened longitudinal bulkheads of Her Majesty's" ships.
The great service rendered to the entire structure of a
vessel by her transverse bulkheads, not only in binding
the two sides together after the manner of a huge beam,
but also in resisting the numerous stresses which are encountered when rolling and plll%aing in a seaway, will
be obvious. This resistance is, however, under ordinary circumstances principally confined to the locality of the bulkhead itself, and upon this account it is important to
distribute it as much as possible to the intersecting plate,
ntringers by means of horizontal bracket or gusset plates,
whenever the in,ternal anangements of the vessel will per-,.
mit. For, since the bulkhead is a source of great transverse
stiffness, it is necessary to adopt such measures as will prevent it from being a locality of discontin.uity in regard to.
other elements of resistance. Hence longitudinal girders
in water ballast tanks, ~s previously stated, should either
be extended through the transverse bulkhea-ds for a sh_o rt
distance, or be connected to the latter, and continued on'
the opposite side in the form of substantial bracket knees.

WATERTIGHT FLATS.

Similarly, side and bilge keelsons are extended through the
· transverse bulkheads, for a. short distance, into water
ballast tanks.
106. Watertight Fla.ts.-This name is given to the
upper sides or " crowns " of deep water ballast tanks or
othe:t: compartments which are required to be perfectly
watertight. In the Royal Navy powde1' and .shell are
stowed in iron tanks, built · as components of the entire
structure, and lined with wood. In the mercantile marine
"peak tanks'' are often built at the 'extremities of
steamers, and sometimes deep tanks are constructed at
other parts of the vessel for holding cargo at one time and
water ba1last at another.
The upper surfaces of ·these tanks are often laid at the
' level of a tier of beams, either hold or orlop, and in small
. vessels the crown of a peak tank is often at the level of the
upper deck. In most cases the top of the tank serves as
a " fl~t " to a storeroom or cabin. It is always stiffened
with angle irons which serve as beams, and in most cases
the watertight flat extends to the sides of the vessel, where
.it becomes necessary to make watertight connections with
the shell plating similar to that at the margin of a water . .
ballast tank or cellular double bottom.
There are several methods of making the watertight
connection, each of which was considered in connection
with water ballast tanks. Two of these are, however, more
frequently adopted than the others. By both methods the
reverse frames are cut in two; and compensation is afforded
in the one case by fitting !>hort lengths of double frame
angle iron, back to back with the main frames, while in
the other, bracket plates are fitted above and below the
crown of the tank, connecting it to the framing. These
bracket plates are secured to the plating of the tank top by
means of short pieces of angle iron, which, jn conjunction
with the bracket plates, restore the transverse connection
at the severed reverse frames. The latter appears to be
the most satisfactory in yielding a watertight connection,
and is usually adopted in cases wherein the bracket. plates
above the crown are not. found to be objectionable. In
both cases watertightness is o?ta.ined by fitting collar pieces
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PILLARS.

around the frames and shell plating, a.s shown· in ftg. 2 .of
Plate XVII
.
. Th~ angle' iron beams or stiffeners to watertight flats
~tuated at every_frame_ space, and they should be efficiently
pillared at the nnddle line of the vessel, unless the functions
of ~~ars are performed by a middle line longitudinal
part1t10n bulkhead, such a.s is often fitted in wide tanks of
this description.
.
. When pillars are fitted it is necessary that double angle
1rons, fitted back to back, should be riveted on the under
side of the tank crown, rUiining fore and aft at the middle
line, to distribute the support of the pillars. These double
angle irons may be connected to the transverse stiffeners of
the fiat by short lug pieces of angle iron.
When a middle line partition bulkhead i<> not fitted in a
deep watertight tank, a deep "wash plate" should be fitted
fore and aft near the middle line, and attached to the under
side of the tank top, to break the wash of the water in the
tank (when the latter is not quite full) as the vessel rolls
from side to side. Otherwise the momentum due to the
movement of the water is liable to damage the top of the
tank and its connection with the sides of the vessel.
Watertight flats and the. bulkheads of deep tanks should
always be tested and · proved to watertightness when completed, under water ~ress~e in the usual manner, by filling
the compartment With water, closing all manholes and
scut~les in it, and r~ising the water to a certain height in a
vertiCal tube standmg above the tank The water in the
tube is, of course, in communication with the water in the
tank. When the level of the tank is below the water line
of the vessel, the water in the tube is filled to the level of
t~e load line, and when the tank top is above the water
line a pressure of eight feet head of water is given to the .....:
tank.
~
107. Pill-ars are the vertical suppor~ to the several
decks, and are in most cases placed under the centres of the
beams. When of sufficient strength and so situated they
~educe the span of the b~m by one h~, and correspondmgly strengthen t~e entue structure. But pilla.rs are .
intended as vertical ties as well as supports, and conse-

quently both the heads and heels are riveted with not lesa
than two rivets in each. ~and A', fig. 20, show the usual
mode of connecting the head of an iron pillar to a . bulb
·beam; and E on the same figure shows the rivets at the
heel for connecting it to the beam or keelson below. When
. the beam which is supported is formed with double angle
irons on its lower edge, the head and heel connections of
the pillar will be both similar to the heel shown by
fig. 20.
Pillars are of two
A'
A
B
C
D
principal kinds, viz.,
solid and hollow. In
each case they have
solid heads and heels,
which
should
be
forged in one piece
and not "jump"
.welded togethe r.
With the same sectional area of material,
the hollow pillar is
the stronger of the
E
two, and for that
reason hollow pillars
'are more frequently
_Fig. 20.
employed than solid ones in the Royal Navy. But as
hollow pillars occupy more space than solid pillars of equal
strength, and therefore interfere more with the stowage
of a vessel, they are not so frequently employed in the
mercantile marine.
Both solid and hollow pillars
are made of wrought u'On, and have welded heads
and heels.
Solid pillars are sometimes split, or rather two half round
pillars are fitted in lieu of one circular pillar. These socalled "split pillars" are fitted for the purpose of securing
shifting boards when grain cargoes are carried.
When split pillars are used, each half should be half an
inch laruer
than the half of the corresponding single pillar,
0
and the parts should be efficiently connected by bolts or
otherwise.

are.
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PILLARS.

It should be remarked that similar split pillars join"ed by
horizontal bars are fitted at the· hatchways of most vessels
to serve as ladders to the several decks and 'holds.
Lloyd's Rules require all beams for a.t least three-fourths
the length of the vessel a.mitlships to be pillared. They
further require the alternate beams before and abaft that
length, all carlings of hatchways exceeding in length six
spaces of frames, also the beams under deck houses, bowsprit, pall bitt, windlass, steam winches, and capstan to be
similarly supported.
Pillars to the several decks and in the hold should be
placed vertical~y under each other, so as to give a continuous tie from the uppermost deck to the keelson. The
diameters of the hold pillars are the greatest, those under
the uppermost tier of beams the least, in each ve8sel, and
the pillars to the intermediate decks should vary reQ"Ularly
0
in diameter between these extremes. When the lowest
pillars extend above the hold beams, or are otherwise
unduly long, their diameters should be increased in order
to stiffen them.
.
In broad vessels it is not unusual to fit a. double row of
pillars, termed "quarter stanchions," one on each side of
the middle line, stepped upon the side keelsons, in preference to a single row stepped upon the middle line keelson;
a.nd Lloyd's Rules encourage that arra.ngement in all vessels
of ·43 feet and upwards in breadth by slightly reducing
the · sizes of the beams when the double tier of pillars is
fitted.
B~fore fitting the pillars. under deck and hold beams, it
is necessary that the shores under the latter should be so
set and a4justed that the beams are at their proper roundup and their surfaces fair. The lengths of the pillars may
then be measured with battens, upon which are marked the
distance from the under side of each pillared beam to the
beam or keels~n upon which the heel is to rest. The
necessary lap is afterwards added at the head of the pillar
for riveting it to the side of a bulb or angle iron beam in
one or other of the modes shown by fig. 20.' As will be
seen, the head of the pillar is so formed as to allow the
bulb of the beam to rest upon it, and so relieve the rivets

from the stresses due to downward thrusts on the pillar.
B on fig. 20 shows a hinged or portable pillar, and in ·that
case the head is fastened to the side of the beam with two
nut and screw bolts in lieu of rivets.
The method of attachment at the head, shown by C of
fig. 20, is sometimes, but not often, _adopted.. The head of
the pillar is made with two open Jaws, wh1ch are heated
a.nd then closed upon the sides of the beam. No rivets are
required at the head of the pillar in this cas~.
.
D of fig. 20 is simply the mode of connecting the p1llar to
a.n ordinary angle iron beam.
Lloyd's Rules require that when double pillars are fitted
for the purpose of securing shifting boards, they are to be
not less than three-fourths the diameter for single pillars.
For further details regarding watertight bulkheads and
the pillaring of deck beams, see Appendix.
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LAliD'S SYSTE~L

CHAPTER XL
108. Shell Plating.-This is the most important part of
structure of an iron or steel vessel, not only because it is
essential to her flotation, but because it is the chief source
of her strength, and is the largest item in the weight of her
materials. The importance of the shell plating in regard to
the remainder of the hull of a vessel is shown by the
classification requirements of Lloyd's Register, which
demand the same scantlings for the lOOA, 90A, and 80A
classes, except so far as regards the bottom and side
plating, the thickn~ses of which alone determine the particular class of the vessel, when the other requirements for any
classification are fulfilled. It is true that this is in some
respect.~ due to th& great durability of the thicker shell ;
but as other part:; of the vessel are found to oxidise with
equal rapidity to the plating, it must be inferred that the
higher class indicates not only longer life but greater
structural efficiency.
109. Modes of Arrangement.-In the early days of iron
shipbuil~g, several methods of fitting the bottom plating
were tried, and vessels plated in these different way~ are
still in existence. The clencher system, with alternate
raised and sunken strakes, has been found the most
desirable, except in special cases, and is consequently now
almost invariably adopted. Before examining the mode of
plating a. ship by that system, it is desirable to call attention to the others, and briefly describe them.
110. Flush Plating.-By this system the outer surface
of the shell plating is smooth, the edges and butts being
united by edge strips and butt straps on the inside. This ·
method of plating is still at times applied to yachts, being
preferred on account of its appearance. When a. vessel is
flush plated, the edge strips are sometimes fitted in short
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lenaths between the frames, and in other cases these strips
aret>continuous. In the former system no liners are required
oetween the plates and the. frames, and in the. latter ~e
whole of the frames have to be linered. NotWithstanding
this objection, the continuous edge . strip~ are . to be
preferred, especially in small vessels with thill plating, for
by the other method there is always a risk of lea.k~e
occurring where the plate edges cross the frames, and this
can be prevented only by planing the ends of the edge
strips and fitting them c,losely n,gainst the sides of th? frame
angle irons. When this is done, by careful~y fittill~ the
plate edges a~d caulking them, watertight work will be
obtained.
The riveting of the edge strips will be single or dou?le,
just as the requirements of the case w?uld determille,
supposing lap joints were adopted. It will therefore he
seen that a much areater number of rivets is required by
the flush system, ~d that the quantity of material in the
plating is greater than by the ordinary ~ethods, for the
edge strips are double the ·widt~ of t~e ordmary plate l.a ps,
and have twice the number of nvets ill them. The weight
of materials is still · further increased by the additional
liners required when continuous edge strips are used.
There can be no doubt that the edges of the plating,
when well fitted, afford much support to the riveting in
reslilting shearing stresses, but as the work of fitting is very
difficult, it too often happens that the joints are closed b!
the caulking tool only. On the whole, therefore, this.
system is not to be recommended upon any other grounds
than that of the smooth appearance it gives to the outer
surface of the plating, and this is a consideration which
.
operates only in vessels built for pleasure. .
111. Lamb's System is the name somet1mes given to a
mode of plating very similar to the preceding, ~he .diffe:ence between the two being found in the fact t~at ill this
system the edge strips are fitted on the outside of the
plating, the inside smface of which is therefore flush. ~o
liners are required between the frames and the platmg
when the latter is arranged in this way. When the edges
of the adjacent strakes are closely fitted against each other
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they afford valuable succour to the edge riveting in resisting shearing stresses, in the same way as was described
when referring to the system just noticed. But as watertightness is obtained by caulking the edges of the edge
strips, the shipbuilder has not the same inducement to
carefully fit the edges of adjacent strakes as when th e
outside surface of the. plating is flush. Hence the flush
system is to be preferred to Lamb's upon that account.
·On the other hand, by fitting the edge strips on the outsi~e, they can be made continuous without necessitating
the great weight of liners required by the flush system
when the edge strips are continuous. The cost of riveting
by both mehhods is however much greater than by the
ordinary clencher system. of plating, and if the plates are
well fihted at the edges the cost of plating the vessel is also
greater. This method has been somewhat extensively
adopted of late in large ocean steamers.
112. The Clencher System.-The ordinary method of
arranging the strakes of plating upon the bottom and sides
of iron and steel vessels is distinguished by the above
designation, which, however, is also applied to a variation
of the system that is now rarely met with except in very
old ships. This variation was copied from the well-known
mode of fitting boat's,planks, the lower edge of each strake
overlapping the upper edge o~ the next lower strake. The
chief objection to this description of clencher plating is
found in the necessity for tapering the liners between the
plates and the frames. Not only is additional expense
involved in the preparation of tapered as compared with
parallel liners, but experience shows that the tapered liners
are not, as a. rule, so well fitted as those which are required
to be of parallel thickness.
·
The commonly practised form of the clencher system of
plating is sometimes described as the "raised and sunken
plate system." Examples of it are to.be seen in the several
sketches of midship sections shown in Plates n, III., IV,
and V. The edges or "laps" are single riveted in small
vessels, but otherwise they are double riveted, and the
butts are either double or treble riveted, the "chain" system
of riveting being almost· invariably adopted. The butt
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straps are fitted on the inside of the vessel, those of the
inside strakes extending the entire breadth of the plate,
and those of the outsi~{'kes fitting closely against the
edges of the adjacent
.~.- strakes.
113. Thicknesses of Shell Plating.-The thicknesses of
.t he several strakes of plating in classed vessels are determined by the second or plating number, subject to certain
additions in large vessels, cases of extreme proportions, and
in the vicinity of breaks or considerable deck erections.
The plating number fixes the thickness for one half the
vessel's length amidships, subject to the above named
modifications, and a reduction in thickness is allowed in
some cases towards the extremities. The thickest plates in
the bottom and sides are the garboard and sheer strakes,
these being at the upper and lower sides of the girder
which the entire structure may be assumed to represent.
Between these two extremes, the plates are in many cases
varied in thickness, the scantlings given upon the table in
Lloyd's Rules, being a foundation upon which the several
additions, due to the dimensions and proportions, are built.
The thickness of the sheer strake and garboards stated upon
the table are likewise a foundation upon which additional
thicknesses are laid in certain cases. It will be convenient
to consider these several strakes in detail.
.
114. The Sheer Strake is, as already mentioned, the
uppermost strake of the shell plating, and is therefore
adjacent to the upper deck beams and stringer plate, forming, in conjunction with the latter and its angle iron bars, a
rigid girder-like arrangement at that ·part of the vessel
where hogging and sagging moments are first experienced
The special cases of spar-decked vessels with their sheer
strakes will be the subject of separate consideration
hereafter.
Starting with the breadth and thickness of sheer strake
determined by the plating number according to Lloyd's
Rules, it may be remarked that these are considered
sufficient for all vessels under eleven depths in length,
the depth in this case being measured from the top of keel
to top of upper deck beams.
When the vessel is between eleven and t\velve depths in
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hmgth, the thickness of the sheer strake is increased~ inch
for three-fourths her length amidships, when her plating
number is under 18,700. Between 18,700 and 26,000, an
additional thickness of "'!\s inch is requu:ed for the threefourths length ; and from the latter number to 35,000 the
strake below is also increased Irs inch for half the length
amidships.
Let us· next consider the requirements when the proportions are about 12 and not exceeding 13 depths in
length. In this case the sheer stra.ke is increased f-p; of an
inch for three-fourths the vessel's length amidmips, until
the number 10,450 is reached. Between 10,450 and 18,'700
the strake below is also made "'!~ inch thicker for half the
length, and from 18,'700 to 26,000 both sh~r strake and
strake below are made -.l?I inch thicker than is stated in the
Tables for plating for three-fourths and one-half the
vessel's length amidships respectively. "When the plating
number in a vessel of these proportions is between 35,000
and 40,000, the sheer strake is required to be doubled for
its whole width below the stringer plate through threefourths her length amidships.
This is not the place in which to state in detail all the
requirements of Lloyd's Rules for the plating of classed
vessels; sufficient has, perhaps, been said to show the value
which is attached to extra scantling at this part of the shell
of a vessel, ill order to enable her to endure the additional
stresses due to increase in size and in proportion of length
to depth.
Having particularised, however, the additions to the
sheer strake and strake below, which are required for
vessels of from 11 to 13 depths in length, it may be of
interest. to compare these with the other extreme of the
extra proportion scale, viz.:.._that of between 15 and 16
depths in length.
In this case, vessels with a plating number ·under 15,500
are to have their sheer strake doubled, for it.s entire width
below the stringer plate, with doubling of the thickness of
the strake next below it, this to be extended for three-fourths
the vessel's length amidships. When the plating number
is between 15,500 and 18,'700, the strake below the sheer
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strake is increased -io inch in thickness for one hal£ the
vessel's length amidships, and in addition to the sheeratrake doubling, the strak~exilel_g_w is to be doubled its
~r.ea.dth. throug~t three-fifths of the vessel's length,
when the number is between 26,000 and 35,000.
Finally, when the number is from 35,000 to 40,000, and
the vessel has the before-mentioned proportions of length
to depth, the sheer strake and two strakes below it are to
be doubled for three-fourths, three-fifths, and one-half the
vessel's length amidships respectively.
115. Bilge Plates.-The plating of a ship's bottom at the
curvature of the bilge is, under many conditions in which
she may encounter · stresses, of considerable structural
importance. For, while the sheer strake is. at the gr~atest
upper limit of distance from the neutral axlS, the platmg at
the flat of bottom and turn of bilge is at, or about, the
greatest lower limit, and consequently subject to consider~ble
extensive and compressive stres.c;es. Moreover, the bilge
strakes of plating are situated at the extremities of the floor
plates, where the frames and reverse frames meet and are
riveted together, and where there is in consequence a ~reak
in the continuity of the transverse strength. The disc~n
tinuity is much greater in the framing of vessels fitted w1th
ballast tanks or cellular double bottoms when the frames and
reverse frames are cut as in the M'lntyre and similar
systems. In such cases it is obvious that the b~ge plating
affords the most important transverse connection to the
several pa.rt.s, notwithstanding the special precautions
observed in fitting bracket plates riveted as strongly as
possible to the margin plates. But, under any circumstances, the stresses at the bilges of a laden vessel are
considerable, and it is therefore necessary that in large or
long vessels additional strength should be afforded thereat,
as compared 'vith portions of the structure nearer the
neutral axis.
Lloyd's Rules, consequently, make provision for these
requirements, either by fitting thicker bilg_e _plates or by
the introduction of iptercostal elates at the bil~e keelsons,
and sometimes by combining the two. Further support is
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afforded to the bilges in some cases by increasing the
efficiency of the butt straps. The keelsons have already
been considered, and the shell plate butt sti-aps will come
under notice later on.
·
·
/Considering the case of sailing ships first, these 'Ru1es
1 require three strakes of plating at the bilges to be increased
in thickness one-twentieth of an inch throughout when the
plating number is 16,000 or above, and it may be remarked
' that when that number is 22,000 and above, the strake of
plating in the way of the bold beams is increased onetwentieth of an inch in thickness for one half the vessel's
length amidships. The reason for this special provision
in the case of sailing ships may doubtless be found in
the peculiar stresses communicated to the hull by the
' rigging, which, in wood sailing vessels, leave that distinct
indication of strain so often to be seen in the alteration of
their sheer. These extra thicknesses of bilge plating are
requir~d for sailing v~els when under eleven depths in
length; but as such vessels rarely, if ever, exceed these pro·
portions, it is not necessary to particularise the additions
at the bilge required when these proportions are exceeded.
So far as Lloyd's Rules insist upon extra bilge plating in
cases of extreme proportions, it may be assumed that
they relate to stec1.mers.
1 For one and two decked steamers under eleven depths in
pengtb, measured from the upper part of keel to the top of
' the upper deck beam amidships, and for three decked
· steamers of the Sllome proportions, but measuring the depth
to the top of the middle deck beams, no extra strength at
~ the bilges is required.
1
Measuring the depth as just described, Lloyd's Rules require one strake of plating at the bilges to be one-twentieth
inch thicker than stated upon their Tables for half the
length amidships when the vessel is between eleven and
twelve depths in length, and her plating number is under
18,700. Two strakes are• similarly increased when the
number is between 18,700 and 26,000, but when the number"*
; is higher than 26,000, the additional strength a.t the bilges
. is furnished in the form of an intercostal bilge keelson.
) The same principle is observed in cases of higher propor-
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tions, but it is not necessary to further specify these·
requirements.
116. The Tapering of the Plating towards the extremities is modified according to the situation of the stra.ke and
its thickness amid'>hips. For instance, sh·akes of less than
"'!"o in. amidship are not tapered at the bow and stern, and
in screw steamers whose plating number is 16,600 (rather
more than 1000 tons under deck), the after hoods attached
to the stern frame are retained the same thickness as the
midship plates of the strakes. The same precaution is
observed in regard to the garboard and boss plates of all -*
screw steamers. It is scarcely necessary to call attention to
·the wisdom of these regulations, considering the extent and
nature of the stresses at the after part of such vessels.
Indeed, so much importance is attached to the structural
value of the plating in the neighbourhood of the stern
frame, that when the plating number is 13,900 and under
18,700, the boss plates are required to be ~ inch thl_~Jgu·-'~'
than the plates in the corresponding stra.ke amidship_s.
Further, when the number is 18,700 and under 26,500, the
plates are not only ~ in. thicker than amidships, but
theiJ: butts are t.reble riveted. In larger vessels the boss
plates and the plates above and below them are -h of an
inch thicker than the midship plating, and their butts
double strapped, or lapped and treble riveted, or the boss
plates are doubled.
Other special provisions for the diminution or increa-se of
the thicknesses of the plates in the several strakes are made
in these Rules, the particUlars of which need not furthet· be
noticed.
Before concluding these remarks upon the thickness of
shell plating, it is, however, necessary to mention that in
arranging the scantlings for ships. of different sizes, the
Committee of Lloyd's Register have graduated them. in
the following manner. For instance, a vessel whose plating
number is between 2600 and 3300 to class 100A should 71;
have stra.kes of plating alternately ..Jzy in. and ..f-er in. in
thickness. When the number is between 3300 and 4200,
all the strakes are io in. ; between 4200 and 5100 one bilge
strake is increased to fo in., and between 5100 and 6000
K
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the strakes are alternately~ inch and -.b inch in thickn~~:>. }
\ In these cases oLunequal thj~kn~, tP..e o_u!&_:t_st~akesof platmgJ
! ~ the thicker of the two, becau§e th~y are m.or_e expose~
' than the inner strak~ 0 wear and. ~CL.to...J.D.Jlll1'·
·
._l 17.' Breadths of Stra.kes of Shell Pla.ting.-In the
early days of iron shipbuilding, both the len~t?~ and the
breadths of plates were limited ·b y the capabilities of the
iron manufacturer. At the present day iron and steel
plates can be produced .so wide that it has ?een n~cessary to
insist upon certain limitations of bre_a.dth m t~e mterest of
structural efficiency, ot· else to proVIde superwr butt connection. It will be readily seen that by widening the plates
the number of lap joints in the girth of a v.essel may be
diminished and at the same time the weight' of hull and
expense of' riveting. But, from a structural point of vi~';•
it is undesirable to undUly widen the pla.«ls on a slup s
bottom and sides; for it will be observed that every lap
joint is a source of ·stiffening to the plating in consequence
of the thickness of the material at that part. It cannot be
doubted that the great strength displayed by many of t~e
early iron ships is largely due to the narrowness ~f their
strakes of plating, and consequen~ number of hnes of
stiffening afforded by the laps, to say nothing of the gre~ter
transverse sectional area of the plating, even after allowmg
for the rivet holes. The support thus rendered has been
sufficient to compensate for faults in the structure which
have been made apparent by later experience and therefore
avoided.
.
·
In H.M. ships wider plates are used than in the mer~tile
marine, the object being to minimise as much as possible
the weight of the hull proper, and so leave the larg~t
possible portion of the displacement 1 ayailable for carrying
armour plates, guns, coals, etc.
The requirements of commerce render it necessary,
hGwever, to insist upon a greater stiffness in the bottom
plating than is provided in most ships of war.
.
When plates forming the outs~ strakes of platmg of.
steel vessels are above forty inches but not exceeding ~
six inches, or those forming the inside strakes are fort:r_e~ht inches and not exceeding ~-four inches, Lloyd's
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Rules require their butts to be ~ted. with sJ!raps
-& of an inch t~ickru.· than the plates they connect. When the
butt straps of s~ch strakes are requirec to be treble riveted
in consequence of the size of the vessel, then they are still
to be of this increased thickness except when the straps
are otherwise required to be :t'o inch thicker than the plates.
When for special reasons broader plates are required, the
sanction of the Committee must be obtained. It will be
observed that a greater breadth is allowed to· inside than to
outside strakes in order to provide for the general desire
to make the apparent breadths of the strakes equal, as
seen from the outside of the vessel
The manner in which Lloyd's Rules provide for.the cases
in which wide plates are employed in the bottoms and sides
of ships, is suggestive of another structural objection to the
widening of the strakes besides that to which reference has
ah·eady been made. It is impossible to make any riveted
eonnection equal in tensile strength to the parts joined, and
consequently every butt is a place of relative longitudinal
weakness in the strake. By Widening the strakes we increase the lengths of these lines of relative weakness in
transverse sections of the vessel, and therefore render it
more than ever necessary to make the butt connections
as efficient as possible.
1'he minimum breadths of sheer strakes and garboard
strakes are fixed by Lloyd's Rules; for as these strakes are
lihicker than the others, it is necessary in forming any
regulations for the scantlings of a ship to ensure that the
additional thickness required at these parts shall be
extended over a sufficient portion of her transverse girth. ..,;..
118. Shifts of Butts.-The relative weakness of a butt
connection, as compared with the remainder of a. strake of
plating, makes it important to so arrange the butts of the
plating as to minimise their effect upon the strength of the
entire structure. The shell plating of a vessel is butted at
about midway between the transverse frames, in oroer to
obtain space for fitting the butt straps, which are placed on
the inside surface. The lengths of the plates are, therefore,
multiples of the frame spa.cing.
In the early days of iron shipbuilding, the dimensions of
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plates, as already remarked, were limited by the capabilities
of the iron manufacturers, so that it was not unusual to fit
them in lengths of six or seven feet. Under such circumstances what is termed a "brick shift" was very common;
that is to say, the butts of alternate strakes were fitted
opposite the middle of the lenglih of the plates in the
intermediate slirakes. This is not a satisfactory arrangement, as it produces transverse sections of considerable
relative weakness at the butts. Indeed one half of each of
such sections will consist of butts when this arrangement is
adopted.
More recent developments in iron and steel manufacture
have resulted in the production of plates quite as long as
can be conveniently handled by the shipbuilders, and even
longer. The usual length of plate now used is seven times'>#
that of the frame space, but sometimes, and especially in
small vessels, eight and nine frame space, .or even greater,
lengths are wrought.
It need scarcely be pointed out that the use of long plates .
is conducive to a satisfactory arrangement of butts. There
are, however, certain considerations, to be presently attended
to, which do not point to the desirability of increasing the
number of " passing strakeo" between consecutive butts in
the same transverse sections, beyond that which results
from a five or six frame length of plate.
Lloyd's Rules insist upon shell plates being not less than..t ->Ji
six spaces of frames in length, and further stipulate that
·the butts in adjoining strakes shall not be nearer ea.ch other
than two spa.ces of frames, also that the butts of alternate
strakes shall not be under each other, as in the brick shift,
but be shifted not less than one frame space. The butts of
the sheer strake are to be shifted two spaces of frames clear
of the butts of upper, main, and spar deck stringer plates, 4
and the butts of the garboard strakes on opposite sides of
the vessel are not to be nearer to each other than two
spaces of framee, while in both cases these garboard butts
are to be. kept clear of the keel sca.rphs. "t'
Plate XXVIII. shows various shifts of butts which either
have been or are still adopted for the shell plating of sh).ps.
Fig. 1 represents the brick shift to which allusion has been
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mnde. Fig. 2 is a five-frame shift which formerly satisfied
Lloyd's Rules. Fig. 3 is a six-frame shift, such as is often
adopted in mercantile ships, and :fig. 4 is the more gener.al
seven-frame shift.
In the arrangement shown by fig. l there is only one
passing strake between consecutive butts in the same
transverse section, and consequently, as already remarked,
there are, at alternate frame spaces, transverse sections of
which a hal£ consists of butts.
In the five frame space shift, shown by fig. 2, th~re are
four passing strakes between consecutive butts in the same
transverse section, and consequently one. fifth of the area of
plating in that transverse section consists of butts.
The six and seven frame shifts, shown on the Plate by
fi,<YS. 3 and 4, are such as are usually employed. Their
efficiency is about the same as that of the five frame space
shift, there being four passing strakes between consecutive
butts in the same transverse secliion. The number of these
passing stra.kes might be increased to five and six respectively if thought desirable, but in so doing a "step"
arrangement of butts would be produced which is in many
respects objectionable.
In considering the efficiency of a shift of butts of shell
plating, two very important considerations should be borne
in mind.
The object of shifting the butts is not only to obtain a.
maximum of eftective sectional area of plating in each
transverse section of the vessel, but also to equalise tbe
strength, so that no one section shall be much weaker or
stronger than any other. There are, of course, certain
sections of the shell plating of the vessel which are of
necessity weaker than the remainder-these being the
sections through the frame rivets and the butts; and the
object of the shipbuilder should be as much as possible to
equalise the strength of these. Now the effective sectional
area of the plating through a. line of transverse frame
ri vets may be taken as a standard with which to compare
the effective areas and the strengths of other sections. The
strength of this section cannot be increased without fitting
wide liners or doubling plates, as is done at the bulkhead.B,
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· or increasing the spacing of the frame rivets, which is un~
desirable. Hence it is not necessary to mak~ the strength
through a section at the butts any greater than this fixed
quantity. But in estimating the str:ength of an individual
butt connection (except that of a sheer strnke), we must not
neglect the support which is given to the butt by the edge
riveting above and below it. Hence, although the effici«;mcy
of the butt strap taken by itself may be only sixty per
cent.. yet when the support of the edge riveting is added
thereto, the loss of effective sectional area. due to the butt
is considerably diminished. It will therefore be seen that
a five frame spaee shift, with four passing strakes between
consecutive butts in the same transverse section, will yield a
not less effective area. of plating at that section than is pro- ~
vided at a frame section of the vessel.
)
~
119. Stealers.-The girth of a vessel amidships, m~ur
ing from the keel to the upper deck stringer, is ,hlmost
always very much in excess of that at either the forward
or aftermost extremities, and consequently if all the
strnkes of plating amidships be extended to the stem and
stern post their breadths must be diminished. In vessels of
ordinary proportions of breadth to depth, and with midship
sections of the usual form, the difference in the girths is
not_so great as to result in an ~due narrowness of the
strakes at the extremities. But when the vessel is very
broad in proportion to her depth, or 1vhen the midship
section approximates closely to a rect~crular form, the
difference in the . girths is so great as to render it necessary
to reduce the number of strakes at either one ·or both of
the extremities. In this case one or more of the strakes of
plating 'vill be terminated at some 'distance from the bow
or stern, by merging two strakes into one where the termination occurs. Where this branching of the strakes occurs
a "stealer" is said to be wrought, this term having perhaps
been originally applied because a strake is there stolen
from the number which elsewhere existed.
A sketch of a stealer in the after body is sho~n by fig.
21, where strakes F. and G are merged into the single
strake FG.
The arrangement of plating in thic; case shows that ·

4"

another stealer had previously occurred nearer towards
midships than the one
shown, for the alter-;
:
l
nation of inner and
:
----·-- =~::::::::::::::-.:::~ ----outer strakes has been
broken, as will be
~
i 1-,j
! ~
~
Cil
;
seen by the laps of
!
_-_:-::: _:t:::::::::.:-:~~::.::-t.: ::::::
strakes F and G. The
:I
:I
stealing of another
!
!!
strake has restored
-~-------------------~- -----the alternation, as
---- --r----------·---------!--·
- ----:
!
shown by strakes E,
F G, and R For a
short distance before
the strakes F and G
terminate at the butt
S, their edges in contact are thinned and
halved together until
at S their united
thickness is equal to
that of the plate F G.
By this means a flush
surface is formed on
the inside of the
vessel, so that the one
butt strap serves to
connect the three
plates. 'this strap
Fig. 2i.
should extend f_rom_l!.:a.m_.e__ f9__fram~.JU~~Ll;Le_ additionally
.ri.Ye.ted...
120. Preparation of Edges and Butts.- To obtain
sound, well fitted, and finished work in the plating of a
vessel, it is necessary that the edges of_Qu_tm:_s.t.r.akes and
the butts of all str!Lke.s should be planed. Further than
this, the edges of inside strakes of plating should be
sheared froin the faying surfaces, in order that the laps
may fit perfectly close. If this latter precaution is not
taken it becomes necessary to carefully chip off the burr
produced by shearing. Indeed in all cases of lapped joints.
I
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I
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or when angle bars are riveted against the edges of pla.
as, for instance, those of floors, etc., care should be taken to
so shear -the plates that the surfaces in contact may be· fiat
and free from burrs.
By planing the edges of outer strakes a better finish is
given to them than by chipping, unless the latter be performed with more than ordinary care. But when the
edges are planed, it ig important to line them correctly, so
that those of adjacent plates in the same strake may exactly
correspond in breadth at their butts and lie in a fair curve.
If this is not done, it becomes necessary to reconcile them
by chipping. In every case either chipping or· planing or
both must be resorted to, a.s it wol,lld be difficult to obtain
satisfactory caulking at the laps if the plate edges were
rough from the shearing machine. Some remarks regarding caulking will be made later on (see Art. 137).In the earliest il:on ships the butts were fitted by chipping and sometimes by "jumping." A "jumped butt" ic;
prepared by hammering the butt until it is straight and
square to the surface. A burr is thereby prctluced on both
edges of the butt, and the inner burr is chipped off in order
to fit the butt strap, while the burr on the outer edge is
allowed to remain. After the butt is riveted the burr is
hammered over and the butt caulked; the surplus material
in the burr being removed by chipping. The disturbance
in the fibrous structure of the iron, produced by "jumping"
the butt, is found to induce rapid corrosion, so that jumped
butts are liable to waste rapidly, and thereby require fre-quent "stopping" when the vessel is docked for painting.
It is worthy of remark, here, that in any case of a butt of
bottom plating showing dampness upon a vessel's return
from a voyage, it is improper to caulk it, as frequent
-caulking leads to rapid corrosion from the same causes as
already stated. A careful cleaning with a wire brush, and
subsequent stopping with a well-known cement used for
the purpose~ is the best r emedy in such cil·cumstances.
Butts should be planed and closely fitted in the first
instance, so that caulking may be rather a precautionary
measure than one of necessity. If butts are planed and
their surfaces are in contact before the plates are riveted
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the process of riveting will cause a sufficient amount of
stretching in the plates to make a watertight joint. The
caulking required in such a case is very slight and not
. destructive in it.s after effects.
121. Edge Riv~ting.-In the early days of iron shipbuilding zig -zag riveting was commonly employed for
double riveted bps, and for all butts of shell plating. This
practice has long since been almost wholly discontinued, .
and Lloyd's Rules now require_that the butts shall be
chain riveted, as shown by figs. 5, 6, and 7 of Plate XV.
In regard to edge riveting these Rules recommend the
chain system when a double row is requu·ed, but do not
insist upon it.
The chain arrangement of rivets is1 for the following
reasons, the most likely to result il1 an efficient connection
of the laps of shell plating.
I. When the zig-zag system is employed, it is difficulDt
and indeed practically impossible, to prevent occasional
edge rivets from breaking into a butt, whereas with the
chain system this can only happen through carelessness.
II. As only one frame rivet passes through the lap of the
plating, and that always on the caulking edge of the lap,
it consequently happens that the zig-zag arrangement is
broken at every frame space, and between each pair of
consecutive frames there is one more rivet on one edge of
the lap than there is on the other edge. When the chain
arrangement is adopted there · is the same number of rivets
on both edges of each lap between con~ecutive frames, and
that number is the maximum possible for the spacing of
t'ivets employed. In other words, there are more rivets in
the lap with chain than with zig-zag riveting.
Lloyd's Rules requil:e that the landing edges of shell
plating, when seven-twentieths of an inch in thickness and
above from the keel to the upper turn of bilge and of the
sheer strake, and when nine,twentieths of an inch and
above from the upper turn of bilge to the gunwale, must
be double riveted; below these thicknesses the edges may
be single riveted. In all cases·the thicker of two plates is
to regulate the requirements of theu· landing edge connections, and when the plating is of a thickness amidships to
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require the edges to be double riveted, the same is to be
continued fore and aft.
The considerations which fix the diameters of the rivets
and other matters m connection With the question of
riveted j oints will. be discussed at a later stage of this
Work (see Chap. XII.). It will be sufficient now to
indicate the general practice in regard to the spacing of
rivets, and the breadths of the la
shell plating.
Lloyd's Rules · upon this, as upo
ost other details in
iron and steel shipbuilding, are
al_most universal
p._~tice of the country.
The breadths of the laps are not less th six times the
r diameter of the rivets when double chain riveting is
f adopted, and for single riveting the overlap is not less than
three and a hal£ times the diameter of the rivet.
These breadths are determined by the two following
essential conditions for sound and good riveted connections.
I. The rivets must not be nearer to the edge of the plat
ing than a space equal to their own diameter, as otherwis
the resistance of the !llating to shearing would be less th
that offered by the ri~ts.
IT. The spa-ee between any two consecutive rows of
rivets must not be less than once and a hal£ their diamete~
for the same reason as just stated, and in order that thb .::¥
structure of the iron may not be seriously impaired'by thl
process of punching.
The rivets in landing edges of shell plating are spacea
from · four to four and a hal£ diameters apart, from centre
to centre, and this spacing should not be exceeded in any
case when plates are riveted together and the riveted work
is afterwards to be caulked.
The number of rivetS in the landing edges between consecutive frames will evidently be determined, within cer{
tain limits, by the spacing apart of the frames. For thi!\
reason Lloyd's Rules contain a tabulated statement of th~
number of rivets of each description which should
placed in a row of edge riveting between the various spacings of frames at amidships. This Table is given on the
opposite page, and as will be seen it provides for all sizes
of rivets between f inch and· I inch m diameter, and
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inclusive.
The spacing of the edge rivets in any case may be com- \
puted from this Table by dividing the frame spacing by
the number of r ivets plus one. For instance, consider the
very common case of a 24 inch frame space and a i- inch
rivet. The Table· shows six rivets between the frames, and
l therefore upon dividing twenty-four by six plus one, i.e.,,'
: seven, we have three. and three-sevenths of an inch which
is the distunce from centre to centre of the edge ri.veti.Jlg
: amidships. This space is about four times the diameter ~
the rivet.
/
122. Butt Straps.-The connection of the butts .of shell \
plating is made by straps fitted on the inside of the vessel, ,
and either double or treble riveted. The butt &traps ex.tend
the full breadth of inner strakes, and those to outer strakes 1
are fitted between the edges of consecutive inner strakes.
The thickness of the butt straps to the grea~r part of the I ·
shell plating of small vessels is the same as that of the · j
plates they connect. But for the sheer strake and on e or '
more bilge strakes the straps are usually rather thicker,
and in large vessels all the butt straps to the shell plating
are thicker than the plates they connect, even to the extent
of -1-tr of an inch when of steel, and .f7i of an inch when of
iron. This attempt to obtain greater efficiency in the butt
connections is supplemented, in all but small vessels, by
employing.treble riveting and sometimes by double straps.
As already remarked, Lloyd's Rules require all butts to
be chain riveted, and this course is now universally adopted.
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 of Plate XV., show the arrangements of
rivets in single, double, and treble riveted butt straps.
Alternate rivets are often omitted in the row furthest f rom
i
the butt on each side in treble riveted straps as shown by
I
I
fig. 7 of this Plate, but more frequently the back row is
I
spaced 5t diameters apart for greater efficiency.
The table given upon the preceding page shows Lloyd's
requirements as regards the breadths of butt straps for
steel ships, and the spacing of rivets in them. In such
\ vessels the xivets o£ the butts of outside plating and
\ deck stringers should not be spaced more than three
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and ·a half diameters apart from centre to centre. The
~readt~ of the butt strap is determined by ~imilar conSideratiOns to those which fix the breadth of the plate lap,
but the space betw_een th.e._coh.Irrm.s. of rivets is W.ct.eas.e d
from once and a half to two iliaiiieters of t~&t.. This
precaution is very necessary, as the puncturinO' of the butt
strap is considerable, and calculated to damaO'ethe materials
of which it is composed, esp~cially if the ro~s of rivets are .
very closely spaced.
This deterioration is particularly exhibited in the case
of steel butt straps of above half an inch in thickness
which, through molecular changes set up in punching, los~
a .great part of the natural ductility and tenacity of the
mlld steel of which they are composed. Fortunately this
can b~ almos~, i! not entirely , restored by subsequent
anne~g or nmemg, one of which courses, preferably the
former, 1_s always resorted to before the strap is riveted.
~ fittmg but~ straps. to outside s.tra.kes of plating, it is
partiCula~·ly des~·able to fit them cwsely against the edges ~
of ~he adJacent mside strakes, in consequence of the support
':luch these straps afford to the edge riveting under such
circumstances. Formerly it was the practice to extend
these straps and joggle them over the laps above and below
so as to receive edge rivets on each side of the butt but
this course has long since been discontinued.
'
The manner of fitting butt straps to sheer strake plates
should be s~parately noticed. The stringer plating of the
upper deck 1s connected to the she.er strake bv a O'Unwale
angle iron, as shown upon Plate XXIII., ~~d it is in
consequence of this arrangement that a difference in the
mode of fitting the butt straps to that strake is sometimes
observed. According to one method, which is undoubtedly
the best, the sheer strake is made an outer strake, and its
butt straps extend to the gunwale. Between the butt
straps lining pieces are fi~ted of the breadth of the gunwale
angle bar and of the thickn:ess 6f the butt straps. In this
way a flush surface is provided against which to fit the
gunwale angle bar; the latter is then riveted to the sheer· .
strake and stringer, and the whole carefully caulked. The
same course may be adopted when the sheer strake is an

inner strake, by scoring the stringer plate over the sheer
stra.ke butt straps, and making the stringer correspondingly wider to allow for the weakening at the scored
places.
These butt straps of sheer strakes are, however, more
one ab9v~
frequently fitted in twQ .br..eadths, one below
the s~er. plate; but·in that case the sheer stra.ke should
extend sufficiently high above the stringer piate to take
·two rows of rivets, vertically, in the butts, a~_upper
fl.ap.ge_()f i!_l!e g'!cnwale angle iron.
Before concluding our remarks upon butt straps, it is
ecessary to mention that they should be cut out of the
lied plate in such .a way that the .fibre of the material is
the direction of the fibre in the plates they connect.
123. ~ame Riveting.-The spacing of rivets connectin
the frames to the shell plating was much greater in the
early iron ships than is ·now found to be essential to good
workmanship. The. same observation will apply to the
spacing of the rivets connecting the frames with the reverse
frames. It was probably considered that as a close spacing
of rivets in. the frames and shell plating would result in
sections of weakness, it would therefore· be advisable to
make the connection between the frame and shell no greater
than was absolutely necessary in order that the frames
might develope the stiffening qualities desired of them.
Experience with these old iron ships has shown that among
other .objections to th.e open spacing of frame rivets, is the
very serious one of rapid and considerable oxidation between the surfaces, which are not in sufficiently intimate
contact to p~·e:vent moisture from getting at and acting
upon them.
· The spaeing of frame rivets now adopted is seven
diameters, or as near thereto as can be arranged, having
regard to the breadths of the strakes of plating. One frame
,rivet passes through each landing edge, and when there is a
double row of dvets, the frame rivet is in the row nearest
the caulking.
/
' 124. P unching and Counter sinking.- The sUl·face of the
bottom plating should be as smooth as possible in order to
avoid unnecessary friction when passing through the water.
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and that of the top sides should be finished in a similar
manner for the sake of appearance. This is obtained by
countersinking the rivet holes on the outside, and chipping
the hammered points of. the rivets ftush, or nearly so, _with
the surface of the plating. It is not desirable to make the
riveting perfectly flush, especially when the plates are thin,
for a slight fulness, or rather convexity, of th~ clench adds
to its strength without detracting much or at a.ll from the
vessel's appearance ~nd speed. The countersinking of shell·
plating should extend throughout the entire thickness of
the plate, and the angle of the countersink should be varied
in accordance with that thickness. When the diameter of
the clenched point of the rivet is much greater than that of
the rivet itself, the countersink is said to be "bold." A
thin plate requires a "bolder" countersink than a thick one;
for with the same angle of taper, the excess of diameter on
the outside over that on the inside of the plate is less in
the former than in the latter. At the same time, it is
necessary not to make the countersink too " bold," for in
that case a form of weakness at the clenched point will be
produced, and the strength of the rivet will be · injuriously
diminish ed. Th•"' countersink taper once varied very considerably in different shipyards, and the result of inquiries
instituted into thi subject about three years ago, showed
that whereas some builders allowed three-eighths of an
inch excess in diameter at the outside of countersink for
I inch plates, others allowed "no less than 1 inch excess.
Between these two extremes there were nearly all possible
shades of gradation, but the majority approached about
midway betwee_n these two extremes in their practice. For
plates of one quarter of an inch in thickness, the excess of
the outside of the countersink varied from· llf
the usual practice being ~- Lloyd's present
1eqwrements vary from -h inch for a i inch rivet tort inch
fQr I inch.
A very satisfactory form of countersink was adopted
by Messrs. Denny, the well-known shipbuilders of Dumbarton, and the proportions used by many other builders of
repute were very similar to them. The following figures
show Messrs. Denny's practice; the " angle of countersink" being that given to the drill with which the counter-

sinking is performed, and ther~fore the angle at the apex
of _a cone which fits into the countersink when finished :-

t·

·-

&" I t• i" 1" lt"
Diameter of Rivet, • i"
I
6S 6s• ss· ss·• 45" as· as· as•
Angle of Countersink, ·
0

I

With regard to the rivet holes in the shell plating, it is
sufficient to mention now that they are always punched
from the faying SUI'face, in order that they may be ·
accurately filled by the ri:vets, which, as previously stated,
are made of a conical form under the bead (see fig. 6 on
page 37). The enlargement on the outside due to punching
will, of course, be further increased by the countersink drill
125. Fore and After Hoods.-Thc rules which limit the
len<>'ths of shell plates do not extend to those which
ter~a.te upon the stem and stern posts, as it is evident
that some of these must either be longer or shorter than
the~ frame space limit. At the extremities of the vesst\1,
the structural strength, especially as regards the stresses due
to bending moments, is not affected by a few short shifts.
The landin<>'
ed<>'es
of the plates, where they te1minate
0
0
upon the stem and stern post, are chased or rabetted into
each other, thinned and tapered, so that the inside surfaces
of both outer and inner strakes are flush, and fit closely
a<>'ainst the above named forgings. The rivets in the stem
~d stern post are of the same diameter as those in the
keel, and the work is so arranged that one of these rivets
may pass through a landing edge, and thereby bind the
whole together sufficiently close to be caulked. At the after
part of the vessel, especially in screw steamers, son;te of the
"hoods" are much flanged and twisted, in order to form the
boundary of the screw aperture and the under side of the
counter. One of these plates on each side is known as the
"oxter" plate, from its resemblance both in function and
appearance to the piece of linen connecting the sleeve of a
shirt on its under side to the body of that garment. The
term " oxter " is an old English word, still used in the
northern counties of England and in Scotland, meaning the
arm-pit, and hence its application in this instance. It is
(,
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important that these plates should be fitted accurately
before being riveted, so as not to bring any undue initial
strain upon the rivets which connect them to ·the stern
post; for that strain will afterwards be much increased
by the working of the propeller, etc., in a sea way. The
countersinking of these plates should also be carefully
attended to, and the rivet holes be reconciled through
the two thicknesses of plating, one on each "side of the
stern post, and the stern post itself.
The special requirements in regard· to careful fitting and
riveting are equally applicable to the boss plating, and the
remainder of the after hoods in screw propelled vessels.
126. Lining Pieces.-With every system of plating,
except4.that known as Lamb's, which was described at
t 11.-0- page 11~ it is necessary to fit lining pieces or " liners"
between the frames and a part at least of the shell plating.
When the boat system of clencher plating is adopted, the
liners are necessarily of wedge form; but with the alternate
raised and sunken strake system, as commonly practised,
liners are required between the ttamc." and outer strakes
only, and these are mostly of parallel thickness, or approximately so. When consecutive inner strak&l 11.re of different
thicknesses, the liners to the intermediate outer strake will,
of course, be somewhat tapered. In connection with flush
shell plating, with edge strips on the inside of the vessel, it
is desirable, and indeed usual, as already stated, · to make
these edge strips continuous, and not to fit them in short
lengths between the frames. This QOurse necessitates the
fitting of liners throughout the vessel, between the frames
and all the strakes of plating. These liners are parallel,
except where the strakes are of unequal thickness, as in the
case of the sheer and adjacent strakes, and then the liners
are necessarily of tapered form.
Lining pieces behind frames are of the same breadth as
the frames, except in the way of transverse watertight
~kbea.dsr whe~they_e~nd over ratlw.tJV.~~j;h_an_tw.o
frame space~, as described at page 130. All liners are
solid, and should be carefully fitted, so as to completely fill
the spaces between the frames and the plates. Special care_
is therefore necessary when they are required to be of

GARBOARDS.
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a. tapered.form, and no more than one thickness of liner
should be allowed.
It sometimes happens that, through the unfairness of the
' frames, it is necessary to fit liner pieces between inner
strakes of plating and some of the fra.mes, but this can only
occur thro1tgh negligence in the processes of framing, and
cannot be considered satisfactory, nor should it be allowed
to any considerable extent.
127. Processes and Order of Work in Plating a Vessel.
-The landing edges of the shell plating are got in upon
' the model, and the plates ordered therefrom ·as already .
explained. From the model they are copied upon the scrive
board, and as each frame is bent and adjusted, the position
of the plate laps which cross it are marked with notches.
When the vessel has been framed, ribbanded, and £aired,
the decks sheered in, and the beams riveted, also when the
keelsons, bilge, hold and deck stringers have been riveted,
the structure is in a fit state to receive the shell plating.
It often happens that the bulkheads are well advanced,
or even nearly completed when the process of plating
commences.
128. Fairing Plate Edges.-The first step to be attended
to is the fairing of the lines of the plate edges as marked
upon the frames. Sheering battens are bent upon the outside of the frames for this purpose, with their edges approximating as closely as possible, consistent with fairness, to
the marks upon the frames, to indicate the position of the
laps. When these lines are got in, the position of. the frame
rivets which pass through the plate laps are set off upon
the frame angle bars and either punched with a "bear" or
· drilled.
129. Garboards.-Unless they happen to be arranged as
outside strakes, the garboards are the first plates wrought
upon the bottom ; otherwise a commencement is made with
one of the inner strakes in the flat of the bottom. It need
scarcely be remarked that the inner strakes must be in
place before the adjacent outer ones can be fitte_9..
The garboards are flanged against the keel in ~ll cases,
except when the vessel has a flat plate keel, and they have
therefore to be first heated and bent to their proper form.

.
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Tho garboard plates of iron ships should be .of extra.
ductile quality across the fibre, and when steel garboard
plates are to be bent cold they should be slightly softer than
is elsewhere used in the shell
In taking account of a garboard plate, the workman
prepares a set iron for each extremity of it. This set iron
is made from the ship or lihe scrive board, and shows the
angle between the frame and the bar keel at that pln.ce,
together with the breadths of the two portions of the plate
-~he flat and the flanged Mter being heated in a furnace,
the plates are bent or flanged upon a solid block with a
rounded edge prepared for the purpose, and are set to the
angle or angles shown by the set irons. When bent and
cooled they should be carefully examined, in order to ensure
~hat no plates cracked at the angle may be wrought into
the vesseL
130. Templa.ting is a process devised for the purpose of
avoiding the labour which would be involved in marking
the rivet holes upon plates, angle bars, etc., by first hold!ng
.them in the place where they are ultimately to be riveted
A template is, in fact, a transfer mould, and -is used simply
because a few fir battens nailed together are more conveniently handled than a heavy plate or bar. Fig. 22 shows an
ordinary template used in the plating of ships. Other
c.,~ ~Moo."t ~p H t

.
'

I
Fig. 22.

kinds of templates are required for other descriptions of
work some of which have ah·eady been described The
process of plating a vessel is one which, however, brings
the template into special requisition, and a. description of
its use in this department of shipbuilding will serve, with
but few modifications_ to explain templating generally.
131. Templating a.n Inner Strake.-Commencing with
a plate in an inner stra.ke of plating, we will suppose the
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lines for its edges £aired on the frame surface, and an
adjacent plate in the same strake to be already fitted in
place. The batten template, a.s shown in fig. 22, is then
fixed against the frames by means of iron "clips" or .. hutch
hooks," and so held in position that its surface includes that
which is to be occupied by the plate to be fitted, while each
of the cross battens is on a frame. It should here be
remarked that the spacing between these cross battens is
equal to that of the frames of the vessel. The butt of the
adjacent plate is then marked across the upper and lower
fore and aft battens and the centre- one ; also the edges of
the plate are marked upon the upper and lower battens.
The rivet holes in the frames are next copied upon the
cross battens by means of the usual cylinder of wood or
tin dipped in whiting, and the line for the other butt is set
off upon the battens at the corresponding end of the template, so a.s to be midway between the frames. If there are
any intercostal keelsons, margin plates of water ballast
tanks, or stringers in the way of the plate, the positions of
the rivet holes in their angle irons must be copied upon a
piece of batten nailed to the template for the purpose.
All these holes are punched from the inside, or f aying,
surface of the plate, and therefore the template is laid upon
that ·surface, so that the lines and rivet hole marks may be
copied upon it.
In transferring the positions of rivet holes, from the
template to the plate, the following expedients are usually
adopted :-The template is first laid accurately upon the
plate so that all the marks upon the former may be included
in the surface of the latter, and the two are then joined by
"clips" or " hutch hooks" at the edges. This being done,
. and the plate being proved to be in every way fitted for
the -place where it is required, the clips on one edge are
removed, the template slightly lifted, and the position of
the rivets copied upon the plate by means of a" marker"
or "reversing tool," a.s shown by fig. 23. (In some shipyards blocks are placed between the template and plate as
shown in this figure). This is done by dipping the projection A in whiting, and then holding the reversing tool a.s
shown ; the hole B being immediately over the whiting

.I
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mark which indicates the rivet in the template. Then, by
pressing the lower fork, or, indeed, the template and
marker, down upon the plate, a circular mark is made,
which, when punched out, gives the rivet hole in its correct
position.

)
B

Plale

Fig. 23.

It should be remarked here that in some yards a reversing tool is frequently, or entirely, dispensed with, and instead
of copying the positions of rivet holes from the template'
upon the plates in that way, a sharp centre punch is held
over the centre of the mark for the rivet on the wood
template, whereupon a smart blow from a hammer drives it
through the wood, so as to make a mark upon the plate.
The rivet holes are then set off upon the plate by means
of a hollow tin cylinder, dipped in whiting, and held with
the centre of the cylinder as nearly as possible upon the .
punch mark on the plate. Although satisfactory results
may be obtained in this way by pradised workmen, yet, on
the whole, the before mentioned method of copying is much
to be preferred.
The rivet holes for the butte are lined off and spaced
upon the inside surface of the plate. The arrangement of
rivets in each row of the butt which is adjacent to the
plate being fitted, is copied upon a stick and so transferred
to the lines for the butt fastenings of the last named
plate. This precaution is observed in order that the rivets
on both sides of the butt sha.ll approximately correspond.
When these things have been done the rivet holes are
punched.
The plate is then turned over and the ~ rivets are
lined in and spaced between the frame rivets, whereupon

'
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these holes are punched from the outer, which in this ~.e
. is -the faying surface.
The butts are planed and the edges sheared to the lines
marked upon the plate from the templ~te~ a.f~r which the
plate is rea.dy for fairing, bending or tWIStmg m the rollsa process to be described hereafter.
.
.
132. Templa.ting a.n ~ Stra.ke.-Some shipbuilders
.do not template outer strakes of plating, but h~~ bent
or twisted the plate to its required form they fix It ill place,
b.D.d so mark its butts, and transfer upon it the positions of
the rivet holes in the edges of the adjacent inner strakes
and those of the frames.
·
. The usual practice is, however, to work with a. template,
and experience shows that in the hands ?f good workmen
the most satisfaetory results are thus attained. .
.
A similar template is used, as already descn?ed, but ill
addition to the frame rivet holes, the holes a.lrea{}.y punched
in the edges of the adjacent inner strakes have n~~ to be
copied upon the template. Moreover, the pos1t10ns of
the edaes must be carefully marked so that they may be
planedo fair and correspond with the lines sheered upon
the frames. All the rivet holes in an ~§.~~~~-pla:te
. must be punched from the inner surface, and . therefore
the plate is templateq upon that surface. The b.J].tts are
marked in the manner already described, care being taken
to arrange that they shall pass l!ililway between_ ~
s~qi.i~e.. .riveLholes in the l~pding ~dges of the adJacent
inner strake~.
-The template for a garboard plate is in two pieces, one
being for the portion fitting upon the frames, and the other
for that fitting against the keel Two check marks are
made upon these pieces so that they may be set accurately
in reaard to each other when transferring the rivet hofes to
b
the bent plate.
A patented template has for many years past been used
on the . Thames, for outer strakes of plating, having a
~umber of sliding and revolving tongues of zinc working
on its edges, with boles in them. . ~hese tongu~ _can
be set in any direction, so as to illdicate t_he post_twns
of the rivet holes in the edges of the adJacent illner
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strakes; hence no reverser is ·required when this template
is employed.
133. Butt Strap Templates.-In small vessels, the butt
straps of which are light and easily handled, the latter are
bent to their required form, and the position of their rivets
marked upon them in place.
.
But, .ordinarily, the positions of the rivets in the butts of
shell plates are copied upon thin wood templates, and
thence tr~sferred to the butt straps.
1 The templates by which the rivet holes are set off
are also used for measuring the lengths o~ the butt
straps, which must be carefully determined in the case
of outside strakes, for the reasons already . mentioned..
Butt straps are, of course, always punched from their
~aying surface.
134. Bending and Fairing Plates.-Thi~ is the final process in the preparation of shell
plating.
Throughout a ·great
part of the · vessel individual
.
plates will not ·contain much
twist or curvature, but, notwithBtanding this, it is almost invariably necessary to .submit the
•
plate to a fairing process before
~
screwing it in place. Bending,
twisting, and fairing are all
Fig. 24..
performed with the same machine, except when the deviation from a plane surface is
so considerable as to require the plate to be made red hot,
in which case it is treated in a totally different way.
Fig. 24 shows a s~ctional view of the set of chilled cast
iron rollers belonging to the plate bending and fairing
macliine. Each of these rollers is about 20 inches in
diameter, and its length is determined by that of the
longest plates which. it will be employed upon. An
ordinary length of roller is about 16 feet. - The upper
roller rests in bearings, being free to revolve, but not
turned by the machinery :wl;lich causes the two lower rollers
to revolve. It can be raised or lowered to suit the requirements of the case, this being done by means of a screw or
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lever at each end. I£ it is required to simply flatten or
straighten a plate, the lowest part of the upper roller is
kept at just the thickness of the .plate above the upper part
of the lower rollers. The more the upper roller is depressed
the greater is the curvature given to the plate, which is
passed edgewise through the rolls; the largest dimensions
of the plate being in the direction of the length of the
rollers. ·
.A limit to the b~nding capability of the machine ic;, of
course, fixed by the upper roller coming nearly in con·
tact with both the lower ones; but by properly adjusting
the distance between the centres of the lower rollers, it ·
is possible to give fully as much curvature to a plate
with this machine as an unheated sheet of iron is capable
of enduring after being punched at the butts. Indeed,
the plate bending rolls are capable of giving all the curvature which is required at the bilge of a ship; and cases
like the boss and oxter plates', and plates generally which ';k
stop on the stem and stern post, have to be heated before
.
being bent.
f bi'.....lt { ~ a riarallel curvature is to be given to the plate, the
~ upper roller is depressed to the same extent at each of
its extremities, and if the curvature is not p11rallel, then
the upper ;oiler is depressed more at the one end than
at the other. If the plate is to "wind" or t'vist, it is passed
throu<Yh the rolls in an angular manner, accompanied with
0
'
an unequal depression of the ends of the upper roller, such
as will be suggested by the experience of the workman.
The ordinary process of passing a plate through the rolls
after bei.n g templated and punched, when it is not 1·equired
to be curved .or twisted, is carried out with a view to
correct and fair the unevenness in the surface, due to
carelessness in the manufacture; it being not unusual
to throw the newly rolled plate aside to cool without
taking adequate steps to ensure that its surface shall be
fiat when cooled.
H aving thus explained the modus operandi o£ the bending and fairing process, so far as regards the working with
the bending machine, we will consider the manner of taking
account of the required twist and curvature at the ship, so
I
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as to ensure that the plate shall fit accurately in place wlienattached to the frames.
When the workman marks the template, he makes a
mould to the curvature of the plate at each extremity with
a· thin piece of batten or a strip of thin "set iron." If there
is much twist in the plate, two wood moulds are held in
place, and their opposite edges are cut so as to be "out of
winding " or lie in a pla.ne. In bending the plates the
upper roll is screwed down gradually, so that the plate has
to be passed through a great many times before the entire
·curvature and twist is given to it. The moulds just
referred to are tried in place, and if there is much twist the
upper edges of the section moulds are looked out o£ winding
from time to time as the process of bending proceeds, until
the plate is found to be of the form required. The system
just described is, however, not always carried out, it being
very usual for the workman to obs~rve at the ship the
amount of twist required for the plate, and then to fashion
the latter at the rolls to the remembered form. It need
scarcely be said that much practice and experience are
required in order to successfully prepare twisted plates in
that way.
When a plate requires very considerable curvature, twist,
or other alteration of form, it is uSual to make a skeleton
rp.ould o£ small iron rods bent and weided together, and the
plate is heated and sometimes forged to the required form.
In such cases the plate should be ordered of more than the
finished thickness, to allow for the wasting which takes
place through frequent heating. It is very usual to employ
steel for such plates, even in iron ships, in consequence of
the superior ductile qualities of that material When a plate
has to be heated before-being bent to its required form, its
rivet holes should be marked in place after the plate is
prepared, and the latter should then be taken down and
the holes punched.
.. 135. Screwing Shell Plates in Place.-The inner or
sunken strakes of plating having been prepared, they are
secured to the frames by means of nut and screw bolts and
"cotters;" the latter being tightened with a thin wedge o£
U"on instead of with a. screw nut. Nut and screw bolts
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are, however, most frequently employed It is most important that the process of '-screwing up" should be carefully and· thoroughly done, so that the strakes may be set
closely against the frames, and the butt straps against the
plates.
After this is done, the outer plates should be screwed
up with equal thoroughness. When the butt straps to
tiie outer strakes have been fitted and temporarily
secured, the work of riveting may be commenced. It is,
indeed, desirable that the riveting should not be unduly
delayed after the plates are screwed together in place, for
since the nut and screw bolts do not fill the rivet holes,
there is always a tendency for the plates to drop somewhat
out of their places. When some of the rivet holes in a
plate do not accurately coincid~ with the corresponding
holes in the plate to which it is riveted, agreement should
be obtained by rimeing the partially" blind" holes, taking
care to re-countersink the holes after rimeing. The use of
the gouge f~r reconciling unsatisfactory holes is most objectionable, and it is equally improper to fair such holes by
the excessive use of the "drift" punch. The latter is a
tapered steel pin which is sometimes driven into the rivet
hole with great violence in order to prepare it for receiving
the rivet. "Drifting" holes is necessary in order to get
the parts to be riveted together in their correct relative
positions, but beyond that the use of this tool should be
forbidden, as it injuriously disturbs the molecular structure
of the iron in the vicinity of the rivet hole and renders it
brittle. As already remarked, it is essential to satisfactory
work that th~ parts to be riveted should be first properly
fitted and closed, so that there may be no greater initial
tension upon the head or point of the rivet than that due
to its normal contraetion in cooling.
~·
136. Riveting.-The arrangement o£ rivets in frames, ·
edges, and butts of the shell plating has already been
described The process of riveting ·is one which requires to
be studied by personal engagement in it, or by observation,
rather than in the pages of a book. There are, however,
one or two points in connection with the riveting of the
shell plating which deserve a little consideration. The
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frame rivets sh~uld .be first put in, next the edge rivets,
and finally the butts should be riveted; for the riveting of
the frames and edges causes a slight expansion in the plate,
so that if the butts were first riveted the plating would not
be quite smooth. Moreover, the expansion alluded to is
gen~rally very advantageous in closing the butts, which
are further tightened by the stretching due to the butt
riveting.
After each rivet is knocked up at the point, and the
surplus portion cut off, the adjacent rivet should be again
gone over; for the hamme_ring up of the last rivet tends to
slacken the preceding one.
A rivet is not satisfactorily clenched and finisheo unless
it is well "laid up" on the inside of the vessel, so as to
cause the conical part under the head to entirely fill the
rivet hole, and the head itself to :fit closely against the
plating.
Rivets should not be over-heated or burnt, and. consequently when they present the appearance of fusion at
the point, however slight that may be, they should be
rejected. A burnt rivet is always brittle when cold, so that
while the head of a properly heated rivet will, when cold,
endure a dozen or more vigorous blows applied to a stout
cold chisel held against it, the head of a burnt rivet will
often come off at the first blow. There should always be
plenty of head room provided under the fiat of a. vessel's
bottom to enable the riveters to work freely, and so not
encourage the use of overheated rive~
The point of the rivet in flush riveting should . be left
ra~her full than hollow for the reasons already stated.
Keel, stem and stern post rivets, except in the case of
small vessels, should be heated only at their extremities;
for when heated throughout their entir.e length, the great
contraction in cooling brings an undue strain upon the
rivet, tending to break it in the hole. In H.M. dockyards,
and some private establishments, it is usual to heat the
head of the rivet first, and then fit it to the hole by hammering. The rivet is then removed, and its other extremity
is heated, whereupon the rivet is again put into the hole
ll.nd :finally hammered up and :finished.
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Keel riveting is very satisfactorily p~rformed witlt a
ivetina machine. Indeed, such riveting is usually to be
preferr~d to that done by hand, espec~ally ~side bar ke~ls,
m consequence of the excellent way m whiCh the machine
closes the work.
"Tap" or screw riveting has been, of late, applied to stern
posts ,vith satisfactory results, but it is nec~ry that the
work should be performed with great ~curacy m order that
this may be the case. The ~djoining ta~ular s~atement
shows the proportions and spacmgs adopted m the mstances
referred to.

~
l

TABLE SHOWING DIAMETER OF TAP RIVETS FOR STERN
POSTS, ETC., ETC.
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137. Caulking Laps and Butts.-The operation ~f caulking the landing edges and butts of bottom platmg, and
indeed of all joints in the iron or stee~ work of ~ vessel
which are required to be watertight, IS necessarily performed after the parts have been riveted together. The
landing edges of plating and the edges of ~le bars are
treated alike, and in both cases the edges, 1f, not already
planed, should be chipped square and smooth .prep~atory
to caulking. The caulking tool is a stee~ chiSel w1th an
obtuse edo-e, and the object of the caulker IS to squeeze the
faying sU:£aces together at the ou~ide of t~e joint. This is
done by cuttinO' a sliaht groove 111 the chipped edge near
the faying s~ace, o and at the same tim_e s:tting the
displaced material towards that surface. F1g. 2o shows a
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the resistance to the vessel's motion offered by butt straps
on the outside of a vessel, and their objectionable appearance, besides the risk of injury to them should the ves_sel
b the ground, there can be no doubt that the outs1de
:ould be the best place for the straps, both as better
supports to the butts and . in consequence of the edge
caulking which would be g1ven to them.
While referring to the matter of caulking: it may be
mentioned that when making the lower landing edg~ of
strakes of plating above the bP,ges wa~rtigh~ by c_aulking.
the workmen frequently use a small nnrror m which_ they
examine the reflection of their. work, in order to av01d ~he
constant stooping and bending ll; a painful posture which
would otherwise be necessary.
For further particulars r egarding shell plating, seE
Appendix.

landing edge as caulked in this way. It is, of course,
~ssential to good work that the surfaces shall be already
m close contact by reason of the riveting ; and the spacing
of the rivets, together with their distance from the caulked
edge should, as previously described, be such as to properly
close the work, and resist the separating pressure due to
the caulking.
Fig. 26 shows the caulking of a butt, which, as will be

r:::::::.======::::::;c:=~==========~ seen, is closed by the
Fig. 25.

caulking tool on both
sides of the joint.

r:::::::.==:::::=:=:=:=::i::==:=~====~ The same conditions

are necessary for
good workmanship
. r
a.s preVIo~s~y named in regard to landing edges, viz.,
~
that the JOmts shall be close and the rivets properly
<-' ~
spaced.
'
.,_0.
The riveting of the edges of shell plating, as by Lamb'(
·
system, is similar to that of the lap joint shown by
£g. 25 ; but when the edge strips are on the inside, the
caulking will be as in fig. 26. The nature of a flush
~o~t is. such a.s .not to lend itself so satisfactorily as a lap
~omt to the atta.mment of good caulking ; for the tendency,
if any, to movement of the parts in the latter case is of a
~~ding or frictional character which would not open the
JOmt, whereas any movement in a caulked butt or other
flush joint results in opening it at once. Hence, while flush ' ,
joints support the rivets under certain stresses, yet, on the
other hand, lap joints assist the caulking. During recent
years there has been a growing tendency to employ lap
butts, and it has been considered an advantage that the
caulking of these butts does not subsequently show any
dampness, as indicative of straining, such as is often seen at
ordinary flush butts; b]!t_jt must. be_remembered_th~t...a.U
longitudinal stresses in such cases _are borne by the..riYets,
w ~ch are l.lQ.t_supported by the_ butts being _in contact, as
in the common system. Moreover, although such marked
indications of strain are not exhibited by lapped as by
flush butts, it by no means follows, as already explained,
that a slight movement has not occurred. · Were it not for
•
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CHAPTER XII.
138. Rivets and Riveted Joints.-Reference has frequently been made in the preceding pages to the rivets,
· which are such an important and, .indeed, essential element
in iron and steel shipbuild,ing. Without the rivet it would
be impossible to build an iron or steel ship; for the welding
of so many pieces together would be utterly impracticable.
It is desirable, then, to offer a few remarks regarding the
various kinds of rivets which are used in a ship, and afterwards to consider somewhat more fully than hitherto the
nature and the yalue of different riveted joints.
. But before so doing, a word or two is necessary regard~ the ll_laterials of which rivets·ar?, or should be, made.
/:.Iron nvets should be manufa-ctured from a ductile and
high-class quality of material, free from sul~~=, PhOrl!.s, anc!_alLoj;her impruities, and the bars Sbru1ld not.-he
over-heated in the manufacture of the rivets from them.
Under ordinary circumstances bars are always more fibrous
than plates, in consequence of the extent of drawing out
which takes plaec in rolling. But this is not sufficient; the
iron should be inherently good, and equal to a tensile strain
of ab~ut 22 tons to the square incy
It IS no: unusual to put iron rivets in steel ships, and
when that IS done, the rivets are of the same diameter as
would be required if the plates were of iron, and therefore
of additional ·thickness. But the tendency to use steAl
rivets in steel ships is increasing; it being found, as will be
shown hereafter, that more satisfactory results are thert"by
btained.
/ 139. Forms of Rivets.-There are several forms of
rivets employed at different parts of a ship, the most usual
being the pan-head rivet shown ·b y fig. 6, page 37; and ..d.,
~Plate XXIX. ~is rivet i.q of a conical form under the

X:ead to tiG into the conical punched hole, and its point is
hammered up either to the "flush," "boiler point," or
"snap" form as may be required. The hammered end of a
rivet is often termed the " bat''; but this name is mostly
applied when the ''boiler point" form is alluded to.
Flush riveting (D, Plate XXIX.) r~ires ~ounte.rnmk
~oles, and is adopted for such parts ~ the inner.and ~u~r
bottoms, deck plating, etc. Its efficiency depends entirely
upon the countersink, and the latter should, therefore, be
the subject of much care. · Moreover, the clench should,
as before remarked, be rather full than 'hollow wheo/
completed.
/'The "boiler point" form of "bat" (see B, Plate XXIX.)
is adopted in the hand riveting of ~s, ~eels~. and
lonaitudinals.
.When, however, frames are machine riveted,
12
the ~ form of "bat" and head is p1~,,;-.
Plate XXIX.
"
Snap riveting, when performed by hand, is applied to
such parts as bulkheads, beams, etc., which are in sight, and
it is there preferred because of its more finished appearance.
The rivet point is first roughly beaten down, and then the
clench is completed by the aid of a "snap punch,'' which
is a tool with a. hollow cup-like face that is held over
the hammered point, and struck with a. heavy hammer
until the clench of the rivet is rounded and finished.
Sometimes both the head and bat of the rivet are given the
snap form, as atE and K, Plate XXIX., but usually the head
is pan-shaped as at 0. Occasionally the shell plating of
vessels has been countersunk on both the inside and outside
the surfaces, the rivet being of tbe form shown by F, o£
Plate XXIX., which, wl1en hammered up, is shown by (]..
This system is more expensive than that ordin:n·ily adopted,
and on that account i t is not often applied. Some weight
is saved in the rivets, and the results obtained are very
1 satisfactory.
Tap or screw riveting (Figs. J and H, Plate XXIX.) is
very seldom resorted to in shipbuilding, being more costly
and less trustworthy than clenched work. Occasionally
, shell plating h as been tap riveted to · the stern posts of
stea~ers, especially in the way of the boss (see .Art. 136).
.
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The stud shown on the head of the rivet at J is for the
purpose of screwing it up, and when the rivet is in place
the stud is cut off.
./'Machine riveting has been ~uded to in connecti~n with
the framing of a. vessel Such nv~ are always finished of
snap form, 2o..th._at h&!1d.s and bats. The thoroughly sound
character of general machine riveting supplies a reason for
desiring that the riveting machine should be used at other
parts of the vessel. The difficulties in the way of riveting
the shell plating by machine appears so far to be insuperable, but the riveting of keelsons, stringers, tie plates, etc.,
seems to be quite practicable, and if simple and inexpensive
means for taking the weight of the riveting machine and
~ransporting it fore and aft and across a. vessel ca.n .be
devised, something will be done towards . increasing the
efficiency of those parts of the structure.
~
140. Diameters and Spacing of Rivets Theoretically
«1Considered.-The
C
regulations affecting the·. diameters and
spacings of rivets have already been considered, and by
referring to the tabulated statement upon page 155 it will
be seen that while the diameter of the rivet is more than
double that of the steel plate at the lower .limit of the
scale, it is but very little in excess at the upper limit.
I A theoretical investigation of the principles which
underlie this question scarcely falls within the compass of
this Work, which is concerned rather with the practical
operations of shipbuilding. Upon page 246 et seq. of
Theoretical Naval A ?·chitectu?·e~ will be found calculations
bearing upon this question. Assuming that the shearing
strength of the rivet iron is such that a 1 inch rivet is
equal to 10 to~ (about 22 tons to the square inch), also
! that the strength of the iron in the way of the punched
holes is equal to 18 to~ per square inch ; then, supposing
that the rivet is on the point of shearing when the iron is
on the point of bursting out in front of the rivet, we shall
get the following result, viz.:-That under no circumstances
should the diameter of an iron rivet exceed twice the
I thickness of the iron plate.
Lloyd's Rules adopt this result for the rivets of "I~ inch

-
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Supposing the plates to be ! inch thick, and the rivets
! in. in diameter, as is usual for that thickness, we find
from these formulre that the pitch in a
Single riveted· joint should be 2·44 diameters,
Jn a double riveted joint 3·88 diameters.
And in a treble. riveted joint 5·32 diamet~rs.

I
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= the thickness of either of the plates in inches.
= t he diameter of the rivet in inches.
= the pitch of the rivets in inches.

Then in single riveted joints-
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/iron plates, and require the same diameter' of rivet for
5
inch steel plates. To continue the application of the
:me ratio to thicker plates would lead to very unsatisfactory
·results from another point of view, viz., that of watertightDeS.'\. For instance, the rivet in a i in. plate would bel! in.
diameter, and should be therefore 1! inches from the edge
. of the plate, which, under such circumstances, conld not
be closed sufficiently for caulking.
The theoretical diameter of rivets, based upon the conditions assumed, is therefore inapplicable to the shell plating
of ships, except when very thin plates are being used.
The calculations alluded to result in the following fonnulre
whereby the theoretical spacing of rivets may be determined:

j

Il

DIAME'l'ERS Al\D SPACING OF RIVETS.

I

I·

Here aaain we obtain results which are inapplicable in
'
0
'
the case of the butt straps of a vessel's shell plating, when
more than two rows of rivets are employed. The result
for single riveting may be neglected, as such riveting is
never adopted for butts, and that for double riveting
agrees very closely with the usu-al pz:actice. But the
theoretica.lly best spacing for treble riveting is much too
open for watertight work.
Upon page 253 of the Work already quoted, it is shown
that the maximum '·efficiency" whic~ any butt connection

J'

1~0

~

have, in which the rivets are spaeed four diameters
·
from centre to centre, is ·61.
To obtain this result it is assumed that the shearing
strength of the rivet is 22 tons and the tensile strength of
' the plate 18 tons per square inch in the way of the
punched boles. By the term "efficiency" is meant the
ratio of the strength of the butt connection to that of the
unpierced plate.
·
" But this efficiency can exist ouly when the shearing
strength of the rivet is equal to the tensile strength of the
iron between the holes. If the one rivet is equal to the
strength of the plate between consecutive holes, double
riveting is unnecessary when the pitch is four diameters;
·and, if adopted, the pitch mu&t be increased in order to
obtain the r equisite equality. Tp a greater degree the
same remark applies to treble riveting."
From these considerations it is shown that for a single
riveted butt strap, with rivets spaced four diameters apart
(for caulking), to have an efficiency of ·61 the diamet~r ·
of the rivet must be 3 ·12 times the diameter of the plate.
This is another .impracticable result, so that when the
diameter is of the regulation size-say l inch rivet for a
i inch ·plate-the efficiency of the joint instead of being ·61
is found to be only ·3.
·
'
·
Had the butt been double riveted the efficiency in that
case would have 'been ·59.
The general results of these investigations are thus
stated : 1. " That a closer pitch should be adopted in single
than in double riveted butts, and in double .t han in treble
riveted butts.
2. "That with a four dia!J1eter pitch the efficiency of a
single riveted butt joint is very small, especially when the
plates are thick.
3. "That with a four diameter pitch the efficiency of a
double riveted butt is about a maximum for that pitch
when the plates are not more than ! inch thick, and the
value of the stmp may be improved by increasing the
spacing to 4-! diameters in the case of. very thick plates, if
that pitch will permit satisfactory caulking.. But the
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efficiency is very low when thick plates are used; and at
least three complete rows of rivets are necessary in order '
to obtain the efficiency due to the pitch.
4. " That, other things being the same, it is desirable to
put larger rivets in plates of more than t in. thickness than
are now commonly used."
With reference to (4), it is· right to mention that in the }
year 1877, when these words were penned, the diameters of
.\ .. rivets for plates· of } inch and upwards in thickness were k::;? , 1
··
.f.•.:~ s -'''
1.... '< ,:_s\''i not so large as are now adopted.
~\•'
C '-'
'
d butlp.<"
_, ' '~{ J •to -· I'<- ,
' ~""
141. Butt 0 onnections.-Tbe £racture of a nvete
with a single butt strap will occur either by the fracture~ \~ ' 1
- .
olo t
the material in one of the lines of rivets farthest from te·" .. ~~
.:
},
butt, by the fracture of the but~ strap in a ~e of rivets£--1~ }~'_:··:· I
. ... <-nearest to the butt, by the shearmg of all the nvets on one ~~ I 1 ;·· r.
:/:
s~de of the ~utt, or by a combina:ion ~f plate fracture ~d"" [ )
c ...'i
nvet shearmg. The fracture will eVldently take place m ~ -!..-.'!
the mode which ofrers least resistance; and supposing the
f.~-~···1 ':'il:ivets to be sufficiently numerous to resist shearing, it will
t<-!~ ·:.'"" 1'oe found that either one of the plates joined will be torn in
a line of rivet holes ~t from the ~t,or the butt strap
will be torn in a line of rivet boles nearest to the butt. If
the butt is watertight the spacing ~ adjacentline of
rivets will determine the strength of the strap to resist tearing. But in cases wherein extra butt efficiency is desired the
butt strap is made somewhat thicker than the plates which
it joins, and if that additional thickness be sufficient to
save the butt strap from fracture it will follow that the
_tendency to rupture . is thr.own upon the plates joined
together, and the rupture will probably occm· at the line of
rivets which is farthest from the butt. For, if fracture
were to occur in the plate at any other line of rivets it
would be necessary to sbea,r another line of rivets before
the joint would be torn asunder. It is an important object,
then, when more than two rows of rivets are used, to
weaken the plates joined together as little as possible at
this row of rivets in each of them, and for that purpose
butt straps of diamond shape have been sometimes adopted .
for· girder work, wherein the number of rivets in the rows
are continually increased as the butt is approached. In
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the shell plating of ships the principle has _been applied,
when treble and quadruple riveted straps have been fitted,
by ·omitting alternate rivets in the outer row (see fig. 7,
Plate XV., also Art. 122), and in that way, and by increasing the thickness of the butt 'strap, the efficiency of
the joint has be~n much improved. For further discussion of this important subject the r eader is referred to
Chapter VII. of the work on Theoreticai NaV<il Architecture already referred to.
The most efficient butt connections are, however, obtained
by using double butt straps, each rather more- than one~
half the thickness of the plates they unite. When double
butt straps are used each rivet must be sh~ared twice, if
shear:ed at all, and so the strength of the joint is determined by the tensile· resistance offered by the plates ll;t one
of the lines of rivet holes which are farthest from the butt,
or by the tensile strength of the tw~ butt covers in a line
of rivets nearest the butt.
Double butt straps cannot, however, be satisfactorily
applied in their most efficient form to the butts of shell
plating, f?r, in order to caulk the outer strap, the rows of
rivets farthest from the butt must be spaced closely for
watertightness, and that close spacing must necessarily
diminish the tensile strength of the connection.
The only satisfactory way of investigating the strength
of a vessel's shell plating is by considering a · shift of plating across the various lines of possible or probable fracture;
and for such an investigation reference may be made to
page 262 of the Work already quoted.
·
It is important to notice in connection with all such
theoretical discussions regarding the strength of riveted
joints that the value of the results obtained from these
calculations is determined by the accuracy or otherwise of
the assumptions made in 1·egard to the tensile and shearing
resistances of the several parts under stress. 'J.'hese will be
governed by the quality of the material and the workman- ·
ship, both of which are variable quantities. Moreover,
. there are essential elements in the problem which are
frequently neglected- such as the friction between the surfaces in contact, and the variable resistances offered by the
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· s~veral parts of the joint through the slight stretching. of
the material, and the distortion of the rivet holes wh1ch
occur before the breaking stress is reached. Mr. J. Milton,
of Lloyd's Register, in a valuable paper read before the
Institution of Naval Architects in 1885, called attention to
the latter of these phenomena. In this paper Mr. Milton
shows that the unequal ·stretch which takes place at the
different lines of rivet holes in double, treble, etc., riveted
joints, causes an unequal distribution of the streSs u~on
the corresponding rivets, and therefore the butt connectiOn
is weaker than would appear from theoretical considerations in which this stretch is neglected. As, however, Mr. _·
Martell, the Chief Surveyor ta Lloyd's Register, pointed out
at the time, such st).-esses as would produce distortion of the
rivet- holes are beyond the limits of elasticity of_-· the
material, and therefore are not endured by the riveted
joints in the hull of a vessel under ordina~-y circumstances.
But in all investigations relating to the ultimate strength of
butt strap connections the suggestion of Mr. Milton demand
attention.
·. /
142. Experimental Results.-The question is, properly,
an experimental one, and even experimental results will
vary very much in consequence of differences of workmanship.
A very valuable paper upon this subject wns read before
the Institution of Naval Architects, in March 1885, by Mr.
J. G. Wildish of the Admiralty, in which the results were
given o_f tests made at Pembro~e DockY:ard to ~etermine
the shearing r~sistance of the different kinds of nvets and
riveting used in H.M. Service.
Mr. Wildish mentions also in that paper the results
obtained in the year 185~ in regard to the strength .of iron
rivets of Bowlincr
or Lowmoor quality. These have been
0
already referred to and employed in the preceding calcula- .
tions· the shearing strength of at inch iron rivet being 10
tons 'when ~onneeting tV:o plates together, and that of the
other sizes being assumed to vary in proportion to their
sectional areas. The double shearing strength of the ! inch
rivet was found by these experiments to be 18 tons.
The Pembroke experiments of 1878 showed that the
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t inch iron rivets in steel
plates IS only 8·4 tons as compared with 10 tons for the
same rivets in iron plates. The mean shearina stren!rlh of
the t inch iron rivet in steel plates was fo~d to be 1U
tons, being 2·1 tons less than for the samq rivets in iro~
p~tes. Ex~eriments made in 1880 at the same dockyard,
w~th steel nvets in steel plates, showed that lli to ll:f tons
nnght
be allowed for the sinO'le
shear of a .:t
inch rivet and
3
b
4
1 4 £ tons for a i inch rivet.
In the years 1883 and 1884 further experiments were
made at Pembroke Dockyard to ascertain the effects of
P.unching imd drilling holes in steel plates upon the tenaCity and ductility of the material, and these .Jed to results
v~ry similar to those detennined by the experiments previou$ly made under the directions of the Committee of
Lloyd's Register of Shipping. They· tend generally to
shoW: that punching diminishes the tenacity and ductility
of mild steel, and that these qualities are restored to their
normal . v~ue by subsequently rimeing the holes ; also
th~t drilling does not impair the quality of the steel in
the neighbourhood of the holes.
.
. The ~ts made upoJ?. riveted joints yielded some very
m~restmg results. For instance:-steel plates of! inch in
thic~ess were p~ched and · not afterwru·ds rimed, thereby
reducrng the tensile strength of the material between the
punched holes from 28t to 22 tons per square inch. Two
of these plates. were ~nnected by a double riveted strap,
and the breaking stram showed a resistance of the steel
?etween the rivet boles amounting to 24·9 tons ·p er square
mch, or 2·9 tons more than the plates stood before beinO'
riveted. · As Mr. Wildish remarks: ·:This r ecuperativ:
effect apparently of the riveting on the streno-th of the
plates at the section across the punched h oles isb difficult to
explain." That ge.ntlemen goes o!l, however, to say, "Being .
connected by a smgle strap, the test pieces would bend
som~what at the holes before finally separating, and the
sectwn t~ere would be subjected to a tearing stress. This
latter IDight have been expected to still further dearade
the ultimate strength of the section, as in the case
iron
. plates. It may, however, be that with such ductile material
averag~ shearing strength of

J

ol'

the bendiuO' referred to had the effect of reducing the in. jury done by the punch, and t?at this_ re~uct~on was not
due to the mere process of rivetmg. This VIew IS supported
by two cases in which the plates, which were connected by
double straps, broke across the punched holes, at a stress
per square inch of about 23 tons." Mr. Wildish mentions
that " All the test pieces in this set of tests were cut from
the same plate, in order to attain the ~ost reliable 1~esults:"
Tests made at the same time upon 1ron screw nvets m
steel plates, tapped inLo both the plate and strap, and cut
off flush, showed that the continuous screw and the screwpointed and hexagonal-h eaded rivets are about 30 ?er c~nt.
weaker than the hammered rivets of the same nommal s1ze,
and that the countersunk heade~ and screw-pointed rivets
are about 17 per cent. weaker. But "the stress per square
inch of net sectional area. of the iron screw rivets is in
excess of the stress per square inch for the hammered iron
rivets in steel plates; from which it may be inferred that
the weakness of the screw rivets, as compared with the
hammered, is wholly due to the loss of sectional area from
cutting the thread, and not from any loss of friction
b~tween the plates and straps."
Upon testing th~ strength of steel screw rivets in steel
plates, the results showed tha.t these were · "~r~ctically in
proportion to the net sectional area of the nvets, and on
the whole they are about 12 per cent. in excess of th~
1·esults obtained with the iron rivets in steel plates."
~
These experimental values are interesting in connection
with the tendency manifested by some builders to use tap
rivets for fa.'5tening botto:m ·plating to s~ern posts, as mentioned at Art. 136.
Mr. Wildisb gives in this paper some valuable experimental data in reg.ard to the efficiency of different forms of
rivet and modes of riveting.
Considering, first, steel rivets with pan heads and countersunk points (D, Plate XXIX.), the shearing stresses ru·e1 inch.
i inch.
.i l inch.
'6 11·5 tons.

15·25 tons.
(15•28)

20·25 tons.
(19·65)

The figures in braekets are in exact proportion to the
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se~tional

areas of the rivets, the stress for the -f-inch rivets
bemg taken as a basis. .
.
Count~rsun_k h~ded and pointed rivets (G, Plate XXIX.)
under 1mch m diameter did not, on the whole, yield such
good r~sults; ~ they gave out more readily in some cases,
and Without bemg sheared, ~any of the rivets being drawn
through th~ .holes. The mean ultimate stresses applied
before the JOIDts parted were, however, just over 11 tons
for the t inch rivet, and 13·6 tons for the t inch rivet.
The 1 inch rivets were s\leared in all cases, and at a mean
stress per rivet of 20·9 tons, which is rather better th~for
the pan-headed and countersunk pointed rivets. ( 'L0-·'2.5}
Snap-headed and sn~p-pointed rivets (E, Plate XXIX.)
do not seem to give such good work as the pan-headed
and countersunk pointed, the followina being the mean
l::>
shearing stresses :{ i inch.
t inch.
1 inch.
11 '()

U:

19·0 tons.
(18·79)

14·75 tons.
(14•62)

The figures brackets, as before, are in exact proportion
the net sectiOnal areas of the rivets, taking the f inch
rivet as a standard.
The next set of tests described by Mr. Wildish. in this
valuable paper refers to the frictional resistance of various
kinds of riveted joints.
To make these ex~eriments, double covering straps were
empl~yed, but ~he rmddle plate had the material cut away
oppos1te the rivets, to allow it to slip from between the
other two without shearing the rivets.
·
The rivets were of steel, and of two sizes, viz., 1 inch and
t inch, the forlter being used for t inch steel plates and
. ~r for t inch steel plates.
'
The breadth of the lap was three diameters and the
l~ngth of _joint or la.p was eleven diameters, the pitch o~ the
rivets bemg four diam~ters.
S.~t\.~
There were four kinds of "hand " hammered rivets
employed of each size, viz.~

. -§

(1) Snap-headed and pointed.
(2) Pan-headed and boiler or conical pointed.
(3) Pan-headed and countersunk pointed.r.::::f
And (4) Countersunk headed and pointed.
U

u

f=7
0
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The experiments were made in duplicate, and the mean
frictional stress per rivet was as follows :1 in. rivet.

i in. rivet.

...

6•4 tous.

4·72 tons.

...

7•36

,

,

With Snap-head aud Point,-

,

...

4•52

,

Pan-head and Countersunk Point,

8•55

,
,

6'25

,

Countersunk Head and Point, ...

9·04

,

4·95

,

Pan-head and Boiler Point,

"

The machine clenched rivets had, as usual, snap heads
and points, and the mean friction· per rivet was, 9·6 tons
for the 1 inch rivet, and 5·9 tons for the l inch rivet.
These results show the superiority of the machine
riveting over all others, but at the same time, they demonstrate the gt·eat efficiency of the pan-headed and flush
pointed riveting, which is almost always adopted for the
shell plating 0f ships.
143. Stiffened Butt Straps.-:Mr. Mumford, late Principal
Surveyor to Lloyd's Register at Glasgow, has devised a
simple yet effective means for stiftEmi~g, ~d therefore
succouring, ordinary butt strap connectwns m the shell.
plating of ships. Indications of movement at the butts of
the ~~t,ing of large and, especially, lon? vessels are
very commonly observed when under ~urvey m dr~ dock,
but such indications are not necessarily accoroparued by
siQ"IlS of strainina in the rivets. Indeed, the butts are very
1:">
l::>
often found· to have leaked and corroded to such an extent
as to lend countenance to the suggestion that they were
never properly fitted or caulked. It has been sometimes
argued in regard to such appearances, that ha:a any movement really occurred in the several parts, however small, the
rivets must have been started. That this is not a legitimate
inference is shown by the results of the experiments upon
riveted joints made by Mr. Staveley Taylor, of Greenock,
and communicated by him in a paper read in March, 1885,
before the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders of
Scotland. Mr. Taylor found that, in testing certain machine
riveted joints, there was a slip of about one-eighth of an
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inch, which was wholly recovered when the load was
removed, without in any way disturbing the rivets. But
in this case, the load applied was from 70 to 80 per cent. _of
the breaking stress, which is presumably very much in
excess of anything experienced by the butt straps of a
ship when at sea. The fact is, however, deservinoof notice
0
as illustr!l-tive of the elasticity which may be possessed by
a well riveted butt connection. The appearances so often
observed, especially at the 1>ilge butts of steamers havinoconsiderablc proportions, may be attributed to other tha:
purely tensile stresses. Thiq view of the case is supported
by the special evidence furnished by steel as compared
with iron steamers. The ability of steel vessels, built
upon the reduced scantlings ·permitted when that material
is employed, to resist purely tensile stresses is fully as
great as that of iron vessels of the same dimensions · and
having regard to the . greater ductility and other vaiuabl~
qualities of steel, the vessel built of that material is
even better able to resist such stresses. But owing to
the plates of steel being thinner than if of iron, there is
a greater flexibility in the plating, which is more likely
'I:': t
to show itself at the
. ;coA
butts than elsewhere
and this probability ~
borne out by actual observation. The stresses
which would produr..e
such a movement at the
outside of a butt in the
bottom plating are of a
compressive and tor-/
sional character; and
these are continually
being set up when a
JJr
vessel is labouring m a
.
sea-way.
Fig. .27. .
Mr. M u m£ord's proposed method of stiffenmg butt straps is intended to meet
the demands arising out of the above-mentioned circumstances. He assumes-and apparently with good reason-
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that by sufficiently increasing the rigidity of a b~tt
strap, he will be able to prevent the b~tt from openmg
on the outside ; for such a movement m the butt can
only occur with a simultaneous be:p.~ of the st: ap
He therefore proposes to rivet two p1eces of angJe uon
across the strap, in a fore and aft direction, as shown by
fig. 27. The rivets connecting the angle irons ~ill be a
· part of t~e ordinary riveting of the butt, so that the scheme
is very simple and inexpensive, and involves merely the
a.dditiona'l weight of the pieces of angle iron. .As only the
butts of a few of the strakes in the neighbourhood of the
bilges will require this stiflening, ju~~ by ~he symptoms
generally observed, neither the .additional weight nor cost
will be of any considerable moment.
It may be remarked that experiments made with butt
strap connections stiffened in this way are wholly con.
firmatory of the efficiency of the scheme. . .
The Rules of Lloyd's Register for building steel ships
make special provision against fl.exib~ty at the but~
requirin<Y
the butt straps of steel platmg to be from ·2lf m.
0
to .,.~ in. thicker than the plates they connect, according to
the- size of the vessel In the smallest vessels the butt
straps of the sheer strake, deck stringer ~la~, and one
skake at the bilo-e for one half length auudsh1ps, are to
be .}0 in. thicker than the plates they connect ; and in the
largest vessels the whole of the s_k.a.kes of s?ell plating,
too-ether with the u..wru-· and middle d~str~~E!~t~S1
ar: to have butt straps -r.~ in. thicker than the plates they
connect for three-four~l)s_length amidships, and ~ in.
thick~r at the ends Between the two extremes the
" t o ;ro• m.
" a.I!._::.nt~~·
d 3 in
requirement for butt straps var1es
thicker th~n the plates, ana the ~ __g!_ a£E.!!cat~on
varies also. Also, w~p. ~be O!ltside stra~~ of shell p~at1_ng
are above 40 in., b_ut not e~ce~~g_ 46 l!!;,_ll!l.d..~be .mr1de
strakes are 48 in. in- ~~adth, but _n9t_e)f.c~eding 54, their
butt_strap~ ar.e tO_b_e_an ;IdRi()n;j -J15 in. .in thickn~.ss.;l.n_d
trP-hle riveted. The use of wider plates tl1an these 1S
fucouraaed; but when the excess of breadth is inconsiderable, th: straps are fw·ther increased in thic~ess, or,
preferably, arc stiffened with angles, as shown m fig. 27,
three stiffening angles being generally employed.
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BULWARK STAYS.

CH.A.PTER XIII.
144. Bulwarks.-In all iron and steel sailing vessels,
and in most steamers except those with spar and awning
decks (see Arts. 160 and 163), the comfort and safety
of the crew, when on the upper deck, is provided for
by fitting bulwarks, which are usually formed with thin
plates in some such a manner as is shown by Plates II.
and V., also by figs. 1 and 2 of Plate XXITI. Stanchions and rails are fitted for the same purpose upon
?<>ops, forecastles, bridge-houses, and upon spar and awnmg decks. Spar and awning decked vessels have greater
freeboard than ordinary one, two, and three-decked
vessels of the same dimensions; and upon this account,
and because>, strictly speaking, such platforms are · the
upper boundaries of continuous deck erections, the same
provision for the safety of the crew is made as in the ca.<;e
of discontinuous erectio!J.S, such as poops, bridge-houses,
and forecastles. It is not unusual, however, to fit low
bulwa~ks ~ a raised quarter deck, which latter is p1erely
a contmuatwn of the upper deck, hut raised to a short
height above it at the break.
A:Ithough, primarily, the bulwarks are intended as a protectwn for the crew, yet at the same time they serve in
some degree to prevent the fall of large bodies of water
upon the deck, and therefore, to that extent, contribute
to her safety. Upon these account.s the bulwarks although not a component part of the hull proper, should
n everth.eless be substantial and strong, and all necessary
precautwns be therefore taken to stiffen and support
them, so that they mfl.y satisfactorily endure the stressllS
which they have to encounter. When a vessel is considerably inclined through the pressure of wind on her
sails, or by any other cause, the bulwarks on one side
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may be partially immersed; and a.lth?~gh i~ .would be
dm"erous to credit her with any stabil1ty ansillg therefro~, it is yet important that the bulwarks should resist
the pressure thereby brought upon them.
The surface of the upper deck forms the upper side of a
vessel so far as her buoyancy is concerned, and the top of
the sheer strake is the upper limit of the structure so far as
her strength is concerned, but the bulwarks have many
useful functions to perform, and consequently demand our
attention.. 111a.ny ropes of the running rigging are belay~d
at the main rail; the skids which carry the boat.s a re often
rested upon the bulwarks, and the davits for the bo~t.s ~re
also suppm·ted thereby. Sheaves and blocks for the nggmg
are attached to the bulwarks, and in many other ways they
serve a useful purpose, especially in sailing vessels.
, ill.
. to'
'
The bulwark plating is usually about 10
n ill.
thick, fitted in lengths of about ten to twelve feet, ~d
joined by single riveted butt straps. The bulwark pl~tillg
is connected to the upper edge of sheer str~e by a~
row of rivets, and when a moulding is fitted, as in Plate
xxm., some of these rivets pass through the three
thicknesses. The bulwark plate may be arranged as an
out<;ide or an inside strake, but in either case the ~
strake butt strap,s extend to the top of tJ:~}~~~r !~~~~·
~conSequently the u1mer row_ of_ rivet.s in those
str~s pass t_h.:tough , the b!.llwark .Plate.
-145. Bulwark Stays.-The bulwark stays or stanchions
are placed against the ~ ~at the middlel! of the l>~l- .
wark plates, and are therefore spaced from about five to SlX
feet apart. Their diameters vary from 1.-i to 2f inches,
according to the length of the stay and the s1ze of the vessel.
Where the bulwark plating and the rail are cut through to
form a cargo port, the bulwark stay at each end of . t1:e
port should be of i_!!~reased ~?tren~h_. In such cas~ 1t 1s
usual to form plate stays, lightened w1th holes, and stiffened
by angle irons on their edges. Horjzontal arms, .known
as "spurs," are placed at the middle of the he1ght of
· ordinary bulwark stays, to distribute the support as much
as possible over the whole of the plate, These arms are
·riveted to the bulwark plating, as indicated by Plate

.
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XXIII, and the upper part of the stay isC.ted to the
iron worlc which forms a. part of the main rail.
When 'the vessel has an iron upper deck and no gutter
':aterway, the lower part of the bulwark stay is necessarily
r1veted to the deck plating (see Plate V.); but when, as in
the cases shown by Plate II., the vessel has a gutter water- ·
way there are several modes of fastening the lower ends ·of'
the stays. Fig. 2, Plate XXIII., shows the stay riveted
through the stringer plate and horizontal fiapge of the
gutter angle bar, while fig. 1 shows the stay riveted to the
vertical flange of that angle bar, which is either stouter
than usual, or else s~iffened with a narrow strip of plate,
or a short piece of angle iron thereat.
·
In comparing these met)lods it should be remarked that
in the event of the bulwark receivin<Y
dama<Ye
a
'b
o• throu<Yh
b
blow from the sea or any other cause, so as to start or
break the rivets in the heels of the stays, water would be
admitted to the cargo in the case shown by fig. 2, whereas
no leakage in the deck would result from dama<Ye
to the
0
rivet in the heel when secured as shown by fig. 1. On the
other ha~d, it will be noticed that repairs may easily be
effected m the former case, but either the whole or a
portion of the margin plank of the deck in the way of the
damage must be removed in order to renew the rivet in the
latter case.
The best method of securing the heels of bulwark st~
is by using tapped instead of clenched rivets, and then
fitting them as shown by fig. 2 of the Plate. In that case
should the bulwarks and stays be struck with sufficient
force to break the rivet, its screwed portion will remain in
the gutter bar and stringer plate and ·stop the hole.
. ~46. Bulwark Rails.-Different modes of forming the
mam and top-gallant rails are shown by figs. l and 2 of
Plate XXIII., by Plate II., and by Plate V. In Plate II. the
rail is formed with rolled bars known. as "channel bars·"
and it is found that such a rail is very strong in itself, az:d
a. source of great stiffening to the bulwark. The rail
shown by fig. 1 of Plate XXIII is correspondingly strong,
and the top-gallant rail in the same case is also very ri<Yid
b
•
and calculated to. maintain the fairness · of the surface of,

.
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the bulwark. The rails are faced or covered with hard
wood ; generally teak or greenheart.
147. Bulwark Mouldings.-The half round rhouldings ·
at the top of the sheer strake should be of solid and not
hollow section, as in the latter case leakage is liable to
occur at the butts of the sheer strake. The rivet holes in
the hollow moulding~ above the sheer strake should be
d~d and not Eunched, as it is found the stretching
'which takes place in punching long lengths of these bars
makes it impossible to get good holes for riveting, but
s~9~WgS are drilled in _l_l.ll cases.
.
148. Fairing Bulwark.s.-Bulwark plates are rolled of a
slightly convex form, and the ~~ used for the ~ should
be bent to shape ~ being fitted in place. The stays are
not fitted until the bulwark is otherwise completed, when
the whole is set fair by means of screws and chains, and the
stays are then made to moulds so as to fit in their several
places. This system ensures a satisfactory and fo.ir finish
to the work. When the stays are fastened, t~~~ater
tig_htness of the stringer sho~j._J?~ __carefully asc.er.to.ined,
whereupon it is usual to complete the watercourse by
cementing it.
149. Bulwark Ports.-Hinged ports are fitted in the bulwarks to relieve the deck of larger bodies of water than
would readily escape by the scuppers. Such ports are
fitted with lids which are hinged at the upper side; sometimes the lids are in two h alves; hinged together at the
middle, anQ. occasionally the lids are bung at their lower
sides. Port lids should always open outwards so as to
readily relieve the deck of water, and not admit any from
the outside. Means are provided for fastening the lids,
or for tricina them up when thought proper.
While bul~varks are a source of' safety and convenience
to the crew, it is very necessary that they should not, by
reason of their great height, enclose a large body of water,
especially in the limited spa~es between the forecastles and
bridge-houses of some types of steamers, and between the
bridge-houses and poops of others. For this reason it is
desirable that the freeing port area should bear at least
a certain 1-&tio to that of the bulwarks, and thls is
N

..
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especially the ca.'>e in "well-deck" vessels, for which the
freeing port area. should vary from 9·5 sq. ft. on each side,
when the well is 30 ft. long. to 12·5 sq. ft. when it is 60 ft.
long. For " wells" of 65 ft. in length and above there
should be one square foot of freeing port area. on
side
for each five feet length of well
150. Scuppers.- Scupper holes are cut in the upper part ·
of the sheer strake with their lower surfaces flush with
the stringe~ plate. It is very usual to weld a piece of plate
to the vertical flange of the gunwale bar at a scupper, cut
a hole for the scupper through it, and round it off at the
top _with a margin above the h
equal in br.e adth· to the
vertiCal flange of the gunwale bar.
· builders cut the
gunwal_e bar at the scupper, and compe ate for so doing
by fittmg an angle bar· from frame to frame under the
stringer, and riveting it to the stringer and sheer strake.
In either case great care must be taken to make the
sheer strake and stringer watertight at the scupper.
Scuppers should be sufficiently numerous to readily free
the gutter watercourse of water under ordinary circumst.'l.nces.
·
151. Hatchwa.ys.-Hatchways are formed with coamin(l'
P~ttes which extend to the required height above the deck,
anu are firmly connected to the beams carlinas and
_;;:.f .
other por~ions of the deck framing. The 'coamin; ~lates
~re sometlm~ connecte~ at their extremities with angle
~o~, so as to form hatchways with a~aular corners, but
It IS more usual to round _the corners of ~he hatchways,
and connect the four coammg plates with butt straps.
When beams form the fore and after boundaries of
hatchways, only one large angle iron should be fitted on
their upper edges, instead of two angle irons of the ordi- ·
nary size; for if there were angle irons on both sides of
the beam, the hatchway would be unnecessarily shortened
thereby, and the angle irons between tbe coamings would
be liabl~o be knocked away when loading or discharo-ina
~ cargo. (Fhenever the hatchway is greater in length th~
two frame spaces of the vessel, it becomes necessary to fit
half beams, which are attached to the frames at one
~xtremity, and at the other extremity to a fore and aft
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earling on eaeh side of the hatchway. These fore and aft •
carlings should be of the same size and description n.s the
hatchway beams, and be connected to the latter by turning
the angle irons on their upper edges down against the
hatchway beams and riveting them thereto.
There is, however, an alternative a.nd superior mode
of forming the sides of the hatchway, which is done by
fitting stout coaming plates extending from the top of
the hatchway to the level of the underside of the beams,
and to these the half beams may be connected by turning down their upper angle irons against the coaming
plate in the form of a knee, as shown at the upper deck
in the midship section on Plate •JI. The athwartship coamings, or head-ledges, are riveted to the fronts of the
beams, the lower part of the head-ledge being extended
down to the top of the bulb. The upper p~rt of the headledge is either curved to a rounded form like that of the ...- ,
deck surface, or it is given the roof shape shown by: f
fig. 3, Plate XXX., the latter being a very usual formin the wide hatchways of steamers. The object in both
cases is. to quickly relieve the. hatches of water which
may fall upon them.
.
Whenever a. wood deck is laid, an iron plate is riveted
upon the beams at the ends of the hatchway~, a.nd fore
and aft tie plates are similarly fitted at the sides of the
hatchways to receive the fastenings of the deck planks,
and enable them to be properly caulked. These plates
are . connected to the coamings and head - ledges with
angle irons of sufficient depth to extend hj!;].f_ a.n_inch
above the d~._,- their u;eper e~g~s are pr_operly
~lked, and the rivets in the vertical fl.~~ are S:J?l.!P-i&r.::.
sunk and flush.
When tlievessel has an iron or steel deck, the vertical
;fc flange of the angle iron is not necessarily so deep, but both
.
.
flanges are then caulked.
- The lower edges of fore ~d aft coammg plates, which
extend to the lower edges of the beams, should be protected with half round iron against injury from the cargo
when getting the latter in and out of the h.a tchway.
Small angle or stout flat bars are fitted at about three or

r·-
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four inches below the UDper edges of the coaming plates
which to rest -the wood hatches.
When upper deck hatchways are above sixteen and not
exceeding twenty feet in length, the fore and aft tie plates
1 are, by Lloyd's Rules, to be double the ordinary width for
i ~wo spaces of beams beyond each end of the hatchway open. m?, and when t~e.hatchway ~s more than twenty feet long,
still further additiOns are.requh·ed to these tie plates; also
; should the deck be of iron, it must either be d9ubled in: the
r way of the hatchway and for some distance beyond its
: extrem~ties, or thicker plating must be fitted at that part.
1The obJect of these requirements is evidently to restore the
,l ongitudinal strength which is forfeited by cutting so large ~
a hole in the deck of the vessel.
~
'- 152. Shifting Beams and Fore and Arters.-It is .
necessary for the safety of a vessel that the hatches should
be capable of r~isting the weight of heavy seas falling
upon them. It IS equally necessary that the coamings
sho~d. effectually withstand the force of blows against
the1r mdes, due to the rush of large bodies of water across
the .~ec~ F~ther than that, when the hatchways are
long 1t IS de~nrable to strengthen the deck of the vessel,
trans:ersely, by·temporary, yet effectual, ties joining the
opposite fore and aft carlings and coamings together. -1
For all these purposes a portable framing of shifting
b~!!!s and fore and afters is fitted inside large hatchways.
/ vv nen an upper deck hatchway is above twelve feet and
not ex_ceeding s~~.eil feet in length, a strong shifting
beam IS fitted Jommg the two fore and aft co.amings
logethe,.. Such a~ should he ol equal st'ength
to an ordinary beam,
Its angle rrons turned down in
the form of a kne
d it should be secured to the fore and
. aft coamings by nut and screw bolts. -1.
When th~ length of the hatchway is above sixteen feet
and not exceeding twenty feet, a web-plate beam takes
the place of the shifting beam. Such ·a web-plS:te beam is
marked W in figs. l, 2, and 3 of Plate XXX.-fig. 1 being
a lo.ngitudinal section, fig. 2 a plan, and fig. 3 a transverse
section of the vessel, showing an elevation of the web-plate ·~
beam. In the case sh9wn by this Plate two web-plate
1 upon
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beanis are required, the hatchway being more than twenty
feet in length. The number of these beams and other
additional strengthenings to the hatchway will be determined by the length of the latter. The web-plate beam extends the full depth of the coaming as shown ; is lightened
with holes so as to reduce as much as possible the labour of
getting it in and out of place, and is connected to the
coamings by nut and screw bolts passing through double
vertical angle irons at the sides of the hatchway. Other
modes of connecting the web-plate beams with the coamings
are adopted, the object in each case being to effect a secure
-connection, and facilitate · speedy removal when· getting
cargo in and out of the vessel.
The wood fore and afters marked F rest upon collarshaped luas riveted to the head-ledges and web-plate
beams, andt:>are placed at such a height as to just bear the
weiaht
of the hatches. The whole forms a substantial
b
framework which is intended to give such a support to the
hatches as will prevent a sea from bursting them in.
153. Hatches.-These were formerly made with comparatively thin deals nailed upon wood hatch carlings; but
that practice has been discontinued except for small
coasting vessels, and solid hatches are now almost invariably
fitted in sea-going sailing ships and steamers. These are
usually of either red or pitch pine, and vary in thickness
from 2! inches in small vessels to 4 inches in those of larger
size. The pieces composing the hatches are tie bolted
together.
154. Mast Partners.-The purpose of the mast partners
is to enable the masts to be efficiently wedged at a deck,
and to distribute the stresses brought upon that wedging.
The arrangement of mast partners in an iron or steel ship
is very simple. If a beam is cut, in order tha.t the mn.st may
pass through the deck ~ the required position, carlings are
fitted to receive the midship ends of the half beams in the
same manner as at a hatchway. The mast hole is, in fact,
framed like any other deck opening. But the partners,
proper, consist of iron plates riveted upon the beams
and half bealUS, and usually extending in length over a
beam space before and abaft ~he mast sp_ace. Hence a.
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mast partner will generally extend over from three to
four beam spaces. The breadth of ilhe plate partner should
be at least twice the diameter of the mast at the deck and
when the plate is fitted in two breadths, each half 'is in
br~adth equal to at least the diameter of the mast. (The
;i: th1ckn~ of the plate partners should be equal to that of
the stnnger plate) and, if in two pieces, they should be
pro~erly s.trapped together and riveted to the beams and
carlings.
Mast partners are always fitted to the upper deck and
when the mast is wedged at a deck below, a similar p~tner
should be fitted there also.
·
. In order to resist the wedging, an angle iron ring is
n~eted to the partner plating, the diameter of the ring
l>emg equal to. that of the mast at the deck, together with
the double thickness of the wedge. It is usual in sailin
vessels. to fit a p~ate-bulb ring in addition to the ring
angle ~o~ and riveted to the latter, in order to obtain a'
good rigid surface against which to wedge. Plate VII.
shows a plan of the mast partners, etc., of an iron sailing
vessel of about 1!500 tons. Partners and diagonal tie plates
are shown upon both the upper and lower decks in the
Plate, but the vessel in question was we~ed upon the upper
deck only (see fig. 1 of the Plate), which has an arrangement of partners suited for the purpose. Those on the
lower deck are not so well adapted, being both narrower ....!
and shorter.
?'~,

o1

CHAPTER XIV.
155. Topgallant Forecastles.-The rep_resentations of
vessels of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which are
to be seen in contemporary pictures and book illustrations,
show towering castles both at the bow and stern, upon which
guns were mounted for chasing purposes: The.term f?recastle, applied to the former of these erectto~, still surVIves
in current naval nomenclature, but the portion of the hull
now bearing that name is intended to serve very different
uses. The forecastle of a modern mercantile ship is useful
1st. As providing a. platform for working and stowing
the anchors.
2nd. As a habitation in many cases for the crew.
3?·d. As a means of keeping seas from breaking over the
bow and getting on the fore deck.·
The sides and deck of the forecastle must, therefore, be
of substantial construction, and when the crew are to be.
berthed therein a. bulkhead must be fitted at its after end.
Lloyd's Rules allow a. reduction of ~h from the
scantlinas which would be required in the same range, if
the ves~el were flush decked (exclusive of a.dditions for
extreme proporti~ns) ~ the ~ide__plating, s~ and
~ie plates, s~~g~~gle iroll!>, and d~k-plPtnk of fo~e
castle. A. special Table is prepared for the beams, which
are also somewhat lighter than for the upper deck. All
the frames are carried up to the forecastle deck, and, in
vessels whose plating number exceeds 18,000, alternate
reverse frames are extended to the same height, or in lieu
thereof a. double angle iron. stringer is fitted inside the
frames, midway between the forecastle and upper· deck,
the angle iron being of the same size as the .frames. Such
stringers should terminate at the fore end m the form of
a. breasthook.. The object in either of these arrangements

·I
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is to stiffen the framing of the forecastle, so 88 to enable
it to effectually resist blows from the sea.. The margin
plank of the forecastle deck should be of hard wood to
receive the fastenings of the guard rail Stanchions, and the
plating of the side of the forecastle should extend to three
or four inches above the stringer plate, so 88 to admit a.
stringer ang~e iron on its upper edge, whereby a. watertight
connection may be ma.de and resistance provided against
the set of the deck caulking. The beams should be
effectually pillared, as they have to support considerable
weights and · endm·e great stresses in working tb.e capstan,
·
windlass, and anchors.
It is very usual to fit iron bulkheads at the after ends of
forecastles, especially in steamers, and in such cases the
bulkheads are constructed and stiffened with angle bars in
the usual manner.
The sheer strake is usually given a greater sheer than
the deck beams, and consequently a substantial thickness .){'
is offered for fitting and fastening the hawse pipes. As,
h owever, the frames must be cut in the way of the hawse
pipes, compensation must be provided by fitting horizontal
frames above and below the pipes, and the locality is
fmther stiffened by fitting either doubling plates or wood
chocks thereat. Whatever may be the particular arrangement adopted, the object sought is to obtain a stiff and
substantial foundation for the pipes, capable of resisting the
local stresses set up when the vessel is riding at an anchor.
The windlass, bitts, chain stoppers, and other similar
fittings within the forecastle and above the upper deck,
should be laid upon iron plates riveted to the beams, and
succoured by chocks, carlings, pillars, etc., in every practicable way.
The knight head of an iron sailing ship is an h:on bulkhead at the fore end of the forecastle, with a hole in it to
allow ~e bowsprit to pass through and _be wedged thereat;
for wh1ch latter pmpose double angle iron· rings are riveted ~
around the hole. The heel of the bowsprit steps against a.
vertical plate extending from forecastle to upper deck, and
supported by vertical brackets. The plate and brackets are
efficiently connected to the beams above and below.
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It is not unusual to plant the heel of the bowsprit upon
the forecastle deck, which in that case is plated over, so
t11at the obliquely cut bowsprit _heel may_ be connected
thereto by angle irons. When this course 1s a~opted, the •
forecastle beams under the plating are of angle 1ron placed
at every frame, and supported by dia-gonal s~ys below,
riveted to the forecastle frames. The connectwn of the
heel of the bowsprit to the deck plating m~st be so
thoroughly effected by the aid of stout angle rrons th~t
the strenath of the joint is equal to that of the bowspnt
itself at :ny section. The forward butts of t~e for~castle
deck plank are stopped against an angle rron nveted
around the bowsprit heel, and the surface ~etwee~ the
angle iron and bowsprit heel is flushed Wlth Portland
. ·
· ·a
"*cement.
It is not desirable to fit wood ceiling or fu:ring ms1 e a.

fOI·ecastle, in consequence of the corrosion which takes_ place
behind the wood. Even when the crew are berthed m the
forecastle, it is better to expose the inner s~face of the
frames and plating, so that they m~y be contmually under
observation, and painted when requrred.
.
156. Sunk Forecastles.-When the forecastle deck 1s. at
so small a height above the upper deck as not to proVlde
h ead room within, it is necessary to stop ~he upper deck at
. castle bulkhead and recommence It at a lower leveL.
the f ore
tl " In
•
f
Such an arrangement is known as a. " Sunk oreca.s e.
these cases alternate reverse frame~ are e~ten~ed1 ~ the
forecastle deck, and when the tops1d~ pl_a~mg lS n m. or
more in Lhickness, a reduction of ...fn m. lS allowed for the
forecastle plating.
.
4- Care must be taken not to stop the upper deck strmger
late suddenly at the sunk forecastle bulkhead, but to ca~·ry
~t th ah and gradually reduce its breadth on the fore s1de.
I
rouo •
. .
f t
th
When the vessel has an iron deck, the contmmty o s reng
is to be. preserved as much as possible bY_ fitting bracke~
on each side of the break bulkhead, and m so~e cas~ 1t.
be omes necessary to double a. stra.ke of the s1de platmg
th~reat. The length· of a. sunk forecastle is usually small
h compared ,vith that of the vessel, so that the stresses
:t ~~e break are not in t11at case so considerable 88 at

.
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the fore end of a raised quarter deck, which case will be
presently considered
157. Poops.-A poop is considered as a. "full" poop when
it is high enough for a man to walk under the beams,
standing upright, and when its len<rth is such as must inevitably be required for the accom~odation of the officers
and stowage of stores. The full poop is, in faet, structurally to the after part of the vessel that which the top-gallant
forecastle is at the other extremity, and the Rules for its
framing, plating, stringers, and deck planks are the same
as have alr~ady been d~cribed in Art. 155. The beams are,'*
however, hghter, and in no case-is· it required that reverse
£~ames should be carried up above the upper deck. The
~illars under the poop are disposed according to the facilities afforded by the cabin arrangements, and at least one
should be ~tted _under al~rnate beams, taking care to plaee
a substantial pillar under the steering apparatus. Bulkheads are always fitted at the fronts of poops. In steamers
they are always of iron,. and in sailing vessels they are
usually of that material. Indeed it may be sa.id that at
the ~resent day only iron bulkheads are fitted to poops,
and .·m s~mers t~ey are of the thickness of the poop
platmg, With coammg plates ~~ in. thicker. The stiffenincr
of poop b~kheads is a matter of great importance, mor:
particularly in steamers, in order that they may resist the
force of large bodies of water fallin<r
on the deck and rushin<r
0
0
aft. ?<>nseq.u~ntly plate bulbs are riveted to the ordinary.
angle Iron stiffeners, and brackets are fitted above and below
connecting the stiffeners, and therefore the bulkheads with
iron plates riveted upon the poop and upper deck be~ms in
the way of the bulkhead. The bulkhead itself is connected
by angle irons to both of these plates.
In sailing ship!:! a portion of this stiffening may be dispensed with, especially when the bulkhead receives support
from iron wing houses at each end.
When a. poop exceeds one-fourth of the vessel's len<rth
the upper deck stringer plate and sheer strake are eithe;
increased in thickness or doubled in way of the front of
poop for a length of from twenty to thirty feet, or increased·
strength obtained _in some other approved way.
~
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158. Raised Quarter Decks.-The name raised quarter
deck was originally given to a poop when so low that if
the upper deck were continued beneath it there would
not be enough height for cabin accommodation. The
upper deck was in that case stopped at a. bulkhead,
formin<r
the front of the erection, and a. deck flat was
0
placed at a lower level, extending from that bulkhead to
right aft. Such an arrangement was, and still is, termed
a "raised quarter deck," to distinguish it from the full
poop under which the upper deck is continuous at its
original level to right aft. . .
.
..
. .
Raised quarter decks ongmated m wood sailmg ships,
and are still sometimes adopted in small sailing vessels
of iron and steel. It is in steamers, however, that
.they most commonly occur, and that, too, without a.Iiy
reference whatever to cabin accommodation, but solely to
serve purposes of cargo cal'rying in reference to tonnage
measurement. Raised quarter decks in steamers are often
associated ·with bridge-houses, but for the present the
former will be considered alone.
The raised quarter deck takes the place of the upper
deck and should be treated as such in all the structural
arr~<Tements
associated with it. Very often there is no
0
other deck laid in the vessel at that part, an instance of this
kind b~ing shown by Plate VI, where there is a. str.ong
stringer and a. widely spaced tier of beams below the raiSed
quarter deck, but no deck flat. The bulkhead formi?g the
front of the raised deck, i.e. the "b~eak bulkhead," 1s very ~~
often a principal bulkhead of the slnp, at a boundn.r_y of the
machinery compartment. This bulkhead, whether 1t serv~
any other purpose or not, is stifi(med with an athwru·tsh1p
plate at the level of the upper deck, the plate being of the
same thickness as the tie plates, and connected to the
bulkhead 'by an a~gle bar. If possible the plate s~ould be
riveted to a beam, and when this cannot be done 1t should
be supported by bracket plates. The purpose of the
athwartship plate is not only to stiffen the bulkhead, _but
to receive the fastenings of the wood deck. When an rron
deck is laid, only the brackets are, of course, nec~sary.
As in the case -of sunk forecastles, the side pla.tmg of the
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BRIDGE-HOUSES.
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raised quarter deck. is allowed to be
in. les8 mthickness
than the topside plating below it when the latter is 7 in.
in thickness and upwards. The frames in all cases andthe
reverse angle irons to alternate frames are extended to the
raised quarter deck stringer plate. When the raised quarter
deck is in length more than one-fourth that of the vessel the
numbe~ and a:rangem~nt of the hold beams, beam strin~ers,
and _strillgers ill hold, ill way of the same, are regulated by
th~ illcreased depth of the vessel; and the height to which
the reverse frames are extended is regulated by the increased number for scantlings which the greater depth
would give.
~In all cases the u~per deck sheer strake is extended
nght aft to the stern m the same way as if there were no
raised qua1·ter deck fitted, so that the upper strake in way
of that deck is not the sheer strake of the vessel
/ When the raised quarter deck is less than one-fourth of
the vessel's length, the upper deck stringer plate maintains
its breadth to the break of the quarter deck, and may then
be gradually reduced in breadth until it terminates at the )t' fourth ~rame abaft the break. The stringer is throughout
to b~ nveted to the shell plating. But when the raised
quarter deck is more than one-fourth the vessel's length the
upper deck stringer plate extends seven frame spaces ~haft*
the break, the raised deck stringer extends about four frame *
spaces before the break, and the stringers below the upper ·
de~k are all_owed a shift of about sixteen feet overlap4
Th1s scarphillg and overlapping of the deck and hold
stringers, in order to assist in preserving continuity of
strength at the break, is shown by Plate VI.
When an iron deck is required, and is severed at the
br~k, . its continuity of strength is as much as possible
mailltained by a short overlapping and by fitting efficient
brackets, securely attached to the break bulkhead and to
the iron deck before and abaft the same.
Upon Plate VI. the sheer strake is shown to be doubled
in the way of the break of raised quarter deck. This
arrangement, or an equivalent, is required for all ca.c;es
in which the raised quarter deck is more than one-fourth ·
~ the le11ooth of ~he vessel; the side plating of the raised

*"

deck is also increased in thickness at the break, and for
some distance on each side of it. Besides these measures,
the butt straps of the raised deck side plating, sheer
strake, and strake of plating next below, are treble ~iv
eted in the neighbourhood of the break, the straps bemg
one-sixteenth of an inch thicker than the plates they
connect. All these additions indicate the importance
atta{lhed to the maintenance of uniformity of longitudinal
strength, especially in iron and steel steamers; and when we
consider the different structural resistances due to the
unequal depths before and abaft the break, the abrupt
termination of decks at that part, and the probably unequal
stresses due to the 'veights carried on the two sides of the
bulkhead, it will be seen that the .precautionary measures
against discontinuity of strength are no more than ~re
necessary.
159. Bridge-House:;;.-These often occur in conjunction
with either poops or raised quarter decks, as in the case
shown by Plate VI.
.
When the combined length of poop or ralSed quarter
deck and enclosed bridge-house is two-fifths of the vessel's
length, and the plating number is 15,000 and above, Lloy-d's
Rules requires the sheer strake to be doubled for hal£ t~c
.;!( vessel's length amiq.ships, or other equivale:ct strength 1s
to be added.
In the case shown by Pl.;l.te VI., the plating number is
less than 15,000, but the sheer !Make, as indicated, is
doubled at two p1a{les-viz., the break of the raised quarter
deck, and at the front of the bridge.
·
The Rules applying to the outside stringer, the plates and
stringer angle irons of bridge-houses are the same as those
to poops and forecastles already referred to. The construction, stiffening, etc., of bridge-house bulkheads of ste~
vessels are identical with those for th(} bulkheads of poops
which were described at Art. 157.
All bridge-house frames extend to the bridge decks, or
else the frames are built upon the upper deck, and connected to the stringer plate by knees and bracket plates.
By fitting partial bulkheads at pro~er intervals, onl!
alternate frames need extend to the br1dge deck, and this

*
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cours~ is ~eq~ently ado?ted when it is necessary to cut
large ill~tmg holes m the plating for ligh~ing cabins
. ~der a bridge, as ample space is thereby found for the
lights and the frames to them, while the partial bulkheads
are arranged to serve as the divi~iP.ns between the cabins.
As already remarked at page iW, when the frames extend
throug~ th~ upper deck stringer, a continuous stringer
~~le rron IS wrought on the upper deck stringer plate
ms1de the frames, as shown inside the bridge-house in
Plate ill.
Bridge-houses are the most useful deck erections in a
~teamer, as they serve to enclose the machinery casing, a,;d
me1·ease the freeboard of the ventilating gratings to stoke~
hold. What would othe:wise be the most vulnerable parts
of. a steamer, are, by v1rtue of the bridge-houses, placed
farrly beyond the reach of injury from the sea. But that
this advantage may be obtained, it is necessary the bridge~ouse should be substantially constructed, more especially
m regard to ~he bulkhead at its fore extremity, which
~hould be so stiffened as to effectually resist all blows from
seas falling upon the deck. Any openings in that bulkhead
should be carefully protected by iron doors, and these latter,
when op~, should lead into a narrow bulkheaded alleyway,
and not mto an open space capable of receiving large bodies
of water. The casing of machinery space should reach from
upper deck to above the bridge deck, and all openings in
that casing should be properly protected with iron doors.
~ the bulkheads an~ casings. should be efficiently
stiffened, and the whole disposed With a view to the vessel's
safety when laden and labouring in a sea-way.
16~. Awni.J:I~ Decked Vessels.-The only deck erections
peculiar to sailing vessels a~e a topgallant forecastle at the
~me end, and a. poop or raised quru·ter deck at the other
The ~urposes of both of these have already been described.
tl.n.d m the only instance in which a sailing vessel has ~
bmdge deck there is n~ poop fitted, nor are there any deck
houses, so that. the bndge-house furnishes accommodation
to the officers and crew, and has no other function.
But in. steamers, as has been seen, deck erections are
more vaned .a nd extensive in their character and uses.
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· Indeed, it is not uncommon to see a long poop, bridge-house
and topgallant forecastle, which together are nearly equal
in length.to the vessel, there being .o nly small open. spaces
between the erections. To such an extent is this the case,
that one 'n ot acquainted with the operating causes which
lead to such arrangements would at once enquire why the
whole was not closed in by making a continuous deck above
the upper deck. Under certain special circumstances ~ is
sometimes done, and the deck is described as an" awn.mg
deck." Vessels so built are known as "awning decked
vessels," but only steamers are constructed in this war
The whole of the space between the awning deck and mrun
deck is measured for tonnage, and of course .all dues are
paid thereon, whether cargo be· carried in. the space ?r not.
Now, it is qUite clear that a vessel vnth a con.tmuous
erection. such as this is much safer against risks due to
shipping heavy seas, than one in which there a.re open
spaces between. forecastle and bridge-house, and between
bridge-house and poop, provided both vessels have the same
freeboard. But in the latter case, it is possible by leaving
unenclosed spaces under the decks of the -several erections,
to very considerably minimise the portion measured for
tonna<Te, and advantage is sometimes taken of this to a
very dangerous extent. Generally spea~, it may be said
that the operation of the tonnage laws m regard to the
deck erections of steamers is not in the direction of increased safety. Under proper structural and loading
limitations, an awning decked vessel is superior to one with
discontinuous structures upon the main deck, and the
.building of such should therefore be encouraged.
Lloyd's Ru1es describe an awning decked vessel as "one
having a comparatively light superstructure fore and aft on
the main deck proper of the vessel, intended to shelter
passengers or ca.ttle, o~ for t~e ~onveyan~e ~~ cargo, ~ither
light in its nature or limited m 1ts quantity. By thiS we
understand that such a ~essel is not to be loaded as if the
awnin<T deck were the main deck, but that advantage may
be taken of the latter being covered in, to the extent of
cru·ryin(T only a small additional cargo in the covered space.
All the scantlings for an awning-decked vessel are based

l
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assigned by them, and vessels loading below that line
forfeit their classification in the R egister Book.
The main decks of some vessels are only partially covered
with a deck of light construction, the sides, etc., under that
deck being formed as already described. These are known
as " Partial awning decked vessels."
161. Shelter Decked Vessels have still lighter continuous erections than those known as awning decked, the
space between the upper and shelter deck being entirely

upon the dimensions under the main
.
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closed in as in the last named.
Shade Decked Vessels have a very light deck above
the main deck, generally extending over the whole length
of the vessel, but ~he space between the decks is not
~losed at the sides.. above the level of the main rail or
bulwark. It is, really, only a protection from the weather.
163. Spar Decked Vessels.-These are steam vessels
whose upper decks and side plo.ting above their main decks
are more S':lbstantial than in awning decked vessels, but
not equal to the case of ordinary wssels built upon the
three decked rule. They are described by. Lloyd's Rules ns
"Those which are of lighter construction than vessels built
under the Three Deck;d Rule, having the same dimensions,
taken with reference to the total depth to the spar or upper
deck in either case." And in a foot-note it is said "This
does not necessarily imply that the vessel is of less strength
in relation to the amount of dead weight carried at a
suitable load line." From· this it appears that a. spar
decked vessel should, by reason of h er lighter construction, '
be given a greater freeboard than an ordinary three decked
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vessel.
Spar decked vessels must have three tiers of beams, and
be not less than 17 feet in depth from top of keel to the
main deck. If of less depth, a minimum freeboard is
fixed as a condition of classification.
The spar. deck being a continuous erection, albeit a very
substantial one, if other erections are built upon it, additional strengthening to deck and sides are necessary.
The scantlings of a spar decked vessel are fixed by the
dimensions under the main deck, but it is. assumed that the
h~t of the s~r deck above the main deck will not exceed
0

-k
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~. as otherwise additional transverse strength is
necessary.
All the main frames extend to the spar deck stringer
plate, and the reverse frames extend to the main and spar
deck stringers alternately.
The side plating betweel) the main deck and spar deck
sheer strake varies in thickness from ~ inch to .Jrr inch,
according to the size of the vessel ; also the spar de;k sheer
st~ak~ may be f1I inch and the stringer plate -itJ inch less in
thickness than those of the main deck.· A side intercostal
~Dll._is fitted in sp~ decked vessels, and the lower edgs
of the main sheer strake must not be more than half its
depth below the main deck stringer plate.
The main deck stringer angle irons are fitted as described
for awning decked vessels, and similar precautions taken
to make the spaees between the frames watertight. ·
-;k The measurement of depth for regulating the additional
strength required for vessels of .extreme proportions are
taken from the upper part of keel to the top of the main ~
deck beams. The extra st1·ength at bilge and bottom is
proportions.~ to the relation of length to depth from main
deck, but in r egard to the remaining elements of extra.
strength, a spar decked vessel may be 13 Jand under 14
depths in length before requiring those additions prescribed
for ordinary vessels of 11 to 12 depths in length. Spar
deeked vessels exceeding these proportions are to have extra
strength in the same relation as that prescribed for one and
two decked vessels.
These modifications in the Rules for extra proportions
will indicate the relation which spar decked vessels bear to
those of. the ordinary type. They are very usual in passenger lines of steamers to India., Australia., etc., wherein
deep loading is .not desired, and very heavy work has not
to be performed. Plate IV., fig. 1, shows the midship
section, and fig. 2 of the Plate, a web frame,of a spar
decked ~teamer. In this case a special arrangement of box
waterway is fitted to the spar deck, but this is not a.. £
necessary.nor usual feature in vessels of this class.

CHAPTER XV.
164. Deck Pla.nking.-In wooden ships the deck pla.nking is of important structural value, .besides se:ving as e.
platform for the crew, and a watert1ght cover~g to the
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hull of the vessel. "For the physical propertles of the
materials of which the deck is formed do not differ much
from those composing the remainder of the vessel, and
, consequently the deck planks ~t in association with the .
other parts, and contribute therr due share to the strength
of the structure.
But the wood deck of an iron ship is little else than a
platform and a. watertight co~ering, for the difl'erence in
the elasticities of wood and uon are so great that the
former will yield before the latter has developed but a
small fraction of its ultimate tenacity. Hence the structmal arrangements of an iron or steel vessel should be
made without much reference to any. actual strength possessed by the wood work that enters into her construc_tion. ,- .-The only way in which a wood deck can de:elop cons1der- ~-. ,.
able efficiency is when it is laid upon an uon deck. and
properly fastened thereto, as in that case the wood st1ff~ns
the iron plating, and keeps it to its work without allowmg
it to buckle.
.
The simplest and most ordinary cas~ of ~ wood deck m
an iron ship, is when the said deck lS lrod upon beams
formed with bulb plates and double angle bars, or upon
rolled beams of the Butterly pattern (see B, fig. 12). ~he
deck planks are in that case fastened to the beaOU: Wl~h
iron nut and screw bolts. But when the wood deck lS la1d
upon an iron deck, the nut and screw bolt fastenings are
arranged to come betw~@ the beams, with about ~
fastenings in each plank in the length ~f a. beam ~p~e.
Wood decks are usually of yellow pme, or, as 1t I S some-
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times termed, "Quebec white pine." This ~ateria.l is light,
tolerably free from knots and rents, does not shrink much
when well seasoned, has a satisfactory appearance, is fairly
durable, especially when frequently oiled, and wears evenly.
Pitch pine is sometimes employed, chiefly because it . is
cheaper than· yellow pine, and available in longer lengths.
Pitch pine is however heavier, more liable to split and
shrink, and generally does not endure great changes of
temperature so satisfaetorily as yellow pine. MoreoYer,
pitch pine contains a great quantity of resin, which, under
the influence of a tr9pical sun, is forced out, .leaving empty
cells, which at once aosorb water, and sometimes cause
leaks. Pitch pine does not wear evenly, and is very liable
to strip off in fl~kes and long splinters. On the whole,
ritch pine is inferior to yellow pine as a material for. the
upper decks of vessels.
In the Royal Navy, and a few vessels of the mercantile
marine, Dantzic and Riga crown deals are used for decks.
This material is very durable, and forms a good watertight
deck, but the deals are too broad to give an agreeable appearance to the deck, and they are heavier than yellow
pine. For wear they are unsurpassed by any other of the
fir species.
.
The decks of vessels trading much in tropical climates
are vel-y often of East b}dia teak, which is the most
durable and the least disposed to shrink of all woods employed in shipbuilding. Teak decks are heavy, but some
of the additional weight, due to higher specific gravity, is
saved by thinner planks being sanctioned, as will be seen
presently. No deck material wears better, or is more
durable and free from defects than well selected East India
teak. Care has, however, to be taken to ensure freedom
from the worm holes which are very common in that
timber.
In the Royal Navy _Dantzic oak is sometunes used for
decks in consequence of its hardness and the long straight
lengths in which that variety of oak can be obtained, but
the use of this material for decks is unknown in the
mercantile marine.
Care should always be taken in the selection of the
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material for a wood deck. It should be free from objectionable knots, that is to say knots which are large, which
cut across the grain of the wood, which are liable to fall
out or which are at all defective. Indeed, as a rule, knots
shocld be avoided as much as· possible. It is further
necessary to avoid sap, which quickly decays and causes
leakage. In all cases the margin or boundary planks of
weather decks are required to be of teak or grecnheart,
preferably the former; and it is further desirable to fit
or greenheart planks around hatchway and deck-house rron
coamino-s and the iron bulkheads of poops, forecastles, and
raised ~u'arter ·decks. The margin planks of poops, bridge- ·
houses and forecastles should be of teak or greenheart,
there being the additional necessity in t~ese case:' in order
to secure good fastening for the guard rMl stanchiOns.
The thickrness of upper deck planks is governed by the
size of the vessel, and varies from 2! inches in the smaller
. coasters, to 4 inches · in vessels of about 1000 tons and

t:eak

·upwards.
.
.
.
When the deck is of teak a reductiOn m th1ckness of
one-seventh is allowed, and when a wood deck is laid upo? 4:.
1K an iron one, a reduction of half an inch in its thickness I S
permitted.
.
The boles for deck fastenings are punched m the beam
anale irons before they are raised in place, as already expl:ined. When the deck planks ar~ si..~ inches wi_de, and .,lf;
under, a single fastening is placed m each plank m e~h
beam · when they are above six inches, and not exceeding
eight inches in width, there must be two bolts in each plank
in each beam one of which may be a short screw bolt from ~
.::i< below ; and planks exceeding eight inches in width must
be double fastened with nut and screw bolts.
.
;t The upper deck is fastened by screw bolts Wit? nu~ o_n
the under side of the angle iron of the beams, strmgers, be
plates, and deck ·plates. It is desirable that thes~ bol.!§
should be ~lvanised, in order that they may not mduce
early decay in the wood through corrosion. The bolts are
properly s11I1f in ~~1 hol~ bored for the purpose, so that
when the bolts are driven and screwed up there shall be sufficient space above the head for fitting a substantial turned
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dowel over it. Oakum and white lead are placed under the
heads of the bolts, and the dowels are bedded in white lead,
or some suitable composition, so as to ensure watertightness.
It is desirable that the deck may stand considerable wear
before the bolt heads are exposed, and for that purpose the
bolt heads are sunk into the deck, so that their heads are
one inch beneath the smface in a 4 inch deck, and slightly
less in 3! inch and 3 inch decks. The dowels are cut so
that the grain of the wood in them may correspond in
direction with that of the deck planks; and they are
generally made from teak, although some shipowners prefer
them to be of the same material as the decks.
The nut and screw bolts for deck fastenings are of the
following sizes in vessels classed at Lloyd's : For decks of 3 inch and under 3! inch, - · ! inch.
3! "
"
4
- l-,; .. "
"
~ "
- i ."
>(- Deck planks are butted upon the beams, ~ in the
way of tie plates and stringer plates, or when an -iron deck
is ntt.ed under the wood deck. If the beam is formed.with
plate bulb and double angle irons on the upper edge, there
is sufficient breadth in it to receive the fastening on each
side of the butt (fig. 28); but when a rolled section of beam .

)

Fig. 28.

Fig. 29.

is adopted, the breadth of the upper smface is not generally
sufficient for the purpose without placing the bolts too
close to the butts. In the latter case the butts of the
planks are so cut and -fitted that one bolt serves for both
(see -figs. 29 and 30). Through butt fastenings are found by
experience to be a source of decay, for the wood speedily
becomes discoloured by the iron bolts thereat, and this is
followed by softening of the material and slight leakage.
This defect occurs more readily and to a greater extent at
the butt than· at the other fastenings, so, with a view to
make wood decks more dm·able w.d avoid unsightly grav- ,

.
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ing pieces at the butts, the latter are sometimes fastened
with galvanised iron " coach s-crews" from the under side.
This kind of fastening is, however, limited to the butts
(see, 31).

(

2

)

'
Fig•.ao.

Fig.

a1.

The usual b1·eadth of deck planks is five inches, and
sometimes planks as narrow as four inches are used, but .
breadths of six inches to eight inches. are not uncommon.
· An advantage is found in using planks of the same breadth
and thickness, as either· of the four sides of the planks
which happens to ·be the best may then be placed uppermost. The butts of a wood deck are so arranged that there
are three passinO'
strakes between consecutive
butts on the
b
•
same beam or in the same transverse sectwn of the vessel.
When a wood deck is laid upon an iron one, there should
be, as already mentioned, two rows of fastenings in each
beam space, so that the bolts in each plank are about two feet
apart. The planks must, in all cases, be carefully scored.over
laps or butts of tie plates and closely ~tted upo~ the iron;
the surfaces in contact being coated With lead pamt, so that
no water may lie between them. It is further necessary to
have the wood and iron i.J;l intimate union, in order that the
former·may effectually stiffen the latter.
.
165. Ceiling and Sparring.-Although performmg some
of the same functions as devolve upon the ceiling of a wood
ship, that of an iron vessel has no st.ructural importance
whatever. It is useful only in keepmg the cargo from
getting between the frames, or from resting upon double
bottom plating, in the fiat portion of the v~sel ; and above
the bilge the cargo is to some extent kept off tb~ shell.of t~e
vessel by the horizontal batten~ kno,~n as the . sparr~ng...
The ceiling is of red or pitch pme, and it var1es m
thiekness from 2 inches in vessels under about 300 tons to
21 inches in those of larger size. Close ceiling is usually
limited to the upper surface of ballast tanks, and elsewhere
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to the height·at which the bottom and bilges are connected.
Beyond those limits sparring battens are fitted
As much as possible of the ceiling should be portable, in
order to afford ready access to the limbers, or to the surface
of inner bottom when a ballMt tank is fitted The whole of
the ceiling resting upon double bottoms is laid in such a.
way that it may be easily lifted, and no faste~as
are put
0
into it and the inner bottom. Man-hole covers are surrounded with a portable framing and covered with small
hatches. In ordinary cases, when there is no double bottom ·
a. strak:e of ceiling is laid on ea<lh side of each keelson righ.t
fore and aft, and these are usually fastened to the reverse
frames with nut and screw bolts. The remainder of the
ceiling ~ flat of hold is fitted in short hatches, formed with.
planks tie bolted together; but the whole of the close
ceiling at the bilges is in most cases f~tened with nut and
screw bolts to the reverse :frames. The upper limit of the
ceiling is closed in with covering boards scored between the
frames, and made tight with wood chocks, oakum, cemen{4
etc., in. order. to prevent water rolling in the limbers from
~scaping.~ereat, and damaging cargo. Ring bolts are fitted
ill the ceiling batches for convenience in lifting them in and
out of place. Ceiling in hold must be closely fitted at thE:t
edges and butts, ~ order to prevent any portion of cargo or
ball~t from g~ttmg down and damaging the cement by
contmually rolling upon it. It is undesirable to fit close
ceiling above the limits to which the cement extends as
iron is v~ry liable to corrode when so confined unless ~ro
tected With cement or an equivalent coating. Paint is not
sufficient to prevent·corrosion under such circumstances and
for that reason floors, frames, and reverse frames unde; the
ceiling should be washed with a. solution of cement and size
rather than be painted
The cargo battens or sparring are sometimes fastened to
the reverse frames with nut and screw bolts; but it is
preferable ·to fit them in a portable manner, so that the
~on wor~ may be easily accessible for cleaning and paintmg. It IS not unusual to rivet iron cleats to the reverse
frame8, into which the sparring in hold and 'tween decks is
dropped, and thereby secured in a portable manner.
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In the case of water ballast tanks, ceiling hatches are
fitted over the side limbers to keep cargo from the dra.:inage
and so prevent it from being damaged
To prevent the ~W1l which is us.ually found to take
place in the ~1~~ ke~ls~ns agamst the edges of the
continuous ceiling str_!).k~ 1t IS found advantageous to
leave a space of about ~'!..o .J.nch~s b~t~-~ the -~~~~
these strakes and the. vertical fl,!IJ!g~. of the k~~~le
ir0n8all:d fill the space-,vith Portland cement.
- i66. Cementing and J?rainage.-The earliest exper~en~e
with iron ships showed that co~rosion was m~re rap1d ill
the inside than on the outside surface, and th1s was more
especi~lly found to be the case in the flat of the botto_m, .
where condensed moisture from the cargo and -other dramage collected and rolled about from side to side ~etween
the floors with every movement of the vessel. This water
almost invariably holds acids in solution, resulting generally from chemical changes iB. the_organic matter of_ that
part of the ca1·go which finds its way between the ill~r
stices of the ceiling. This is especially the ~e w1~h
suaar and it also occurs to a lesser extent With gram
ca~go~ of all descriptions. The drainage. from nitr~te of
soda, nitrate of potash and ~ommon salt IS destructive to
u·on, and even greater damage is done by iron and copper
pyrites when they get into the limbers.
. .
To prevent damage to the inside surface of the plat~,
etc., from such causes as these, aspba.lte was at one time
laid upon the fiat of the bottom plating and the frames,
extendino- to the upper turn of the bilge, but this was
often fo~d to be so softened through the ordinary heating of the cargo, that in time it left the more elevated
surfaces, such as butt straps, unprotected, and flowed into
the lower levels.
Portland cement mixed with sand is the material which
is now most frequently employed for covering the inside
surface of the shell and frames, and a coating of this is
laid as high as the close ceiling extends. About equal proportions of the cement and shar~ clean ri vcr s_and should
be employed, and any difference m the proportiOns should
be rather in excess of cement than otherwise. Salt water
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sand should be avoided, in consequence of the great affinity
of salt for water, which tends to arrest the chemical
action known as " setting." I t is not desirable to incorporate large pebbles, or even brick or an• other similar
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m me ira.mes .rbr establishing an
unmterrupted communication between the pumps and
every frame space are shown upon the several sketches
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!hese holes are usually circular, and about three inches
m ~eter, the holes being c:ut in the :floor plates immediately above the frame angle irons. Similar holes at
a co~esponding level, are cut in intercostal middle hne
and s1de keelson plates below the bilges.
The cement at the middle line of the vessel is in most
cases laid sufficiently thick to form a level surfaee riaht
fore and aft, :flush with the lower part of the limber holes
so that water may not collect in any individual fram~
spa.~e without spreading th_roughout the whole length of
the vessel and thereby commg under the influence of the
pumps.
In the ships of the Royal Navy, and st>me mercantile
vess~ls, small . drainag_
e holes, measuring from about 2 in.
x 1 m. to 3 m. x It liL, are cut in the frames below the
3 ~ch limber holes, and the cement is then laid only so
thi~k. as to reach the under side of these smaller holes.
ThlS lS done with a view to reduce the weight of cement,
and therefore add to the vessel's carrying power in other
respects. The small holes must, however, be cut smooth
at their edges to _pre~ent them from becoming speedily
choked; and cous1dermg the foul state in which the
limbers of vessels are frequently found when examined
after the completion of a voyage, it is questionable
whe~her ~y real gain is effected by this measure in mercantile sh1ps not .having double bottoms for the sm 11
holes will frequently be choked, and con.s'equently in th:t
case water will be carried in eaeh fr·ame space as high as
the large limber holes. Inside double bottoms, however,

the reduction in weight will doubtless prove as real as in
· the similar cases of the Royal Navy.
The cement is usually laid with a fiat surfaee at_ t~e
.middle line, but towards the
sides of ,the.. vessel
1t 1S
..
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spondingly thicker elsewhe~·e. As a.lr~aLiy l~Ular!,;,l:lo, tilt)
:floors are better protected by a coating of cement wash
i:naL ·m m" ,.,cinr. n: 1T"3e: ,.~oStion. The UI_?t]er EUIface of. inn~r · bottom plating shouln ·l,e tinni-y c0:~.to.>n ·wir.l.
cement to prevent corrosion between the surfaces of the
iron and the ceiling planks.
It is necessary to carefully examine the spaces between
the frames before closina in the ceiling, to ensure that nq
rive~s, bolts, or pieces
wood are left to ··roll upon t~e
cement and destroy it. Instances are not unknown ill
which a bolt has cut, not only through the cement, but also
. .
deeply in~ the shell plating it::>elf _during a voyage_Before concluding these remarks upon cementmg, l.~ 1S
desirable to point out the extreme importance of cleanmg
the surface of the plates before_ laying on the cement,
which should adhere closely to the iron. · The use of ashes
or any other such substance in association with cement
cannot be too stronaly condemned.
167. Sluice Valve;, P umps, etc.-Sluice valve:>, if fitte~ at
the limbers to engine room bulkheads, should be ill accesstble
positions, but no slmce valve or cock sho~d be. fitted to ,..
the collision bulkhead. In this way the crrcul_atmg pump
in engine room may be used to clear the adJacent cargo
holds of water. The sluice valve should be plaeed
just above the cement level, and .be opened and shut
by a rod worked with ~panner at the upper dec~, or3 t
some other available pos1t10n above the load water line. ~lt
is a great-advantage to fit the deck plate arrangement or
r eceiving the spanner in such a way as to show by an
indicator whether the valve is open or shuf] The same
holds good in regard to.wat.ert~ght doors, and the covers ~
all other openings whiCh 1t :_s found necessary to cut m
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watertight bulkheads. Sluice valve rods should always .b e
effectively protected 'with a trunk or casing.
The arrangement for pumping a steam ship is both more
complete and more complex than that for a sailing vessel,
for in the former case steam power is a.va.ila.ble, whereas
in the latter dependence has usually to be placed upon
the hand pumps only.
In a. sailing ship there is a.lwa.ys a. pair of hand pumps
with suctions reaching down close upon the cement a.t the
middle line, and often with additional suctions reaclring to
the bilges.
In a. steamer an engine suction is carried into every compartment both of the hold and double bottom, and in
addition an efficient hand pump to the bilges is required on
each side of the vessel in each cargo compartment, capable
of being worked from the upper and main decks.
The engine suctions are worked by a donkey engine supplied with steam from a. donkey boiler; and· it is therefore
most important that both the donkey boiler and the engine
should be placed at. such a height in the vessel as to be
available for pumping water out of her even when the
latter has risen to the level of the main boiler furnaces.
By pla~ing a donkey boiler and e11oaine in the lowest part
of the vessel, no advantage can be derived from them at the
time when they are most needed.
The height of water in the limbers is ascertained by
dropping a sounding rod aud line through a sounding tube,
one of which is fitted against a bulkhead in every compartment, both: of the hold and double bottom. These tubes
extend to the weather dec~, and are aceessible by deck
plates with screw covers.
An iron doubling plate should be fitted below each
sounding tube, in order to protect the shell plating thereat
from injury through the frequ ent dropping of the sounding rod.

CHAPTER XVI.
Iron and Steel M ast s.- The lower and topmasts,
.
d f ·
d steel vessels are
bowsprits, and principal yar s o rron an
.a.l , th t of
now almost invariably made of the same maten as ~ th
which the ship is built. Such masts
:~:: ::deo of
ril built with
licrhter, stronger, and more durable t
w"'ood Large wooden masts are necessa y . .
. ieces and the existence of so many JO~ts an?
many p . ' tact at which water may be admitted, IS
surfaces m con
' ·
built asts are not as
found to be a. source of decay, so that . m
. '.
a rule so durable as those made with a single .spa,r. . Sa.Ilmg
ally of so large a size that if the1r mas~
. '
ships are now usu
ril be built and on thlS
f 0 od they must necessa Y
•
, :~~~t, '7£ for no other reaso~, the use ~; iro~~:~ds~~~
ts h
become an econonncal necess Y·
mas
as f .
and steel masts in l'egard to strength,
advantage o rron
b t 't ·
·
.
and durability is so well established t a 1 IS very
weighlt,to fit them in the large wooden ships of .North
usua .
·
1
1 ed m the
A.mencan b u ild wh.I ch are common y emp oy.
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t~~r ~7~ty of Mast

M aterials.- In consequ~nce of the
t f bendincr which the plates of Iron masts
great a.moun . o in order
roduce the required cylindrical
have t:<> ~dergo a that th! material should be of excellent -o. c c....C•:
form.' lt IS necess ~om la.minp.tion, blisters, or other defects.- .: a.~·· \~
quahtycl a~d !~: desira~vith a. view to the proper work~
~ ot ~ t~e l~a.teria.l but al;o in order that the masts ma! be
mgtcr o and free f;om bl'ittl~ness when made. The lroton
s rong
.
t ile stress of 20 tons
should be ~pable of e~du~~~:o ::Ud the following bend.

to

~~ :!~r:::h~;~d~t::ut fracture; the plates being bent
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over a slab. the corner of which is rounded with a radiua
of hal£ ali inch :To Bend Cold through an Angle of
Thickness of Plates.
With the Grain.
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170. Lower Masts.-Iron and steel lower masts are
made of varying diameters, the greatest being at the
wedging of the upper deck, and the least at the mast head.
Other fixed points in regulating the diameter of a mast
are the "hounds" or "top" and the heel The diameters and
the thicknes.Ses of plating at each of these portions are
regula~d by the total length of the mast. For instance,
~ccordm~ to .Lloyd's Rules, a sailing ship's lower mast, of
u:on, wh1ch 1s 78 feet in length over all, is 26 inches in
d~a.meter at the upper deck mast partners, 21! inches in
diam~ter at the "hounds,'' 20 inches in diameter at the heel
and 17! inches in diameter at the head The section is, of
cou~se, everywhere circular, and 'in this particular case the
platmg, when of iron, is ~ in. thick at the · deck and e in.
. th" k
T"8"
m 1c ness elsewhere. The plating is, however, d.Qllbled
at the we~tng:... & a comparison between thk and other
lengths of sailing ships' masts, it may be·remarked that the
several specified diameters of a 48 feet iron or steel mast
are 16 inches, 13! inches, 13 inches, and II· inches at the
deck, hounds, heel, and head; also that the thicknesses of
pla.~'. when of iron, are, respectively, -h in., .,\ in., x's- in.,
and n m. Also a mast 96 feet in length has diameters of
32 in~hes, 26! inches, 25 inches, and 21 inches ; while
~he thiCknesses are ~ in., -.A in., T\ in., and fi in., respectIvely. These are all minimum scantlings when iron is
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employed, and if the material be steel a slight reduction is
permitted ·but not so much as is allowed for the hull of the
vessel, be~use of the great ductilit~ of mild s~el .Fo~,
although this material has great ultrmate te~c1ty, It IS
yet desirable to provide against any alteratiOn of ~o~m
whatever in the mast or spar, except that due to elasticity
alone.
h
b ··
Lower masts of from 48 to 72 feet ~ lengt may, YJ
Lloyd's Rules, be made with two plates m the ro~d, those1
of from 72 to 96 feet in length may be formed Wlth three
plates in the round, and longer masts should be fo~-m~~
with four plates in the round. It is, however, essen~ml m
all cases wherein there are less than three plates ~ the.
round that the material shall be of such a good quality as
to ad:nit of its being bent to the required form withou~
undue heating and without fracture or tendency thereto. /
Lower mas~ of 84 feet and upwards in leng1;h should be
stiffened with ~~gle ~~§, one being plac7d throughout the
e"irtire Iengtii- of the mast at the middle o~ ea.~ br~th of
plating. The angle bars are increased m siZe w1th the
increase in the mast's length.
The plating of lower masts is lapped at the edges and
double riveted, the rivets being pan beaded, countersunk
7f and chipped flush on the outside. The butts are usually connected with butt straps f"8" inch thicker than the plates,
and it is recommended that these should be placed.on the
Q.l1t,side of the mast. Some builders, however, prefer to lap
both butts and edges, but this me~hod is not recommended,
in consequence of the greater shearing stresses endured. by
the butt rivets. When the butts are closely fitted agamst
each other, as they always should be, ~bey render support
to the butt rivets against the sbearmg stresses set up
by the downward forces acting ·upon the masts.
·
The butt straps may be double riveted below the upper
deck, but they should always be at l~t treble riv~ted
above in ·order to offer as much resiStance as possible
aaain~t the tendency to open the butts which is·due to the
~nding of the masts. It is with a further view to secure
this result that the butt straps are placed upon the outside
rather than upon the inside of the mast. Moreover, when
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butt straps are placed on the outside, the fitting of · the
stiffening angle bars on the inside i~ much simplified.
It need scarcely be pointed out that the butts of plates
and angle bars should be carefully shifted, and every care
taken to maintain such a continuity of strength as shall
cause the mast to behave as if formed of one unjointed
length of wrought iron or steel tube.
The masts of ~rs when intended for auxiliary pur- a-b 0 B-.rwposes are permitted by Lloyd's Rnles to be one-eighth less ~
in diamet~r than those for sailing ships, and the mizen
masts of barques may be reduced one-fifth in diameter,
with the thickness of plating correspon~ to the reduced
-dia!!!eters.
4{ The doubling plates of masts are extended several feet
above and below the deck, and must stop clear of the butt.6
in the vicinity. When the mast is wedged at two decks,
the doubling should extend from several feet ·above the
upper, to as many below the lower of the two decks.
. Fig. l, of Plate XXXIII., shows the construction of an
ordinary iron or steel lower mast.
Sometimes lower masts and top masts are made in one
length, and in that case the scantlings of the portion corresponding with the ordinary lower mast are determined by
the length n·om the heel to the ordinary height above the
hounds at which the mast hellll is situated. The scantlings
of the topmast portion are, of course; increased at the lower
part, in order that there may be continuity of strength
throughout the entire cylindrical tube, which is tapered
fairly from the hounds upwards. The stiffening angle
bars should be extended as far as practicable through the
topmast, and the upper parts of the angle bars shonld
terminate at different heights.
171. Iron and Steel Bowsprits.-The thre~ positions in
an iron or steel bowsprit at which the diameters are regulated by Rule are the "bed," or wedging at the knight
head, the heel, and- the cap. The -bowsprit is put together
similarly to the iower mast, but in every ca.se ~ffening
~ are fitted through its 1~- at the middle of
~ strake of plating composing the round.
It is unnecessary to quote any of th~ scantlings required by
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Lloyd's Rnles for bowsprits of different sizes, but it may be
remarked that although very much shorter than the lower
masts of the same vessel, the diameters and thicknesses of
plating are about the same. The nece_ssity of this will .be
seen when we consider 'the great bendmg stresses endured
by a bowsprit in comparison with the support which can
be afforded to it in the form of shrouds and -stays. To
further strengthen large bowsprits, it is required that when
they exceed 28 inches in dia~eter, the~ s~all have a
vertical diaphragm plate exten.dmg from w~;hin the '_"edging at the knight h_ea.d to the " gammo~~· or secu~1ty of
the bowsprit above the cutwater. '!'h1s d1ap~agm ts_conn ected to the plating of the bowsprit by.co~tmuous s~gle
angle irons, in addition to the _usual stiflenmg a~le 1rons
fitted to bowsprits of lesser diameter. The edges ~~ the
plates are double riveted, and the butts are treble nveted
outside the wedging, but they may be double riveted on the
inside of the vessel T,he plates of the bowsprit, like th~se
l
of the lower masts, are doubled at the wedging. Bow~pnts c:t ~;.~ ~
of steamers rio-ged for auxiliary purposes may be o~h
less in diame~r than those for sailing vessels.
.
Of late it has been very usual to make the bowspnt _and
jibboom in one length, the result being ~own as a" spike"
bowsprit. When this is done, the diamet~rs and the
scantlings of the bowsprit proper are determmed by -the
length measured to the bobstay hoop, which corre_sponds
with the usual position of the cap. Beyond that pomt the
spar is considerably tapered, and the total length of bowsprit and jibboom thus formed in one, ~ m~ch less tha~
the collective lengths of the two as ordinarily ~tted. It ~
need scarcely he remarked that the foremast lS plac_ed
rather further aft in vessels so rigged than would otherWise
be the case, in order to obtain the nece~ry area. of .hea~
sail for manceuvring the sbip. A bowspnt of thiS kmd ts
fitted in the four-masted sailing vessel shown upon
Plate XXXIV.
.
As was mentioned at Art. 155, bowsprits are so~ettm~s
bevelled at the heel, and planted upon iroX: platmg la1d
upon the forecastle beams, instead of passmg through a.
hole in the knight hea-d and being wedged ther~at. The
l'
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mod~ of securing such a bowsprit at the heel, and of supportmg the deck plating to which it is connected, has
alrea?y been described. It is necessary, however, to
ment1on that the length of such a bowsprit should be
measured along its longitudinal axis, from the forecastle
plating to the bobstay hoop,· and the scantlings arranged
according to the requirements for that length. Fig. 4, Plate
XXXIII, shows the mode of connecting the parts of an
ordinary iron or steel powsprit which is not of large size.
172. Iron an~ Steel Topmasts (Fig. 2, Plate XXXIII).The parts of an Iron or steel topmast at which the diameters
are measured are the heel, the topmast trestle trees, and
the head. They have usually two plates in the round, and
are not commonly stiffened with angle bars. The laps of
the edge_s are single rivete?, and the butts are connected by
treble nveted straps, which are -h in. thicker than the
plates they connect.
.
;t<- The butt straps to fup.!!l~J.Citlt.should..bdi.tted in the insid~
in order that the outer surface of the mast may be smooth
both in view of the raising and lowering it through th:
lower mast cap, and the raisi:Qg and lowering of the topsail
yards.
~ The plating of topmasts is doubled in the way of the
lower mast cap, and at the :fid and sheave holes.
. Should stiffening angle bars be put into a topmast, it is
necessary that they should be so arranged as to pass continuously by the sides of the sheaves and not be severed
thereat, as in the latter case the inevitable discontinuity of
strength at the sheave boles is much increased and the mast
relatively weakened.
173. Iron or Steel Yards (Fig. 3, Plate XXXIII).These are cylindrical tubes, tapered towards both extre~~ties, and formed with two plates in the round, E£_
~t_b.uth..£dg~:-and b!!.tt;s. The edges are single
and the butts tr~~-.r;.v..eJ;~d.. The scantlings of each half
of a yard are fixed at· t he centre-first, second, and third
quarters .and the ends- the taper being fair throughout.
:.}-The platmg of lower yards is doubled at the centre to
beyond the truss hoops.
174. Lower Mast Cheeks, Caps, etc.-The "tops" are
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supported by cheek plates, riveted against the sides of the
masts and havin()' angle irons riveted upon their upper
'
D
•
edges. The cheeks thus formed serve the combmed purpose of the "bibs" and "trestle trees" of wood masts.
The cheek plates vary in thickness from about {-,; ~n. to H
in., a~rding to the size ~f t~e mast, and ~he angl~ uo~ ?n
their upper edges vary m size from 3! m. x 2~ m. x T~ m.
to ·6 in. X4 in. X-!{ in.
Caps to iron and steel lower masts ar~ now usually made
of wrought iron, and are forged to therr p.roper fo~m. ~
variety of methods have been adopted at differe~t trmes m
the production of lower mast caps. Forged ~ps were
doubtless the earliest form, and then for a trme some
builders made them of plates and angle irons riveed
together, with the requisite "eyes" forged to. plates . d
riveted to the sides of the cap. This method lS even till
very common in the Royal Navy. With the impro~ement
in the manufacture of steel castings, there was mamfested
a desire to substitute cast steel for wrought iron forgings,
· and ainon()' other things cast steel caps were produced.
Tests mad: upon these caps gave very satisfactory results,
and for some time their use was found to be unattended
with any disadvantage or risk; but either through the use
of inferior.material, or the neglect of the necessary precautions in casting and cooling, cast steel caps have not,
during recent years, been found uniformly .trus~wo~thy, and
consequently to avoid delays throug~ the~ reJection, tho~e
of wrou()'h t iron are now almost mvanably used. Air
holes
brittleness are the chief faults which have been
. discovered in cast steel caps, and the latter defect has sometimes been so considerable that one or two blows with a
heavy hammer have been sufficien~ to. break off an " eye"
from the side of a cap. Cons1dermg the heavy and
sudden stresses which these "eyes" are often called upon to
withstand in sailing vessels, it is necessary that very careful and trying tests should be applied to cast steel caps
before they are allowed to be used. Forged caps made
by careful and competent smiths have been found generally
safe and satisfactory.
Caps are heated sufficient~y to slightly expand them

and
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before being driven over the head of an iron or steel mast.
The contraction in cooling tightens them over the mast
head, ~d the connection is completed by the aid of a. few
stout rivets.
.

175. Method of making Iron Masts and Bowsprits.Iron and steel masts, etc., are made in accordance with
sk~tches previously prepared, showing the dimensions,
shifts of butts, and the positions of the principal smith's
work, and other large fittings. The plates are usually
from ten to twelve feet in length, and the angle bars are
often as much as forty feet long.
. An ~xpansion drawing is prepared, showing in figured
dimensions the circumference of the mast at each of the
plate but~, and the sizes of the plates are ordered therefrom, leavmg a small margin for planing at the shipyard.
As lower masts are larger at the wedcing than at the ends
the plates composing
maSt are n:cessarily of tapered
bre~dtbs, and ~be thicknesses of the plates are likewise
variable accordmg to the diameters at the several parts.
~are should be taken in arranging these thicknesses to
mcrease and. diminish them gradually, so as to avoid, as
much as poss1~le, all discontinuity of substance and strength.
In. proce~dmg to_ make an iron mast, the workmen are
proVIded With a. board, upon which are drawn as many
concentric ~ircles as there are butts in the plating of the
mast; the diameter of each circle being that of the mast at
the corresponding butt. Both ed~ of the-plate-laps are
drawn upon .t his series of circles, and thus the breadths of
each plate at its extremities can be accurately determi d
The pl~tes for the mast are then arranged upon a. ;:~k
platform m strakes-as many strakes as there are plates in
the round-the strakes. being side by side, and the plates in
each strake arr~nged m due consecutive order as shown
upon the expansiOn dmwing.
A middle line is struck along each strake upon the inside
surface, and the correct breadths set off at each butt
The lines of. the edges and butts are then drawn upon th~
plates, and the edge rivets are set off by means of a lonO'
t emp:ate ~repared for the purpose, and from a fixed
startmg porn~. so that those in a<ljacent strakes may agree

a
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at their lap joint. The holes for the butt rivets m-e
arranged according to the circumference of the mast and,
therefore, breadth of the plate at the butt. If there are
any stiffening angle bars to the masts, the lip.es of their
rivets are struck in, and the positions of all doubling
plates are marked, as well as the rivet holes connecting
them together. . The plates are then numbered and removed, in order that their butts arid edges may be planed,
and the rivet holes punched. This having been done, they
are heated in a furnace to a bright redness, and taken to
the bending rolls, through which they are passed until
each plate is to the proper circular curvature for the part
of the mast to which it belongs. These curvatures are
given by the several concentric circles already referred to,
which are copied by means of "set irons" to which the
plates are bent, a separate "set" being made for each butt.
Tapering curvature is given to the plates by eleyating
one end of the rolls more than the other.
The plates, having been bent, are fitted together upon
blocks laid for the purpose, whereupon they are tightly
screwed up and their butt straps fitted, care being taken to
keep the axis of the mast quite straight. It is usual to
rivet the edges and butts before fi~ting and riveting the
stiffening angle bars. Small holes are cut in the masts
during construction through which to pass the hot rivets
to the boy on the inside of the mast who acts as "holder~
up.»
176. Chain Plates and Rigging Screws.-ID. the early
iron ships chain plates were made very similar in form to
those which had for a long time previously been fitted in
wooden vessels. . A wide spread was also at times given to
the base of the rigging by means of the well known and
long adopted device of channels. The narrow straps of
iron forming the chain plates were riveted to the topside
plating and passed through the wooden bulwarks and the
main rail, the deadeyes for the rope lanyards being
shackled in the usual way to their inside extremities.
With the introduction of iron bulwarks and ·gutter
watercourses, this method of fitting chain plates gave way
to that which is still in use. The chain plates are now
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than the combined lengths of the two screws which it
receives, so that i~ may be effectual in tightening the
rigging to the extent allowed by those screws. Each of
these screws should be about nine inches long in vessels of
1000 tons and above, and consequently the tubes should be
not lesS than eighteen inches in length. The tubes for
topmast and topgallant backstays may indeed, with advantage, be somewhat longer, in order that the screws may
take up all the stretch in the rigging which occurs on a
long voyage, especially in a new ship.
The hole in the side of the tube is to receive the rod
whereby it may be turned and the screw tightened; and
ordinarily these holes are filled with tallow to prevent
corrosion from taking place on the inside of the tube. For
a like purpose tallow is applied to both the screws. Sometimes the tube is -made of hexagonal section, and is, in
that case, turned by means of a spanner.
The diameter of the chain plate is proportioned to that of
the rigging, both being governed by the size of the vessel.
By Lloyd's. Rules the chain plates should be 1-l- in. in
diameter for a vessel of 300 tons, increasing to 1t in. in a
vessel of 1000 tons, and to 21 in. for one of 2000 tons.
The positions and directions of tbe several chain plates
for the shrouds, capstays, and backstays, are determined
from the rigging plan of the vessel, and the particulars
measured from the profile drawing are supplied to the
officials in the shipyard, by whom they are set off on the
sheer stra.ke and bulwarks. It is most important-that the*
chain plates Rhould stand ~ the direction of the rigging to
which they are attached, in order that the stress upon them
may be a. direct one, developing the resistance of all the
rivets in the palm, and not tending to bend the bar.
The number of shrouds, ba-ekstays, etc., of a sailing vessel
is governed by her size and rig. In the largest ships there
are six shrouds and a cap shroud, also three topmast back·stays, and two topgallant ba.ckstays on each side. Vessels
from 800 to 1000 tons have five shrouds and a cap shroud,
two topmast and two topgallant ba-ekstays on each side,
while those of 300 tons have four shrouds, and the same
·number of topmast backstays as vessels of 1000 tons.
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When double topgallant yards are fitted there should be

~ an additional topmast cap ba<JkBtay, in consequence of the

greater weight borne by the topmast.
The rigging of four-maste.d ships is in general rather
lighter than that of ships with three masts of the same
tonnage, as the individual masts are smaller, and carry
lighter yards and less canvas. Four-masted ships of 2000
tons are rigged generally with the same number and sizes
of shrouds, backsta.ys, etc., as three-masted ships of about
15QO to 1600 tons; but no rule can be laid down in_this
matter; so much depending upon the height of the masts
and the length of the yards. Plate XXX!v. shows a
rigging plan for a vessel with four masts, which has been
found to be efficient, and to give satisfactory results.
In concluding these remarks upon the rigging of sailing
ships, it is desirable to call attention to the importance of
using trustworthy wll.·e for the . standing rigging. The
. material at present employed is generally galvanised steel
wire, but the qualities manufactured for the purpo~ are
very variable. In addition to possessing a high tenacity, it
is n~cessary that the rope should not readily stretch, and
to conduce to this end the several strands of which the
rope is formed should have a wire core, the strands being ~
twisted round a central core of hemp.
~
:::r::
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rivets of the same size · 88 those in the u.l?per edae of the .
0

garbo~rd strake amidshi~s, and they should hav~ ~ snaE ·

heads, for, when flush riveted, it is found that the rivets
soon become corroded and loose. It is very usual to fill the
space b~tween the plates with wood, to assist in supporting
the_plating_and prevent. water from getting there and corroding th_e rron. The pl_ates, when there is more than one
on each side, are often butted upon the stays, or upon solid
bars between the stays; for, when this is done the removal
butted upon
of_the plate becomes easier than when they
thm straps. In the latter ca.se, it need scarcely be said th
':hole of the plating to each side of the rudder must b:
riveted together before it· can be placed against and riveted
to the rudder frame.
The rudder is so hung that it may be readily unshipped
afloat by the removal of a small plate which closes the ~ ~
bottom of t~e rudder trunk at the after side ; and the ~~ ·
parallel portion of the rudder head extends sufficiently
~ t~e counter of the vessel to allow the rudder to be
~ifted high enough for getting the pintles clear of the holes
m the braces. The diameter of the rudder_: trunk must,
fu~ther, be large enough to permit the heel of the rudder
bemg moved aft s~ciently to disengage it entirely from
the stern post whe~ lifted_ to ·the proper height. To prevent
the r~dder from bemg accidently unshipped at sea, a locking
pla;te IS fitted and rivete~ under one of the pintles, which
~eeps the rudder from bemg lifted until the lockina late
lS r emoved (see Plate XXXII.).
· 0 P
. Stop cleats are riveted, 88 shown on the Plate, on each
Side of the r~dder frame or stern post, preferably the latter
to prevent the rudder from being turned beyond the a 1~
. necessary for d~velo~in~ its full efficiency, having rega.rr:fto
the power applied. This an~_is...a.bouUo..degr.ees. •
In the. rudder shown by Plate XXXll., the pintles are
forged With the frame, and this cou,rse is usually adopted,
although, as ~·eady stated, that shown by Plate XI. is
prefer_able. Figs. 1 and 2 of Plate XLI. show two vi~ws of
what lS termed a "centre plate rudder "-a form of con-

a.r:

• .See Thearle's Theoretical Naw.l A.r~we, na.o-e 365.
Collins, So.as, & Co., Limited.
.--..
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struction which ha-s recently found favour with many
builders and shipowners. The frame is either of for~ed
iron or cast steel-and has a series of arms or stays whtch,
in consecutive order, are on alternate sides of a. thick centre
plate, to which they are riveted. {See Appendix.)
On the inside of the vessel the rudder head passes
through a. stuffing box which is u8ually placed upon a. plate
riveted to the upper sides of the reverse frame bars of the
transom and radiating stern frames. The rudder trunk
stops against the under side of the stuffing box, and should
the trunk extend to a. poop, awning, or spar · deck, the
stuffina box will be placed at the level of that deck. The
stuffin; box is fitted with packing glands, and it serves
both to steady t.he rudder bead and prevent water from
comina
throuab the trunk to the deck of the vessel. y
0
The tiller fits over the rudder head either in the form of
a sinale lever or a double yoke, and the vessel is steered
thereby with the aid of a tackle which ~ worked by me~ns
of a wheel, or indirectly by a wheel acting upon a steer1ng
machine. In steamers it is not unusual to employ a steam
steerina
machine instead of manual labour for
turning
the
0
•
.
rudder. The movements of the steam steermg engme are
guided by the steersman~ with the aid of a small steering
wheel which admits or cuts off steam and reverses the
action' of the machinery as may be required.
The power applie~ to the steering apparatus when fi.t~d
amidships is conveyed to the rudder by mea~s of s~enng
chains, wire ropes, or jointed rods, and somebmes w1th all
in combination. Care should be taken to make the comQlunica.tion a.s direct a.s possible by avoiding sudden bends,
in order to minimise the resistance due to friction ; and the
guides for the ropes, rods, or chains should be fitted with
rollers or sheaves for the same purpose.
Relieving tackles and facilities for working the same
should be provided in the neighbourhood of the rudder
h ead for use, in event of injury being sustained by the
ordinary steering gear.
Rudder pendants are fitted, in most cases, around the
sterns of vessels, and connected with the ba~k of the rudder
at its upper part (see Plate XXXII.), in order to secure it in

, I
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the event of accident. These pendantS have sometimes
been usefully employed for steering a. vessel when the
rudder head has been broken.
. ,
178. Corrosion of Iron and Steel- When a. ship has
been built of iron or steel it becomes a matter of importance
to preserve the material from wasting in substance by
corrosion. Oxidation is, indeed, the only source of decay to
which such structures are liable, and on that account alone,
if for no other reason, the substitution of iron for wood was
a great economical advanmge. If pr.operly looked after,
there seems to be no reason why the •substance of an iron
sailing ship should at all diininish, except perhaps in the
vicinity of the water line. Frequ~nt painting upon a.
surface entirely free from rU.st must inevitably prevent
wasting by corrosion, and that this is the case may be seen
by examining the hulls of certain well kept vessels which are
as much as thirty years of age. With steamers the difficulty
of avoiding this source of wear is much greater, especially
in the machinery compartments and bunkers ; but even the
lifetime of steamers might be prolonged by careful att~n
tion, as is evidenced by the case of H.M. steam troopship
Himalaya, which is still reported to be in good condition
after thirty-seven years of hard work.
The importance of taking all possible precautions for
preventing corrosions in iron and steel vessels will be seen
from the fact that for every 100 parts by weight of
common iron rust there are no less than 60 of metallic
iron. Corrosion in these vessels, therefore, results in serious
diminution of the substance of the materials of which they
are built, and corresponding loss of strength.
When iron or steel leaves the rolling mills, its surface is
covered with a black oxide scale, and as soon as this scale is
broken at &ny part of the surface, a galvanic action is set
up between the iron ~r steel and the scale. .Ai3 it is impossible to prevent the scale from being scratched or broken
somewhere in the plate, it is, therefore, necessary for the
preservation of the material from co:rrosion that the black
oxide should be entirely removed before the plates are
coated with paint. If this be not done, both the scale and
the coating upon it will be thrown off, and the surface
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well as a solvent. Oxide of iron paint is sometimes
employed, but lead and zinc are more frequently used.
On the inside of a vessel, and above the water line on
the outside, the paint is intended a.s an anti-corrosive, and
to ~erve. that purpos~ by keeping the atmosphere from
commg m contact With the surface of the iron. When
paint is laid upon a surface already corroded, the corrosion
under such circumstances will still go on; it follows, therefore, that the painting of the insides of ships to be effectual
should be caref~ly attended to, and, further, that all traces
of oxidation should be removed by scraping before new
paint is laid on.
:Upon the outside of a vessel, below the water line, the
pamt or ~mposi~ion is intended generally to act not only
as an ap.tt-corrostve, but also to prevent "fouling," or, in
other words, to check the adhesion and growth of marine
plants and animals upon the bottom of the vessel. Two or
three coatings are usually placed upon the bottom each
time it is painted, the last being anti-foulina,
and the
0
others anti-corrosive.
Many c?mpositions have .been invented for the purpose
o~ protectmg the bottom of rron and steel ships from corroston and fouling, but it is not our purpose, here, to discuss
their respective merits. It is well, however, to remark
that among anti-corrosive paints which are not protected
by patents, the white oxide of zinc has been found very
effectual for voyages of twelve months' duration when
thickly applied and placed upon a w~ll scraped, dry
surface; also that tallow is an anti-fouling material which
is easily applied, and generally found to serve the purpOSP
~~~~~~~
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180. Bulb Angle Frames.-Until recent years the frame
girders of steel vessels were formed ~ither with a frame
angle bar and a reversed- angle bar, nve~d toge~~er ?,ac~
to back, or with equivalent rolled sectwns of . zed or
"channel" form, either of which gave a flanged sttffener to
the inner edge of the frame girder similar to that afforded
by a reversed frame arigle bar. It ha-s been found, however,
that in the bunkers of steamers, and in the cargo holds of
coal-carrying vessels, this inner· flange becom~ wasted by
corrosion at a more rapid rate than the remamder of the
fmme girder. To avoid this form of deterio:ation the frame
. girders of coal-carrying steamers, and somet1mes th~ bunker
frames of other vessels, have been formed of brub angle
~bars (see G, fig. 12) having a section of equivalent
strength to the combined frame and .reverse angle or to
the corresponding zed and channel sections.
Excellent results have followed the use of this section of
material, but certain precautio:cs have to be ~dopted in
working with it, and special arrangements ca~ned o.ut for
properly uniting the frames with keelsons and mde strmgers.
In setting the bulb angle frames to their desired form
when hot it will be evident, from the depth necessary to be
given to the section, that more than ordinary ex~nsion will
occur on one edge of the bar and correspondingly gr~t
compre~on on the opposite edge. In consequence of this,
it is necessary to defer the punching of most of the frame
rivet holes until after the bars are· set to their curvature, as
otherwise a serious .distortion will take place in the form
of the rivet hole, so as to prevent sound riveting. A similar
t·esult is experienced in the ~e of bars of ~an.nel and
zed section at the curved portions of the vessel s s1de, and
i~deed in the case of large angle bars also.
When . bulb angle frames are used, reverse angle lug
attachments for the side stringers can only be made on the
239
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flat side of the bar, and consequently the angle lugs are
made of increased size, so as to receive four rivets in each
flange. Plate XLill. shows the midship section of a vessel
having bulb angle frames. This vessel has the usual
cellular double bottom, to which the bulb angle frame is
connected by means of the usual bra.eket floor. The side
stringers are of double bulb angles in this vessel, that being
a very common arrangement, more especially.when compensation is afforded for the omission of a tier of hold beams,
as in the case in question:- 'l'he compensation consists in
using larger bulb angles for the frames than would otherwise
be required, and in fitting the additionally strong side
stringers which are shown.
181. Deep Framing.-Reference has just been made to
one form of compensation which is now commonly adopted
in steel vessels for the absence of decks and tiers of beams. ·
In the vessel with bulb angle frames, the bulb angles are
made of larger section than would be required in cases
where all the decks and tiers of beams suitable for the
vessel's depth are fitted. Similarly, in vessels of ordinary
frame and reverse frame section, it has now become a very
usual practice to omit one or more decks, and, instead of
fitting a web-frame compensation, to obtain the necessary ~
transverse strength by means of what is known as " deep
framing."
A brief reference to deep framing has already been made
at page 101; but during recent years the application of
this system has become very general, and has largely
displaced the web frame arrangement, which was formerly
the usual compensation for the omission of decks and tiers
of hold beams.
L _
Deep frames are associated with side stringers of several
different forms, but in every case they-areworRe<t1me?- yt_~ ..~!
£Oat~, and attached to the shell Plating. Plate XLII. IV J
shows the midship section of a vessel with deep framing,
the manner of overlapping the frame and reverse angle bars
in this case being indicated at A. This is the usual method
now adopted, but sometimes they are fitted back to ba.ek,
as shown at fig. 3, Plate XLL The arrangement at A is ·
found to be the preferable of the two, as it aftords superior
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f ilities for the efficient attachment of the. bra.cket knees
acdeck beams and to margm
· P1ates· In Plate XLII. one of
to
the most usual forms of side stringer is shown, and A.,
is another arrangement very often employed. The me~h s
shown at B and C, fig. 32, are not unusual The stnnger
shown at D on the same figure is a flanged arrangement
associated with web frames.
.
The overlap of the frame and reverse frame IS. usually 3
inche8 when connected with t inch rivets, and 3! mch when

fig.::·

B

L

r

Fig. 32.

1 inch rivets are required. Hence the depth of ·girder
formed by frame and reverse bars is ·th~ sum of the deep
flanges of the angles, less 3 inches or 3! mches! as the ~e
be The connection is usually made With machine
than
::;preS:Sed riveting, which .
ordinary hand riveting, and 18 easily applied to this class

yiel~s bet~r resul~

of work
· 1 t
b
Deep framing is rather heavier than the eqmva en we
frame arrangement, but being less costly to produ~ and
more quickly performed, besides being of at least e.q~~l
strength, and attended with less . broken stowage, It IS
now commonly preferred to the web frame system. The
Q
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Scantling Tables of Lloyd's Rules now provide for deep
\ (.~ (..
framing in vessels of very large size, and permit of alternative/ \1\'arra.ngements of side stringers a.s already described.
'/ When deep frames are fitted in vessels with double bottoms,
the bracket floors connecting their heels to the margin
1 plates are required to extend up the bilges to a height of not
: 1~ tha:n t~o and a half times the depth of an or~ary floor
, {l>IDldships m a vessel of the same size.
The side stringers in deep frame vessels need not pass
through transverse watertight bulkheads and thereby
interfere with their watertightness, but should preferably
stop at the bulkheads, and be joined to thei:n by means of
substantial brackets secured with double angles. A verY\
good bracket arrangement is obtained by widening the end \
intercostal plates of the side stringers in each hold. It is
desirable, if possible, to arrange the horizontal stiffeners of
transverse watertight bulkheads so that each may come in
line with a side stringer and admit of being connected to it I
by means of bracket plates. In this way the brackets
required at the extremities of the horizontal stiffeners will
serve a two-fold purpose. Very effective resi:>tance against ,
racking stresses is afforded by this arrangement.
/
182. Bulkhead Subdivision.-More extensive bulkhead
subdivision than formerly is now required in large steam
vessels. [The collision bulkhea{} is definitely fixed by Lloyd's
Rules at not less than 0~-tw~n,~ieth of the vessel's length .lJ'
abaft the stem at tlie lower decJ0 In steamers of 4'00 feet
and under 470 feet in length, seven watertight bulkheads
are required to be fitted; in steamers 470 feet and under 540
feet in length, eight watertight bulkheads are to be fitted;
and in steamers 540 feet and under 600 feet in length,
nine watertight bulkheads are required. These are all
extended to tl;l.e uppermost deck, exce_E!; in a~g and
sh~~r-!Ieck;_"ie~~ in which cases they should extend at
least to. the height of the main deck, and the collision
bulkhead must extend to the heigntof the awninj;<leCk
I'
also in vessels of that type.
183. Bulkhead Sti1fening.-The increase in the extent
of bulkhead subdivision beyond that which was formerly
considei·ed sufficient has been a.ccompanied with important ·
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additions to the stiffening afforded to the bulkheads. It is
clearly of no use fitting bulkheads in a vessel for purposes
of safety unless they are made capable of resisting the fluid
pressure which may be brought upon them in the event of
either of the adjacent compartments of the hold being ~
of water to the load line. The vertical stiffeners are now,\
as formerly, of frame angle size; but the horizontal stiffeners,'
except for comparatively 'small vessels, are usually of bulb'
angles. Lloyd's Rules require that, upon all collision bulJs)
heads and all other bulkheads of 40 feet and upwards in
br~dth, the horizontal stiffener~ sh~ be of bulb angles. 6 >;j:inches deeper than would be reqwred for bulb angle frames m
the same vessel. All bulkheads of 36 feet and under 45 feet
in breadth are further stiffened with a vertical web at the-4f
middle line, extending from ~he keelson to the hold ru:.
lower deck beams. Bulkheads of 45 feet and under 55 feet
in breadt~~·two vertical webs, and bulkheads of 55 feet
and under 60 feet in breadth have three vertical webs.;'k
It will be evident that laid decks afford valuable
stiffening to transverse watertight bulkheads, and hence,
when these are omitted and compensated for by means
of web frames or deep frames, some addition to the bulkhead stiffening is required where the decks would otherwise
be. Semi-box beam stiffeners are provided for this purpose,
to form which a. beam is extended across the vessel at a frame
space from the bulkhead, and at the level of the omitted
deck. Plating is extended across the vessel, riveted to the
top of this beam, and attached to the bulkhead by means of
an angle bar. The vertical webs are sometimes connected to
this plating, and effective horizontal and vertical stiffening is
afforded in this way. Plate XLIV. shows the construction
and stiffening of such a bulkhead as has just been described.
A is the semi-box beam, and B, B, B, are three vertical
webs extending from the top of double bottom to the
main deck. A13 'vill be seen, the semi-box beam and a.
horizontal bulb angle stiffener in this instance are in line
,vith the side stringers in hold, to which they are bracketed.
The other horizontal stiffeners are bracketed to the shell
plating of the vessel. '!'he vertical stiffeners are s~rly
bracketed to the inner bottom plating.
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Pla~ XLV. shows other methods of stiffening transverse
w~tert1ght bulkhead~

which are sometimes adopted. In
th1s Plate the elevatiOn, longitudinal vertical section, and
the plan A refer to one bulkhead, while the arrangements
B and 0 relate to other methods of stiffening of a somewhat
similar character. In these three arrangements, the feature
~mmon to all is that of arranging the plates vertically
m the bulkhead, and stiffening the latter by flanging
the plate edges.
In the method shown by the elevation and v-ertical section
sketches, eaeh plate below the lower deck is flanged twiee, as
sho~ at D, the flange being sufficiently deep to render no
vertical webs nor seiiJi-box beam stiffeners to be necessary~
The only horizontal stiffening is in the form of an intercostal stringer, A, formed with a channel bar fitted. against
the reverse flange, with a flanged intercostal plate riveted
?oth to the channel bar and the bulkhead plating. This
m~rcostal serves the two-fold purpose of a horizontal
st1ffener and a means of keeping the flanges from changing
form under the stress of wat~ pressure against the
bulkhead.
The stiffening at the upper and lower 'tween decks is
obtained by flanging broader plates to a lesser extent, as
indicated in the vertical section, and by riveting intermediate vertical angle bar stiffeners, as shown at plan B,
and indicated at E in the elevation. The dotted lines at F
are short bulb angle stiffeners between the brackets, as also
shown in plan at A.
Bulkheads are sometimes stiffened vertically throughout,
as shown at B, and sometimes as shown at 0; but in these
cases the vertical stiffeners merely take the place of the
stiffening bars of frame angle size; and, to complete the
stiffening, horizontal stiffeners, webs, and semi-box beams
are also fitted, as shown by Plate XLIV.
In the vertical stiffening shown at A and B, only one edge
of each plate is flanged, and the plain edge of the adjacent
~late is overlapped, ~ shown at D ; but in the a.r rangement
lllustrated at 0, alternate pla.tes are flanged on both edges,
!l.nd the intermediate plates are plain on both edges, as will
be seen by reference to the sketch.
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Experiments made to ascertn.in the relative values of
angle and flange stiffening show the latter to be inferior to
the former, by reason of the greater readiness with which
a flange will alter its form under stress, as compared with
the square-rooted angle bar. On that account it is usual to
ma:ke the flanges somewhat deeper thail the corresponding
· angle bar stiffeners would be. Bulkh~ad plates, when fitted
as at A, are usually of sufficient breadth to give a distance
of 30 inches between consecutive flanges, and, in the cases B
and 0, a distance of 60 inche.~. I t is on account of this larger
breadth that the intermediate angle bar stiffeners are . /
required.
~
184. Midship Deep Water Ballast Tank-Steamers
have now so frequently to make long voyages in ballast trim
that it. has become necessary to provide greater capacity for
carrying water ballast than is afforded by the double bottom
and the fore and after peak spaces. .Also, in order that vessels
may not be unduly stable in ballast trim, the additional
.spaces for carrying water ballast are carried as high in them
as possible. Midship deep water ballast tanks have, therefore,
now become & very usual fitting in larger steamers and, in
view of their depth, considerable stiffening must be given
to the bulkheads, etc., in order to enable them to endure the
stress due to the great head of water, more especially when
. the vessel is labouring in a. heavy sea. The large experience
now obtained with deep tanks of this description has
resulted in very trustworthy data in regard to the nature
and ·amount of stiffening ·required to render them efficient.
Plate XLVI. shows, in plan and section, the construction
and stiffening of a deep midship tank.
Scantlings are
omitted, bec.:'tuse these must be determined by the special
conditions in any particular case. Being drawn to scale,
the sketches clearly indicate the relative sizes of the different
parts of the tank
In designing a deep water ballast tank, it is necessary to
provide a. margin of strength, and make structural provision
for the contingency of the vessel being pitching and rolling
at sea with the tank not wholly full of water. Such a
condition is, of course, an improper one and unnecessaq, yet
it sometimes occurs through accident or neglect. It is with
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a view to ensuring ~hat the tank is really pumped up full
of water, and to proVIde for any small loss which may occur
that the ha.t:ch coa.~~ are made from 12 to 18 inches deep:
The centre line longttudmal bulkhead is intended to break the
wa~h of water if the tank is not quite full, and to afford
stru~al strength. It is not usual to make this partition
watertight, but rather to afford communication by means of
a few manholes between the two divisions of ' the tank and
. t?us, while breaking any wash of water, to keep the' two
Sldes at the same level, a~d thus lessen the risk of the vessel
getting a list.
·
As will be seen, the details of the stiffening to the end
bulkheads of deep tanks, is of the same character as that
of ordinary transverse watertight bulkheads, but greater in .
amount. T~e vert~~~ webs are much more closely spaced,
~nd .the vertical stlfleners are of bulb angles much larger
m Slze than the frames. The semi-box beams are connecte~ to the side stringers with large gusset p:u;,tes, and
all. stiffeners are well bracketed· at their extremities. A
complete row of quarter pillars is fitted on eaeh side
secured at ~heir heads to a longitudinal intercostal girder:
and at theu heels to tee bar lugs on the inner bottom.
One or two web framE!S are fitted at the sides of the ve.'\Sel
according to the length of the tank' and these
web fram~
.
are ext.enJed to the deek above.
·
It is most desirable ~v cut the frames and reverse frames
at the top of the deep tank, so that the top plating may be
connected to the side of the vessel by a continuous angle
bar, and so be the more readily made watertight. The web
frames above the deep tank top serve to complete the
connection afforded by the ~arge bracke.t.s and <;IouJ:ililJ!!!gks
at each u~ length of frame, as shown in the transverse
section and the plan.
The bulkhead plating of deep water ballast tanks should
be somewhat thicker than in the corresponding transverse
bulkheads,and their edges and lmt_~should be doqble riveted.
The cover.s to the hatches of deep tanks--;;:re~d
and made watertight, a nd, when completed, the tank should
be carefully tested by a head of water extendin.,. as high
as the load line.
n
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Pillaring.-In the earlier iron vessels it was usual to
~fit decks and tiers of beams in cases wherein at the present
day they are omitted in order to obtain larger hold spaces,
and, a.s previously stated, these are now co~pensated for by
the use of materials otherwise arranged as m the form of web
frames, deep frames, and strong side stringers. When the
hold spaces are comparatively shallow, the diameters ~f the
solid pillars formerly used were not generally dlsproportionate to their length ; but with the omission ~f ranges
of decks the solid pillars in hold, if not of much mcreased
diameter, are of slender proportions and unsuitable for the
service they should perform.
.
Short beams may evidently be of smaller section than
long ones in the same deck, and beams supported b::y two
or three rows of pillars need not be of such stro~~ sec~10n as
those of the same length, and in the same positiOn m the
vessel, when supported by only one row. The cargo caiTied
in a 9 feet 'tween decks will be heavier than the coiTesponding cargo carried in a 'tween decks of 7 feet ~ig~.
and consequently 'vill require stronger beams to su~port 1t.
Long beams require a greater number of rows of pillars to
support them and the cargo upon them than do shorter
beams.
·
These facts are now more fnlly recognised in steel ship
construction tha;n they were a few years ago, and, as a
consequence, the Rules of Lloyd's Register associa.~ beam
and pillar requirements, and consider them in relabo~ the
one to t he other. The tables of sizes for beams and p1llars
now applied in the construction of the greater ?art of the
mercantile marine is based upon calculatwns made
regarding the strains aetua.lly brought to bear upon these
portions of the vessel, and, as already stated, the two are
considered in their relation the one to the other. The
tables a.re perhaps not ~o simple in their application as the
elementary rules formerly in force, but they have ~he great
merit of being scientifically founded, and of bemg both
reasonable and trustworthy.
When the length of the midship beam exceeds 43 feet, not
}\:: U less than two rows of pillars are fitted, and, when the length
J exceeds 55 feet, three 1·ows are fitted. When beams are

j
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fitted at alternate frames, eacll beam is pillared, unless the
massed system of pillaring, hereafter to be described, is
adopte~. But if beams are at every~ame, pillars should
-f~ be fitted at alternate beams, and attac
to continuous fore
and aft girders under the beams. Th
girders are formed
of double angles of the reverse frame size or other
equivalent section, and they are attached to each ordinary
beam, and to all deep beams and bulk~ea.ds at which they
may abut, by means of short angle lugs.
It is very important that pi)lars to 'tween decks and in
holds should be arranged so as to form · continuous ties
'from the uppermost beams to the floors. The number and
sizes of the rivets securing the heads -and heels of the
pillars should be proportionate to the diameters of the
pillars, and these diameters, as already pointed out,~hould
be regulated by the length of the pillars, the length of the
beam, and the position of the deck-wiilch is supported in
relation to those above itJ All these considerations have
to be taken into aecount m fixing the sizes of the pillars
at different parts of a vessel, and in determining the
atta~hments at their heads and heels. \!,hen the heels
c9me upon inner bottoms, they should be nveted to short ~
tee or angle bars, which are riveted to t~plating of inner
bottom before its watertightness is tested. ·
In a case of a 'tween decks being us exclusively for
passenger aecommodation, the pillars beneath might, of
course, ·be of reduced size.
· )
Cases often occur in which, for the purpose of fitting
shifting boards, it is preferred to have three rows of pillara
instead of two, where two rows would otherwise be
admissable, the quarter pillars being in that case fitted in
two incomplete rows. This is quite allowable, provided
support be given to the intermediate beams, between the /
widely spaced quarter pillars, by means of · continuous
girders at the heads of the pillars, worked intercostally and
attached to the deck plating. It is usual in such cases to fit ·
the quarter pillars opposite every fourth frame, and to have
beams fitted at every frame, of the. reduced size suitable for
that spacing. If the middle line 'p illars are " reeled" for
receiving
_shifting boards they are of full size; but, shouid
,

double pillars be fitted for the purpose, they should be of
not less than three-fourths the diameter of corresponding
single pillars. Long~udual middle line bulkheads are sometimes adopted, ~8 a warm anent fitting, in lieu of portable
shifting boards, and in such cases the bulkheads may be
effectively stiffened to serve the purpose of pillars. Such
bulkheads should be strongly secured at top and bottom·, and
to the deck beams, Similarly, the bulkheads of engine and
boiler casin<rs,
and. of coal bunkers, when disposed vertically,
n
may be efl'ecti\' ely stiffened to serve the. purpose of quarter
pillars.
·
186. Hollow and Sectional Pillars.-The solid pillar of
circular section . is a most wasteful mode of employing
materials in a vessel, for purposes of support. Equal
efficiency may be obtained from a much smaller weight of
material made of a hollow form or of an H or some other
rolled section. Hollow pillars with s9lid heads and heels
h ave long since been used at times in lieu of the unduly
heavy solid pillars, and Lloyd's Rules have furnished the
sizes of corresponding hollow sectio~s which may be adopted.
Of late, other sections have largely come into use, the chief
of these being a rolled H section or a similar form
composed of two channel bars riveted back to back. The
last named an·angement is of special value, inasmuch as it
readily admits of bra~ket attachments at the heads and
heels, instead of the comparatively less satisfactory
arrangement which alone is possible with either the oolid or
hollow pillar of circular section. The double channel
an-angement in larger sizes is also frequently adopted in
the massed system of pillaring to be presently described.
187. Massed Pillaring.-The demand for roomy cargo
holds affording unbroken stowage is rapidly on the increase,
and to meet that demand shipbuilders have . to devise
arrangements wher eby the number of pillar supports may
be reduced to a minimum. In some small vessels, pillars
have, indeed, been dispensed with altogether without loss
of efficiency. To dispense with a great many comparatively
small pillars, by substituting a few very strong ones, 1·equires,
in the first place, a closer bulkhead subdivision in the vessel
than is normally adopted. In this way, longitudinal girders
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of reasonable depth can be fitted from bulkhead to bulkhead,
sufficiently strong to support the deck beams when
supported, themselves, at only one or two points by means
of very strong pillars. The girders are, necessarily, strongly
connected at their extremities to the bulkheads, and they are
generally associated with several additionally stroQg beams,
more especially at the extremities of the cargo hatchways.
There are very many forms in which these general
principles may be, and are, carried out in practice, but the
underlying principles in all are the same; these being
strong longitudinal girders to efficiently distribute over
all the deck beams, hatch coamings, and other components
of the deck framing, the support obtained from a few
very strong pillars. Sometimes the pillars are built up of
rolled sectional material, such as channels, etc., riveted
together, and in other cases they are of columna! structure
-built in the same way as a steel mast. In every instance, .
however the pillar may be formed, provision is made
whereby it can ~ connected both at the top and bottom to
an extent commensurate with its strength.
Plate XLVII. shows an arrangement of massed pillaring
which has given excellent results.
In this case there a re only four pillars in the hold shown
by the Plate, two of the pillars being hollow cylinders, built
like masts, about 18 inches in diameter, and the other two
being formed with double channel bars riveted back to back
and strengthened with face plates. The pillars in the deck
spaces above are formed of double channel bars arranged
as shown. The bracket connections at the heads and heels
of all the pillars are shown in the sketch, also the
· } connections of the longitudinal girders, below the several
decks, with the bounding bulkheads of the hold in
question.
·
It 'Yill be noticed that in this arrangement the strong
hatchw_ay beams are removed one frame space from the
ends of the hatchways. in order that room may be found
for the heads of the large pillars, and for efficient dia.mond
plate connections of the strong beam to the longitudinal
girders having the same depth. The hatchway coamings·
are supported by means of short carlings joining the .bulb
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angle beams to the stro~g beams These strong end beams
and corresponding strong half beams are attached to web
frames marked W at the sides of the vessel
The various sketches shown on Plate XLVII. will otherwise sufficiently explain this excellent arrangement of
massed pillat'ing. Upon viewing the hold in plan, it w_ill be
seen how little the stowage is broken by these four pillars,
and how well the latter are arrang~d
A
B
in association with the girders for
::
supporting the deck. .
ll
188. Joggled Plate Laps.-The use ll
·of mild steel in shipbuilding has led to ! i
the adoption of modes of combining the :''l
materials which are possible only with
snch a. highly ductile roateri~~rl. AB
a.lready seen in connection with the l l
question of bulkhead stiffening, it is l' l'
now very usual to flange steel plates ! !
in lieu of riveting angle bars to them. : i
This is done. in double bottoms at the l l
upper, and sometimes at the lower,~?~ ! !
of floors, at the edges of intercosta. i
pla~, on the ini'ier edges of side ll
stringers (see D, fig. 32), and at other l i
pa.;t:c; the vesseL In such cases it is l !
usua.l to increase the ~l!!£ki!~-2Lth~
~~l!Ee~ pla~ as compensation for ~he
Fig. 33.
loss of stiffness which would otherwtSe
occur through the substitution of a. flange for an angle bar.
During recent years, adva.nta.ge_has been tak~n in other
ways of the ductility of the ma.tenal, and the chi_ef of_ these
is seen in the flanging of plate edges and the JOgghn~ of
fra.me a.ngles. The object sought in each of_ these dev:ces
is the omission of plate liners and the sa.vmg of wetght
resulting therefrom. Special machines and ~ppli~ces have
been invented for the purpose of producmg both these
results (see fig. 33).
Considering first the joggling of the plate la.ndings, as
shown at A in the figure, it may be remarked tha.t not only
has this device been applied to the shell plating but to
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inner bottom plating and deck plating also. When the shell
plating is treated in this way, care must be taken in
previously spacing the rivet holes in the frames, so that
rivets may not occur at the joggled corners. To do this and
avoid any widely spaced rivets, it is necessary to place two
rivets in each frame bar at the lap, instead of one only as is
done in the ordinary method of plating. Ca:r;e also has to
be taken in the joggling, as also in the fitting and screwing
up of the landings previous to riveting, so as to ensure that
the work shall be sound and tight when completed. The
practice of joggling plate landings is a growing one, and
has the advant;age of not only saving weight but also of
diminishing the number of thicknesses to be fitted and
riveted together. It has, however, the disadvantage of not
being suitable for ready repairs at parts of the world where
joggling machines are not used.
The joggled frame system, shown at B, fig 33, has so
far been chiefly adopted by Messrs. Russell, of Port-Glasgow,
but it is n~t suitable for the parts of the vessel having
much curvature of form. Very satisfactory work is, however, performed by the system, but care has to be taken
that the joggle is, in every case, of the right depth for the
particular plate to fit into it, and that it is correctly
situated in the frame to properly receive that plate.
189. Centre Plate Rudders.-Centre plate or single
plate rudders have now almost wholly displaced the earlier
form, and during r ecent years, some improvements have
been made in them which are worthy of record.
A form of forged single plate rudder, since slightly
modified to the arrangement shown. by Plate XLVIIL, was
first made by Messrs. D. & W. Hend~rson & Company, of
Glasgow, and fitted in the steamers of · the Anchor Line,
where, although exposed to the heavy work of the North
Atlantic trade, they were found to be very satisfactory.
The firm in question have improved upon the first form of
the type, and, for many years past, rudders such as is
shown in the Plate have been adopted by them, and, more
recently, by many other shipbuilders. One great advantage
of this rudder is its reliability, as it is constructed without
any welds. The main spiadle may be h&mme~ed out of a
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steel ingot or a forged bar, and the arms are shrunk on and
keyed' as shown. The heads, as in other forms of rudders,
are' lisually coupled.
Plate"XLVIIl shows a plan of the rudder, and alo~~iae
of this plan sections are given at the let~red pos1t1ons,
A, B, C, etc., showing the form of the coupling and of t~e
several arms of the rudder. The plate of the rudder vanes
in thickness f~om-!-% of an inch in vessels of small size with
a 3 inch rudder head, to iff of an inch in large vessels·
requiring rudder heads 11 inches in diameter. The distance
from centre to centre of the tnms varies, in the two cases
just mentioned, from 45 inches to 66 inches~ . Th: arms of
the rudder are arranged alternately on opposite SI~es, ~nd
the plate is fitted into a groove formed in the mam p1ece
to receive it. As already mentioned, the arms are shr~nken
on the main piece, and further sec~ed by key~ fit~ed m the
groove, as shown in the Plate, which further mdicates the
riveting connecting the single plate to the arms. O_ther
forms of coupling at the rudder head are sometu~es
adopted, some of which permit of the . rudder b~mg
unshipped without the head bein~ lifte~ or 1ts connectwns
to the after steering gear bemg disturbed. Portable
pintles are shown, which are now commonly adopted, an~
prove a very desirable arrangement.
~
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